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PREFACE 
Every study has its own history and this one is no exception. Discus-
sions concerning this study started during the Summer of 1980 between 
the Control Data Corporation (CDC) and the International Institute for 
Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) . At that time IIASA had already 
developed its first computer connections to both West and East and 
preparations were under way to provide further links to the different 
emerging data services in more and more countries. All computer links 
used by IIASA primarily served the scientific research purposes of this 
international research institute, but in broader terms there was also the 
desire to promote the international exchange of computerized data in the 
fields of science and technology . From this point or view a study, which 
would take stock of the datacommunication infrastructure and relevant 
administrative procedures around the IIASA networking activities , 
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seemed to be of utmost interest to the Institute. 
The Control Data Corporation has always been one of the strongest 
supporters of IIASA's compute r related activities and -- as strange as it 
may sound -- they donated to the Institute a Hungarian made TPA-70 min-
icomputer that controlled a Hungarian made graphical display. It is 
perhaps of interest that this computer -- now more than ten years old --
after being upgraded and extended by numerous telecommunication 
adapters and storage memories -- became one of the cores of the 
present packet-switched based networking nodes at IIASA. 
It is well-known that CDC operates one of the world's largest data ser-
vices to many countries in the world; their CYBERNET network is one of 
the largest international time sharing networks used primarily for 
engineering and business purposes. Furthermore, and independent from 
CYBERNET. CDC operates separate data services in many countries of the 
world built on CDC mainframes and the datacommunication infrastruc-
ture of the country in question. In light of this, it is not surprising that 
CDC is also interested in the datacommunication infrastructure, relevant 
administrative procedures and emerging policy issues regarding 
transborder data flows in all parts or the world . As a logical consequence 
CDC expressed its interest in the planned IIASA study and was willing to 
contribute to the funding of the project. Other organizations soon 
became interested and also joined the planned study. 
One of the strongest promoters of computer networking activities in 
Austria is the Austrian Federal Ministry for Science and Research. For a 
small open economy such as Austria, international computer communica-
tions were from the outset of high interest, and IIASA's relation with the 
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Austrian Ministry for Science and Research has always been particularly 
strong and fruitful. For example, in 1977 IIASA completed for the Ministry 
a study of the "Feasibility of Austrian Participation in International Com-
puter Networks", which looked at the current state of the art of computer 
networking and made recommendations on how Austria could be involved 
in international networking . Four years after this study was completed 
the Ministry expressed their interest in conducting a follow-up study. At 
that time lIASA was still negotiating with CDC concerning their study and 
with the extra support of the Ministry the opportunity arose to extend the 
original scope of the CDC study to new dimensions. As a result of this sup-
port all the chapters in this study regarding the existing transborder data 
flow applications between East and West were made possible. 
Needless to say we are extremely grateful for the generous support 
of the Control Data Corporation and the Austrian Ministry for Science and 
Research in our work. Special thanks also go to Frau Minister Firnberg 
who has always strongly supported our activities, to Dr. N. Rozsenich who 
helped us in elaborating the scope of the study and for his prompt help 
and advice whenever it was needed, and to Dr. Becker who helped us over 
the administrative hurdles . I am also particlarly grateful to Mr. Robert D. 
Schmidt, Vice Chairman of the Control Data Corporation who has proven 
to be one of the main promoters of the work , to Mr . Hugh P. Donaghue, 
Vice President and "transborder data flow guru" at Control Data for the 
many valuable discussions, to Mr. Robert E. Wesslund, Mr. GUn.ter Rocken-
bauer and Mr . James E. Rein all at the Control Data Corporation in Min-
neapolis and Vienna who greatly helped to promote the (more or less) 
smooth implementation of the project and gave useful advice. 
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Throughout the pre p a ration of the s tudy we di scovere d m a ny institu-
tions who b ecame inte rested in our work and then actively contribute d to 
by providing invalua ble information, use ful hints and suggestions on the 
scope of the work and on many individual de tails . The list of institutions 
and people who supported us is far too long to be given here and I do not 
want to fall into the unforgivable mistake of giving the reader a long list 
to read and possibly offending someone who I have missed . Nevertheless, 
a few names are mentioned in order to present the type of org anizations 
that have helped us . 
First of all there were the many different PTTs from the countries 
involved in the study; many thanks e specially to our colleagues at the 
Austrian PTT, Radio Austria, the Hungaria n PTT, the Federation of the 
Yugoslavian PTTs and the Croatian PTT. 
I am also most grateful to those organizations who provided invalu-
able information on the different transborder data flow applications : 
including the Austrian Press Agency (APA) in Vlenna, the World Meteoro-
logical Organization (WMO) in Geneva, the SITA regional office in Zurich, 
the European Centre for Medium Term Weather Forecasting (ECMTWF) in 
Reading, the Hungarian Meteorological Service in Budapest, the Central 
Institute for Meteorology and Geodynamics in Vienna, the Central Insti-
tute for Scientific and Technical Information (CINTI) in Sofia, the Univer-
sity Computing Center (SRCE) in Zagreb, the Institute for Scientific 
Research in Telecommunications in Sofia , the Institute for Computation 
and Automation of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences (SZTAKI), the Elek-
tronska Industrija in Nis, the Austrian Federal Ministry for Transport, and 
last but not least the Hungarian State Committee for Technical 
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Development . 
One last thought on the scope of the study . When it became possible 
through the generosity of the Austrian Ministry of Science and Research 
to include in the study the present state of the art of transborder data 
flow applications between East and West, the first rather incidental idea 
of setting up a study outline, which could be regarded as a forerunner to 
the so-called country case studies of the United Nations Center for Trans-
national Corporations (UNCTC) in New York, became concrete. This idea 
became even more real as IIASA and the UNCTC, as one of the dis-
tinguished centers where problems of transborder data flows are studied, 
were already in close contact . 
In its 1982- 1983 work program the UNCTC defined that country-case 
studies on the impact of transborder data flows, with special emphasis on 
the role of transnational corporations in them, should be undertaken. 
The present IIASA study, which is basically a regional study, can, in our 
view, be regarded as a forerunner to some future UNCTC country case 
studies. There are differences in the nature of the studies, the IIASA 
study being more technically oriented with the main emphasis on taking 
stock of the present hardware, software, service, regulations and applica-
tion aspects of transborder data flows, whereas the work done under 
UNTCT's guidance is more country oriented focusing on the economy and 
information policies . For these reasons we believe that our work for the 
Middle and East European regions prepares the ground well for follow-up 
country studies . 
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We also hope that our work will prove beneficial to the UNESCO /UNDP 
South-East European regional project (RER/791006/CIO 1I13) on 
"Crossborder Computerized Data Exchange in Science and Technology", 
which aims at the development of a dedicated pilot compt1ter network in 
this area to promote the exchange of data in the field of science and 
technology. 
I am most indebted to those who helped to write this report including 
K. Arabadjian from ELCODATA in Vienna, A. Berisa from the University 
Computing Centre in Zagreb, P. Brakalova from the Institute for Scientific 
Research in Telecommunications in Sofia, A. Butrimenko from the Insti-
tute for Systems Studies in Moscow, A. Labadi from IIASA, J. Puzrnann 
from the Federal Ministry of Technology and Investment in Prague, E. 
Tasheva at NIIS in Sofia, and to T.K. Todorov from the Central Institute for 
Scientific and Technical Information in Sofia. 
Last but not least I would like to thank the dedicated work of my col-
leagues at IIASA in the preparation of this report. I am most grateful to 
Dr. Paul Makin for his editorial support and many useful suggestions, to 
Ms. Nora Avedisians, Ms. Susie Riley, and Ms. Miyoko Yamada for the not at 
all easy wordprocessing job, and to the PDP 11 /70 computer at IIASA that 
did not put us down too often. 
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EXPERIMENTAL AND OPERATIONAL EAST-WEST COMPUTER CONNECTIONS: 
THE TELECOMMUNICATION HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, 
DATACO.M:MUNICATION SERVICES, 
AND RELEVANT ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES 
by 
Istvan Sebestyen 
INTRODUCTION 
The task of studying experimental and operational computer connec-
tions between East and West is considerably more complex and interdisci-
plinary than would be expected . First, telecommunicatons, and in partic-
ular the data communication infrastructure of all the countries involved, 
has to be dealt with; however, this includes not only the technical param-
eters and traffic capabilities of these networks but also the whole range 
of services they can provide and the full set of relevant administrative 
procedures that regulate under what conditions and how those services 
are actually to be used . 
The next field or study is the examination of the teleprocessing 
hardware and software "infrastructures" of the countries involved. In 
other words, it is not enough to look at the t elecommunication services 
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provided by the post and telegraphy administrations (PTTs) and the rules 
and regulations on how these services are to be used . In addition, the 
computer hardware (terminals, modems, multiplexers, host computers, 
etc.) that can be connected to those services and the telecommunication 
software needed to make this all run has to be examined. When all this is 
completed, a precise technical answer can then be given on how one par-
ticular computer or terminal in a given country can communicate with a 
particular computer or terminal in another country. As the necessary 
administrative and bureaucratic procedures are reviewed, it also 
becomes clear which administrative "battles" with which bureaucratic 
body have to be "fought" in order to finally send over the first byte from a 
terminal in country A to a computer in country B 
When all these hurdles have been jumped in practice, and one 
succeeds in sending the first byte over the data communication set-up 
across a border, one is soon faced with a number of tricky questions such 
as : 
What is it good for and should it be done? Is it necessary to access a 
timesharing computer abroad in order to carry out these types of calcu-
lations that could be done within a country? Should a database computer 
be accessed abroad and if so under what conditions? Which type of 
foreign databases should be imported in tape form and mounted onto 
domestic mainframes and which should still be accessed abroad? Should 
databases or computational services be exported and if so, to what 
degree does it allow the unwanted transfer of any anxiously protected 
technology? Should such services be prohibited and if so, to what degree 
does this go against the widely accepted principle of the free flow of 
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information? What sort of economic impacts does the cost of providing 
such services have in the sending and receiving countries? Are jobs lost 
in the country consuming the service and if so, how many? Are new jobs 
created in the country providing the service? Should information on indi-
viduals be stored on computers in other countries, and if so, under what 
conditions? Do transborder data flow applications increase the vulnera-
bility of any country and if so, in what form and to what degree? 
It is at this point that experts actually start to talk about 
transborder data follow applications and all the issues and problems that 
are known to accompany this somewhat clouded term. These types of 
basic questions are numerous and are regarded as the cornerstones of 
the trans border data flow debate . 
In order to enable us to try and answer some of the more important 
questions above, the next step in the study is to analyze in a more 
descriptive and "stock-taking" way all major transborder data flow appli-
cations between East and West that primarily use datalines as a transmis-
sion medium . The main aim of this study therefore is to provide a first 
stock of information with only a limited amount of analysis. Implicitly, 
our task is to fill those gaps in the information, which, as mentioned in 
the Preface , will be required for any later indepth analysis of the situation 
for detailed country case studies . 
We started the study by dividing the work into three main steps : 1, 
gathering the available information; 2, structuring and presenting the 
information; and 3, analyzing the information. Great effort was made to 
do all three as well as possible . We started by designing questionnaires in 
such a way that the structure of the questions enabled us to better 
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organize the information received. Even so, problems arose. First of all, 
there has been very little written on this subject in the literature and cer-
tainly not in the integrated way that we desired. All the data we collected 
were openly available and to a certain extent had even been published, if 
only in a very fragmented way and in different forms. One of the first 
major problems we faced was that not all the information we needed was 
available in every country. There were many reasons for this: either the 
data were not publicly available, they simply did not exist, or we were not 
lucky enough to find them. In other cases, however, we sometimes found 
information that we thought would, if included, broaden the horizons of 
the study even though they were not directly related. 
The information we acquired, therefore, varied in quantity and qual-
ity; for example, we would obtain information from one country on 
telecommunication networks, terminals, and computer statistics but 
nothing on public databases. The opposite would be true of another coun-
try and for this reason a common in-depth structuring of the data proved 
to be very difficult . It was decided therefore to present all materials in a 
common basic structure in independent country chapters, each chapter 
a unit within itself. We believe that through this approach the peculiari-
ties of each country would be more easily understood. One disadvantage 
with this method, of course, is that the aggregation of data, which would 
be so necessary for a regional study, was not done adequately in all fields. 
However, we did, and we hope well, disaggregate the data in the field of 
datacommunication hardware and software systems for the countries 
involved but not for the telecommunication infrastructure. 
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The countries included in the study were also not chosen arbitrarily. 
Primarily those countries to which IIASA had computer connections, or 
would soon have in the future, were chosen. The GDR and Poland, for 
example , were not covered by this simple concept and thus left out, 
except for telecommunication hardware and software and the special net-
works . Nonetheless, we hope that we have managed to produce a general 
picture of the state of the art and the possibilities of transborder data 
flows to and from Central and East Europe an countries, although this 
could probably be refined by further studies . 
We now turn to the actual structure of the study, which was divided 
into two major parts. The fi:rst part deals with the actual datacommuni-
cation infrastructure of the countries involved and describes all those 
components, i.e, technical, economic a l, political. and legal, which are 
involved in moving data from one country to another . Chapter 1 gives a 
short introduction to the basic telecommunication hardware and software 
"jargon" needed to read the study and may be passed over by those 
already conversant with such language . Chapters 8- 7 describe the 
datacommunication infrastructures of the individual countries, including 
the relevant administrative procedures that govern their use . We tried, 
as far as was possible, to present a broad background picture to give the 
reader a view of the whole scene in which the actual datacommunication 
is embedded. As a basis for pointing out t he possible future directions of 
each country, and the speed with which they may be achieved, an 
attempt was also made to provide a history of each country's past and 
present advances in this field. I strongly believe that the history of indus-
try is a most important, if somewhat neglected, subject . Especially now, 
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when we are trying to predict the potential role and impacts of new infor-
mation and telecommunication technologies, it is worthwhile looking back 
at the history of each of the "elements" involved (e.g., telecommunication 
and computer technology) and their applications in such areas as 
meteorology, banking, documentation, industry etc . For example, it is 
most characteristic that, except when the world was at war, the struc-
tural changes in telecommunication services and their market penetra-
tion was very slow, sometimes taking years and even decades to produce 
changes. Following the history of the industry and a description of the 
state of the art in the telecommunication and datacommunication fields, 
administrative procedures, such as how to connect to the system, how to 
subscribe to a given service, the tariffs, contact points, and who is 
responsible, are detailed . 
The last part of each country chapter concerns the most typical 
transborder data flow applications relevant to each country. In fact, 
these data would actually fit better in Part 2 of the study under the 
heading "Transborder data flow applications", but since they are very 
much country specific we decided to include them in the country 
chapters . Therefore, only the common applications, such as meteorologi-
cal data networks, airline reservation and data networks, etc., are han-
dled separately in Part 2 . Once again, however. the scope of Part 1 differs 
from country to country. In the case of Bulgaria, for example, we have 
included a rather detailed description of the Bulgarian data base industry 
and services, which in a way is also related with the separate chapter on 
Hungarian public database services in Part 2. 
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The la.st chapter of Part 1 deals with the telecommunication 
hardware and software systems produced in the C"MEA countries and 
Yugoslavia . We discuss here the Ryad (ES) and SM computer system fami-
lies -- the unified computer systems of the CMEA countries -- and some of 
the dedicated networks built on them. This aspect is dealt with in a 
separate chapter because we wanted to handle the subject independently 
from the countries in which they were produced. 
In Part 2 all the applications describe regional transborder data flow 
uses with the exception of the chapter on Hungarian Public Database ser-
vices, which was included to give an example of how this important aspect 
works . Incidentally, the availability of very good detailed data and statis-
tics on this topic made a lengthly analysis possible. 
The other chapters in Part 2 deal with the different dedicated com-
puter networks and thus transborder data flow applications in this region . 
The IIASA TPA/70-X.25 gateway network is used solely for the exchange of 
scientific and technical information; the meteorological networks of the 
WMO and the ECMWF are used for the transmission of meteorological 
observation and processed data. the SITA network to carry data needed 
by a.irlines and the data networks of major news agencies to exchange the 
latest news among themselves . There are two important categories of 
dedicated networks which were not included in our study: the interbank-
ing network SWIFT and the computer networks of transnational corpora-
tions such as UNILEVER and CYBERNET, because they are not yet con-
nected to any Eastern European country. The only transnational corpora-
tion network included in the study, however. is the news agency network 
of Reuters. but this is handled within the chapter describing new agency 
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networks in general. 
In the final summarizing chapter I have tried to provide a picture of 
the general aspects of the present tele- and datacommunication infras-
tructure of the countries involved in the study and their most important 
transborder data flow applications. 
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CLASSIFICATION OF TELECOMMUN1CATION 
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Chapter 1 
This chapter is aimed at readers less familiar with data communica-
lion and computer networking terms or who are in doubt about how these 
terms are applied in this study. In the first part of the chapter an intro-
duction is given to the basic elements or data communication, followed by 
a description of the basic computer network functions and finally the 
roles of the PTis and the manufacturers in this process. 
1. BASIC DATA COMMUNICATION FUNCTIONS 
Computers and their peripherals wer e linked together over telecom-
munication circuits practically from the first days of computers in the 
early 1940s . The functional components o f a data-communication system 
are shown in Figure 1 and Table 1. Data input and output devices, which 
in almost all cases are provided by the users and not the telecommunica-
lion authorities, are connected to some kind of communication control 
- 14 - Chapter 1 
units which perform several important functions of the data communica-
tion subsystem (Table 2). 
COMMUNICATION CONTROL UNIT 
SYNCHRONIZATION 
DATA ._INPUT- - : - - ERROR- I TRANSMITTER 
INPUT CONTROL I CONTROL OR MODULA TOR 
------------DEVICES CODE TRAriSLATION 
COMMUlllCATIONS I 
CHArlNEL I 
SYNCHRONIZATION 
~ RECEIVER ~ -ERROR--T-ourPUT- DATA I 
OR DEMODULATOR 5_0~~~ __ L _~0!'._T~02:__ OUTPUT 
CODE TRANSLATION DEVICES 
COMMUNICATION CONTROL UNIT 
Figure 1. The data communications subsystem, often called the data 
link, consists of the indicated functional components which 
are required in every data communications system [l ] 
These functions may be performed entirely by hardware devices 
(such as concentrators, multiplexors) in a hard wired manner, or they 
may be performed entirely by software devices (such as program s in mini 
and microcomputer systems) . They can also be performed by a combina-
tion of hardware and software devices (such as communication proces-
sors , front-end processors). Jn the majority of cases these functions are 
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Table 1. System components of a data communications subsystem [ 1]. 
Data input or output devices 
Keyboard 
PIT reader (paper tape) 
CIR (card reader) 
MIT unit (magnetic tape) 
Facsimile 
Badge reader 
Microfilm reader 
CRT/VDT (cathode-ray tube/visual display 
tube) 
MICR (magnetic ink character recognition) 
CCR (optical character reader) 
Transducers 
Sensors 
AID equipment (analog to digital) 
Computer processors 
Communication control unit s 
Memory or buffer storage 
Magnetic core 
Magnetic drum 
Shift registers 
Delay lines 
Transmitters or receivers Communication links Data output devices 
Modulators I demodulators Te leg rap h lines 
Modems Telephone plant 
Datasets Radio 
Acoustic couplers 
Data phone 
Line adaptors 
Microwave 
Coaxial cable 
Wire pairs 
PIT punch 
Card punch 
Line printer 
Teleprinter 
Teletypewriter 
MI T unit 
CRT/VDT 
Plotter 
Recorder 
Dials and gauges 
Computer processors 
COM (Computer output 
microfilm) 
performed by systems which are installed and ope rated by the users . 
The two communication control units to be linked are intercon-
nected by telecommunication channels . The te chnically appropriate link 
between the telecommunication cha nnel and the communication control 
units is provided through so-called m odems . ln analogue, vo ic e 
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Table 2. The functions of the communications-control unit and some ex-
ample [ 1]. 
SYNCHRONIZATION 
LINE ERROR 
-
,____ 
CONTROL CONTROL 
CODE TRANSLATION 
Synchronization (timing considerations) 
Bit 
Character 
Message 
Line control (line protocol. line discipline, "handshaking") 
BISYNC (binary synchronous communications) 
ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange) 
SDLC (synchronous data link control) 
DDCMP (digital data communications message protocol) 
HLDG (high-level datalink control) 
Error control (detection/correction) 
Parity-LAC, VRC (longitudinal, vertical redundancy check) 
Polynomial-CRC !cyclic redundancy check) 
ARO vs . FEC sys. ns (ARO = automatic request for retransmission 
FEC = forward error correcting) 
Code translation (communications codes) 
ASCII 
EBCDIC (extend binary coded decimal interchange code) 
Bau dot 
telecommunication networks, the main task of the modem, is to 
transform the databits to be transmitted into a suitable signal format 
which can then easily be transmitted over a telephone network. This was 
not designed for digital data transmission but for the transmission of 
analogue signals in voice frequencies (Figure 2) For digital data network, 
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other types of modulation methods are required (Table 3). 
Doto bits _ : Signa l suitable for traveling _ 
1 over telephone line 
~~1i-~1iJ-1·~1~I~,~~ 
Doto 
processing 
machine 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Doto 
processing 
machine 
~NJriWHJtM~~ 
Transmitted signal 
Figure 2 . Use of modems [2]. 
I 
I Doto bits 
1 (converted bock to 
1 square-edged pulses) 
Depending on the type of PTT service, modems are provided by the 
PTTs or by the users . Modems provided by the PTTs are usually in digital 
data services--such as for the Austrian Datex or the Hungarian Nedix--
whereas modems for data communication over analogue voice and tele-
graphic lines are usually provided by the users. However, to make sure 
that user modems are compatible with the telecommunication hardware 
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Table 3 . Modem functions and terminology [l ]. 
TRANSMITTER 
MODULATOR 
Terminology 
Transmitter/receiver 
Modulator/demodulator 
Modem 
Dataset 
Oataphone 
Acoustic coupler 
Line adapter~oneous usage 
RECEIVER 
OE MODULA TOA 
Modulation method 
Analog 
Amplitude modulation (AM) 
Frequency modulation (FM) 
Phase modulation (¢M) 
Digital 
Pulse (PAM, POM, PFM, PPM) 
Pulse code modulation (PCM) 
(lines, amplifiers, multipliers, switches, etc .) of the telephone network, 
they have to be approved by the national PTTs. The national PTTs usually 
provide a list of approved modems in order to simplify the administrative 
procedure of the connection. Generally, it can be said that if the modems 
fulfill the appropriate recommendations of the CCITT of the International 
Telecommunication Union (ITU), they are in practice approved. 
The modems and the telecommunication link together provide for 
actual data transmission. Some main characteristics of the telecommun-
ication channel are given in Table 4, and Table 5 lists the major categories 
of communication lines . Advantages and disadvantages of the various 
transmission modes are then summarized in Table 6. The actual telecom-
munication channels are alway s provided by the different PTTs or c om-
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mon carriers. They lease circuits to private users or provide data 
transmission services over public switched or dedicated telephone or 
data networks. Parameters of public PTT networks are also defined by 
appropriate CCITT recommendations. 
Table 4 . Communication channel characterizations [1]. 
~ COMMUNICATIONS CHANNEL ~ 
Channel modes 
Simplex 
Hatt-duplex (HOX) 
Full-duplex (FOX) 
Transmission speeds 
Bits per second (bps) 
Characters per second (char/s) 
Words per minu1e (wpm) (note: one 
word contains six characters) 
Baud (note: Baud is the plural) 
Transmission method 
Serial-by-bit t Asynchronous or 
Parallel-by-bit ~ synchronous 
Facilities types 
Wholly owned private system 
Private leased (Pl) 
Public system (ODD) 
Facilities organization type 
Point-to-point 
Multidrop 
Switched 
Networit 
Channel type 
Baseband 
Narrowband 
Voiceband 
Wideband 
Multiplexed (FOM!TDM) 
Carrier service 
Transmission link 
A summary of the data communication subsystem with its com-
ponents as discussed in this chapter is given in Figure 3. 
There are several distinct ways in which a communications facility 
(or data-communications system) may be arranged according to topologi-
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Table 5. Categories of communication line based on [2). 
Types or Links Comments 
Digital link 
Analog link 
Switched public 
Leased (sometimes called 
"private") 
Designed for digital transmission. 
No modem required . Are code-
sensitive in some cases . 
Transmits a continua~ range of 
frequencies like a voice line. 
Modem required . 
Cheaper if usage is low. Switched 
telephone and data lines are 
universally available. 
Cheaper than the public lines if 
usage is high. May have lower 
error rate . Higher speeds possible 
on leased telephone lines than 
switched ones. 
Leased with private switching ~ay give the lowest cost. Com-
bines the advantages of leased 
lines with the flexibility of switch-
ing. Public switched wideband 
lines may not be available. 
Private (noncommon-carrier) Usually only permitted within a 
subscriber's premises. See next 
item. 
Private (nonc ommon-carrier) links: 
Speeds 
Multtplexing 
In-plant 
Microwave radio 
Sho lfave or VHF' radio 
Optical or tn!rared 
Baseband 
Subvoice grade 
Voice grade (Narrowband) 
Wideband 
F'DM 
TDM 
Very high bit-rates achievable. 
Permissible in special cases for 
point-to-point links. 
Used for transmission to and 
moving vehicles or people . 
Used for short links - e .g , 
intercity - at high bit rates 
(250,000 bps, typical) . No 
license required. Put out of 
action by rog or very intense 
rain. 
Originating frequencies, for 
links up to 600 m signals over 
wire pair do not require modu-
lation. 
Usually refers to speeds below 
600 bits per second. 
Us ually refers to analog voice 
lines using modems of speeds 
from 600 to 10,500 bits per 
second. 
Speeds above those of voice 
voice lines, most commonly 
19 ,200, 40,800 , 50,000, and 
240,000 . 
In frequency-division multiplex-
ing (F'DM) , a channel carries 
the signals of several lower 
speed subchannels . Each of 
the subchannels is allocated to 
a specific frequency range . 
Time-diVlsion multiplexing 
(TDM) ts a technique where 
each subchannel is allocated a 
portion of the transmission 
time. 
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Table 6 . Mode s of transmission ~ 2] 
DISADVANTAGES OF THE VARIOUS TRANSMISSIO N Moors 
MOOE O~ TRANSMISSION ,\J) VANIACr.<; A N U DISADVANTAGF., 
----·--- - --· 
~Four-wire Permits full-duple x tran smission . 
Two-wire Full-duplex transmission still possible with separate frequenc y 
bands for the two directions. 
;=Simpl" Rarely used for data transmission, as there is no return path for 
control , or error signal s. 
Commonly u'ed for transmission. though a full-duplex line \__= H•lf d"Pi" data 
may cost little more . 
Full Juplex System sometime~ cannot take advantage of this, as data cann o t 
Data in be made available for transmitting in both directions simultaneousl y. 
~ both directions Can substan1ially reduce the response time, however, on a con-
at once versational mult1drop line. 
Often requires a more expensive terminal. 
Commonly used on a link between concentrator and computer. 
Data in one A common arrangement, though, as data arc still only being sent in 
direction: control one direct ion at a time, half-duplex transmission may give better 
- information in value for money at low character rates. With high character rates 
the other the line turnaround time may be long compared to the character 
time and full-duplex operation may eliminate most turnaround 
delay. 
Serial-by-character Separate Low transmitter cost , but high line cost. J Pmlld-by-bi< wires Economical for in-plant use. 
\_____= Line costs too expensive for long distances. Separate Used on voice lines to give a slow but inexpensive terminal. 
f rcq uencies For efficient line utilization, however, data set costs are high, and 
\ receiver cost can be high . 
Serial-by-character 
Serial-by-bit ~ The most common system, especiall y on long lines. 
\\-= 
\ 
\ 
\~ 
StarHtop 
transmission 
Synchronous 
transmission 
H igh-sreed pulse 
tr:iin 
Inexpensive terminal. e.g., telegraph machines. 
Only one character lost if synchronization fails. 
Not too resilient to distortion at high speeds. 
More expensive termina l. 
Block lost if synchronization fails . 
Eflicient line utilization . High ratio of data to control bits. 
More resilient to noise and jitter than start-stop transmission, 
espec ially at high transmission speeds. 
The most common sys tem on lines of 600 bits per second and faster. 
In-plant or private wiring only at present. 
Low wi rin g cos t with low terminal cost. 
High accuracy. 
Figure 3 . 
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The data communications subsystem with its components as 
di scussed in tills chapter [ 1] 
cal and utili za tion considerations. Topologically an organization may be 
eilher point-to-point. multipoint, or a network . In terms of utilization a 
system may be either switched. nonswitc hed, or a message-switched net-
work Each of the se is discussed in the following paragraphs. 
The simplest arrangement is point- to- point. which defines the 
exislence of a channel between two stations. Point-to-point service, is 
indicative only of the kind of connection between two stations, and not 
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what kinds of links make up that connection. 
Another type of arrangement is known as multipoint or multidrop 
and is comparable to a telephone party line service. In a multidrop sys-
tem, any station can communicate with all other stations. Therefore, 
each station must have the capability of recognizing its own address so 
that it can respond to messages addressed to it and ignore all other mes-
sages. 
The third type of arrangement is the network where many point-to-
point connections exist among three or more stations . In a network 
arrangement, each station usually has the capability of relaying messages 
on to other stations, in addition to transmitting and receiving its own 
message traffic. These kinds of networks are called message- switching 
networks (or systems). 
Networks may topologically be categorized as centralized (or star) 
networks, decentralized (or distributed) networks, and loop networks. 
Typically, where an installation consists of one large computer system 
with connections to a number of data terminals, we see the centralized 
network as the organization type. Systems containing several large com-
puters with a large number of terminals may be arranged as decentral-
ized networks . The term distributed computing describes an organization 
consisting of a (mini-) computer-driven message-switching network con-
nected to several large computers (called host computers). Many data 
terminals provide the capacity for concurrent execution of jobs on more 
than one host computer . A type of arrangemenl known as a packet-
switched network is an implementation of a computer message-switched 
system, which will be explained in some length later. 
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The communications system may be either switched or nonswitched 
in ils ulilizalion. Switched mean s that station calling capability exists 
(usually by dialing) . A switched sys tem implie s that the communications 
channel exists only for the duration of the call, or message transfer, and 
does not exist. at other times . This differs from systems described as 
point-to-point or multidrop non.switched where the communications chan-
nel exists even though there is no message transfer taking place . 
2. BASIC NETWORK F1JNCTIONS 
(The following part of this chapter has mainly been adopted from J. 
Martin's work on computer networks and di s tributed processing [3]) . 
In this study we are basically concerned with networks for communi-
cation between intelligent machines--some more intelligent than others. 
We use the word session for machines in communication. There are three 
main phases to communication: establishing the session, conducting the 
session, and terminating the session. 
As with a telephone call, establishing the session involves two 
separate operations. The first is the process of establishing the telecom-
munications path so that information can be interchanged. The second is 
the process of identifying the parties and having them agree to communi-
cate, using specified procedures and facilities. 
There are thus five processes: 
1. Connecting the transmission path.(physical process) 
2 . Establis hing the session. 
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3. Conducting the session. (logical process) 
4 . Terminating the session. 
5. Disconnecting the transmission path. (physical process) 
Connecting and using the lransmission path is an operation entirely 
separate from that of setting up the session once the path is connected . 
On the telephone system the former involves the transmission and switch-
ing equipment. In computer networks the transmission links and their 
operation can be regarded separately from the session services and appli-
cations which employ them. We will refer to a transport subsystem in 
computer networks which passes messages between the communicating 
machines. External to this are the session services. 
We will refer to the collection of services of functions which exist 
external to the transport subsystem as the termination subsystem (see 
Figure 4) . 
The termination subsystem consists of software (and possibly some 
hardware or microcode) in any of the following five places : 
l. A host computer 
2. A front-end communications controller. 
3. A terminal concentrator . 
4. A terminal controller. 
5. An intelligent terminal. 
Session services fall into two types: those used when setting up the 
session and those used when the session is in progress . Networks for dis-
tributed processing and computer resource sharing can employ many 
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Transpon The mechan is ms fo r transporting information 
subsystem over the telecommunications link s 
Termination ~~ssion services . which are external 
subsyst~m to the transpor t subsystem 
Figure 4. 
types of services external to the transport subsystem. They include the 
editing of data, code conversion, data base services, cryptography, or 
other techniques for achieving security. 
Session services are used prior to the interchange of data to ensure 
that the communicating parties 
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• are authorized to communicate, 
• have the facilities they need to communicate, and 
• agree upon the manner in which they shall communicate. 
2.1. Layers of Control 
For distributed processing, in which distant machines are intercon-
nected, certain layers of software (or hardware or microcode) are needed 
around the telecommunications links to make these more useful, to hide 
the complexity from the network users, and to separate the functions 
into more manageable slices. 
Figure 5 illustrates four types of layers which are fundamental to 
advanced teleprocessing systems. 
The innermost layer is the physical {electrical) connection between 
the data machine and the telecommunications circuit. 
The next layer is the link control which relates to how data are 
transmitted over a physical line. Throughout the history of teleprocess-
ing there have been many different forms of link control. Some were 
character-oriented--telex line control, start-stop line control with an 
ASCII character set. Some were oriented to blocks of characters--binary 
synchronous line control. line control for specific terminals, line control 
for specific applications such as airline reservations. More recently the 
bit-oriented line control procedures have emerged--HDLC, SDLC, etc. 
The third layer, transmission control, in conjunction with inner 
layers, provides the transmission network--the transmission subsystem. 
The transmission network can be regarded as an entity which the higher 
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Users 
Transmission subsystem 
Session services 
Transmission control 
Link control 
Physical connection 
Figure 5. The layers of control for communications are intended to 
make the physical communications links more capable and 
more useful. 
levels employ for moving data from one user machine to another through 
multiple intermediate nodes such as concentrators, packet switches, line 
controllers , etc. 
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The layer external to the transmission subsystem in Figure 5 pro-
vides a variety of services which are used to establish and operate ses-
sions between the using machines. 
These four layers are fundamental to data networking and distri-
buted systems . They are found in all of the computer manufacturers' 
architectures for distributed processing . Their detail differs somewhat 
from one manufacturer to another especially in the outermost layer . 
Given the immense proliferation of machines that is now occurring. 
one of the activities most important at present and to the future of data 
processing is the setting of standards to enable machines of different 
manufacturers and different countries to communicate. As a start in the 
setting of such standards ISO, the International Standards Organization, 
has defined seven layers, further subdividing the four layers of Figure 5 . 
These are shown in Figure 6 . 
Their functions are as follows: 
Layer 1: Physical Control 
The innermost layer relates to setting up a physical circuit so that 
bits can be moved over it. It is concerned with the physical, electrical, 
functional, and procedural characteristics to establish, maintain, and 
disconnect the physical link. If the u_ser machine employs an analog cir-
cuit like a conventional telephone line, it will be connected to a modem. 
Its inteface with the modem is a generally accepted standard, e .g., EIA RS 
232-C and CCITT Recommendation V.24 . If a digital circuit is used, a 
newer Recommendation for the physical interface, CCITT Recommenda-
tion X.21 can be used, or support for a V 24 interface can be achieved 
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Users 
Process control 
Presentation control 
Network control 
link control 
Physical control 
Figure 6 . The International Standards Organization's seven layers of 
control for distributed processing . 
through the use of X. 2 1 bis . 
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Layer 2: Link Control 
This layer relates to the sending of blocks of data over a physical 
link. It is concerned with issues such as : 
• How does a machine know where a transmitted block starts and 
end? 
• How can transmission errors be detected" 
• How can recovery from transmission errors be accomplished so 
as to give the appearance or an error-free link? 
• When several machines share one physical circuit how can they 
be controlled so that their transmissions do not overlap and 
become jumbled? 
• How is a message addressed to one of several machines? 
The transmission of physical blocks of data requires a physical link 
control procedure which specifies the headers and trailers of blocks 
which are sent, and defines a protocol for the interchange of these 
blocks. Such procedures have been used since the earliest days of data 
communications. For distributed processing a more efficient line control 
procedure than start-stop or binary synchronous is desirable, which per-
mits continuous transmission in both directions, of data which can con-
tain any bit pattern. The ISO has specified such a line control procedure, 
HDLC (Higher-level Data Link Control) . The CCITT, and various computer 
manufacturers, each have their own variants of this which differ slightly 
in subtle details . 
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Layer 3: Network Control 
Prior to 1975, Layers 1 and 2 were all that were specified . These 
were adequate for communication betwe e n machines connected to the 
same physical line . The world of distributed processing and computer 
networks requires more layers, and these are substantially more com-
plex. 
Layer 3 relates to virtual circuits, sometimes called logical circuits 
or logical links . These are make-believe circuits . They do not exist in 
physical reality but Layer 3 pretends to the higher levels that they do 
exist. 
The path between computers may at one instant be via a number of 
physical lines as shown in Figure 7 . Each physical line spans two network 
machines which must .se the Layer 1 and Layer 2 procedures to 
exchange data . The users do not wish to know what route the data travels 
or how many physical lines it travels over . The user machines want a sim-
ple interface to a virtual circuit . The Layer 3 of control creates the vir-
tual circuit and provides the higher levels with an interface to it. 
On some systems, the route on which data travels between two user 
machines varies from one instant to another. The network machines may 
reqire that users' messages be divided into slices, called packets, no 
greater than a certain length. The packets become out of sequence dur-
ing transmission. The packets must be reassembled into messages after 
transmission. On some networks the packets become out of sequence 
during transmission. The rules for Layer 3 state that the network must 
deliver the packets to the user machine in the same sequence as that in 
L A Y ER ] 
l l"<TE Rl=A CE TO NETWQRI(! 
Figure 7 . 
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There are many such complications in the operation of a virtual cir-
cuit . Layer 3 provides a standard interface to the virtual circuit, and as 
far as possible hides the complex mechanism s of its operation from the 
higher layers of software. 
Layer 4: Transport End-to-End Control 
The inner three layers of Figure 6 represent a common network 
which many machines may share . independently of one another. It is pos-
sible that a service might occasionally los e a "message" To ens ure that 
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this has not happened, two users might apply their own end-to-end con-
trols, such as numbering their "messages" . Layer 4 is concerned with 
similar end-to-end controls of the transmis s ion between two users having 
a session. 
Figure 7 illustrates that whereas Layer 3 is concerned with the inter-
face between the user machine and the network, Layer 4 (and the higher 
layers) is concerned with the end-to-end integrity controls to prevent loss 
or double processing of transactions, flow of transactions, and addressing 
of end user machines or processes . 
The lower four layers--as mentioned above--provide a transport ser-
vice. They are concerned with the transport of blocks of bits from one 
user to another, but not with the manipulation of those bits in any way. 
Some of the higher laye1 manipulate the bits. 
The transport service takes many different forms . Sometimes it is a 
packet-switching network using the international standards from Layer 3 
and below (CCITT Recommendation X.25, discussed later). Sometmes it is 
quite different--wideband point-to-point circuits, satellite circuits, and so 
on. The interface from higher layers or from user machines to Layer 4 is 
intended to provide a standard interface to users of the transport service 
independent of what network type is used. 
Layer 5: Session Control 
The task of setting up a session between user processes can be com-
plex because there are so many different ways in which machines can 
cooperate. 
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Layer 5 standardizes this process of setting a session and of ter-
minating it. lf something goes wrong in mid-se ssion Layer 5 must restore 
the session without loss of data. or if this is not possible terminate the 
session in an orderly fashion. Checking an d recovery are thus functions 
of Layer 5. 
In some types of sessions a dialogue Lake s place between machines 
and a protocol must regulate who speaks when and for how long . In some 
cases the two machines speak alternately . In others one machine may 
send many messages before the other replies . In some sessions one 
machine may interrupt the other; in other cases not. The rules for how 
the dialogue is conducted need to be agreed upon when the session is set 
up . 
Layer 6: Presentation Control 
Layer 6 contains functions relating to the character set and data 
code which is used. and to the way data is displayed on a screen or 
printer. A stream of characters reaching a terminal will result in certain 
actions to give an attractive display or prin t out. 
There are many possible functions concerned with the presentation 
of data. These are carried out by Layer 6. Many of them relate to the 
character stream, its codes. and the ways they are used . In some cases 
application programmers perceive a virtucil teT'minal or virtual display 
space . Input/output statements relate to Lhis make-believe fa c ility, and 
the Layer 6 software must do the conversion b e tween virtual facility and 
t h e real t erminal. 
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It is desirable that devices with different character sets should be 
able to communicate. Conversion of character streams may therefore be 
a concern or Layer 6 . The character stream may be compacted into a 
smaller bit stream to save transmission costs. This may be a Layer 6 
function. 
Encryption and decryption for security reasons may also be a Layer 
6 function. 
Layer 7: Process Control 
Layer 7 is concerned with higher level functions which provide sup-
port to the application or system activities, for example, operator sup-
port, the use of remote data, file transfer control. distributed data base 
activities, higher level dialogue functions, and so on. The extent to which 
these are supported in ~he network architecture and in the software 
external to the network architecture, such as data base software, will 
differ from one manulacturer to another . 
When distributed files and data bases are used various controls are 
needed to prevent integrity problems or deadlocks. Some types of con-
trols for this are strongly related to networking, for example, the times-
tamping of transactions and delivery of transaction in timestamp 
sequence (sometimes called pipelining). 
Pacing is necessary with some processes so that the transmitting 
machine can send records continuously without flooding the receiving 
machine, or so that an application can keep a distant printer going at 
maximum speed. 
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2.2 Computer Manufacturers' and PTTs' Network Architecture 
The architectures for distributed processing from the various com-
puter and minicomputer manufaclurers dnd the various PTT data ser-
vices, contain all or part of the seven layers we have described. Layers l , 
2, and 3 are usually clearly distinguished, but the functions of Layers 4, 5, 
6, and 7 may be intermixed and not broken into those layers recom-
mended by the ISO . Increasingly, as distributed processing technology 
evolves, the clean separation of the layers is becoming a necessity. 
At present there are two trends. Ace ording to one trend there is a 
strong tendency to set up international standards starting from the sim-
plest and most basic Layer l to higher layers. International standards 
exist along these lines at present and are widely accepted for Layers 1. 2, 
and 3. They are employed not only by the computer industry but by the 
telecommunications industry in creating public data networks. 
Partly because of the telecommunications industry use of Layers 1, 
2, and 3, the computer industry is building hardware and software which 
employs these layers. Some computer vendors, however, have created 
their own incompatible versions of Layer 3. Old incompatible versions of 
Layer 2 are still in use and likely to remair, so because old protocols take 
a long time to die. 
At the higher layers different manufacturers are going their own way, 
and creating their own in-house standards . These are perceived by indivi-
dual manufacturers as being extremely important because they make the 
many different machines in the produc t line interconnectable . But 
although machines of one manufacturer .ire interconnectable, those of 
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different manufacturers cannol be interconnected a t the higher layers . 
They can be interconnected only at Layers 1 and 2, and sometimes Layer 
3. 
Developments to further specify higher level protocols are proceed-
ing well. The lnstitute for Computer Sciences and Technology of the U.S. 
National Bureau of Standards, for example, has recently specified Layer 4 
(Transport) [ 4] and Layer 5 (Session) [5], which, after passing through the 
complicated and time consuming standardization procedure of the ISO 
and CCJTT. might one day be widely accepted. 
In a distributed processing network the layers may be spread across 
a variety of different machines. Figure 8 shows several types of 
machines . A central processing unit may be designed to contain all seven 
layers like the computer on the left in Figure 8, or, probably better, some 
of the layers may be removed to a separate front- end processor . A 
front-end processor may handle the lower three layers or it may handle 
Layer 4 functions also. 
Terminals containing microprocessors may have enough power to 
handle all the layers like the intelligent terminal in Figure 8 . This is less 
complex than the networking software at a computer site because the 
terminal supports only one session at a time, uses only one logical chan-
nel, and contains few management functions. In many cases the termi-
nals are simpler machines connected to a terminal cluster controller, 
and it is this controller which contains the networking software, as shown 
at the bottom of Figure 8 . The terminals may be in the immediate vicin-
ity of the controller, or they may be far away, connected by telecommuni-
cations, in which case the controller may be regarded as a concentrator . 
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DUMB fEA'11NALS 
Figure 8. The layers of control are allocated between machines in dif-
ferent ways 
A concentrator may contain only the lower lhree layers. 
Figure 8 does not show mid-network node s such as packet-switching 
machines or concentrators . These may be par L of the transport subsys-
tern, with no Layer 5, 6, 7 or even Layer 4 functi ons. 
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The logical and physical Layers 1, 2, and 3 are found in almost all 
architectures . They are fundamental: the existence of an electrical 
interface to the transmission circuit (Layer 1), the existence of a link 
control procedure (Layer 2), and the separate existence of a common 
network to which many different machines can be connected (Layer 3). 
The common network may be a public network or may be private. 
Layers 1, 2, and 3 are vital to public networks . Private networks may use 
the same standards and then they can be interconnected to public net-
works also . 
End-to-end control of the movement of data in a particular session is 
often (but not always) important. This is done by Layer 4. Where one 
module of Layer 3 is needed in a machine which is connected to a net-
work, one module of Lay · r 4 is needed for each session in that machine. 
Session services are also needed for each session. The concept of a 
session services subsystem is fundamental. However in software archi-
tectures it is not always broken into Layers 5, 6, and 7. The architecture 
may have one layer for providing session services. 
The second trend which can presently be observed is the definition 
and standardization of the services and functions of the higher layers (at 
the application and presentation levels) . All other underlying layers have 
to ensure that those functions defined at higher layers can actually be 
fulfilled. Often a certain higher level function can be satisfied by quite 
different lower layer functions based on pragmatic solutions . 
Examples of this trend are the present standardization efforts of the 
new types of public services such as teletex--the super fast computer sup-
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ported telex, and videotex--a combination of telephone, television set, and 
computer technology. 
The standardization effort for teletex on the Application Layer 7 and 
the Presentation Layer 6 has led to the sensible compromise that such 
services, according to the CCITT Recommendation F.200, can be provided 
over structurally different types of telecommunication networks (e.g .. 
circuit-switching data networks, packet-switching data networks. or sim-
ple telephone networks), by a unified speed of international interconnec-
tions of 2400 bit/sec (Figure 9) . 
This philosophy has enabled all PTTs interested in introducing teletex 
services to begin building up their national systems with no restrictions 
on the type or status of their own telecommunication network. 
The standardization or videotex services is also being concentrated 
on the highest layers. On lower layers different types of services can 
again be taken into account. Briefly, acc ording to [7], each layer is 
described in terms of teletext and videotex services: 
Application Layer (Layer 7). Protocols of this layer directly serve 
the end user by providing the distributed information service 
appropriate to each particular videotex application, i.e., the applica-
tion layer defines the information service itself. e.g., Prestel, 
Bildschirmtext, Videotext. 
Application standards define the way in which a user will be served 
by the teletext or videotex system . They concern the functions or 
services available to the user. They incude the control functions (to 
clear an unwanted entry). the service functions (to select an applica-
tion provided by a videotex service), the retrieval functions (e.g., to 
obtain direct access to a page, to progress from frame to frame. to 
retrace the progression of the user's action). and the display options 
(24 rows or 20 rows, 40 or fewer columns) . 
Presentation Layer (Layer 6) . The purpos e of this layer is to provide 
the set of services that may be selected by the application lay e r to 
enable it lo interpret the meaning of the data exchanged. These se r-
vices are for the management of the e ntry, exchange, display, and 
Layer 4 
Layer 3 
Layer 2 
Layer 1 
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Network independent functions of Layer 4 according 
to CCITT Rec. S.70 
Network control 
according to 
CCITT Rec. X.21 
Data transmission 
according to 
CCITT Rec. S.70 
(2 Byte header) 
Network control 
according to 
CCITT Rec. X.21 
Data transrr. ,sion 
according to 
Level 2 of CCITT 
Rec. X.75 
CCITT 
Recommend. 
X.21 
Circuit-switched 
data network 
Network control 
and data trans-
mission according 
to Level 3 of 
CCITT Rec. X.25 
Network control 
and data trans-
mission according 
to LAP Bin 
CCITT Rec. X.25 
CCITT. 
Recommend. 
X.21 or 
X.21 bis 
Packet-switched 
data network 
Network control 
for telephone 
networks 
Data transmission 
according to 
Level 3 of CCITT 
Rec . X.25 
Network control 
for telephone 
networks 
Data transmission 
according to 
Level 2 of CCITT 
Rec. X.75 or 
LAP X 
CCITT 
Recommend . 
Ser ies V 
Telephone 
network 
Figure 9 . Protocol functions/ in t e rfac e definitons for teletex services 
ove r diff e rent typ es of networks (according to CC1TT Rec . S . 70) 
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control of structured data. For videote x systems, the presentation 
layer protocols define the character repertoire (sets of usable char-
acters and their interpretation), text and graphic s coding schemes 
(alphamosaic , alphageometric, alphaphotographi c , and dynamically 
redefinable character sets), and attribut e coding (coding/parallel 
attribute) . Standard protocols at thi s layer allow applications in an 
Open Systems Interconnection environment to communicate without 
unacceptable costs in interface variability , transformation, or appli-
cation modification. 
Session Layer {Layer 5). The purpose of this layer is to assist in the 
support of the interactions between coop erating pre sentation enti-
ties, i.e ., procedures for log-on, user identificaton, billing, and statis-
tics gathering . 
These two layers or levels, in particular the presentation level. are 
the most critical in the videotex debate as they relate to the proto-
cols or procedures and are generally but not always invisible to the 
immediate user . They include graphics sophistication, 
serial/parallel attribute codes for graphics , bit-error rates, data 
transmission rates, and fixed or variable format transmissions . 
The lowest four layers, also called Transmiss ion Layers , are primarily 
the concern of the communications network provider. The transmis-
sion requirements for digital data over the three principal 
teletext/videotex communicaton media--telephone (two-way 
videotex), broadcast television, and cable television (one-way 
videotex or teletext)--differ. and therefore different standards are 
required for each. These standards would be transparent to the 
actual service provided . 
Transport Layer (Layer 4) . This Jaye r provides transfer of data 
between two videotex systems or betwe e n a user's terminal and the 
videotex computer . Its task is to optim ize the use of available com-
municatons services to provide the pe rformance required for each 
intersystem connection at a minimum cost ; e.g . , if the communica-
tons network is a packet-switched network, the transport protocol 
defines the routing algorithm and the fl ow control procedures. 
Network layer {La.yer 3) . This layer provides functional and pro-
cedural means to exchange data betwe e n two videotex systems (or a 
terminal and the videotex computer) ove r a c ommunication ne twork 
connection; e.g., for packet-switched ne tworks this protocol defines 
how data is assembled into packets (CCITT Recommendation X.25, 
level 3) . 
Data link layer (I.ayer 2). The purpose of this layer is to provide the 
functional and procedural means to establish, maintain, and release 
data links in a communicalion network, e g , SDLC (synchronous data 
link control), HDLC (high-level data link control) . 
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Physical layer (Layer 1). This layer provides mechanical, electrical, 
functional. and procedural characteristics to establish, maintain, 
and release physical communications between two videotex systems 
(or a terminal and and videotex computer); e g , CCITT V.24, lines 15 
through 18 of the vertical blanking interval. 
On international level at present two recommendations on videotex 
standards--S . l 00 ("International Information Exchange for International 
Videotex", which deals with the characteristics of coded information and 
display formats) and F.300 ("Videotex Service", which describes the stan-
dard parameters for a public videotex service)-they were both ratified by 
the CCITT in October and November 1980. In May 1981 the European 
Conference of Post and Telecommunications announced the definition and 
adoption of a verified European videotex standard (CEPT, 1981) a presen-
talion level protocol, followed by AT&T's announcement of the North 
American Videotex standard . 
The above outlined two main trends actually lead to the emergence 
of two interconnected OSI-layer pyramids (Figure 10), one in normal 
standing position and one upside down. By this, for example, the same 
national packet switching network provides the lower layer services for 
two way videotex, for teletex, for closed user group networks, etc., on the 
other hand, a specific high layer application--such as videotex or teletex-
-can be built on different lo:w layer services. Between two high layer ser-
vices (A and B in our example) "gateway"--services can be developed and 
provided, if desired, such as a possible gateway service between videotex 
and teletex for message sending applications. 
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"Gateway" 
Layer 7 
Layer 6 
Layer 5 
Layer 4 
Layer 3 
Layer 2 
Layer 1 
Figure 10. OSI-layer pyramids 
2.3. Interfaces Between I.ayers 
Particularly important in a layered architecture are the interfaces 
between the layers. These must be precisely defined and adhered to 
rigorously. As mentioned earlier they are all canditates for standardiza-
tion, either in the international standards arena or in the architectural 
standards employed by a major common carrier or computer manufac-
turer. 
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Each layer in an architecture for distributed processing communi-
cates with an equivalent layer at the other end of a link (Figure 11) . 
USER DATA 
SESSION MESSAGES 
PACKETS 
FRAMES 
BITS 
Figure 11. Each layer contains different functions . Each layer communi-
cates with its peer m another machine. 
Sessions take place between user processes. The higher layers (4, 5, 
6. and 7) relate to these sessions . The lower layers are not concerned 
with the sessions, but with the movement of data through a network 
shared by many machines. Figure 12 illustrates this. Layers 4. 5. 6, and 
I 
I SE SS IO l\J 
r SER V ICES J SUBSYST EM 
l 
I 
~ TRAN SPORT I SUBSYSTEM 
I 
J 
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USER DATA 
MESSAGES 
PACKETS 
FRAMES 
LAYER 2 1-+--+-----i 
BITS 
1-------.< LAYER 1 LAYER 1 ~'------< 
U SER MACHINE ~ ___/.,. omi~~~';J,,',"~',',':;~ .. •oo<~ __;) 
~r~f~f~ 
Figure 12 . Layers 4 to 7 provide end-to-end communi cation between se s-
sion software . Layers 1 to 3 provide an interface to a shared 
network 
7 provide end-to-end communication between the sessions in user 
machines . Layers 1, 2, and 3 provide communication with the nodes of a 
share d network These nodes may be packet switched, communications 
controll e rs, concentrators, or other machines designed to make a data 
network operate . 
USER MACHINE 
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Each layer of a layered architecture (except Layer 1) may add a 
header to the messages sent. This header is interpreted by the 
equivalent layer at the other end of the link 
Layer 2 frames contain a header to be used by the Layer 2 mechan-
isms at the other end of a physical link. They also contain a trailer which 
is used to indicate the end of the frame and to check whether the frame 
contains any transmission errors. 
Layer 3 packets contain a header which directs the packet to its des-
tination and is used by Layer 3 at that destination. Layer 4 messages 
may contain a header intended for use by the distant and complementary 
Layer 4 and so on. 
In general, the Layer N header is not inspected by Layer N - l. It 
appears like any other r' ·.ta being transmitted. Layer N - 1 then adds its 
own header (shown in Figure 13). 
The most commonly used two interfaces which are of importance for 
the PTT services are shortly mentioned in what follows: 
Layer 1 Interface 
The innermost interface, Layer 1, is usually the well-established 25-
pin plug connection to a modem or other transmission equipment. 
Any data machine, with or without software can send bits over it. A 
simple terminal may use start-stop transmission. If this terminal is 
connected to a computer network it will be via a concentrator or 
gateway processor such as that in Figure 14, and this machine will 
use the higher software layers. 
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Each layer adds its own header to the message . 
To Layer N · 1 the La ve r N header appears to be 1ust 
more data 
Layer N transmits control 1nlormat1on 
to its complementary layer 
To Layer N · 1 this also appears to 
be 1ust more data 
Chapte r l 
Figure 13. There are two firms of communication between equivalent 
layers: message headers for that layer. and control messages 
passed between the layers . These are, or will become, the 
basis of international standards 
Layer 2 Interface 
Jn some cases machines drop down to the Layer 2 interface, physical 
data link control. as shown in Figure 15, L e. , lhey have no Layer 3 or 
higher layer. Layer 2 control is often built into a terminal. 
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Chapter 1 
Dumb term1ric1ls 
St .H{ srcµ ;·~ rr11 1n,d'.: 
CharJ(f(' r :1H ) i!r-> · ~·•rt11• 
Figure 14. Dumb terminals connected to the network via a PAD (Packet 
Assembly and Disassembly) interface 
Terminals are often connected to a computer via a network 
interface machine as shown in Figure 15 . They may be remote 
from this network node; connected to it via a physical link such 
as a leased or dial telephone line. On this circuit Layer 2 link 
control is used. However, it might be different from the Layer 2 
link control used by the network. Most networks employ an 
advanced data link control procedure (such as HDLC, SDLC, 
"' 
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u 
0 
ct 
O; 
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Figure 15 . Terminals without Layer 3 software (or hardware) are connect-
ed to physical circuits going to a network interface machine 
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UDLC, etc.) . Terminals may use simpler or older procedures. 
They may be binary synchronous or start- stop terminals . 
Bypassing the Inner Layers 
A channel of a distributed processing system may bypass all or some 
of the inner layers when components can be connected more 
directly. Two machines in the same building may be connected by a 
high capacity channel rather than a virtual circuit. Figure 16 shows 
user processes which employ the Session services layers but these 
modules are directly interconnected, bypassing the normal 
transmission subsystem layers . The session services subsystem uses 
the standard interface to Layer 4. 
The transmission media used in Figure 16 might be a point-to-point 
connection, or circuit-switched connection which does not need messages 
to be sliced into packets and which avoids the complications of Layer 3. 
It might be a communication satellite channel, an office network like a 
local wideband network, cable television, or merely a conventional com-
puter channel connecting machines in building. Some digital circuit-
switched facilities use CCITT X 21 physical control. The interface to Layer 
4 is intended to be a general-purpose transport service interface which 
can work with a wide variety of different types of networks . 
To the user processes it may make no difference whether or not Layers 4, 
3, 2 , or 1 are used . 
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G eni: r a l Ou• ou~e 
t r ansport se1 .... 1ct' 
in terfa ce that can 
wo rk w ith a w ide 
va r iety o f type s oi 
net w orks. now and 
in the future . 
Figure 16. A sy stem which uses the session se rvices layers but not the 
transmission subsystem layers . It e mploys the standard in-
terface to Layer 4, but transmis s ion does not use CCITT X.25 
mechanisms or similar . It may b e a wideband point-to-point 
channel. CA TV, communication sate llite network, office n et-
work, or merely a computer channel connecting machine s in a 
building 
3. THE ROLE OF THE PTTS AND OF THE COMPUTER SYSTEM MANUFACTURERS 
The logical and physical functions of the OSI model layers can be with 
exception of Laye r 1 (physical layer) performe d in principle both by the 
PTTs and the computer system manufactur e r s . The physical laye r is in 
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all cases the "territory" of the PTTs . In which sense and to what e:xi.ent 
this is actually done will be described in subsequent chapters dealing with 
the individual PTT administrations and their services . 
The layers 2-7 can be performed to a certain extent by the PTT ser-
vices as well. This depends on the type of service to be provided, but also 
on the general servicing policies of the respective PTT administrations. 
As it will be shown in what follows there are PTT administrations, 
such as MINSVJAZ in the USSR. which has the policy to provide service 
only for layer 1 and leave the rest to the computer system manufacturers 
and above all to the users. The Hungarian and the Austrian PTT, on the 
other hand, adopted the policy to provide broad PTT services on certain 
higher layers as well. The Austrian Administration offers or plans to offer 
service (in addition to t. ; physical layer service) for Layers 2 and 3 (pub-
lic circuit and packet-switching networks), and application and presenta-
tion layer services, such as teletex and videotex . The Hungarian PTT, 
which offers much the same range of services, with the exception of Layer 
3 services by means of a public packet-switching network. Because of 
policy and economical considerations, the Hungarian PTT administration 
leaves this service to the users and to the computer system manufactur-
ers and only provides the required lowest layer on the physical level. 
The provision of potential ''gateway" services between high level PTT 
services (e.g., between teletex and videotex), does also depend on general 
policy of the PTT administrations. 
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4. PACKE:l' SWJTCING VERSUS CIRCUIT SWITCHING 
Last but not least in this chapter a few words about packet and cir-
cuit switching services should be spent, because these two different net-
work technologies are often mentioned in subsequent chapters. 
4-. l. Packet Switching 
The CCITT definition of a packet is as follows: A group of binary digits 
including data and call control signals which is swilched as a composite 
whole. The data, call control signals, and possibly error control informa-
tiDn are arranged in a specified format. 
The associated CCITT definition of packet switching is: The transmis-
sion of data messages by means of addressed packets whereby a 
transmission channel is occupied for the duration of transmisswn of the 
packet only. The channel is then available for use by packets being 
transferred between different data terminal equipment. Note: the data 
message may be formatted into a packet or divided and then formatted 
into a number of packets for transmission and multiplexing purposes . 
The data split into packet is sent through the network in packets. 
There are two ways of doing it. Either first a so-called virtual channel is 
going to be established for the time of the process--a physical route 
between the two destination points in the network through which route 
packages are sent one after the other . It is possible through software 
multiplexing techniques to mix on the same physical network link 
between two network nodes packages belonging to different data mes-
sages . The other way is when no virtual channel is defined a priory, and 
each of the packages like separate lives, they may use different physical 
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roules b e tween the lwo destination points At the final des tinati on Lhe 
packages are collected, put into right order and rea sse mbled . 
One of the most important standards for the comput e r indus try is 
the CC ITT Recommendation X.25 . This defines the relationship between a 
transport subsystem, or common carrier packet-switching network, and 
user machines which employ it . 
Figure 17 illustrates the concept of X.25 networks . Many user 
machines are interconnected by virtual circuits on which they communi-
cate by means of packets The virtual circuits are derived by sharing 
common communication facilities . The X. 25 Recommendation says noth-
ing about how the network shall be constructed, but it is oriented to con-
ventional pack e t-switching on terrestrial line s on the types available in 
today's common carrie ~ tariffs . It may need modification for satellites, 
packet radio, data broadcastmg , or networks in advance of today's state 
of the art. 
The PAD Interface 
Many terminals transmit characters rather than blocks of data or 
packets . In some cases they use start-stop line control. Sometimes they 
are inexpensive devices . These terminals need to be connected to an 
interface machine which buffers the data they send and assembles and 
disassembles the packets needed for X.25 operation. 
The interface machine could be a control unit controlling multiple 
terminals, which is part of a computer manufacturer's product line. It 
could be a concentrator to which r e mote c haracter-oriented terminals 
a re connected by either leas e d or dialed telephone lines . 
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x 25 1r"":1t · '.'.lt.e Ce fines the in':.erface betv.·eer. ~Jser machine 
or 
p ermanent virtual 
circuits 
Shared network 
{ Cor.~on carrier packet-switching network ) 
netwo rk 
Pocket n1ode 
te r minal or 
t...Ornp uter X 25 \n ter 1ac e 
:/ 
I 
Dial or leased PackeT · rT1od e 
telephone connec..;t1on ~ermina t 
~1~f~ --=d
disassembly 
machine 
Non packet 
terminals 
I 
I 
I 
Character 
mode 
term inats 
I 
I 
PAD 
interface 
Figure 17. The user machine. DTE, can be c omputer, terminal. terminal 
controller, or interface to anothr~ r form of teleprocessing . The 
PAD, packet assembly/disassembly machine, buffers charac-
ters to and from character-mode terminal (e .g., start-stop 
machines) and forms the requisite packets . 
Most common carriers operating X. 25 networks provi.de an interface 
machine for connecting character-oriented terminals to the network. A 
standard for such an interface has b ee n propose d. It is an extension to 
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(but not part of) the CCITT Recommendation X.25, and is called the PAD 
(Packet Assembly /Disassembly) interface. It is illustrated at the bottom 
of Figure 17 . The PAD machine receives characters for network transmis-
sion and assembles them into a packet. Conversely it disassembles pack-
ets and sends the resulting characters to the terminal which needs them. 
A protocol is defined for communication between the PAD machine and 
the character-oriented terminal. This protocl defines how characters are 
used for indicating the start and end of messages, requesting and con-
firming connections, and dealing with errors. 
There can thus be packet- mode user machines which execute the 
X.25 protocols, and character- mode user machines which communicate 
via a PAD interface. Different types of character-mode machines can be 
used including HDLC rn"'chines and start-stop machines which use delim-
iter characters from CCITT alphabets to indicate the start and end of 
messages . 
Layers of Control 
The user /network interface is concerned with control Layers 1, 2, 
and 3 (Figure 18) 
4.2. Circuit Switching 
Computer networks which use circuit switching are also widely in 
operation and have major advantage for certain type of applications. 
Through this technique similar to traditional telephone networks prede-
fined path between two network destinations are set up at the beginning 
of a session for the whole duration of data traffic. Once the channel allo-
cated to a certain session unlike packet-switching it cr:i.nnot be shared 
User 
process 
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Figure 18. The CCJTT X.25 user/network interface is subdivided into three 
level of interfaces 
with other sessions. 
Figure 19 shows a comparison of fast-connect circuit switching and 
packet switching over a route which employs four physical links. 
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Figure : 9 . A comparison of the timing on packet switching and fast-
connect circuit switching . In this illustration a 4-00-byte 
(3200-bit) message is sent on 9600 bps lines. The packet size 
is 1008 bits . No queuing delays are shown. If the lines were 
mod era tely highly utilized queuing delays would lengthen the 
end-to-end delay with packet switching more than with circuit 
swi t ching . 
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With circuit switching a command must be sent through the network 
to set the switches. A signal returns indicating that they are set 
correctly and then the entire message is transmitted . When it has been 
received, and an acknowledgment is transmitted to the sender . 
With packet switching the preliminary step of setting the switches is 
not needed . A packet could travel immediately to the first node, which 
would examine its address and route it onward. Usually however, the 
sender has to contact the recipient before transmission to reserve the 
buffering needed for message reassembly or to ensure that the recipient 
is ready to receive. Then the packets travel to the destination and an 
acknowledgment is returned to the sender. 
A comparison of the main characteristics between circuit switching 
and packet switching is shown in Table 7. 
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Table 7. Comparison of the main characteristics of conventional tele-
phone switching, and packet switching 
Conventional Cirt:uil Circui1-Switching Packer Switching 
Sw11ching 1e g. , Data Networks Data Networks 
!e!ephone ')\olo.1t.::hin~) 
The equivalent of a The eqwvaJen1 of a :-; o d irc:ci e lecuical 
WlIC Clrcui: CO!UleCtS \ \ trC ClrCUlf IS .:onnec:.ion. 
lhe C('fr.nlU:1 1C3t\Og :0nnected ~f\t.eeo 
tJ::irues . the end buffe~ for 
!:> nef pcnods . 
R('al-ume or Real-time or Fa~t enough for real· 
.::on' ~rsauomJ conver\at1onal time or 
interaction bctwe!!n interaction berneen con\'ersauonaJ 
the panics is the pames is interaction bcrv.·een 
possible. possible. data machines. 
\.fessages arc nol \.fessages arc no1 !l.1essages arc stored 
slored. ~ tared. unnl deli vercd . bul 
nm filed. 
Designed to handle De SJ gned to handle Designed 10 handle 
long continuous shorl sporadic burm of data. 
tran srrus~1ons . transrruss1ons. 
The switched path is The switched pa1h is The route is 
establJShed for the repcaiedly connected establi>hed 
entire com·ersauon. Jlld disconnected dvnarrucally for eacb 
dunng a lengthy packet. 
imer:iction. 
There is time delay A delay which ought Negligible delay in 
in ser ~ up a call to be less than one setting up the call. 
and thl. .1 neghg1ble I second. a.sscx:1ated Delay of usually less transmission delay. w11h semng up 1he chan one second in 
call and delivenng packet delivery. 
the message. 
Busy signal 1i called Delay. or busy Packet returned to 
parry is occupied. signal. if called sender If 
party is occupied. undeliverable. 
Effect of o•uload: Effect of oi·erload: Effect of o•·erwad: 
lncreased probability Increased delay and/ Increased d<livery 
of bloc king . causing or increased d<ia; 1 but do livery 
a network busy probability of a busy (lffiC IS ) till 
signal . So effrc1 on signal. shorlJ . Block.ing 
transmission once \lrhen ~arurauon 1s 
the connecoon is reached . 
made. 
An) leng1n of Any length of Len gth:v 
tran~mi'.> S lOO IS ti.lllsmiss1on ma.\ b.: rransmissions are 
permmed . pcmu1ted . chopped into short 
packets . Very long 
messages must be 
di vid<d by the users . 
Economical w1ch High traffic volumes High traffic volumes 
low trafric vo lumes neeJ<J for needed for econ0mic 
if the public JUSt1ricat1on . JUSUtiCJCIOO . 
telc!phonc: network is 
empiu~C"d . 
Tht: ne[v. ork .:Jn not .llu.1 rro1·1Je ,peed Tht: :i e:'-"ork :~ 
perform speed or or .: ~"k..l~ conn::--swn . perform iJ'e<d or 
codi: ("Un\ er; 1on ("Ode .:~l n \Cf""!' IVO 
Doe, not per.ml .\fu 1 perrr.11 Jel.nd °'"!(:" ) O\H pcrmic 
Jelayed Jelin:ry deli\ery 1f 1he Jc-1;.iy de!J~ed Je!i\~f! 
1s )hon . 1"" 1Uiou1 J ~ prec i aJ 
nC"t'-"•"' rk ' . :(·I~~\ l 
Fixed band" Hh L'..,c=r-; eff~ L" ll\· e iy l :lot'" I' i.:f k\.'ll \C'\~ 
tr111~m1 ss1on . ~mpi\ >~ ..,mail ur emi:'l0~ ' m.Jil vr 
lar!'e band" 1J1h la.r~c ~.iflJv. 1dth 
Jccordtng 10 n~eu JC(l.Jrl.itng to 01.'~d . 
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DATA COMMUNICATION IN AUSTRIA -
THE TELECOMMUNICATION INFRASTRUCTURE 
AND RELEVANT ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES 
!. Sebestyen 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Chapter 2 
Because of its geographical location and international functions, Aus-
tria plays a key role in the communication of data between East and West . 
To be able to fulfill this role, Austria had to develop both its own data 
communication infrastructure and also provide international links to vari-
ous data communication services abroad . Not only did the necessary 
hardware infrastructure have to be built up but this had to be accom-
panied by necessary administrative procedures and managerial arrange-
ments . Because the development process in this especially fast changing 
field had not been completed by the time of writing, this report describes 
the present status of this process. In this paper a detailed description of 
the various Austrian data services, their technical characteristics, availa-
bility, costs, and necessary administrative procedures is given with 
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special emphasis on the international aspects of these services . Since 
technical characteristics, tariffs, and organizational arrangements 
change rapidly, this paper should only be used as a guide to provide gen-
eral information and should not be considered as a reference . 
1. GENERAL INFORMATION [11] 
1.1. Legal Basis of the Telecommunications Administration 
The telecommunications monopoly, i.e , the exclusive right of the 
Republic of Austria to install and operate telecommunications facilities, is 
based on the Telecommunications Act of 13 July, 1949, published in 
Federal Law Gazette Number 170, as amended. The decrees with respect 
to telecommunications matters issued under the Telecommunication Act 
have been raised to the level of laws by virtue of the Federal Act of 5 July, 
1972, published in Federal Law Gazette Number 267. 
1.2. PTT Organizational Structure 
The senior management in the field of posts and telecommunications 
is provided in Austria by Division III of the Federal Ministry of Transport, 
the "Head- quarters of the Postal and Telegraph Administration" (General-
direktion fuer die Post- und Telegraphenverwaltung--PTV) or in short Aus-
trian PTT (Figure 1). Five Regional Directorates and one Inspectorate are 
controlled by the Headquarters and these regional units are shown on the 
map in Figure 2. 
The regional directorates may authorize individuals and organiza-
tions to install and operate telecommunications facilities. 
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The regional director a le s are in control of lhe establishmcnls 
responsible for field operations, namely 2,28 1 post office s , 5 Broadcasting 
Service Administration Offices, 6 Telecommunication Operation Offices, 
and 12 Telecommunication Construction Offic es. In addition, a Telephone 
Operation Office, an International Telephone Exchange, a Central Tele-
graph Office, a Cable Construction Office and a Telephone Accounting 
Office are established on the territory of the Vienna Directorate . 
The administrative structure also includes the Telecommunication 
Engineering Center (Fernrnelde technische s Zentralamt or FZA) which is 
responsible for the technical specifications of the network, for the grant-
ing of permission to connect private equipment to the network and for 
research. 
Not all international services are performed by the Austrian PTT. 
Certain services are also provided on an exclusive basis by another 
government owned firm, namely, Radio Austria AG . Radio Austria AG, 
founded in 1922 as the successor to the Austrian Marconi Company, is a 
recognized private operating agency owned by the state and has, for 
example, the responsibility for providing intercontinental telegraph and 
telex services, including intercontinental private telegraph circuits . 
1.3. General Policy in Respect of Data Transmission 
Data communications facilities are provided by means of the Public 
Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), the telex network, private leased 
circuits, and last but not least on the new Public Data Networks . 
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Generally, Lhc PSTN dala se rvi c e provide d conforms lo CCITT rcco m -
mcndalions ll is po ss ible, how ever, because of Lhe technicdl c harac t e ris-
tics of the telephone network, that full duplex transmission at speeds in 
excess of 200 bills may not be attainable on all connections. This diffi-
culty is gradually being overcome and, depending on the circumstances, 
PTT will assist subscribers in overcoming any transmission speed limita-
tions . The inland telephone service is fully automatic . 
A fully automatic telex service is also available within Austria, to all 
countries in Western and Eastern Europe and a number of countries out-
side Europe including the US A, Canada, Japan, and Israe l. 
Private leased telegraph, telephone, and wideband circuits are avail-
able from the PTT. 
The PTT does not supply modems (except for digital services) or data 
terminal equipment, the provision of which is the responsibility of the 
subscriber. Permission from PTT is required for connection of private 
equipment. There is currently a long list of modems which have been 
granted permission for attachment and further details can be provided 
by PTT. Although it does not supply modems, the satisfactory functioning 
of each modem to be connected must be tested by the PTT who carry out 
the installation . Subscribers must make their own arrangements for 
modem maintenance . 
The Administration has introduced a public circuit switched data 
network (DATEX-L) based on the Siemens circuit-switched EDS exchange 
and a public packet switched data network (DATEX-P) based on Canadian 
Northern Telecom system. The first exchange of the circuit switched net-
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work was installed in Vienna at the end of 1978 and the second at 
Salzburg in early 1980. At the moment this network provides a 50 baud, 
300 bit/s low-speed circuit switching services (DATEX-1) and higher 
speeds (2400, 4800, and 9600 bit!s) from the end of 1982. At the same 
time, a packet switched network (DATEX-P) was also introduced with PTT 
providing the data control units, but no terminals. 
1.4. Permission to Attach Equipment 
Before any private equipment can be connected, permission mus t be 
granted by the Fernmeldetechnis ches Zentralamt (F'ZA) in Vienna . The 
address for application is: 
Fernmeldetechnisches Zentralamt 
Arsenal, Postf ach 1~1 
1030 WIEN 
Telephone: (0222) 781511 
The application procedure requires the submission of technical descrip-
tions, full wiring diagrams, and a sample of the equipment for testing . 
Currently, the elapsed time for evaluation and testing is of the order of 
three months from the time of receipt of the equipment sample, although 
time required for the initial processing of the application prior to provi-
sion or a sample will increase this period . 
Charges raised for evaluation and testing in connection with the 
application for permission to attach private equipment are time and 
materials based. Currently, the average staff cost is approximately 250 
schillings per hour. In addition, the charge raised for the use of testing 
equipment is 320 schillings per hour and between four and 10 hours use is 
required during the process of a normal test. A list of the 
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telecommunication equipment approved by the Austrian PTT is annexed. 
2. TEXT COMMUNICATION 
2.1. Telex and Telegraph 
2.1.1. Basic service 
The PTT provides only the basic two- or four-wire connection, includ-
ing a plug-in telegraph modem. The teleprinter, without a plug-in tele-
graph modem, and all other subscriber equipment must be provided by 
the subscriber, including all switches and connection lines needed for 
data transmis sion. The PTT handle installation of the equipment and a 
maintenance service is available from the Administration. 
Currently, only three manufacturers are allowed to supply tele-
printers for connectio1 to the network. These manufacturers are ITT, 
Olivetti, and Siemens . Also, it is PTT policy to allow connection of the 
most recent electronic teleprinter equipment . Thus for the establish-
ment of a new telex station in Austria, it is necessary to install one of the 
following models : 
ITT 
Olivetti 
Siemens 
SEL LO 2000 
Model 431 (SES) 
Model T 1000 
The teleprinters have to be provided by the users; it cannot be rented 
from the PTT. 
Within Austria and Europe, service is provided by the PTT, but Radio 
Austria AG are responsible for intercontinental connections . Private 
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leased telegraph circuits for transmission at a speed of 50, 100, and 200 
bauds are available. 
2.1.2. Telex Service 
The present telex net in Austria serves about 20,000 domestic sub-
scribers. The old telex system (TW39) is gradually being replaced by the 
new Siemens electronic EDS system, which integrates both telex and all 
circuit switched data services. The first part of the EDS system went into 
operation between 1978 and 1980 and is scheduled to be complete by 
1986. In addition to the classical telex network functions, the systems 
offers a full range of new capabilities . 
a) Technical characteristics : 
Transmission speed: 50 Baud 
Transmission mode : asynchronous, halfduplex 
Transmission code international telegraphy alphabet No . 2 (ITA 
No. 2). 
b) Special telex services available to users on subscription: 
closed user group 
concentrator connections 
short dialing mode 
direct dialing through separate buttons 
c) Special telex services available to all users: 
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simultaneous t elex transmission to more than one user 
tariff request 
d} Service applications: 
Applications (form DS 44080) for new telex services have to be for-
warded to the respective "Telegraphenbauamt" of the PTT. 
2.1.3. Additional Facilities 
Message switching facilities and private telegraph branch exchanges 
(PTBXs) are not supplied by PTT but can be privately supplied . 
3. SERVICES USING PTT PROVIDED DATA COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 
3.1. General 
The PTT provides only DCEs for the public data networks and the 
direct data networks; it does not provide modems for other purposes. 
DTEs have, in all cases, to be provided by subscribers. Permission from 
the PTT is required before connection of private apparatus . There is 
currently a comprehensive list of modems available at the FZA which have 
been granted permission to attach, covering a large number of manufac-
turers, with a wide range of facilities and speeds. 
The circuit switched public data network, the direct data network 
and the packet switched data network offer services at 300, 2400, 4800, 
and 9600 bit/s. Services at higher speeds will be offered later. 
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3.2. Transmission palhs 
Data transmission is available over the public data networks, the 
direct data networks, the telex network, the PSTN or private leased cir-
cuits (point-to- point and multipoint) . 
Private leased speech band circuits (two-wire and four-wire) of nor-
mal voice grade CCITT M 1040 and special CCITT M 1020 quality are avail-
able . Additionally, branching equipment for construction of multipoint 
circuits can be provided by the PTT . On a multipoint circuit, up to six 
remote stations can be connected to a central station. 
Wideband circuits can be provided, depending on the exact location 
of the terminal sites, if required . Bandwidths of 48 kHz, 240 kHz, 4 MHz 
and 10 MHz are available. (See al::io Section 4 : Leased Private Circuits .) 
3.3. PTT Network Term. iating Points {NTPs} and Line Statistics 
According to the official Austrian PTT statistics, 14, 166 NTPs were 
registered by the FZA [1] at the end of June 1982. Table 2a shows that at 
present the most frequently used line speed in Austria is 2400 bit/sec, 
but the number of higher speeds is growing. The majority of NTPs are 
still linked to the telephone network, both leased and switched telephone 
connections count for around 94% (1) of all NTPs . Digital services -- basi-
cally the low speed circuit switched DATEX network -- only accounted for 
less than 1% of all NTP connections. There is, however, no doubt that this 
proportion will change in the future; and this will be strongly supported 
by the introduced new digital data services and the general Austrian PTT 
policy. 
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Similar lo other counlries lhc number or NTPs in Au s lri <t is growing 
fast (Table 2b) In general. the Austrian yearly growth is between 30 and 
40%; higher than the average for Western European countries . Table 2c 
shows the changing pattern of line speeds used. As can be seen there was 
a shift from the lower speeds (300 bit/sec) towards the higher speeds 
(2400 bit/sec and above) during the 1970s. The growth in the number of 
very high speed lines (between 9,600 bit/sec and 48 kbit/sec) during the 
last couple of years has been remarkable. 
Table 2d shows that the telex has actually been little used for data com-
munication in Austria and although the telegraph network is still used, its 
role is declining . There is s till some growth in the use of switched tele-
phone networks for data transmission but the backbone of data communi-
cation in Austria at present is the use of leased telephone lines; the 
recently introduced dig1Lal network services have only a limited signifi-
cance yet . The role of videotex in data communication is still moderate. 
Table 2e shows the distribution of NTPs by the major user groups with 
some interesting aspects. There are very few terminals used for educa-
tional purposes in Austria. Surprisingly, the use of data communication 
in the travel and transportation industry is also rather low, although the 
potential for this sector in Austria should be significant. The majority of 
NTPs, over 5000 (40%) are used in banking applications, while insurance 
companies playing a smaller role. 
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Table 2b . Statistics of Network Terminating Points (NTPs) in Austria as of 
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Table 2e. Statistics of Network Terminating Points (NTPs) in Aus tri a ac-
cording to main clas s ific a tion of users in 1981. 
Group Number of NTPs 
Goverrunent 1527 
Public organizations 
(e.g. I authorities, hospitals) 595 
Research institutes and 
education 254 
Medicine 
(doctors, pharmaceutical shops 
etc.) 632 
Industry 1291 
Business and sales 1088 
Banks and insurances 5429 
Travel and transportation 308 
Computer service bureaus 165 
Press 21 
Others 979 
TOTAL* 12290 
*In 1981 total NTPs in Austria was 12323. 
Source: Fernmeldetechnisches Zentralamt FZA, Vienna. 
% 
12.42 
4.84 
2.07 
5.14 
10.50 
8.85 
44.17 
2.51 
1. 34 
0.17 
7.97 
100.0 
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3.4. Description of PTI Data Services [5] 
3.4.1. Asynchronous circuit switched data services 
The low-speed asynchronous circuit swit ched data s ervic es DATEX-3001 
and DDL 300 are provided by the Austrian PTT through the ir integrat ed 
telex and data system EDS . The DATEX-300L s er vice works with switching, 
while on the DDL 300 fixed asynchronous conne c tions are provided . 
a) Technical characteristics : 
Transmission speed : 300 bit/sec (according to the CCITT r ecom-
mendation X. l Clas s 1) 
Transmission mode : asynchronous, duplex 
Interface between DTE and network: 
• 15-pole connection according to IS 4903, or 
• 25-pole connection according to IS 2 11 0 
Error rate : better than 3.1 0-6 . 
b) Technical characteristics only for DATEX- 300L: 
Call establishment : manual or automatic, about 0.5 sec after 
dialing has made. 
'Transmission code and protocols : for call establishment , code 
according to IA No . 5 (JS 646), pro cha racter 1 startbit , 7 infor-
mation bits, 2 stopbits with even parity, protocol according to 
CCITT X.20; for data transfer, code IA No . 5 also with even par-
tity, transmission protocol. however, is free up to the user . 
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c) Ter:hn'i.r:rrl r.harrrcteristi.r: s only for TJDL .'JOO: 
Transmission code and protocols: free up to the users. 
Codeframe 11 bits pro character, with maximum 8 databits, 1 
startbit and 2 stopbits . 
d.) Special services for DATEX- 300L network only: 
closed user group 
short dialing code 
direct dialing 
concentrator connection 
subscriber identificator 
e) Application for service 
Application should be made to the PTT Regional Unit responsible . 
Technical advice and help with problems is given by the "Abteilung T" of 
the "FernmeldetechnischesZentralamt" in Vienna. 
/)International connections 
First connection was introduced in April 1, 1982 to the Federal 
Republic of Germany, and Switzerland and it is planned to connect the 
Hungarian NEDIX network and all appropriate European PTT data net-
works . 
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3.4.2. Synchronous circuit switched data services 
Medium and high speed synchronous circuit switching data services 
were introduced to the service during the second half of 1982 . They are 
built on the above mentioned integrated telex and data communication 
system EDS . Two different synchronous services are provided: DATEX-L 
for switched synchronous services, and DDL synchronous for fixed 
medium and high speed connections . 
a) Technical characteristics: 
Transmission speeds : 2400, 4800, 9600 bitls (according to CCITT 
Recommendation X. 1 Classes 4, 5, and 6) 
Transmission mode . synchronous (timing signal provided by the 
network), duplex 
Interface DTE to DCE 
• 15-pole connection according to IS 4903, or 
• 25-pole connection according to IS 2 11 0 (V.24) (only for the 
direct network) 
Error rate: better than 1 o-6. 
b) Technical characteristics for DATEX- L synchronous only: 
Call establishment: about 0.5 sec after completion of manual or 
automatic dialing 
Transmission code and protocol: during call establishment and 
call termination code according to IA No. 5 (ASCH) and protocol 
according to X. 21 of CCITT. During data transmission phase 
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code and protocol are free up to the users. 
c) Technical characteristics for DDL synchronous only : 
Transmission code and protocol: free up to the users 
Possible connectionss are point-to-point and multipoint 
d) Special servi.ces for DATEX- L synchronous only: 
direct dialling 
closed user group 
short dialing code 
concentrator identificator 
subscriber identificator 
e) Application for servi.ce: 
Application should be made to the next regional PTT unit responsible . 
Technical advice and help with problems is given by the "Abteilung T" of 
the "Fernmeldetechnisches Zentralamt" in Vienna. 
f) International connections: 
The first planned are to the Datex network of the Federal Republic of 
Germany, Switzerland, Scandinavia, and Italy. This will be followed by a 
connection in about two years to the Hungarian NEDrx network, whereby 
the X.50 - X.51 protocol conversion has to be performed. Since this ser-
vice is one of the possible lower level layers for teletex services, it can be 
expected that interconnection of the DATEX-L synchron service to similar 
PTT data networks abroad will take place relatively soon. Actually, the 
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synchronous circuit switching services b e tween Austria and West Ger-
many are already experimentally connected and used especially for t e lex. 
3.4.3. Packet switched data services 
The packed switched data servic e s in Austria will be come fully in 
operation at the end of 1982 (Figure 3) . The packet switching data node 
of the PTT in Vienna has been available s ince the beginning of 1982 for 
experimental operation. The Austrian PTT provides two types of packet 
switched data services : DATEX-P for switched connections a nd DDP for 
fixed connections . The backbone of the packet switching s ervice is a 
separate data network made by Northern Tele com in Canada. Major net-
work nodes in Austria are interlinked with 64 kbit/sec high speed lines . 
a) Technical characteristics for transmission speeds and modes: 
2400, 4800, 9600, 48000 bit/sec for DTEs (according to X. l user 
classes 8, 9, 10, 11) with packet switching capabilities according 
to CC1TT X.25 for: 
• level 1: CCITT X.21, synchronous, duplex interface; 15 pole 
connection IS 4903 
• level 2: HDLC (ISO) and LAPB (CCITT) 
• level 3 : virtual calls 
300 bit/sec for asynchronous, character oriented DTEs with 
interfaces according to CCITT Rec . X.20 (X.20 bis) over direct 
links for the circuit switched data network to the PAD function 
of the packet switched network. 
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2400, 4800, 9600 bit/ sec for synchronous, character oriented 
DTEs with interfaces according to CCITT Rec. X.21. also over 
direct links or the circuit switched data network. The necessary 
protocol transformation is also handled by the packed switched 
network. 
b) Pu rt her characteristics : 
speed conversion 
address multiplex techniques 
protocol conversion 
gateways to other data networks 
call establishment in less than 400 msec 
data transfer delay of network less than 100 msec 
c) Special services provided for limited periods: 
directed traffic (sent or received only) 
connection authorization 
closed user group options 
definition of maximum packet length 
concentrator connection 
direct dialing 
flow control options, etc . 
d} Special services for all users during any session: 
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request for taking over payment 
setting of flow control parameters 
Interworking between DATEX- P and DATEX- L 
Interworking of DTE's of DATEX-P and DATEX-L is in principle p ossi-
ble, according to the following scheme (Figure 4). 
Figure 4. Connec tion poss ibilitles between DATEX-L and DATEX-P 
c~ DTE DATEX·P (X.25) calling Direct DTE terminal 
Direct • 
terminal 
Direct • 
DTE host 
DATEX·P Direct • (X.25) host 
(64 KByte/s) 
DATEX·L 0 
(direct call) 
DTE Direct • 
(X.20)* DATEX ·L ') 
asynchronous (switched) 
DTE Direct • 
(X.21) * DATEX·L 0 
synchronous (switched) 
• possible 
::i implementation may be at later point 
X not planned 
Direct 
host 
• 
• 
• 
') 
• 
I :: 
• 
0 
"' realized through the PAD function of DATEX·P 
Direct 
host 
(64 KByte/s) 
• 
• 
• 
0 
• 
0 
• 
0 
DTE (X.20)* 
asynchronous 
DA TEX- DA TEX-
L Direct L 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
I 
x 0 x 
• • • 
x 0 x 
• x x 
x x x 
I 
DTE (X.21) * 
synchronous 
DA TEX-
Direct L 
• • 
• • 
• • 
0 x 
x x 
x x 
• • 
J x 
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Interconnections between DATEX-P network nodes and connections 
to international packet switched data are provided by 64 kbit/s 
links. 
e) International connections from DAT EX- P {country code Austria: 232) 
At the end of 1982 the DATEX-P network is interlinked with the West 
German DATEX-P network (country code 262) and for 1983 it is 
planned to make connection to the Swiss PTT packet switched data 
network (country code: 228). Through the West German network 
when agreement with the respective PTT is achieved it will be possi-
ble to reach the following PTT networks: The Netherlands (202), Bel-
gium (206), France (208), Spain (214), Italy (222), United Kingdom 
(234), Denmark (238), Sweden (240), Luxembourg (270), Ireland 
(272), Canada (303), USA (310), Japan (440) . Connection of the 
DATEX-P network to oversees will most likely be done through the 
node of RADAUS in Vienna. 
/) Application to the service 
Applications are sent in a letter to the responsible PTT Directorates: 
PTD Vienna, Abt. 17, Backerstrasse 1, A-1010 Wien 
PTD Linz, Abt. 5, Huemerstrasse 4, A-4020 Linz 
PTD Innsbruck, Abt. 6, Maximilianstrasse 2. A-6010 Innsbruck 
PTD Graz, Abt. 6, Neutorgasse 46, A-8011 Graz 
PTD Klagenfurt, Abt. 4, Sterneckstrasse 19, A-9020 Klagenfurt 
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3.4.4. Tclcposl 
A fa c simil e s e rvice (Telcpost) with grnup 2 equipme nt has been 
offered sinc e 198 1 In the initial phase, equipment are locate d in 60 post 
offices, furthe r 13 are to be connected soon. Compatible equipment for 
use in subscribers premises are approved so that a facsimile service 
(Telefax) may also be provided . The transmission time for an A4 page 
over the PSTN of analogue facsimile data is 3 minutes, and the telepost 
service guarantees that the recipient will receive the transmitted page in 
about 3 hours . 
The cost of this service is Austrian Schillings 45 for the first page and 
25 for any subsequent pages . Major advantage of the system is that 
telepost is faster than express mail and it is cheaper than telegrams, in 
addition also drawings can be transmitted. 
3.4.5. Videotex (Bildschirmtext) 
The Austrian videotex trial (called Bildschirmtext) with 300 partici-
pants started in 1981. The national videotex network is a starlike system 
with a central GEC computer located at the FZA in Vienna. As an experi-
ment, the German version of the British Prestel system--with alphamosaic 
coding--was taken over . Telephone connection from all over Austria is 
provided for local call charges . 
a) Technical characteristics of the trial system: 
Transmission speed: videotex computer to subscriber 1200 
bit/sec, subscriber to videotex computer 75 bit/sec 
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Transmission mode: asynchronous, duplex 
Transmission code and protocol: videotex code according to 
Prestel (10 bit/character; startbit, 7 databits, parity bit, stop-
bit), higher level protocols also a ccording to Prestel. 
b) Applications supported in the : 
information retrieval 
message sending including gateway to traditional mail service 
(expected to start in 1983) 
transactions, ordering 
games 
teleprograms . 
c) Terminals 
All equipment, such as TV and editing computers have to be approved 
by the PTT. Among the terminals in use is MUPID, the first intelligent 
videotex decoder in the world developed by the Technical University of 
Graz at the request of the PTI, and with the support of the Federal Minis-
try for Science and Research, which allows a number of new original appli-
cations . MUPID is also used to provide the experimental gateway function 
to external service computers, such as to a bank computer [7,8]. 
Future Plans 
The first national videtotex system will be put into operation in 1984. 
Austria is taking over the new CEPT videotex standard for its new system. 
The data communication backbone of the service will be the national 
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DATF.X-P packet switched network with speeds of 64 kbit/ sec (Figure f) ) . 
Transmission speed be tween terminals and videotex center will be the 
classical 1200170 bit/sec asynchronous full duplex , and 2400 bit/sec in 
asynchronous and duplex transmission mode. Connection through the 
DATEX-L and DATEX-P network and through the teletex service will be pos-
sible too . Links to videotex networks abroad will also be provided through 
the DATEX-P network The PTT hopes that videotex in Austria will have 
4000 subscribers in 1984 which would grow to 100, 000 subscribers not 
before 1987. In the first version of videotex 100,000 frame s of informa-
tion will b e s tored and an additional 30,000 frames will be reserved for 
messages and transactions. 
3.4.6. Teletex Services 
Teletex in Austria j ~ based on the DATEX-L 2400 synchronous service 
of the Austrian PTT. By this transmission, messages of A4 format take 
less than 10 seconds. Gateways to the national and international telex 
networks will be provided . First links to the FRG teletex service were 
established in August 1982. Connection to other national teletex net-
works are also envisaged, such as to Switzerland and Italy, and over Ger-
many to Swed e n . In countries such as the United Kingdom, the Nether-
lands and France, where teletex will be based on the national packet 
switching service, connection through X.7 1 is foreseen, as is a connection 
to the future Hungarian teletex system . The introduction of teletex took 
place in 1982, when the appropriate DATEX-L 2400 synchronous services 
were introduced. 
a) Technical characteristics : 
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Transmission speed: 2400 bit/sec (according to CCITT recom-
mendation X. l class 4) 
Transmission mode: synchronous, duplex 
Transmission code and protocol: teletex protocol with the fol-
lowing CCITT recommendations (Figure 6) 
• X.21 --
• S.70 
• S.62 
• S.61 
• S.60 --
• F.200 --
interface between data terminal equipment and data 
circuit terminating equipment for synchronous opera-
tion on public data network 
network independent basic transport service for 
teletex (in connection with X. 75) 
control procedures for teletex 
character repertoire and coded character sets for the 
inter .1ational teletex service 
terminal equipment for use in the teletex service 
Teletex service . 
4. LEASED PRIVATE CIRCUITS 
4.1. General Information 
Private leased telegraph, telephone, and wideband circuits are avail-
able from the PTI. All equipment operated in conjunction with private 
leased circuits is subject to a PTT license. Access of private leased cir-
cuits to the public networks may be authorized, in which case increased 
rental tariffs are payable. 
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CCITT Rec. No.: 
User of Teletex terminal 
Application layer 
--------(..,._ System Management 
I I ... I I .... 
} S.61 I 
_.,. Presentation layer 
I ... 
I I S.62 .... 
I 
_.,. Session layer 
I 
I ... 
.... I 
_.,. Transport layer 
S.70 F 200 
... l S.60 
.... I 
_.,. Network layer 
I ... 
.... I 
_.,. Link layer } "X.75" 
I ... 
I .... I 
\..._.,. Physical layer X.21 
Figure 6. CCITT recommendations relevant to Teletex. 
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4.2. Telegraph Circuits 
Telegraph circuits are available for serial and digital transmission up 
to 200 bauds . Two-wire and four-wire connections can be provided. All 
data terminal equipment for telegraph circuits has to be provided by the 
subscriber . 
4.3. Speech Band Circuits 
Private leased telephone circuits with two-wire or four-wire connec-
tions can be provided by the PTT. Normal and special quality (CCITT 
M1020) circuits are available, the latter normally being required for 
transmission in excess of 2400 bit/s up to 9600 bit/s. 
Multipoint configuration circuits can be provided by the PTT using 
PTT branching equipment. Up to six remote stations can be connected to 
a central station. 
4.4. Wideband Circuits 
Depending on the exact location of the terminal sites, wideband cir-
cuits of bandwidths 48 kHz, 240 kHz, 5MHz, and 10 MHz can be provided. 
5. INTERNATIONAL SERVICES 
5.1 General Information 
When discussing the different data and other telecommunication ser-
vices earlier references were made to international connections . In this 
chapter we give a summary of those and describe the present status quo 
of international links and policy implementations with hints to future 
directions . 
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Data transmission is possible internationally via the telex network, 
the PSTN, the different data networks or international private leased cir-
cuits. Private leased circuits for international transmission can be pro-
vided to normal voice grade quality or the specially conditioned CCITT M-
1020 quality. 
5.2. Present and Proposed Public Data Network Interconnections 
It is planned that the new Austrian Public Data Network, based on 
Siemens circuit-switched EDS exchange on the one hand (DATEX-L), and 
the Canadian made Northern Telecom public packet switched network on 
the other, will be increasingly interconnected to other national public 
data networks. 
At the time of writing, the oldest domestic data network of the PTT in 
operation (DATEX-3001) is connected to similar data networks in the FRG 
and Switzerland. It can also be expected that the DATEX-1 network will be 
interconnected with the Hungarian NEDIX network soon. The intercon-
nection with the Hungarian asynchronous DATEX-3001 network will not be 
particularly difficult . The higher speed synchronous connections (2400 
bit/sec; 4800 bit/sec), however, will need a s o-called "envelope conver-
sion" with an envelope structure according to the CCITT X.50 recommen-
dation on the Hungarian NEDIX network and an envelope structure 
according to the CCITT X.51 recommendation on the Austrian DATEX-L 
network. Because of relevant CCITT recommendations Lhe conversion has 
to be performed by the Austrian PTT. 
The DATEX-P PTV packet switching network is planned to be linked to 
other PTT packet switching networks, with links to the West German 
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DA'n:X-1) net.wo rk pl anned fr om the ouLsel Pl 2\ns for i1 ruLLtrc~ conr'.cc lion 
to the EURO\"ET network could not yet be realized because no agreement 
between Austria and the European Community in Brussels could be 
re,qched. Thus, the experimental node of the Austrian EURONET 
connection--run at the Technical University of Vienna--will not be able to 
provide public services for Austria. The e xperimental EURONET node of 
the University had a 9600 baud X.25 packe t switching connections to the 
EURONET node in Frankfurt and ran on a PDP 11 / 34 computer. Early 
1982 riue to lack of agreement the line to Frankfurt and the pilot access 
project was cancelled. Plans for the interc onnection of VV'estern European 
PTT packet switched data networks, howev er. also exist and are shown in 
Figure 3. 
The interconnection of the se networks is proceeding well. According 
to [3]: 
DATEX-P, the German public packet switched data network, is 
already connected to Euronet as well as to TRA.1\JSPAC (France) 
and PSS, the British Packet Switched Service, and to Scandina-
vian (NORDIC network). 
This development ls one further stage Ln the far-reaching plans 
of the European Postal and Telecommunications Administrations 
(PTTs) to improve international and, later, intercontinental 
telecommunications facilities, benefiting directly users of online 
information services. 
In Europe, France, the UK and the Federal Republic of Germany 
have installed international gateway systems which act as 
switches b et. 1·\-<0:: en their r.ational net-.vorks and ~he rest of the 
world . 
Figure 7. 
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world. The French International Transit Node (NTI) in Paris, for 
example, is already connected with the USA, all EEC countries 
and Switzerland through EURONET and by bilateral links to 
Spain, Portugal and the Antilles. Further connections include 
the Canadian networks DATAPAC and INFOSWITCH and the 
Japanese DDX-P. 
British Telecom and the Deutsches Bundespost has similar plans 
and these three countries will probably constitute the main 
Western European switching sites for intercontinental traffic. 
Naturally some countries may choose to operate their own inter-
national switching facilities, but others have already opted in 
the short-term to transit their international connections over 
Paris, London or Fn ikfurt. 
The diagram (Figure 8) describes the probable shape of worldwide inter-
connections over the next few years, however it is by no means complete. 
This view is drawn with some modifications, from a comprehensive review 
of packet switched networks by Michael Casey [2]. 
The Austrian PTT network interconnection to DATEX-P would also be 
linked to this large mesh of emerging PTT networks. 
Radio Austria--the second international carrier of Austria--
established its data network node in 1978, and the first transmission ser-
vice, called RADUSDATA, was between the USA and Austria [ 4]. During the 
first few years of its operation Radio Austria served as the Austrian node 
of the TYMNET network. which is one of the largest public networks in the 
US. The USA part of the TYMNET network has gradually been extended by 
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Figure B. International network interconnections in Western Europe. 
(probable shape ) 
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leased lines between the USA and remote destinations outside the coun-
try, operated by US international carriers. The remote network nodes, 
usually operated by the national PTT or similar administrations, provide 
services to 'T'Y:vlNET and vice versa for domestic and US users respec-
tively This has been Radio Austria's main function in this field too: they 
have serviced a number of Austrian users seeking US databases and com-
putational services, and have also provided the necessary technical 
means for foreign customers to obtain access to the Austrian TYMNET 
hosts, such as the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and their 
databases INIS and AGRIS; the International Patent Docwnentation Center 
(INPADOC) and their patent databases; and to IIASA's inhouse computers, 
to carry out joint research. 
The increase in traffi on the T'YMNET node of Radio Austria has been 
growing at a considerably high growth rate: over 150% per year (Figure 8). 
The data services of the Radio Austria node have been gradually extended 
according to an agreement between Radio Austria and the Austrian PTT. 
In 1981 a connection to the TYMNET node of Radio Swiss--the Swiss 
equivalent to Radio Austria in Bern--was established with the aim of 
increasing the reliability of the Vienna-New York cable connection by set-
ting up a "reserve" route over the node in Bern. An interesting side effect 
of this link was that the first Swiss database host DATA-STAR (operated by 
Radio Swiss) could be accessed for the first time from Austria. This possi-
bility urged for a special agreement between Radio Austria and the 
PTT and accordingly, under the present rules, Radio Austria may now 
establish and operate links to other data services in Europe on a tem-
porary basis until such a time as the appropriate PTT data services are 
able to take over. 
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In Thousands 
1979 1980 1981 
Figure 9 Data traffic of the TYMNET node of Radio Austria . 
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Along the same line , inter-European links have been established and 
are serviced by Radio Austr ia. The first link they took over was the direct 
IM~A-Europan Space Agency (ESA) link, which a lso became the fir s t public 
data link be tw e en Austria and 1taly. The protocol for data transmission 
corresponds with the packet switched protocol of the TYMNET network. 
This new connection was introduced at the beginning of 1982 and for the 
first time Austrianusers were able to access some 40 bibliograpbcal and 
statistical databases of the IRS service of ESA. 
During the summer of 1982, further new links were put into opera-
tion. The conne ction between the Radio Austria node and the German 
DATEX-P network node in Frankfurt became available for the first time. 
Of course, this link to the Wes t German PTT network also enabled the phy-
sical connectlon of all lnose networks to which the German PTT network 
was already connected, for example, to TRANSPACK in France, the PSS in 
the United Kingdom, and NORDIC, the Scandinavian network. Tn July 1982 
the link with the Hungarian NEDIX-PTT network went fully into operation. 
About the same time, a separate cable link was opened between the TYM-
NET node and CTNE, the Spanish PTT administration, and through this link 
the Spanish packet switched PTT network hosts could be accessed and 
vice versa . 
All in all, with the massive efforts of both Radio Austria and the Aus-
trian PTT, Austria is gradually becoming integrated into the growing data 
communication infrastructure of the world . 
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6. AUSTRIAN TARIFFS 
All tariffs are valid from the 1st January 1982 and are quoted in local 
currency (Austrian Schilling AS) . All services are free of tax. 
6.1 Inland Tariffs 
Exchange line service 
Exchange line 
Extra charge for data transmission 
Monthly 
rental 
AS 
160.00 
180.00 
Connection charges are especially assessed on t ime and materials basis. 
Inland telephone call charges 
Charge per Local Trunk 
minute (Sarne 1 
Area) 
Kilometers < 5 5-25 
Standard rate 
(Mon-Fri 0800-1800) 0.50 1.00 
Reduced rate 
(Mon-Fri 18.00-08.00) 
(Fri 18.00-Mon OB.OD) 0.50 0.50 
Telex 
Installation fee: 
Telex line 
Maintenance charge (per telex machine) 
Trunk Trunk Trunk 
2 3 4 
25-50 50-100 > 100 
4 .00 6.50 7.50 
3.00 4.00 5.00 
I 
Includes actual costs but with a 
minimum of AS 1, 750.--
Monthly rental 
AS 
300.00 
550.00 
Note: Telex machine maintenance is ava ilable from PTV and the rate 
sometimes varies, depending on the installation. The rate quoted is the 
normal rate for maintenance. 
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Inland telex call charges 
.. 
... 
Charge for each Local Trunk 1 Trunk 2 Trunk 3 
3 minute period (same (same (adjacent (non-adjacent 
or part thereof exchange) province) province) province) 
AS AS AS AS 
Standard Rate 
( 08.00-18,00) 0 .85 5.10 10.20 12.75 
Reduced Rate 
( 18.00-08.00) 0.85 3.40 6.80 B.50 
Note: Non-local telex call charges given in the above table are based on 
the division of Austria into nine autonomous Provinces (Bundeslaender), 
the Provinces of Vienna md Lower Austria counting as a single Province 
for charging purposes. 
Datex-L 300 (DDL 300) 
Installation fee: 
Datex line (300 bit! s) 
Datex call charges (300 bitls) 
Charge for each Local 
3 minute period (same 
or part thereof exchange) 
AS 
Standard rate 
(OB.00-18.00) 1.275 
Reduced rate 
( 18.00 OB 00) - 1.275 
Trunk 1 
(same 
actual costs but with a minimum 
of AS 1,750 .--
Monthly 
rental 
AS 
650 .00 
Trunk 2 
(adjacent 
Trunk 3 
(non-adjacent 
province) province) province) 
AS AS AS 
7 .65 15.30 19.125 
5 .1 0 10.20 ~ 12. 75 
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In 1983 a new DATEX-L tariff structure will be introduced and will 
consist of the following time charges: 
Charge for each Local Trunk 2 International 
minute or part (same Datex (Austria (FRG, 
thereof exchange) wide) Switzerland) 
AS AS AS 
Standard rate 
(08.00-18.00) -.90 4.20 6.06 
Reduced rate 
( 16 .00-08.00) -.60 2.82 6.06 
Note: For every successful call an additional AS -.30 will be charged. 
DDL-300 
AS 
Installation fee : Minimum 1,750.--
Monthly rental : 120 
Monthly line charges per km: 
Less than 10 km 150 
Between 10-50 km 75 
Between 51-100 km 65 
More than 101 km 30 
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Bildschirmtext (Videotex) 
Installation fee• 
Monthly modem rentaL 
Connection fee to videotex center• 
Access charge per frame 
Monthly charge for Information 
providers• 
Monthly frame reservation charges• 
Between 11-100 
Between 101-500 
Between 501- 1000 
More than 1OD1 
Closed user group. 
MUPID terminal rental 
Telepost 
------ -----
First page (A4 format or smaller) 
Subsequent pages (A4 or smaller) 
Chapter 2 
AS 
750 
200 
local phone tariff 
defined by Information 
provider (between 0-50) 
100 (incl. 10 free frames) 
AS per frame 
7 
6 
5 
3 
500 per month 
90 per month 
AS 45 
AS 25 
Connection charges are specially assessed on time and materials basis. 
Additional charges on the above tariffs are: 
1. For data transmission usage 25% increase 
2. For multi-user usage 50% increase 
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3. Provision of access to PSTN AS 2,000 per month 
4 . Circuits to M1020 quality AS 4 , 000 per month 
Multipoint circuits 
Multipoint configuration circ uit tariffs are specia lly asse ssed . Refe r-
ence to PTV should be made 
Wideband circuits 
Monthly rental 48 KHz 240 KH z 
AS AS 
First 10 km per 100 meters 150 .00 650 .00 
Next 40 km per km 1,300 . 00 5,000.00 
Next 50 km per km 1,000 .00 4,000 .00 
Further kms per km 500 .00 2,000 .00 
Wideband circuits are subject to a minimum lease period of one 
month. Connection charges are specially a ss essed on a time and materi-
als basis. Additional charges on the above tariff s are: 
1. For other type of communication 
(e .g ., speech, facsimile) in 
addition to data transmission 
2. Multi-user usage 
Tariffs Planned for New Services 
25% increase 
50% increase 
At the time of writing no revenues are collected for a number of the 
new services outlined above. It is planned to start charging users in the 
middle of 1983 ; thus exact tariffs will only be introduced at that time . 
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However, we provide a preliminary tariff structure for these services in 
the following . 
DATEX-L Synchronous (2400, 1\.800, 9600 bit/sec) 
1 Inslallatton fee : Actual costs but with a minimum of 
AS 1.750.--
2. Monthly charges per station in AS: 
Transmission speed in bit/sec 
2400 4800 9600 
Monthly rental 1300 2200 4000 
Special services 
--closed user group 200 
3 . Connection charges ia AS (between 1800 and 0800; night fares 
being reduced by one-third) . 
Transmission speed in bit/sec 
2400 4800 9600 
Charges per minute 
- Regional (within the 
same DATEX exchange) 3.60 5.70 7.86 
- National wide service 6 .90 10.98 15.06 
4. Gateway service from DATEX-L to DATEX-P AS 200 per month 
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DDL-Synchronous 
1. Installation fee : 
2. Monthly charges per station in AS: 
2400 
Monthly rental 1300 
Line charges 
--regional 
--national 
Actual costs but. with a minimum of 
AS l,750 .--
Transmission speed in bit/sec 
4800 9600 48000 
2200 4400 6000 
2600 
5800 
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DATl'::X--P 
1. Installalion fee 
2. Monthly charges per station in AS 
300 
Monthly rental 650 
Additional charge 
per virtual channel 
Special services 
--closed user group 
--''toll-free" call 
service 
Gateway between 
DATEX-L and DATEX-P 200 
Actual costs but with a minimum of 
AS 1,750.--
Transmission speed in bit/sec 
2400 4800 9600 48000 
1300 2200 4000 6000 
40 
200 
100 
200 200 200 ---
3. Connection charges in AS (reduced by 33.3% during the period 18.00 
and 06 00) 
Transmission speed in bit/sec 
300 2400 4800 9600 48000 
Connection charge 
per minute 
--regional 0.06 0.08 0.10 0. 14 0.30 
--national 0 .1 0 0 .14 0.19 0.26 0.56 
Volume charges per 
1000 segments• 
--regional 14.00 
--national 26 .00 
•1 segment = 64 Octetts = 512 bits 
DDP 
l. Installation fee : 
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Actual c os ts but with a minimum of 
AS 1,750 .--
2. Monthly charges per station in AS : 
Transmission speed in bit/ se c 
300 2400 4800 9600 48000 
Monthly rental• 650 1300 2200 4000 6000 
Additional charge 
per virtual channel 
--regional 250 340 420 590 1260 
--national 420 590 800 1100 2350 
3. Usage charges in AS (reduced by 33.3% betwe en 18.00 and 06.00) 
Transmission spe ed in bit/sec 
300 I 2400 l 4800 j 9600 
Volume charges per 
1000 segments•• 
--regional 14.00 
--national 26 .00 
•Ir DATEX-P channels are also rented there are no DDP charges . 
.. 1 segment = 64 octetts - 512 bits . 
Teletex 
/ 48000 
1. Telex charges are identic al with tho se of DATEX-L 2400 synchro-
nous . 
2 . Charges for gateway teletex/telex connections are according to 
the telex tariffs in both directions . This also holds for interna-
tional connections. 
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Inland Private Leased Circuits 
Telegraph circuits (2-wire) 
Monthly rental 50 bauds 
AS 
First 10 km per 100 meters 15.00 
Next 40 km per km 50.00 
Next 50 km per km 40 .00 
Further kms per km 20.00 
100 bauds 
AS 
15.00 
60.00 
45 .00 
25 .00 
Chapter 2 
200 bauds 
AS 
15.00 
75.00 
65.00 
30.00 
Note: Telegraph circuits ( 4-wire ) are charged at double the above tariffs 
and connection charges are specially assessed on time and materials 
basis . There is an extra charge for provision of access to the Public Telex 
Network of AS 2, 000 .-- per month. 
Speech Band Circuits 
Point-to-point Circuits 
Monthly rental 
First 10 km per 100 meters 
Next 40 km per km 
Next 50 km per km 
Further kms per km 
Normal quality 
(2-wire) 
AS 
15.00 
125.00 
100.00 
50.00 
Normal quality 
( 4-wire) 
AS 
30.00 
250.00 
200.00 
100.00 
6.2 International Tariffs 
Tax: All services are free of tax 
Country 
Land!. 
land, 
Albarua 
'vidorra 
5.:tleanc ls 
Belgium 
B~ 
Canary ls 
Cyprw. 
(Zf.'chO!>lo 
Derunarl< 
Faroe Lsla 
Fmland 
valua 
nds 
ocra tic Republic 
al Republic - Band 1 
Gibraltar 
Greece 
Hungary 
Iceland 
Ireland 
Italy - Band l 
- Band 2 
Llech ten.stem 
Lw<embo~ 
M.Jta 
Ylonacc 
:'\:etheriands 
Norway 
Poland 
Portugal 
Rumarua 
Sar. \ 1a:ino 
Spam 
Sweden 
S'"'1tzerland 
Tunisia 
Turkey 
United Kingdom 
USSR 
Vaocan Gtv 
Yugoslavi.a - Band 1 
- Band 2 
·~ 
.-\..'!""fl:Jn.; 
.4.us::raha 
Branl 
c.a:-...aa 
Colomb ca 
~cior 
- Band 2 
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T e1ex c.alJ charges 
No of 5ee5 C~eper 
for OASS minute 
5 
10.0 5.10 
8.2 6.23 
100 5 .10 
82 I 6.23 
82 I 6.23 
6.7 
I 
7.65 
100 5.10 
100 I 5.10 
10.0 5.10 
8.2 6.23 
100 5.10 
10.0 5.10 
10.0 I 5.10 
82 6.23 
8.2 6.23 
10.0 5.10 
6.7 I 7.65 
8.2 6.23 
10.0 5.10 
10.0 5.10 
10.0 5.10 
6.7 7.65 
10.0 5.10 
10.0 5.10 
8.2 6.23 
10.0 5.10 
82 o.23 
8.2 b.23 
10.0 5.10 
8.2 6.23 
82 6.23 
10.0 5.10 
6.7 7.65 
6.7 7.65 
82 6.23 
6.7 7.65 
10.0 5.10 
10.0 5.10 
6.7 7.65 
72.00 
72.00 
72.00 
40 00 
72.-
72.-
Chap te r 2 
T clephone c.alJ charges 
"1iri charge Automatic Ooera red con 'll'Ctecl 5er'ice 
3mins service Charge per Min charg 5 zone minute 3 mins 
e 
5 5 
86.40 - I 2.5 .-
I 
75 .-
2 I 17.- 51 .-
3 ! 20.- o0 .-
2 I 17.- I 51 -
I 
- 25 .00 75 .00 
3 20.- 60.-
3 20.- 60.-
l 14.- 42.-
I 2 17. - 51 . -2 ! 17.- 51.-
I 
! 
3 I 20.- 60 .-2 17. - 51.-
I 2 I 17.- 51 -I 1 H.- .U.-
2 17. - 51.-
- I 20.- 60.-
3 i I 20.- 60.-1 I H .- 42 .-
3 i 20.- 60 .-
3 20. - 60.-
14.- 42 .-
2 17.- 51.-
1 14.- 42.-
2 17.- 51.-
3 20.- 60.-
2 17.- 51 .-
2 17.- 51.-
3 20.- 60.-
2 17. - 51.-
3 20 .- oO.-
17.- 51 .-
2 17.- 51.-
3 20.- 60.-
3 20.- 60 .-
14.- 42.-
3 15.00 45 .00 
3 15.00 45 .00 
3 20.- 60 .-
3 15.00 45.00 
2 17 - 51 .-
14.- 42 .-
2 17.- 51.-
3 15 .00 45 .00 
5 56 .00 168.00 
5 56 .00 ib8.00 
5 56 .00 168.00 
41 .00 123 00 
5 56 .- 168. -
5 56 .- 168 .-
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lnlcrnalional Tariffs continued 
Too call charges Telephone call charges 
C.Juntry "lo of >ea C~eper "1inc~ Automatic Operated connected ;er.rX:e 
lor0.855 minute J mins 'ier..ic:e (~per Mm~ s s zone mmute J mins 
5 5 
Egypt 54.- 4 41.- 123-
Gabon 72.- 5 
I 
56 .- 168.-
lndones;a 72.00 5 56 .00 168.00 
I.ran I 54.00 4 I 
41.00 123.00 
lraq 54.00 4 41 .00 123.00 
Israel 40.00 
I 
4 41.00 123 00 
Japan 72.00 5 56.00 168.00 
Korea R~ubllC of 72.- I 5 56.- 168.-Kuwa11 54 00 I 4 41 .00 ill .00 
11hanon 40 .00 4 4:i .OO 123 00 
'. db\.' d 7.65 3 JS.- 45 -
\lorocco 7.65 3 15.- ~5 .-
:---:ew Zealand n.- I 
s 56 . - lo8.-
:---:1geria 72.00 5 So.00 168 00 
Ph1iippmes 72.- 5 56.- 168.-
Saudi Arab ia 54 .00 4 .n.oo 12.3 .00 
South .-\fnca 72 .00 5 56 .00 168 00 
Syria 40.- 4 41.- 12.3. -
L: '.Uted . .\rab Emirates 54 .00 4 ,11.00 l.13 00 
\jSA 40 .00 ,! 41 .00 123 .00 
Venezuela n.oo 5 56 00 168 .00 I 
Charge per minute s 
(Automatic services} 
Zone 1 9.00 
Zone2 11.50 
Zone3 14.00 
Zone4 40.50 
Zones SS.SO 
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International Leased Circuit Tariffs 
The tariffs below represent only amounts payable to the Austrian 
Administration. 
Short term rentals are possible for both national and international 
private leased circuits . The tariffs for temporary leases of international 
circuits are calculated on the basis of CCITT Recommendation Dl and are 
as follows : 
1st & 2nd day 
For each of the next 8 days 
Thereafter 
1I10 of normal monthly rental 
1 /20 of normal monthly rental 
1125 of normal monthly rental 
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lnlcrnational Leased Linc Rates (AS/month) 
Country Speech band Speech band Speech band i.oo bauds 100 bauds SO bauds 
coefficient 1 Codficient 0.75 Ml020 quality 
Additional rental 
8e1i;1c;~ .38 .304 .00 28 .728 00 1.425 00 15.321 60 11 40; 20 0 57t- .IX' 
Bulgaria 37.346.40 28.009 .80 1,425 00 14.9.38.oO 11.204.00 9,336.60 
Cyprus 54 .583.20 40.937 40 1.425 00 21.833.30 16.375.00 13.645 80 
Czechoo;lov alua 28.728.00 21.546.00 1.425.00 11.491.20 8.618 .40 7.182.00 
[)erunark 40.219.20 30,11>4 .40 1,425 .00 16.087.70 U .065 .80 10.054 .80 
Finland 48.358 80 36.2&9.10 1.425 00 19.343.oO 14 .507.70 U .080 70 
-----
France .38.304 .00 28.728.00 1.425 .00 15.321 .oO 11.491.20 9.S76.00 
Gennan Demcx.."TdbC Republic 3112200 23 .341 .50 1.425 00 U.44880 9.336 60 7.780.50 
- -----
Gerrnan Federal Republic 32.558.40 24 .418.80 1.425.00 13.023 40 9,767.60 8.13960 
··----
Crttcr 45.007 .20 .13,755.40 1.42500 18.002 90 13.502 .20 11.251.80 
Hungarv 27.770 40 20,827.80 1.425 00 11 .108.20 8,33120 6.942.60 
Ital> 33 .516.00 25. 137.00 1,425 .00 13,406 40 10,054.80 8,379.00 
Lwceml:x>w-g 37,346.40 28.009.80 1.425 00 14.9.38.60 11 .204 .00 9,336 .60 
~lands .38. 782 .80 29.087 lC 1.425.00 15.513.20 11.634.90 9.695.70 
Norway 45 .0&4 .80 34.473.oO 1.425.00 18.38o 00 13.789 50 11.491.20 
Poland 32.079.60 24.059.70 1.425 .00 12.831.90 9,623 90 8,019 90 
Rumarua 32.079.60 24.059 70 1.425.00 U.831.oO 9.623 .90 8.019.90 
Sp.am 45.007.20 .13 ,755 .40 1,425 .00 18,002.oO 13.502.20 1L251.80 
Sweden 40.698 .00 30.523.50 1,425 .00 16.270.20 U .209.iO 10.174.50 
Switzerland 36.38880 2i,291.60 1,425.00 14.555 .60 10.916.70 9.097.20 
Turkey 51 .710 40 .38.782.80 1,425 00 20,684 .20 15.513.20 U .927 60 
Uruted Kingdom 44 .049 .60 .13.037.20 1,425.00 17.619 .90 13,214.90 11.0U.40 
CSSR 36 .388.80 27.291.60 1.425.00 14.55560 10.916.70 9,097.20 
Yugoslavia 30,64.3.20 22.982.40 1,425 .00 U .257. 30 9.19300 7.o60.80 
USA and Canacla 91 .200.00 1.425 00 36.480.00 27,36000 2.2 .800.00 
• ::; baud ZS US0.00 
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International Tariffs 
Tariffs for Data Services Provided by Radio Austria 
c t oun ry 
FRG Switzerland Italy North-America 
(DATEX-P) (Radio Swiss- (ESA, (USA, Canada) 
& via it to DATASTAR) Frascati) 
1 France & UK 
I Charges in AS 
I 
Traffic charges 
I for every 
started minute 1.80 I 1.80 3.00 6.00 through telex I 
PSTN•, data 
network I 
Traffic charges I 
for every I I 
started minute 
I 
1.20 1. 20 ; 1.50 3.00 
through dedi-
cated line to 
Radio Austria 
Volume charge 
for every 
started kilo- 0.05 2 .00 4 .00 8.00 
character of 
input or 
output 
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7. CONTACT POINTS 
7.1 Fernmeldetechnisches Zcntralaml (FZA) 
FZA, the Telecommunications Engineering Centre, is the contact 
point for Permission to Attach Equipment, for Domestic and International 
Service information and can be contacted at : 
Fernmeldetechnisches Zentralamt 
Arsenal 
1030 Wien 
Telephone : 78 15 11 Extensions 280 , 28 1, 284, 286 
Telex: 133722 
Both German and English language s are acc e pted for telexes and written 
communication. 
7.2 Regional Directorates 
For national service information for Vienna, Lower Austria, and Bur-
genland: 
Post- und Telegraphendirektion fuer Wien, 
Niederoesterreich und Burgenland 
Baeckerstrasse 1 
1010 WIEN 
Telephone: 52 68 11 
Telex: 112352 
For Upper Austria and Salzburg : 
Post- und Telegrahendirektion fuer Oberoesterreich 
und Salzburg 
Huemerstrasse 4 
4020 LINZ 
Telephone : 721 
Telex: 21105 
For Tirol and Vorarlberg: 
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Post- und Telegrahendirektion fuer Tirol 
und Vorarlberg 
Maximilianstrasse 2 
6020 INNSBRUCK 
Telephone: 26761 
Telex: 53599 
For the Steierrnark: 
Post- und Telegraphendirektion fuer Steierrnark 
Neutorgasse 46 
8020 GRAZ 
Telephone: 91 22 33 
Telex: 31530 
For Carintbia: 
Post- und Telegraphendirektion fuer Kaernten 
Sterneckstrasse 19 
9020 KLAGENFURT 
Telephone : 7951 
Telex: 42338 
Chapter 2 
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8. THE AUSTRIAN DATA LAW 
The first data protection law in Europe was introduced in 1969 in 
Hessen (FRG). In 1972 it was Sweden which followed this step. Later data 
laws were issued in France, Denmark, Laxen::mrg, Norway, the FRG. In the 
USA, Canada and new Zeeland there are data protection laws in force for 
certain application areas. From the socialist countries it was Hungary 
which first released a special data protection and security regulation in 
1981. In international forums guidelines were issued by the OECD and the 
Council of Europe on the protection of privacy of computer readable 
information. There is a strong tendency to harmonize internationally the 
different data laws and regulations; this with special emphasis to the 
understanding of transborder data flow issues and the solutions of some 
of the problems involved. 
Austria, a country with an open economy and open information flow, 
has issued its data protection law (Datenschutzgesetz or DSG for short) 
[8. 10] in 1978, and a novellation thereof is expected by 1984. The main 
emphasis of the data law lies on the protection of personal data, which 
includes in Austria also protection of data of so-called legal persons, such 
as of a company, a village, a country, etc. 
Special emphasis is given to the transborder data flow of data, which 
according to the law has to be registered by the so-called Datenschutzre-
gister, a registration instance belonging to the Central Statistical Bureau 
or Austria. Applications to such registration has to be submitted on spe-
cial application form and for the registration entry charges have to be 
paid. 
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For the export of computer readable information including personal 
data with the intention of processing abroad according to § 32 - ~ 34 of 
DSG a permission from the Data Protection Commission (Daten-
schutzkomission) of the government (Vienna 1, Ballhauspl. 2) is needed. 
In the application for such permission the nature of the data to be 
exported has to be described, the aim of the export and the recipients of 
the data and it has to be explained how it is assured that the interests of 
the data subjects will be protected abroad . 
The importing of computer data is free and is not subject of the data 
protection law. 
The Federal Government and the so-called Data Protection Council of 
the National Assembly have to report to the National Assembly every two 
years on the issue of data protection. More on the Austrian DSG can be 
found in [ 121. 
9. SUMMARY 
Austrian data communication services are developing rapidly with a 
proliferation of different services being offered by the Austrian PTT and 
Radio Austria. According to the general policy of the administration in all 
seven layers of the ISO model for Open System Interconnection, different 
types of data services are provided by the PTT: the usual data services on 
the physical level. circuit and packet switching services up to layer 3, and 
finally teletex and videotex services up to the higher layers . 
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At the time of writing, the development phase of these new services 
were just completed, and it is hoped that they will provide sufficient 
infrastructure for future data communication both domestically and 
internationally. It is also expected that Austria will be able to success-
fully fulfill its special role in data communication between East and West . 
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ANNEX 1: IJST OF APPROVED MODEMS IN AUSTRIA 
Coding of the So-called PTT-'Ordnungsnummer' 
HHH SSS LLL 'PTV-ORDNUNGSN UMMER' (9-POSITION) 
100 .. . ... MAIN GROUP : DATA TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT 
.. . SSS .. . CHARACTER GROUP 
1. POSITION: TRANSMISSON OVER 
1. Public switched telephone network (PSTN) 
2. Leased telephone lines 
3. PSTN + leased lines 
4. Radio link 
5. Telex network 
6 . Leased telegraph network 
7. Telex network + leased telegraph network 
8 . Special network 
9. Others 
2. POSITION: CO NNECTION 
1. Two wired 
2. Four wired 
3. Two or four wired (switchable) 
4. Acoustic 
3. POSITION: DATA TRANSMISSION SPEED 
1. <= 50 BD 
2. <= 75 BD 
3. <= 100 BD 
4. <= 300 BD 
5. <= 1200 BD 
6. <= 2400 BD 
7. <= 4800 BD 
8 . <= 9600 BD 
9. > 9600 BD 
... ... LLL SEQUENTIAL NUMBERING IN THE MAIN GROUP 
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IJST OF A.P2ROVED MODEMS BY THE AUSTRIAN PTT 
As of 1982/ 11 / 12 
Code-
'Ordnungsnummer' Type 
number 
SAT I SCHRACK 
010 1 100 227 044 Codex 4800 
0102 100 228 044 Codex 7200 
0103 100 228 045 Codex 9600 
010 4 100 227 11 2 Codex LSI 48 I 
0105 100 228 11 3 Codex LSI 96 / V29 
0106 100 228 114 Codex LSI 96 / FP 
0 107 100 238 130 Codex SAT 8200 
0108 100 228 128 Codex LSI 48FP 
0109 100 115 140 Codex 5540, Codex 5544 
0110 100 336 14 4 Codex 55 10, Codex 55 13 
0111 100 238 150 19K2BJT 
0112 100 225 15 1 5440 
0113 100 336 153 M X 2400 
0114 100 227 162 Modem CS 48 FP 
0115 100 228 163 Modem Codex CS 96 FP 
IBM-AUSTRIA 
0303 100 114 034 IBM 397612 
0304 100 335 010 IBM 3976 13 
0305 100 336 035 IBM 3977 / 1 
0306 100 336 035 IBM 3977 / 2 
0307 100 226 018 IBM 3978/2 
0308 100 235 05 1 IBM MINI 12 
0309 100 227 048 IBM 38781 14 
0310 100 226 055 IBM 3872 
0311 100 228 056 IBM 3875 
03 12 100 227 072 IBM 3874 
0313 100 215 082 IBM MINI 6x6 
03 15 100 228 09 1 IBM 5979/Lll or L12 
03 16 100 61 1 004 IBM 3945 
0317 100 227 142 IBM 3864 MOD.I 
0318 100 226 14 1 IBM 3863 MOD.I 
0319 100 228 143 IBM 3865 MOD.I and MOD.II 
0320 100 116 146 IBM 3863 MOD .II 
TEKADE, NUERNBERG 
040 1 100 227 092 DTE 310 
0402 100 228 093 DTE 320 
0403 100 228 094 DTE 330 
ITT-Austria Datensysteme Ges.M.B .H. 
"'0501 100 314 005 GH 11 01-H 
•0502 100 335 003 GH 2002 
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•0503 100 335 025 GH 2002-H/J/N/K/ L/Q 
•0504 100 336 029 GI-I 2003-R 
•0505 100 334 059 GH 1151 A,C 
0506 100 335 058 GH 2052 AIBIC!FIG!K 
0507 100 336 057 GH 2054 AIB!CIF I G!K 
•0508 100 228 060 GH 2005 
0509 100 238 079 DCB 9600 
0510 100 237 099 4800-1 
0511 100 315 106 GH 11 6 1 
0512 100 238 111 DCB 19200 H 
0513 100 237 121 GH 2058 
0514 100 228 120 GH 2082 
0515 100 335 124 GH 2084 
0516 100 336 123 GH 2084 
0517 100 227 11 9 GH 2068 
0518 100 238 137 DCB 19200 .MK2 
0519 SlOO 115 002 VT 1200 Bildschirmtextmodem (Videotex modem) 
0520 100 228 159 Modem GH 2089 
Datentechnik 
•0601 100 236 0 12 4400/24 PB 
0602 100 237 0 11 4400/48 
0603 100 228 04 1 5500/96 
0604 100 315 052 300 
0605 100 236 053 24 LSI 
•0606 100 227 054 COM-LINK II 
0607 100 236 014 2200 
0608 ElOO 224 003 Modem 300 - Four wire 
0609 100 335 067 ARE MD6-12 
0610 100 227 066 4500/48 
•0611 100 238 084 COM-LINK II with SCRAMBLER 
0612 100 237 096 27 LSI 
0613 100 215 102 DM 600 D 
•0614 100 237 098 4700 /48 
0615 100 113 100 PDM 20/40-A 
0616 100 228 101 96 MULTI-Mode 
0617 100 237 103 MPS 48 
0618 100 336 104 26 LSI -
0619 100 238 105 COM-LINK II with SCRAMBL~. VERS.A 
0620 100 114 110 ARE MD 3 
0621 100 238 115 COM-LINK IV 
0622 100 228 118 MPS 9629 
0623 100 111 127 ZPDM 10 
0624 100 314 132 MPS 3021 
0625 100 111 138 V20 ZPDM 20 I 40 
0626 100 111 152 MODEM TV 19 
0627 100 114 16i MD 300 
0628 100 215 154 ZUE 300 (600) 
NIXDORF, WIEN 
0701 100 235 015 506 
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0702 100 33~ 030 506 / 09 
0703 100 237 039 NGD 504 
AUSTRO-OLIVETTI 
080 1 100 334 008 TD 2330 
0802 100 234 03 1 MD 200-M6 
PHILIPS-AUSTRIA 
•0901 100 335 037 8 TR 652 
•0902 100 336 043 8 TR 683 
0903 100 235 049 DTE 201 
•0904 100314065 SEMATRANS 202 
•0905 100 237 070 SEMATRANS 100 1 
0906 100 335 075 SEMATRANS 1203 
0907 100 336 089 SEMATRANS 2403 
0908 1002271 17 SEMATRANS 4804 
0909 100 228 11 6 SEMATRANS 9063 
0910 100 3 14 125 SEMATRANS LSI 311 / 312 
0911 100 238 129 SEMATRANS LSI 1012 
0912 100 335 131 SEMATRANS LS I 12 12 
09 13 100 238 136 SEMATRANS LSI 10 11 
09 14 100 336 135 SEMATRANS 2405 
09 15 SlOO 115 00 1 D-BT02 BILDSCHIRMTEXTMODEM (Videotex Modem) 
09 16 100 314 024 D 200 E 
09 17 100 31 4 016 D 200 D 
0918 100 23l 157 SEMATRANS LSI 1021 
SIEMANSDATA 
1001 100 111 026 8340 
1002 100 111 027 8341 
1003 100 111 028 8342 
1004 100 334 019 200-200 ( 8335) 
1005 100 335 032 833 1 
• 1006 100 336 042 8332 
1007 100 235 050 GDN 4800 
1008 100 335 087 8336 (600/ 1200) 
1009 100 227 090 8333 ( 4800 A) 
10 10 100 238 107 N 10 (8353) 
10 11 100 314 109 8330 (300A) 
1012 100 228 126 9600 TRANSDATA 8334 
HONEYWELL BULL AG . 
11 01 ElOO 114 00 1 TRADAN 1100 
THOMSON CSF, WIEN 
•1202 100 314 020 TRC 598 B 
•1203 100 335 036 TRC 585 B 
• 1204 100 335 036 TRC 586 B 
ING. MAYERHOFER, WIEN 
130 1 100 226 013 DATA PUMP 680 ADMD 004 1 
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NCR. W1EN 
1401 100 235 069 c 752 100 
1402 100 235 076 M 51-4-STD 
1403 100 235 077 c 698 500 
CARDIAC-EKG COMPUTER SYSTEM 
1501 100111134 EI'-.1J 4-000 T, (AUSSENSTELLE) 
1502 100111133 Ml!SE EKG, (ZENTRALSTELLE) 
GLOBOTRONIK 
2401 100 238 147 IDS 6000 H 
2402 100 238 148 IDS 6000 L 
ICA ING. FEGERL, WIEN 
2601 100 111 139 ICAi'J 40P 
2602 100 114 149 BUJLT IN MODEM ICAM 300 
GEBRUEDER SCHOELLER 
4001 100 238 155 BASE BAND \10DEM SERIES 100 
4002 100 238 156 BASE BAND MODE)..:! SERIES 300 
4003 100 228 158 PARADYNE T 96 
4004 100 336 160 PARADYNE MODEM LSI 24B /V26 
•Not for new connection. 
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ANNEX 2: P'IT LEASED DATA COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 
As of 1982/09/01 
Code-
Number 
9901 
9902 
9903 
9904 
9905 
9906 
9987 
9988 
9989 
'ORDNUNGSSNUMMER' Type 
Equipment of PTT 
DFG-300 
DAG-300V 
DAG-300X 
EDl-EDB 
ZMl-ZMB 
SES (B) 
DAG-lV with ADA 
DAG-lV 
DAG-lX 
Chapter 2 
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ANNEX 3:LlST AND CODING OF THE SO-CALLED PTT 'ORDNUNGSNUMMER' 
FOR THE DATEX NETWORK 
HHH SSS LLL 'PTV-ORDNUNGSNUMMER' (9 POSITIONS) 
104 ... .. . MAIN GROUP: DATA TERMINATION EQUIPMENT (DTE) 
... SSS . .. CHARACTER GROUP 
1. POSITION : DATA TRA..i'\JSMISSION OVER 
1. Telex network 
2. Leased telegraph lines 
3. Telex network or leased telegram lines 
4. Data network circuit switched (WDN-L) 
5. Direct data network circuit switched (DDN-L) 
6. (WDN-L) or (DDN-L) 
7. Switched data network packet switched (WDN-P) 
8. Direct data network packet switched (DDN-P) 
9 . (WDN-P) or (DDN-P) 
0 . Others 
2 . POSITION: TYPE OF INTERFACE BETWEEN DCE AND DTE 
l. Two or four wired with ADOS 8 
2 . Multiwired Asymmetrical (V.28) with 
25-pole connection (ISO 22 10) 
3. Multi wired Asymmetrical (V. : 0) with 
15-pole connection (ISO 4903) 
4 . Multiwired symmetrical (V.11) with 
15-pole connection (ISO 4903) 
I 5 . Integrated data transmission technique 0. Others 
3. POSITION: DATA TRA. SPEED: ALPHABET: 
SYN- I ASYNCHRONO US 
1. 50 BJT IS; ITA Nr. 2; Asynchronous 
2. <= 100 BJT/S; ITA Nr. 2; Asynchronous 
3 . <= 100 BIT /S; Other alphabet; Asynchronous 
4. 300 BIT /S; ITA Nr. 5; Asynchronous 
5. 2400 BJT /S; Synchronous 
6. 4800 BIT /S; Synchronous 
7. 9600 BIT IS; Synchronous 
8. 48000 BIT IS; Synchronous 
9. > 48000 BIT /S; Synchronous 
0. Others 
-
l ... LLL SEQUENTIAL NUMBERING OF THE MAIN GROUP 
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DTE CODE TABLE FOR DATEX DTES. 
As of 1982111112 
Code-
'ORDNUNGSNUMMER' Type 
number 
IBM-Austria 
03301 104 224 008 IBM 3101 
03302 104 224 009 IBM 3705 
03303 104 224 010 SYSTEM/? 
DA TENTECHNIK 
0630 1 104 224 023 HASSLER SP 300 
SIEMENSDATA 
1030 1 104 224 013 IVR / CVR 
10302 104 224 015 TD 967 X 
10303 104 224 014 TD 966 X 
10304 104 224 012 TD 968 X 
10305 104 224 01 7 3974 x 
10306 104 224 024 TD 9770 
THOMSON CSF, WIEN 
12301 104 3< l 01 1 TVT 6060 
SIEMENS-AUSTRIA 
16301 PTBO 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 
31301 104 224 006 TN 200 KSR 
31302 104 224 007 MC III 
I.P. SHARP 
35301 104 224- 020 ALPHA/LSI 
TU-W1EN 
3930 1 E 104 224 002 TR 100-S.NR. 55 191 
39302 El04 224 003 TR 100-S.NR. 37014 
GEBRUEDER SCHOELLER 
40301 104 224 021 8318 ASR 
PHILlPSDATA 
41301 104 224 016 P2000 
4-1302 104 224 019 P5002 
YOEST 
42301 104 224 026 LA 36 
42302 104 224 027 VAX 111780 
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II ASA 
43301 10'1 224 025 KF'K1-TPA 170 
SPERRY-UNNAC 
44301 104 224 018 UTS101T3510 
BUERO-MATJC 
4530 1 104 224 022 ALPHATRONIC 
RM-ELEKTRONIC 
58301 104 524 028 RME-TC 
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0. INTRODUCTION 
Chapter 3 
In a small country with an open economy s uch as Bulgaria the poten-
tial role of transborder data flows is enormous . In what follows the 
present and future data communication infrastructure of Bulgaria will be 
described and the relevant adminis trative procedures outlined . Special 
emphasis will be given to the present transborder data flow applications 
of the country, which are characterized, in addition to the "classica l" flow 
of data for civil aviation, information, news agencies' data, and meteoro-
logical d a ta networks, by an emerging data base production and service 
industry. 
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1. STATE OF THE TELE AND DATA COMMUNICATION NETWORK 
IN BULGARIA 
1.1 The Telephone and Telegraph Network 
Chapter 3 
At present the backbone of Bulgaria's data communication infras-
tructure is its telephone network According to [1] in 1978 in Bulgaria 
there were 1, 032,000 telephones in use, or in other terms the number of 
telephone s per 100 inhabitants was 11.6; higher than in Hungary, Yugosla-
via, or Turk ey, but lowe r than in Czechoslovakia or Aus tria . The develop-
rnent of t he telephone network has been e specially rapid since World War 
II, and in particular during the last couple of years . Between 1970 and 
1978 for example, the number of telephones more than doubled (from 
473,000 to 1,032,000). The ye arly development rate between 1977 and 
at 
1978 was 8 4% , a relatively high figure!'ntern a tional standards. 
By the end of 1982 , Lhere was still no public data communication net-
work in service in Bulgaria. As will be described in what follows , however, 
in 1984- 1985 the introduction of the public packet switching data com-
rnunicalion network - called BULPAC - is planned . 
The present data communication users of the country use primarily 
switched or leased t e lephone lines . The characteristics of the lines are 
maintained according to the recommendations of CCITT. In Bulgaria, the 
Ministry of Telecommunications and the PTT guarantee - according to 
CCITT recommendations -the following speeds for data transmission: 
for data transmission on leased telephone lines up to 9600 
bit/sec transmission speed; 
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for data transmission on publi c swit ched telephone lines spee ds 
up to 1200 bit/sec; 
for data transmis sion on leased and switche d telegraph lines up 
to 50 bauds speed. 
1.2 Basic Principles for Building up the National Data Communication 
Network BULPAC [3] 
The Ministry of Telecommunications has b een worki ng on the project 
of a National Data Communication Ne twork s ince 1975 . Till the final iza-
tion and ratification of the relevant CCITT r-ec ommend a t ions , the Ministry 
directed its main efforts towards extension of the existing telephone net-
work so that it was able to carry low and medium speed data tra ffic . 
First, new normatives and methodology d ocuments were prepared. 
Then mo dems, channel me asuring devic es and other basic equipment for 
data communications were deve lop ed and implemented . In addition, sys-
tematic an d complex m easurement s of lhe whole t e lecommunication net-
work were carried out. As a r es ult - as m entione d above - at present the 
telephone network ensures data transmis sion up to a spee d of 9600 bits 
per second . 
Acco rding to the new c onception for the fut ure Bulgarian public d ata 
communication network BULPAC, it is to be implemented ac cording to 
the ISO model for open system architecture . It will be built up containing 
several levels, the first three forming the so-called transmissio n s ubnet-
work, which will entirely correspond to the CCJTT X. 25 interface, namely: 
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level 1: electrical and physical interface according to rec om-
mendation X.20 bis and X.21 bis (in a longer-term aspect accord-
ing to X.20 and X.2 1); 
level 2 : X.25 LAP-Band X. 75 of CCITT; 
level 3 : X.25/3 and X 75 of CCITT. 
At the fourth, the so-called "transport" level of the network, the protocol 
must comply with the emerging international standards in this field. 
1.2. l Basic Requirements and Design of the Data Communication 
Network BUI.PAC 
The BULPAC data communication network will be a public network 
accessible to both computer hosts and terminals, the latter operating in 
either synchronous or asynchronous mode . The switching nodes of the 
network have to support host and terminal access according to the CCITT 
"packet" protocol version issued in 1980 as well as user access according 
to the 3rd to 6th user classes of service (Recommendation X. l of the 
CCITT) and operating in accordance with Recommendations X.3, X.28, and 
X.29 of the CCITT. 
For international connections, a separate switching host, likely in 
Sofia, will provide for the interaction with other national packet switching 
networks according to Recommendations X. 75, X.121, X.180, X.87, X. 96, 
X.110, and X.150 of the CCITT. 
Each of the seven switching node of BULPAC will be connected to 
three other nodes of the network in order to provide alternative routing 
(Figure 1). The system of packet routing will be adaptive, taking into 
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account the criteria of shortest physical route, traffic load of Lhe switch-
ing node to which the packets are being routed while setting up a given 
virtual connection, and length of the outgoing queues at this node . 
0 Diagnostic, Control, Statistic and Changing Module (DCSCM) 
W4 Diagnostic, Control, Statistic and Charging Centre (DCSCC) 
N Network Node 
Figure 1 Functional structure of the diagnostic , control. statistic, and 
charging system of BULPAC network. 
The incoming subscriber's line capacity will be from 24 to 70 sub-
scriber lines per node. The subscriber lines of the node will enable infor-
mation interchange between users and network at the maximum user 
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speed of 9600 bits per second. lf however baseband modems are to be 
used over physical lines up to a distance shorter than 35 km, even higher 
speeds are possible The information interchange of 64000 bits per 
second between the network nodes will be carried out over wide-band 
telephone channels structured in so-called carrier primary groups of 60-
108 kHz. 
Each switching node will in addition perform the functions of a 
packet assembly/disassembly (PAD). The PAD module has to comply with 
Rec .X.28 and X.29; and its operational characteristics with the Rec .X.3 of 
the CCITT. 
Each switching node will have a local module for control. diagnostics, 
statistics, and charging. This module, however, has to be part of the 
overall system of control. diagnostics, statistics, and changing, which 
must perform: diagnostics and statistics of its own node's traffic flows, as 
well as of those of the neighboring nodes; control and routing of 
incoming I outgoing user information flows; statistics of its users' requests 
for both established and unsuccessful connections; identification of both 
calling and called party; identification of the accessibility to the data 
communication network for a given user; permission for a given user to 
use optional facilities; billing of all established virtual connections; regu-
lar connection with the so-called Diagnostics, Control, Statistics, and 
Charging Center (DCSCC) for information interchange. The functions of 
the network have to comprise the logical levels 1 to 4 of the ISO model of 
open network architecture. 
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The DCSCC is to be connected to the other switching nodes of the 
network as a packe t type remote host co mpuler by means of dedicated 
permanent virtual channels (duplex operating at speed of 9600 bits per 
second). Functionally it must provide for : 
1.2.2 
the control and routing of network information flows on the 
basis of data received from the different nodal modules of con-
trol. diagnostics, and charging; 
the centralized supervision and statistics of all the network 
parameters and grade of service, b ased on both data received 
from the noda l modul es and its own; 
regular (once in every 30 seconds) supervision through the nor-
mal operation of all nodal modules of control; 
the function of a network databank containing data for : number 
of users registered as network subscribers ; facilities offered to 
each of them; number and composition of closed user groups; 
number and duration of faults in the network; network traffica-
bility and traffic statistics, etc. 
The BULPAC data communication network will provide for the follow-
ing services according to Recommendation X.2 of the CCITT: 
switched virtual connection (VC); 
permanent virtual channel (PVC): 
closed user group; 
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closed user group with incoming access; 
close d user group wit.h outgoing access; 
possibility for a user to take part in up to three different closed 
user groups; 
both calling and called party identification; 
reverse charging; 
priority in servicing the users at three levels; 
circular transfer; 
possibility of operation with a length of the packet information 
field of 16-32-64 octets; 
possibility of requesting the network for a different window 
length at level 2 and level 3; 
possibility of choosing the class of efficiency for a given virtual 
connection. 
With regard to the implementation of BULPAC, it is planned to put 
the network in operation by 1985-1986 [3]. 
2. THE RELEVANT ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES AND TARIFFS 
FOR DAT A COMMUNICATION 
As mentioned earlier, the Ministry of Telecommunications laid down 
a number of so-called normative documents relating to data communica-
tion on subjects such as: 
(a) the order of requesting and issuing licenses to Bulgarian and 
foreign data communication equipment manufacturers for 
delivery and connection of data transmission and teleprocessing 
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equipment to the Bulgarian telecommunication network; 
(b) techniques for carrying out basic, operational, and diagnostic 
measurements of telegraph and telephone clrcuils for data 
transmission and modems operating at speeds up to 9600 
bit/sec; 
(c) the order of how to connect new subscribers to the telecommun-
ication network; 
(d) tariffs for connection rights and utilization of data transmission 
communication circuits . 
2.1 Normative Rules on Request for Permission for Connection of 
Subscriber Equipment to the Bulgarian Communication Network 
for Data Transmission 
When a given piece of equipment has to be connected to a communi-
cation circuit for digital information transmission, the subscriber has to 
apply to the Data Transmission Laboratory of the Bulgarian Ministry of 
Telecommunications (Address: Sofia 1000, 6, Gourko str., Bulgaria). The 
order for submission of the application and the granting of permission for 
the subscriber is regulated by the document: "Rules and Normatives for 
Connection of Data Transmission Equipment to the Domestic Telecom-
munication Network," which was ratified as a second normative document 
by the Ministry of Telecommunications in 1973 and published (in Bul-
garian) in the State Newspaper No . 31from17 April 1973. 
According to the regulations, to get permission for connection of a 
given device (computer, subscriber station, terminal concentrator, 
modem or other equipment) the manufacturer or the user of the device is 
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obliged to submit to the Data Transmission Laboratory at the Ministry of 
Telecommunications two pieces of the equipment accompanied by a com-
plete set of technical documentation. The Laboratory checks, according 
to the approved techniques, whether the technical parameters are in line 
with the appropriate CCITT recommendations. If the test results are posi-
tive, the Laboratory issues permission to connect the type of equipment 
to the domestic telecommunication network for an unrestricted time 
period. The detailed description of the technical requirements for data 
transmission equipment and devices are contained in a document ratified 
in 1972, entitled "Uniform Requirements for Data Transmission Equip-
ment" issued by the Ministry of Telecommunication. This document is 
based on the appropriate CCITT recommendations for data transmission 
and is periodically updated and supplemented according to changes or 
new CCITT recommenda , ons. 
2.2 Testing Techniques of Data Transmission Equipment and Circuits 
In 1974 the Scientific Institute for Research in Telecommunications 
in Sofia, Bulgaria developed a variety of relevant methodic normative 
documents: 
"Techniques for telegraph and telephone (permanent and 
switched) circuit measurement for data transmission"; 
"Techniques for measurement of signal conversion equipment, 
operating at 9600 bit/sec speed"; 
"Techniques for measurement of data transmission equipment". 
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These documents have been approved by the Ministry of Telecom-
munications as obligatory methodic guidelines, according to which opera-
tional measurements of the communication circuits and the "Type" and 
"Check" measurements of the user devices are to be made. 
Regarding the results of the checked characteristics in the above 
document, the CCITT recommendations were fully taken into account. In 
determining the ways to connect the measuring sets to the HF multiplex 
equipment of the telephone lines (and their adjustment), the specific 
characteristics of the Bulgarian multiplexing systems were considered. 
Other specific peculiarities of the structure and equipment of the Bul-
garian communication telephone network are also considered, these have 
to be taken into account when performing the measurements, but they do 
not effect the qualitative parameters of the objects measured. 
According to these guidelines, a 3-year measurement of the domestic 
communication network was performed in order to check its ability for 
digital data transmission at different speeds. The following parameters 
were checked: reliability of transmission, telegraph distortion factor, 
pulse noise level, residual attenuation of the circuit, amplitude-frequency 
characteristics and characteristics of signal propagation group time, sta-
bility of the carrier frequency on the data transmission circuit, and the 
impact of the kind of the physical telephone route (cable, radio-relay and 
telephone) and the kind of HF multiplex system on the enumerated 
parameters. As a result of the tests, several measures have been adopted 
for improving the transmission quality in some sections of the Bulgarian 
telecommunication network 
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2.3 Permission and Tariffs of Connection and Utilization of the 
Telegraph and Telephone Circuits for Data Transmission 
The appropriate normative documents developed and applied by the 
Bulgarian Ministry of Telecommunications were ratified by the Council of 
Ministers (20 May 1972) and the Committee for Economic Coordination. 
These documents have been supplemented and corrected by an order of 
the Ministry of Telecommunications - Central Board on Prices, dated 26 
June 1979. 
According lo these documents, the tariffs included in any data 
transmission equipment (computers, multiplexers, modems, terminals 
subscriber stations, terminal concentrators, etc.) are determined by the 
sum of several components. These components are given below: 
1. Services for supply of technical devices for connection, installa-
tion, and contr 1: 
These rates have to be considered during the phase of service 
initiation; they do not significantly influence the network 
charges in everyday operation. 
a) Item JI. 64*: for the investigation of the technical possibili-
ties to install new data transmission equipment (DTE) 14.00 
lv. is to be paid. 
b) Item JI. 65: for installation of a permanent (or temporary) 
DTE, the subscriber must pay: 
•The numbering of each tariff component here corresponds to the numbering of the norma-
tive documents: "Data transmission network Tariffs." 
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20 .00 lcva [or iHl ins lallation wilhin 40 m from a P,\HX 
or the communicati.on station; 
5.00 leva for every additional :o m (or part of 10 m) 
above 40 m; 
6. 00 leva when a telephone circuit is available for the 
DTE. 
c) Item II 66: 45 .00 leva have to be paid for measurement of 
data transmission equipment or correction modul es which 
the data transmis sion subsc riber wants to connect to the 
transmission network with the purpose of getting permis-
sion for upgrading of that connection. 
2 . Monthly subscription rates for the use of the data transmission 
network: 
a) Item JI.67 subscription rate for the use of the communica-
tion line, depending on its speed (see Table 1) 
b) Item JI.68: Telex network subscribers who operate equip-
ment provided by the Ministry of Telecommunications for 
increase of transm issi on reliability pay additionally every 
month - 30.00 leva 
c) Item JI. 69: For periodical utilization of the data transmis-
sion circuit the subscriber pays· 
for utilization up to 10 days - 40% of the corresponding 
monthly charges ; 
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Table 1. Subscription rate for the use of the communication line. 
Operation speed of data transmission 
equipment in bit/ sec 
up to 50 
up to 100 
up to 200 
up to 300 
up to 6001 1200 
up to 2400 
up to 4800 
up to 7200 
up to 48000 
Monthly charges 
in leva 
40 .00 
60 .00 
120.00 
140.00 
200.00 
400.00 
750 .00 
1,600.00 
7,000 .00 
for utilization within 11-20 days - 70% of the 
corresponding monthly tariff; and 
for utilization of more than 20 days monthly - the total 
mont · ly charge . 
d) Item JI . 70: A monthly charge of 0.80 leva is envisaged for 
each 100 (or part of 100 m) for data transmission circuits 
beyond the "boundaries" of a given place, in order to imple-
ment the so-called operational diagnostics and to guaran-
tee that the quality of data transmission be not worse than 
that recommended by the CCITT. 
e) Item II 71 : No additional charge is required for utilization 
of switched telephone communication circuits for data 
transmission 
f) Item II. 72: The minimal monthly tax for the right of data 
transmission on the switched or permanent communication 
network should not be less than 120.00 leva. 
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g) Item JI. 74: If a few more subscribers are connected to a 
leased circuit, the first subscriber (leasing the circuit) pays 
the total tariff and all the rest 1I12 of the total tar iff. 
3. Rate s for data transmission (see Table 2) [ 4]. 
Table 2 . Rates for data transmission. 
Zone Line Switched Lines Leased Lines Pric e reduction for 
(according length temporary use 
lo Item II .7 1) (Item Il.71) (Item 11. 73) 
km leva /min leva/month % 
Zone Time of operation Telep hone Telex 10 20 30 
r?-21 h 22-6 h days days days 
I. 0- 60 0 .20 0 . 15 1,300 325 
IL 60-160 0 .40 0 .30 1,730 430 60 30 0 
III. above 160 0 .50 0 .40 2, 160 540 
4. Other charges 
a) Item JI. 75: The subscriber will not pay the respective tariff 
sums during the period when he has handed over the line to 
the PTT for trouble shootingj provided the trouble lasts 
more than a day . In this case the monthly subscriber 
charg e is reduced by l / 30 for each day. 
b) Item JI. 77: For making test measureme nts of a piece of 
equipment (or device) for data transmission under labora-
tory conditions, and in agreemenl with the requirements of 
so-called state standards or specialized norms, the sub-
scriber must pay 150 . 00 leva. 
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c) Item JI. 79: If the subscriber leases a modern owned by the 
Ministry of Telecommunications, for each day of the 
modern utilization the subscriber will pay: 
3. 00 lv for modern at 200/ 1200 bit/sec speed 
5.00 lv for modem at 2400 bit/sec speed 
6. 00 lv for modem at 4800 bit/sec speed 
8.00 lv for modern at 7200 bit/sec speed 
12.00 lv for modern at 9600 bit/sec speed 
25.00 lv for modem at 48000 bit/sec speed 
Payment for temporary usage is not allowed. 
There are also some other items of lesser importance included in the tar-
iff document, but these are not listed here. 
2.4 Administrative Organization of Operation of the Data 
Transmission Network 
To serve subcribers and equipment for data transmission, the Minis-
try of Telecommunications introduced two types of Data Transmission 
Services (DTS); the so-called central DTS and the regional DTS. 
The data communication system will be operated by the Central Data 
Transmission Laboratory in Sofia and by the Regional Groups for opera-
tional servicing of the data transmission circuits. Such regional groups 
have been formed since 1974 in each of the 27 regional communication 
administrations. They are obliged to make everyday and periodical to 
ensure the data transmission circuits are in good condition, and also to 
provide free circuits when new subscriber DTEs have to be connected to 
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the network 
The competence of the Data Transmission Laboratory (towards 1984 
it will move to the central DTS) includes: processing of applications for 
"type" or check tests of the equipment and communication circuits, 
development of new DTEs; building up of international routes for data 
transmission; permanent and periodical servicing of the communication 
circuits offered to the subscribers for data transmission (Communication 
circuit plus data transmission equipment on the part of the communica-
tion station) DTEs however are served by their manufacturers, only the 
communication part of DTEs being examined in the PTT Laboratory tests . 
3. TRANSBORDER DATA FLOW APPLICATIONS -PUBLIC DATA BASES 
IN BULGARIA 
There are a number of transborder data flow applications in daily use 
in Bulgaria, such as the dedicated computer network SITA to carry civil 
aviation information, the GTS network of the WMO to carry meteorological 
information, or the dedicated data network of the world leading news 
agencies. All these applications are discussed in other papers at length, 
e.g , in [5, 6, 7, and 8]; therefore, in what follows only the service and use 
of public databases in Bulgaria will be descr ibe d in a more detailed way 
[ 9]. 
The central technical information and documentation body in Bul-
garia, the Bulgarian National System for Scientific and Technical Informa-
tion (NSSTI), was established during the 1960s. It was formed on three 
levels: with a central body - The Central Institute for Scientific and 
Technical Information (CISTI) , in Sofia - on the first level; information 
branch offices on the second level; and local information groups or offices 
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at the institutes, plants, agricultural and industrial complexes, etc. on 
the third . Until 1976, only traditional methods of information activities 
were use d in the NSSTI and also CISTI . During 174-1976, a so-called 
National Computer Center was established within CISTI by the integ rated 
efforts of the Bulgari an government - in particular CISTI - and UNES CO. 
}ts basic goals were to satisfy, to the possible greatest extent, the users' 
requirements for scie ntific and technical information, to provide the 
necessary information for the advancement of science and technology in 
Bulgaria, to establish new ways and methods of providing and getting 
valuable and flexible information services. 
It is well known that computerized information systems - basically 
databanks - are characterized by a great variety of their subject cover-
age, record structure, availability of information searching guides 
(languages) -such as Thesaury, controlled dictionarie s and/or classifica-
tion schemes, keywords. etc . - by the variety of working languages -
English, French. German, Russian, etc. - and the hardware and software 
methods used in processing (i.e., availability of different apparatus and 
programming means) . 
To satisfy all requirements while taking into consideration the 
experience of the Information Centres abroad and the local conditions, 
the National Computer Centre was equipped with an IBM 3701 135 com-
puter working with the information retrieval program package STAIRS. 
The 
system VJDEO is used for the data input and both systems work under the 
control of the IBM program package CICS under OS/VS . The computer 
has a main storage of 5 12K. external disk storage of 1074 MB and a virtual 
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storage o f 3. 5 MB The computer is also furni she d with an integral com-
munication adapter for connecting eight remote terminal lines. At 
present, lhere are ten local terminals and ten remote terminals linked to 
the IBM :170I135. Five of the local terminals are use d for data input and 
the rest for information retrieval services. The~ local terminals ar·e all 
placed in a central terminal room at CISTl, the remote terminals, at other 
acting branch information bodies (i.e., such as at the Bulgarian Academy 
of Scienc es, at the National Agrarian-Industrial Union, at the Medical 
Academy, at the Institute for Computer Techniques, etc .) . 
With regard to computer equipment, both IBM and Bulgarian made 
hardware are used (Figure 2) To extend the external storage capacity of 
the system, 29 MByte Bulgarian ES 5061 disc dri ves were connected to the 
system. A Bulgarian ES 8401 multiplexer, running under the ESTEL 2 1 
system with different ES terminals was connected for data communica-
tion purposes . 
To satisfy the information needs of Bulgaria, and to foster the 
development of science and technology in the country, the National Com-
puter Information Centre runs the following databases: 
INSPEC, subject scope: physics, electrical and electronics 
engineering, computer science and control engineering. Time 
span: 1976 to present. File update: approximately 180,000 
documents per year . To assure a more effective information 
processing and user service, the database is split into three 
independent subsystems: INSPEC-A - physics, INSPEC-B - elec-
trics and electronic engineering, and INSPEC-C - computer and 
control engineering . The above mentioned subsystems are 
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searched in both forSelective Dis semination of Information (SDI) 
and retrospective (on-line) mode . 
!3IOSIS, subject coverage : biology and all related subjects such 
as botany, zoology , microbiology , pha rmacology, plant-g rowing, 
and others. The magnetic tapes of BIOSIS have been processed 
in CJ~TI since 1978. File update: approximately 300,000 docu-
ments per year . The system is used in both SDI and retrospec-
tive (on-line) mode . 
COMPENDEX: engineering (multidisc iplinary) . The main sub-
jects of interest are mechanic al engineering, pollution, civil 
engineering, architecture, environmental engineering, pollution, 
etc . Time span: from 1977 to present . File update: 90,000-
100,000 documents per year . Users are serviced in both SDI and 
retrospective (on-line) mode . 
AGRIS: international system relating to agriculture and food 
production. The magnetic tapes of AGRIS have been processed 
in CISTI since 1975. File update : approximately 100,000 docu-
ments per year. The system is searched in both SDI and retros-
pective (on-line) mode. 
INJS: international system for peaceful applications of nuclear 
energy. Time span: 1976 to present. File update: approxi-
mately 70,000 documents per year . The system is searched only 
in SDI mode, since retrospective searches are performed in an 
~e~ 
on-line regime by the International Atomicv Agency in Vienna. 
Through remote network connections it is possible to access this 
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service from CISTI. 
MSIS-NIR: international specialized information system for 
research projects and dissertations in the CMEA countries. Sub-
ject coverage: human sciences, basic sciences, applied sciences, 
aviation, medicine, economics, engineering, etc. Time span in 
CISTI: since 1976. File update: approximately 25,000-30,000 
documents per year. The system is searched in both SDI and 
retrospective (on-line) mode. Source documents are available 
on microfilms. Language of database: Russian. 
VJNITI: automation and electronics. A database provided by 
V1NITI in Moscow is run under this service. Subject coverage of 
the database: automation control, computers, electronics, com-
munications. Time span in CISTI: 1978 to present. Annual 
increase is about 35,000 documents per year, in total 200,000 . 
The language of the database is Russian. The system is searched 
in both SDI and retrospective (on-line) mode . 
V1NITI: information. This database is the machine readable ver-
sion of the "Referativny Journals" of V1NJT1. Magnetic tape 
entry in CISTI contains information starting from 1981 and the 
system is searched in both SDI and retrospective mode. The 
annual increase in number of documents is 5,000. 
MEDIC (Medinform) : international bibliographical database in 
medicine of the CMEA countries. It has been in operation since 
1981. File update: 15,000-20,000 documents per year. The sys-
tem is searched only in retrospective (on-line) mode . 
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Besides the above mentioned systems, some Bulgarian databases are 
in servic e as well. such as: 
HORIZONT: bibliographical-documental database with economic 
and industrial prognosis information. 1t is aimed for use by 
government agencies and indutrial managers. The yearly addi-
tions of HORIZONT are 7, 000-8,000 documents. The system is 
searched in both SDI and retrospective (on-line) mode. The 
language of the database is Bulgarian. 
SYRENA: Bulgarian bibliographical database for Bulgarian and 
CMEA research projects and dissertations in all branches of sci-
ence and technology. The yearly addit ions are 8,000 documents. 
It is searched only in retrospective (on-line) mode. 
LIDA: Subject coverage: information on public computer infor-
mation systems available worldwide. It is searched only in 
retrospective (on-line) mode. The language of the system is 
English. 
From these databases, HORIZONT, SYRENA, and also LIDA might be of 
international interest. 
The philosophy behind the processing of the computerized informa-
tion systems and service of the users at CISTI is to aim to service data-
bases in retrospective (on-line) and SDI mode. Because of the limited 
external storage of the computer, depending on the annual increase of 
the database, however, there is a limit for the time span on retrospective 
(on-line) searching . For example, BIOSIS has one year retrospective 
search time span, COMPENDEX two years. AGRIS, INSPEC (A.B.C) three 
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years, etc . For searching beyond these time limits, the off-line (batch) 
mode is used. The external storage capacity for simultaneous on-line 
search is about 300,000-400,000 documents , but the bas ic stock of all 
documents is well above 4,000,000 . The service is performed ac cording to 
a weekly timetable . In order to prevent the disc storage shortage prob-
lem, each system is available for on-line mode search half a day per week. 
For the selective dissemination of information (SDI) the systems are 
searched only in off-line mode (batch) during the night. 
In 1982, approximately 8, 000 profiles (queries) in SDI mode were reg-
ularly s earched . In on-line-retrospective mode, approximately 7, 000 
queries were requested 
The greatest number of profiles and retrospective queries have been 
performed for the Bulgqrian Academy of Science, the Higher Education 
Institutes, the National Agrarian-Industrial Union, and the Ministry of 
Mechanical, Electrical and Electronics Engineering. 
The National Computerized Information Centre gives an opportunity 
to satisfy the needs for computerized information service of thousands of 
scientific workers and specialists easily and quickly . Moreover, the diffi-
culty of a centralized information service lies in the great variety of sub-
jects and thousands of users that have to be served by one information 
center, far from users and of their problems . This is the reason why the 
different information branch offices also cooperate in the joint work on 
servicing scientific and technical information. They help to identify the 
information interests of every customer. They form subject profiles, sub-
mit their requests to the computerized information center, receive and 
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disseminate the result s, check for the completeness and relevancy of 
information, and provide copies of orig inal soucces to the users. ln fact , 
they function as virtual connections between users a nd the computer 
cente r . 
The increasing demand for information by a growing user community 
calls for increased performance and improve d computerized information 
service . To satisfy this growing demand is not an easy task and it is 
worthwhile to list some of the present difficultie s . 
First, as is well known, the number of databases offered on the world 
market is increasing rapidly . As a result, some of them are seemingly 
formed incidentally , others are not complet e enough and quite often the 
information in databases is duplic ated . Besides, databases most often 
represent only the national original sources completely, although they 
also include those that are difficult t o acce ss in their source form at. For 
this reason searches have to be made in different databases, which makes 
information retrieval more expensive. 
Second, the central issue for usage of a computerized information 
systems is the language barrier . Many poliglot thezauri have appeareC. 
recently, for example, the TITUS system became popular, providing possi-
bilities for four language services, but all this is not enough concerning 
the end user . The question for machine transla tion stands open. 
Third, one of the greatest disadvantages of most databases is the dif-
ficulty of accessing their primary sources : this decreases the effective-
ness of their use a great deal. There are few information systems that 
are ready to provide microcopie s of their orig inal documents tog e ther 
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with the magnetic tapes . 
Fourth, the databases, except those prepared by international organ-
izations, are mostly commercial products, and countries with limited 
financial resources like Bulgaria find it difficult to pay more and more to 
buy them or to use them abroad on network hosts (through remote 
access) . The reality is is that such countries lack the possibility to reach 
equivalent exchange with developed countries because of the smaller 
amount of their own information. 
Fifth, the commercial and also political aspects of database supply 
force many countries to create their own databases . In the end, as a 
result of their twofold or threefold input, the preparation of the input for 
the databases created is at lease twice as expensive as it could be. 
Sixth, the main purpose of the presently offered databases in Bul-
garia is to satisfy the information needs of scientific workers and 
research scholars. There is, however, a great need for information by the 
industry. There is great interest especially in factographic information 
for the introduction of new products technologies and production. The 
existence of about 1,000 factographic databases is known worldwide, but 
only a few of them are of international interest and some of them are not 
accessible for all users. 
Thus, in spite of the achievements in the development of computer-
ized information services, there are still many daily problems to be 
solved. 
In order to reply to the users' needs, as well as to speed up the 
processes of computerized information services, CISTI launched a 
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number of activities in the following directions: 
1. Expanding the range of the processed and serviced foreign data-
bases in Bulgaria. This will be re a lized mainly in the near future 
through new databases received on magnetic tapes from VJNITI. 
Moscow . There is an agreement between CISTI and VJNITI for dis-
tributed processing and servicing of the v1NITI databases in an 
on-line mode between the two organizations. In other words, 
part of the databases created in VJNITI will be serviced on-line at 
CISTI in Sofia. 
2. VJNITI in Moscow and CISTI in Sofia are at present interlinked by 
a dedicated 600 bit/sec telecommunication line via the node of 
the line of the All Union Scientific and Research Institute for 
Applied Computerized Systems (VNIIPAS) in Moscow. At present 
this line between CISTI and VNIIPAS is being upgraded to higher 
speeds and more logical channels. In 1982, successful experi-
ments were carried out for the realization of terminal connec-
tion between CISTI and VNIIPAS. Thus it was possible to access 
from CISTI through VNIIPAS 
the International Atom~ncy in Vienna, 
the All Union Institute for Scientific and Technical Informa-
tion (VINITI) in Moscow, and 
the Central Institute for Scientific. Technical and Economic 
Information in Prague (Figure 3) . 
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At present the most frequently searched databases via the VNII-
PAS node are INIS and AGRIS serviced by the International 
Eriers<1 
Atom?1gency in Vienna. Next year, CISTI expects to launch 
regular service with the Central Institute for Scientific, Techni-
cal. and Economic Ir:forrnation in Prague and with VINITI in Mos-
cow. 
Some experiments are also being carried out for information 
retrieval by foreign users in CISTI database s via VNIIPAS. In 
1982, mainly experimental access from V1NITI and VNIIPAS was 
carried out. In 1983, it is also expected that through a new line 
between the Ludwig Boltzmann Institute in Vienna and CIST1, 
Austrian users would be served by CISTI. 
Computer connection between CISTI and IIASA in Laxenbur g, 
Austria, will also be fe as ible on a regular bas is in 1983 . There 
will be two routes available to do this , first through the VNIIPAS 
node in Moscow, and the UTZ node in Prague, second through 
the Ludwig Boltzmann Institute and the Radio Austria node in 
Vienna. 
Experimental interconnection of CISTI and the computer net-
work of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences will also be possible 
through the IlASA node . 
3 . lncreasing the possibilities of ClSTl's Computerized Information 
Centre by new and more powerful computer hardware. 
4. Provision of conditions for mutual cooperation and integration 
of the efforts of the Peoples' Republic of Bulgaria and her neigh-
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boring Balkan countries to expand and improve the information 
services . This effort will be greatly promoted by an ongoing 
UNESCO/UNDP supported regional project "Crossborder Compu-
terized Data Exchange in Science and Technology." Within the 
framework of this project it is expected that information 
centers in Yugoslavia and perhaps from other Balkan countries 
will be linked to the CISTl computer center. 
4. SUMMARY 
Data communication in Bulgaria is at the beginning of its potential. 
At present. data transmission is carried out primarily through switched 
and leased telephone lines . At the end of 1982 no separate digital data 
communication service r were provided by the PTT. However, prepara-
tions for the introduction of a nationwide public packet switched com-
puter network (BULPAC) are being made. Introduction of this new PTT 
service is expected around the middle of the 1980s. It is also expected 
that at that time the present administrative procedures for data com-
munication will change slightly. The present and future administrative 
procedures, however, are following the respective recommendations of 
the CCITT as closely as possible. 
With regard to transborder data flow applications, besides the classi-
cal dedicated data networks such as SITA, WMO-GTS, and news agencies 
network, one of the strongest applications in Bulgaria is database ser-
vices . The organizational structure for scientific-technical information in 
Bulgaria is centralized, the Central Institute for Scientific and Technical 
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Information (CJSTI) in Sofia playing a key role in providing both dome s tic 
and foreign services to Bulgarian users. CISTJ itself operates its own 
database center in both on-line (retrospective searches) and batch (SDI 
searches) mode . The databases installed at the CISTI center are partly of 
foreign origin , from both East and West, but CJSTI also operate some Bul-
garian databases. Experiments for on-line access abroad from Bulgaria 
and access to the CISTI center by foreign users were successfully com-
pleted and in the future the introduction of such services on a regular 
basis can be expected . 
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DATA COMMUNICATION IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA-
THE TELECOMMUNICATION INFRASTRUCTURE AI~D 
RELEVANT ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES 
J. Puzman 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Chapter 4 
As in many other countries, data communication is becoming 
increasing ly important in Czechoslovakia. In what follows we will describe 
first the general status quo of information processing, which sets the 
increasing demands for data communication. Then the general status of 
data corr.munication in the country is discussed, followed by some 
governmental and PTT policy considerations . In Chapter 2 a picture of 
the Czechoslovak telecommunication network is given, followed by a 
descriptic n of data communication services provided by the Czechoslovak 
PIT. A sr·parate chapter is devoted to tariffs and other administrative 
procedurr !S. Special emphasis is given to international data comrnunica-
tion thro ighout the paper . The last chapter deals with some of the 
present transborder data flow applications in Czechoslovakia. 
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1. GENERAL STATUS OF DATA COMMUNICATION 
AND INFOHMATION PROCESSING 
Chapter 4 
Data communication is not a service and technique per se but is 
closely connected with computer applications and utilization. Therefore, 
some space should be devoted to a brief explanation of the computer 
application situation in the CSSR. 
According to [l], there were 18 10 digital computers (excluding 
microcomputers) in operation in the CSSR at the end of 1978. In fact, 
2005 computers (including 432 analog, 211 punched-card, 16 1 process-
controlled) were in operation at that time . The growth of the computer 
population between 1972 and 1978 is shown in Figure 1. 
Most of the computers are East European products (CMEA) with 
nearly 30 percent belonging to the Ryad Series . In this figure for 1978, 54 
computers of the ES-1 10 series, 16 1 of the ES-1020 series, 107 of the 
E£-1030 series, and 41 of the ES-1040 series are hidden. 
At the beginning of 1979, the total purchase price of CPUs (Central 
Processing Units) with necessary periphery equipment (but without data 
acquisition, collection, and transmission devices) was more than 13 billion 
crowns, whereas one year earlier it constituted 11 billion crowns; a 
growth rate of nearly 22 percent. At the same time, the purchase price of 
data communication equipment was 150 million crowns with a rate (index 
1979 /1978) of 36 percent. 
Data communication in Czechoslovakia, strictly speaking the first 
steps of two point data transmission began in the late 1960s. Because 
second generation computers were installed and operated at that time, 
only off-line data transmission could be provided. Nevertheless, some 
#of computers 
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useful experiences have been gathered, in particular that Czechoslovak 
telex and telephone networks have proved feasible for data transmission 
at lower speeds . 
Simultaneously with the above, the Czechoslovak industry with the 
support of the Research Institute of Post and Telecommunications 
developed a series of low-speed modems (up to 1200 bills, serial and 
parallel) and off-line batch t e rminals with paper tape readers and punch-
ers, which were then manufactured by the Czechoslovak industry. After 
having check ed the telecommunication network for use for data 
transmission , the Czechoslovak PTT prepared the first user guide for data 
communication purposes . This guide was issued in 1971 [2], accompanied 
by appropriate PTT regulations on how the Administration should colla-
borate with data transmission users . 
Data transmission (and not just experimentally) started thus in the 
early 1970s and the number of terminals connected to the PTT telecom-
munication network has rapidly increased since then. For example, in 
1980 there was a total of 1159 NTPs (Network Terminal Points), excluding 
telex devices used for data transmission, while in 1981 this figure had 
increased by more than 14 percent mainly due to the better utilization of 
switched telephone networks [3]. The population growth of NTPs during 
the last decade or so is shown in Figure 2. 
The NTP population shows that the interest of data transmission 
users grew dynamically and that such a trend will continue . For example, 
while in 1973 only 4 NTPs were, on the average, installed in a month, this 
figure increased up to 18 NTPs in 1980 [3] . 
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The overall figures, however, cannot express the trends of communi-
cation media and transmission rates usage for data transmission in 
detail Figure 3 shows the the development of NTPs inst alled with dif-
ferent lines within a period of four years switched vs . lea sed , and tele-
graph vs . telephone. Leas ed lines play the dominant role in data com-
munication because of their highe r performance over switched lines (the 
former are more reliable so their e rror rate is of several orders lowe r and 
they are less noisy At present , due to higher transmission sp ee d r equire-
ments lhe pre fe rence for leased lines still continues. 
No. of NTP's 
700 
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300 
200 
100 
1976 1977 1978 
Year 
1979 1980 
Figure 3 . NTP population with respect to the types of connected lines 
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Table l. NTP Statistics in Czechoslovakia (as of 30 December 1980) 
Speed up to up to 2400 4800 9600 I Total I 
200 600/ 1200 bit/s bit/s bit/s 
Service type bit/s bit/s 
Switched 
telegraph 26 26 
( excludin.e: telex) 
Leased 
tele1naph 449 449 
Switched 
telephone 219 223 442 
Leased 
telephone 16 132 75 17 2 242 
Total 710 355 75 17 2 1159 
transmission manulacturers . There are a number of CMEA standards in 
force and most of them form the basis for the emerging national stan-
dards of CMEA countries. In spite of the fact that the Czechoslovak Office 
for Standardization and Measurements (UNM) up lo now has only issued, 
standards concerning 7 and 8 bit coding (CSN 39 9100, 36 9102-9104), the 
manufacturers, as well as the PTT, already follow all CMEA standards . 
2. CZECHOSLOVAK TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORK 
All public services for information transfer, exchange, and distribu-
tion by means of electrical signals is provided by the Czechoslovak PTT 
(according to the Law No . 110/ 1964) within the framework of the so-called 
Unified Telecommunication Network (JTS). JTS includes the telephone 
network as the main means, supplemented by the telex and telegraph 
networks (at present the integrated telegraph network) and broadcasting 
and TV distribution networks . 
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The development of the telephone network is usually measured by 
the number of telephone stations per 100 population. In 1979 [ 4 .] the 
Czechoslovak telephone network had a density of 20 . 1 percent, with more 
than 3,000,000 telephone stations in service, and held 19th place in the 
world (13th in Europe) with a growth index of approximately 1.04 (4 per-
cent). In spite of this, the telephone network is not yet fully automated 
and a small part of trunk traffic is still connected manually. 
The telephone network involves many different telecommunication 
facilities . Wire lines, as well as microwave radio-relay links for local and 
trunk connections, and satellite channels for long distance telephone 
calls, all service telephone signal transmissions. Line switching on a 
four-level arrangement serves to connect telephone calls. Telecommuni-
cation facilities are predominantly based on second generation technolo-
gies (analog transmissivn systems with frequency division multiplexing 
(FDM) techniques, cross-bar exchanges). However, because of the slow 
depreciation in telephony, some exchanges are still of the first generation 
type. All equipment has to be interconnectable, even with third and 
fourth generation exchanges, which are already being installed (such as 
digital transmission systems based on pulse code modulation (PCM) and 
time division multiplexing (TDM) techniques, semi-electronic exchanges 
with space switching, and fully electronic exchanges with time switching). 
The telex network comprised more than 8,800 subscribers in 1979 [ 4], 
which represented 58 telex stations per 100,000 population and places the 
CSSR in 18th place in the world (13th in Europe), with a growth rate of 
about 5 percent . With the intention of extending services, in particular 
for those telex subscribers who want to utilize the telex network for data 
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and electronic message transfer, the Czechoslovak telex service provides 
within the framework of the so-called integrated telegraph network 
transmission at rates of up to 200 bit/s in any code format (not only for 
the standard ITA 2 code) . 
The telegraph network is equipped with telegraph exchanges in a 
two-level arrangement, with telegraph converters extending 4-wire con-
nections to subscribers, and with VFT (Voice Frequency Telegraphy) 
transmission systems created on telephone line s. 
All data transmission traffic can be handled over either the two net-
works or over leased lines on the transmission facilities of the networks. 
In special cases the Czechoslovak PTT provides other media for transmis-
sion users : radio channels (radio frequencies) to connect moving objects 
(cars, persons) , or microwave frequencies for those situations when line 
connection is difficult or unexecutable . The emerging CATV (cable-
television) networks do not belong to JTS and thus the corresponding ser-
vices are not provided by the PTT. From the te chnical point of view, they 
only serve for television and broadcasting and are, therefore, one-way and 
unsuitable for two-way data exchange . 
In many countries, public data networks are at present created on 
either the classical line-switching or the packet-switching basis. Such 
networks prove to be economical if the volume of data flow traffic is suffi-
ciently large that sufficient revenues based on a appropriate tariff policy 
are able t) balance the capital and operational costs in a reasonably 
short time As can be seen from Figure 2, the terminal population, speed 
and volum •' of data traffic in Czechoslovakia does not yet justify the intro-
duction of a new dedicated data network . Thus, for the time being , data 
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transmission will use traditional telecommunication means as sketched 
out above and no special data network is being planned for the immediate 
future . However, to utilize better the present telecommunication means, 
namely the telephone network, multiplexers, multidrop lines, etc., will 
need to be applied as an extension of PTT services. 
3. P'IT SERVICES FOR DATA COMMUNICATION USERS 
As has been mentioned, the PTT services offered to data communica-
tion users still follow the guidelines of document in [2] although Data 
Communication Regulations [5] are under preparation and should be 
approved soon. Such an act will elevate data communication services in 
Czechoslovakia to the level of telephone and telegraph services, for which 
such regulations have been in existence for a long time . This section, 
therefore, will be based upon [2] with reference to [5], whenever neces-
sary. 
3.1. General Services and Contact Points 
The PTT services offered for data communications (hereafter called 
services), are understood to be a set of technical and organizational 
arrangements, which enable the utilization of JTS as a technical means of 
data communication. The services include : 
leasing of lines on a permanent or temporary basis for local, 
trunk, and inter-state data communication 
provision for subscribers with appropriate facilities and equip-
ment (e.g., data sets) to enable user DTEs (data terminal equip-
ment) to be connected to the JTS 
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licensing of the DTEs and DCEs (data circuit termina ting equip-
ment) to be connected to the JTS . 
a consulting activity to aid with the problems of JTS utilization 
at the beginning and design stage of data communication sys-
tems 
The highest level contact point in Czechoslovakia, which is also an 
addressee of requests for the international flow of data, is the Federal 
Ministry of Post and Telecommunications (Olsanska street 5, 13000 
Prague 3, Tel.: 714 11 11 (exch.)) . 
For Czechoslovak users the licenses are is sued by the regional PTT 
Directorates throughout the country and by the International and 
Interurban Telephone and Telegraph Switching Center. The same authori-
ties also provide a consultation activity free of charge. 
3.2. Licensing Procedures 
Every user-owned communication device to be directly connected to 
the JTS must be licensed by the Czechoslovak PTI. In general, the licens-
ing procedure is initiated through a request from either the domestic 
manufacturer, or the distributor, or in special cases, by the user himself. 
The requests are accepted and processed by the Research Institute of 
Post and Telecommunications (Prague 5, Kobrova street 2) and appropri-
ate fees are charged for the procedures involved. 
There are two different types of licenses issued. The first, type of 
license is granted for manufactured devices freely available on the 
market . The second type are individual licenses, which can only be 
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granted for prede scribed and limited applications for a limited time, and 
applie s in p articular to "home-made" equipment, e xperime ntal opera -
lions, e t c. Besides data set s m a nufactured in Czechoslovakia, however, 
several licens es have been granted for imported communication devic e s , 
such as mode ms for speeds a bove 1200 bills (Videoton, Racal Milgo, SAT, 
IBM) and baseband modems (Videoton, Racal Milgo, SAT, Siemens) (Table 
la) . 
Table l a . List of data sets approved to be connected to the Czechoslovak 
PTT facilities . 
Type of da ta se t Model Manufacturer No . of approva l 
modem FDX 1200 Telsat 64 0 SAT (France) H- 144 PD / Bl 
modem 2400 26 LSI RACAL MILGO (UK) H078-2667177 
modem 2400 60300 Videoton (Hungary) H087-5537177 
modem 2400 Telsat 730 SAT (France) HlO l -4298179 
modem 2400 Telsat 740 SAT (France) H-1 45 PD / 8 1 
modem 2400 38(, / 1 IBM (USA) H-128 PD/8 1 
modem 4800 MPS 48 RACAL MILGO (UK) H076-2667 177 
modern 4800 Telsat 830 SAT (France) H102-4298!79 
modem 4800 3864/l IBM (USA) H-129 PD/81 
modem 9600 Telsat 1030 SAT (France) H103-4298/79 
baseband DS COM-LINK II RACAL MILGO (UK) H077-2667177 
baseband DS Telsat 930 SAT (France) H 105-4298 I 79 
GDN data set 60000 Videoton (Hungary) H079-524/77 
GDN data set N 10 Siemens (FRG) H094-9163178 
Licenses for connecting a user DTE to a PTT DCE or user DCE to JTS 
are granted by the PTT on an individual basis upon receipt of a written 
request by the corresponding PTT authority . The user must fulfill the fol-
lowing conditions : 
his subscriber line must be equipped with the technical means 
for DTE and/or DCE connection 
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the user DTE interface or the user DCE must already be licensed 
the user must assure the maintenance of his own equipment. 
The same procedure applies for acoustic and electromagnetic couplers. 
As precisely described in [2] and [5] the user has well-defined rights 
and duties. For example, if the user has the possibility of monitoring and 
measuring with his own equipment and locates a fault, a failure, or a 
decline in transmission quality, he can ask the PTI to repair it or to sup-
ply an appropriate hardware replacement as soon as possible. On the 
other hand, he is obviously obliged to pay for the service (see below), to 
allow access to his equipment by PTT staff, and has to obtain permission 
before m a.king any changes in his hardware arrangements and operation. 
3.3. Data Communications Services 
Table 2 shows the data communication services presently provided 
by the Czechoslovak PTT [2, 6]. The services are divided into three 
groups according to the telecommunication facilities discussed in section 
2: 
data communications over the telephone network 
data communications over the integrated telegraph network 
data communications over leased lines. 
The data transmission quality is not specified in the service;, 
nevertheless, it follows the corresponding CCITT recommendations. Some 
figures of performance criteria (e.g .. for the error rate) have been pub-
lished [7 and 8] and help the users to plan and design their data commun-
ication system. 
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An example of typical error rates of data lines is shown in Table 2a; 
however, the actual values vary to a large extent. The table proves the 
necessity of implement ing an error control function in some layer pro-
tocols in order to achieve the residual error rate that satisfies user 
requirements. 
Table 2a. Typical values of character error rate (CER) 
Type of line CER 
telex 1.10-4 
switched telegraph 1.10-5 
leased telegraph 8.10-5 
switched telephone 2.10-2 
leased telephone 4 .10-4 
leased metalic (short) i. 10-7 
3.4. Services Over the Telephone Network 
Services over the public telephone network usually involve the con-
nection of user DTE to the PTT DCE so that the interface is digital (it must 
also be licensed) and constructed for data transmission up to 300 bills 
and 600- 1200 bills. If the user wants to exchange data over the public 
switched telephone network at higher speeds (2400, 1200+ 1200 bills) , or 
by means of acoustic or electromechanical couplers from portable DTEs, 
the corresponding DCE is the property of the user and must be licensed 
(the interface is obviously analog) . Parallel transmission at a rate of 
20/40 char/s is also permitted and will soon be the standard service (by 
means of parallel data sets ES-8025) . 
The data connection set-up is provided either manually from the 
user site (the user dials by means of a telephone set connection to the 
addressee and, after connection has been eslablished he switches on to 
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the data transmission mode), or rnay be automatic . In the latter case, 
the user device must be equipped with an ACU (Automatic Calling Unit) 
and/or an AAU (Automatic Answering Unit). 
3.4.1. Services over the Telegraph Network 
There are three types of service offered over the integrated tele-
graph networks : 
data communications by means of the PTT teleprinter of 50 
bit/s with the ITA 2 code (such a service does not require a spe-
cial license) 
data communications by means of the user DTE (or of a supple-
mentary PTT teleprinter) of 50 bitls with an arbitrary 5 unit 
code 
data communications by means of the user DTE up to 200 bit/s 
with an arbitrary code 
The last service comprises the termination of a telegraph circuit with the 
PTT telegraph data set (of type TMS 200 - ES 8032). The interface 
between the user DTE and the PTT DCE must fulfill the corresponding 
CCITT recommendations . 
If teleprinters are used they serve not only to establish the connec-
tion but also as a means of data acquisition and buffering on paper tape. 
If the user DTE is used it can be equipped with the ACU and/or AAU. 
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3.4.2. Services over Leased Lines 
The leased lines provided for data communications are of the follow-
ing type: 
telegraph up to 50 bitls 
telegraph up to 100 bit/s 
telegraph up to 200 bit/s 
data (telephone equipped with modems) up to 300 bit/s 
data (telephone equipp ed with modems) up to 600- 1200 bit/s 
analog telephone for speeds above 1200 bit/s 
malog wideband (60-108 kHz) for speeds above 48 kbit/s. 
The tlser may request either the 2-wire subscriber line for SX (sim-
plex) and HDX (half duplex) operation (full duplex operation is only possi-
ble with FDX modems) or the 4-wire subscriber line. Leased lines ter-
minate at the user site with digital interfaces according to the 
corresponding CCITT recommendations or with an analog interface. Both 
point-to-point and multi-point lines can be leased from the PTT. Leased 
lines shand among several users are offered on a special tariff rate. 
3.5. Data Communications Tariffs 
For Li.riffs of data transmission services as well as of telephone and 
telex services the corresponding PTT rate tables are provided, the most 
up-to-date · rate table is outlined in [9]. 
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3.5.1. Tariffs for Switched Telephone Calls 
Tariffs for data transmission over the public telephone network are 
based on the same principles and have the same rates as for ordinary 
telephone calls. The inland speech band connections established manu-
ally are charged according to the distance, the duration and type of the 
call . The charges per 3-minute normal calls are listed in Table 3 . For the 
zones between cities in Czechoslovakia see Table 4. "Urgent" and "Avia" 
telephone calls are possible options and in these cases the charges are 
multiplied by two and five; an additional charge of 2 crowns per call is 
added if data are transmitted over manually switched lines . 
Table 3. Charges for inland normal telephone calls 
1 2 3 4 
Zone (within the same (within the inter- intertransit 
group area) transit area transit above 
and between up to 250 km 
adjacent 250 km 
transit areas) 
Charges 
per 3 minutes 3.00 6.00 9.00 12.00 
(in crowns) 
The international telephone call charges for automatically esta-
blished telephone connections are shown in Table 5. 
Installation and maintenance of telephone and data sets provided by 
the PTT and that of subscriber lines are billed monthly and the rental fee 
depends on the distance from the exchange and on the data transmission 
rate. 
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Table ~. Te lephon e lar iff zones bet\re en transLl a re as 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
Prague 
Tabor 2 
c. Budejovice 3 
Plzen 4 
K. Vary 5 
Most 6 
Usti n/L 7 
Liberec 8 
Hr. Kralove 9 
Pardubice 10 
Jihlava 11 
Brno 1 2 
Gottwaldov 13 
Ostrava 1 4 
Olomouc 1 5 
Bratislava 16 
Trencin 17 
Nitra 18 
Zilina 19 
B. Bzstrica 20 
Pop rad 21 
Presov 22 
Kosice 23 
2 2 3 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 
2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 
3 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 
2 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 
3 3 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 
2 3 3 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 
2 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 
2 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 
2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 3 
2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 
3 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 
3 3 3 3 4 4 3 3 3 2 2 
4 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 
3 3 3 4 4 4 4 3 3 2 3 
4 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 
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Table 5. International telephone call charges 
Country No. of second Charge per 
for one crown m inute crowns 
Austria 4 15.00 
Belgium 3 20 .00 
Bulgaria (Sofia) 2 30 .00 
Denmark 3 20 .00 
Finland 2 30 .00 
France 3 20 .00 
Ireland 2 30.00 
German Democratic 4 15.00 
Republic 
German Federal 3 20 .00 
Republic 
Hungary 4 15.00 
Italy 3 20.00 
Liechtenstein 2 .5 24.00 
Luxembourg 3 20 .00 
Monaco 3 20.00 
Netherlands 2.5 24.00 
Norway 2 30.00 
Poland - Warsaw 4 15.00 
- others 2 30 .00 
Portugal 4 15.00 
Rumania 3 20.00 
Spain 2 30.00 
Sweden 2.5 24.00 
Switzerland 2.5 24.00 
United Kingdom 2.5 24.00 
USSR (Moscow) 2 30.00 
Yugoslavia 3 20 .00 
3.5.2. Tariffs for Telegraph Calls 
As the telegraph network in Czechoslovakia is fully automated the 
telegraph charges are concerned only with automatically established con-
nections. The corresponding inland charges are shown in Table 6 . 
Installation and maintenance of teleprinters and telegraph sub-
scriber lines are billed monthly. The rental depends on the distance from 
the nearest telegraph exchange and varies between 5,000 and 12,000 
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Table 6 . Charges for inland telex calls 
1 2 3 
I Zone (within the local (within the (out of the exchange area) transit exchange transit 
area) exchan,e;e area) 
Charges per 
1 minute 1.00 2 .00 4.00 
(in crowns) 
crowns per year . If a telegraph data set is required it is leased for an 
additional monthly rental. 
3.5.3. Tariffs for Leased Lines 
The charges for leased lines depend on the type of circuit (telegraph, 
telephone), the transmission rate, and the distance. For telegraph con-
nections only two zones are distinguished within the area of a transit 
(remote) exchange, and otherwise (outside of the transit exchange area) . 
Table 7 contains monthly rentals for the three transmission rates. Of 
course, these rentals do not include the rentals for subscriber (local) 
lines. 
The scheme for the speech band charge policy is different. The ren-
tals depend on the distance (there are 4 zones described in Table 3), and 
if the line is used for data transmission the charge increases by 25 per-
cent regardless of the data transmission rate (unless the line is condi-
tioned). Table B shows the monthly rentals for leased speech band lines. 
If the modem is provided by the PTT a marginal additional charge applies; 
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Table 7. Monthly rentals in crowns for inland leased telegraph circuits 
Transmission up to 50 up to 100 up to 200 
rate (bit!s) 
Transit connection 6,000 7,200 9,600 
Interlransit 
connection 12,000 14,400 19,200 
installation charges depend on the actual costs. When paying for lines 
one has to pay always for 4-wire lines, regardless of whether 2-wire lines 
are used in the connection. 
Table 8. Monthly rentals for inland speech band circuits 
Zone 1 2 3 4 
Monthly rental 7,500 15,000 22,500 30,000 
(in crowns) 
If leased telephone lines are used for the multi-user scheme the 
monthly rental is increased by 37.5 percent. Multi-point and conditioned 
(e.g., according to the CCITT recommendation M. 1020) speech band lines 
are specially charged. 
Charges for wideband circuits as well as international lines are sub-
ject to the PTT and are calculated on a case-by-case basis. Applications 
for international lines have to be submitted to the Federal Ministry of 
Post and Telecommunication. 
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4. SOME TRANSBORDER DAT A FLOW APPLlCATIONS 
4.1. Transborder Activity of the Regional Telecommunication Center of 
the Czech Hydrometeorological Institute [ 10] 
The Regional Telecommunication Center (RTC) of the Czech 
Hydrometeorological lnstitute was established in 1972 and is responsible 
for data transmission within the WMO-GTS (World Meteorological Organiza-
tion) and the ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization) networks. It 
provides connection among others with the World Meteorological 
Center in Moscow.with regional telecommunication ce nt ers in Vienna, 
Offenbach, and Sofia, a nd national mete oro logi cal centers in Potsdam, 
Warsaw, and Budapest . Within the [CAO nelwork RTC is connected with 
centers in Budapest, Berlin, Moscow, Warsaw, and Vienna. For data 
communication.a wide rang e of transmission ra tes are use d : 50-200 btt/s 
for national meteorological purpos es. 100 bit/s for ICAO purposes, and 
100-2400 bit/s for WMO purposes. Data are exchanged over FDX 4-wire 
leased telephone lines equipped with modem s both in synchronous mode 
and asynchronous (start-stop) mode 
Subscribers of the telex network have acces s to the RTC via universal 
DTEs. The RTC provides many different services: message switching for 
WMO and ICAO. selecting, editing. and correcting of meteorological 
reports, subscriber dialogue with an average response time of 1 second. 
databases of original and selected messages, code conversion (ITA 2, IA 
5), transmission rate conversion, error control, etc . Mos t of the RTC 
hardware is duplicated for higher reliability . The RTC is in operation for 
24 hours a day, and daily receives about 10 million characters and 
transmits 40 million characters . 
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4.2. Remote Access to SITA [11] 
The Czechoslovak Airlines (CSA) is connected to the SITA (S ociete 
Internationale des Telecommunications Aeronautiques) network to the 
Seat Reservation System GABRIEL run on UNIVAC compute r s , in Atlanta 
(USA) via the SITA Main Communication Processor in Frankfurt and Satel-
lite Processo r s both in Zurich and Munich. Data are exchanged over two 
HDX trunk lin es a t a tran smiss ion rate of 4800 bit/ s and ove r remote 
national lines that are controlled by the cluster controller in Prague, 
which a ss ures high reliability and data flow flexibil ity . 
The Czec h os lovak dom es tic sub-network involves more than 60 VDUs 
and 15 matrix printers , which are placed in two reservation control 
centers, two airports, and five town offices . The inquiry system provides 
identical services to SITA' s , e g , storing and updati ng flight timetables , 
booking, changing or cancelling air tickets, avoiding duplications of reser-
vations, reporting statistical data, informing about vacancies and con-
necting line s The r esponse Lime, in spite of the long distance to Atlanta, 
is very short--on average, approximately 3 seconds . 
4.3. International Connection for Scientific, Technical, and Economic 
In.formation Exchange [12] 
Within the Czechoslovak Scientific, Technical, and Economic Informa-
tion (STEI) system, a Central Technical Base (CTB) was established, which 
enables inter-alia the direct access to databases of STEI. For the pur-
poses of information exchange with databases in Eastern and Western 
European countries, the experimental data connection VNIISI (Moscow)-
CTB (Prague)-IIASA (Laxenburg-Austria) was established in 1981. The con-
nection is based on a leased 4-wire telephone line equipped with modem 
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4800 bills. The data flow is routed at CTB by means of time division mul-
tiplexers . 
The CTB provides among others: 
access to Czechoslovak databases for Soviel organizations, 
STEl exchange between scientific institutes in the CSSR and in 
the USSR 
access to Soviet and Eastern European databases for Czechoslo-
vak organizations 
centralized control of the orders of primary records ( docu-
ments) on the basis of on-line Western European database sys-
tems . 
It cctn be expected that the exchange of STI (Scientific Technical 
Informat ion) in the future will grow and new connections will be esta-
blished to promote this . 
5. SUMMARY 
As in other countries, the demand for data communication is 
increasing in Czechoslovakia. However, according to the PTT its demand 
has not yet required the establishment of a dedicated digital PTT data 
communication service. Thus data communication services by the PTT 
are provided through the existing telecommunication networks. through 
telephone, telex, and telegraph lines, which fully satisfy the present data 
communication requirements both in speed, quality, and volume. As to 
the technical characteristics of such services the Czechoslovak PTT 
strictly follows the appropriate recommendations of the CCITT. Similarly 
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the telecommunication equipment industry follows the standards of ISO 
and CMfo:J\ . 
The importance of transborder data flows for Czechoslovakia--a small 
country with an open economy--is not to be overlooked . The country 
plays an important role, for example, in the WMO-GTS network, actively 
participates in the networking activities of ICAO, and in the exchange of 
scientific and technological information over computer networks. It can 
be expected that the scope and volume of this transborder data fow 
traffic will further increase in the future. 
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DATA COMMUNICATION IN HUNGARY -
THE TELECOMMUNICATION INFRASTRUCTURE AND 
RELEVANT ADMINISTRATNE PROCEDURES 
I. Sebestyen 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Chapter 5 
In what follows, a description is provided of the data communication 
and telecommunication infrastructure in Hungary together with all the 
relevant administrative procedures . First, on a historical basis , the gen-
eral status of telecommunication, information proc essing, and data com-
munication is given. This is followed by a description of all the data com-
munication services of the telegraph, telex, telephone, and dedicated 
data networks and the corresponding administrative procedures . Special 
emphasis is given to the public digital data network NEDIX, which is the 
first such service in Eastern Europe. Last but not least the legal basis for 
transborder data flows is outlined and a short overview of the present 
transborder data flow applications is described . 
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1. GENERAL STATUS OF INFORMATION PROCESSING AND 
DATA COMMUNICATION 
Chapter 5 
The most frequently used physical carriers for data communication 
are the different telecommunication networks : the telegraph, the telex, 
the telephone, and the digital data networks. In order to understand the 
present status of data communication in Hungary it is impossible to 
ignore the history of these carriers, since their present state has evolved 
during the past decades, especially in the field of wired telecommunica-
tion. In addition, due to the complexity and "heaviness" of the system no 
rapid change can be expected. Thus, if one wants to predict where the 
Hungarian telecommunication service is moving, one should look back at 
its origins and compare with where it is now. 
As to the telegraph network, which is also suitable for carrying low 
speed data traffic alth~ lgh its importance for this purpose is insignifi-
cant, the development in Hungary started well back in the last century. 
The first Hungarian cities were actually served by the Austrian telegraph 
network and it was only after 1867 when the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy 
came into life that the situation changed. One of the first steps of the 
new Hungarian government was to take over the telegraph network and to 
rebuild it within the frame of the new political borders of Hungary. First 
the center of the telegraph network, which was until 1867 in Vienna, was 
moved to Budapest and new lines were established between this new 
center and other major cities of the country. Due to the rapid industrial 
development in Europe, international connections had soon to be built 
also. On some heavily used lines starting from 1861 so-called Hughes-type 
of telegraph systems were introduced. These transmitted alphanumerical 
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characters . The first Hughes-type of system was put into service in Hun-
gary for the connection between Vienna and Budapest in 1867. Thes e 
Hughes-type systems were generally generally introduced in the country 
later and were used widely in a mixed way together with the old morse-
type systems. In 1887 the telegraph and postal services were united; an 
important steps towards the type of PTT we know today. In 1876 Graham 
Bell put his new invention, the telephone, on exhibition at the World Fair 
in Philadelphia. In 1877 a Hungarian engineer Tivadar Puskas , who 
workedinone of Thomas A. Edison's teams, suggested that switching 
exchanges should be introduced for the telephone service, which would 
allow flexible connections among all telephone subscribers . This idea was 
at that time revolutionary, since even Edison first thought that the tele-
phone would not be more than a new type of point to point telegraph. The 
first telephone exchange on this basis was built in London. Pusk.§.s as a 
co-worker of Edison had the task to build telephone exchanges in a 
number of European countries. The first telephone exchange in Hungary 
was opened in Budapest on May 1, 188 1, about five years after the tele-
phone was introduced by Bell. On February 1, 1882 the first telephone 
directory of Budapest appeared, which reported about 240 telephone sub-
scribers. Thus in Budapest there was considerable interest for this new 
service from the beginning . This was in slight contradiction to the gen-
eral European view, which did not really believe in the viability of the tele-
phone and did not recognize its economic importance . For example, the 
German Imperial PTT did not think at that time that the telephone was a 
useful invention, they only claimed that should it become so they 
wanted to have a monopoly on it. 
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After the inauguration of the Budapest telephone exchange, Lcle-
phone exchanges were also built in the major cities of the country also -
Temesva'.r, Bratislava, Zagreb, Arad, Pe'cs, Sopron, Gyor, Debrecen, 
Nagyv~rad, Miskolc, Rijeka. The first international line was opened, allow-
ing three parallel connections at the same time in 1890, obviously 
between Vienna and Budapest. Until 1897 the Telephone company of 
Budapest was in private hands, when according to the governmental law 
No. XVI the telephone company was taken over by the Hungarian Royal 
PTT. The legal basis for the takeover was actually laid in 1888 when the 
law No. XXXI declared that only the government had the monopoly to 
build telegraph and telephone networks in the country. Already at the 
time of the introduction of these new services the first Hungarian com-
panies supplying telecommunication equipment were founded, for exam-
ple, the predecessor co.npany of the Telefongy~r (TRT), which is today 
one of the main producers of Hungarian-made modems, multiplexers and 
terminals, was founded in 1876. As a recognition of the advancement of 
telecommunication in Hungary in 1896 the International Telecommunica-
tion Union (ITU) held, with the participation of 16 countries, its second 
conference on telegraphy in Budapest . Hungary's advance in the field of 
telecommunication shows that already in 1899 new experimental tele-
graph systems were introduced between Budapest-Temesv.ir and 
Budapest-Berlin with a speed of about 100 character/sec (!). The experi-
mental service was later discontinued because at that time there was no 
need for such a high speed of communication. 
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In 1922, after World War I, when the telephone and telegraph service 
practically collapsed a ministerial decision was taken to build the first 
automatic telephone exchange in Hungary . The first such exchange was 
actually only installed in 1928 in Budapest . The first interurban connec-
tion without manual switching was introduced in Hungary in 1938. 
At the turn of the century the telephone service of Budapest already 
had 5,300 subscribers . Since the telephone exchange operators could not 
keep all these numbers in their heads any more, in 190 1 it became com-
pulsory for the subscribers to give the name and number of the person 
they wished to call. It is interesting to note that at that time this step 
proved to be most unpopular within the subscriber community and was a 
major source of dissatisfaction with the service. Later on the introduc-
tion of dialling to select a subscriber by its telephone number became 
daily practice and was generally accepted by the public Strangely 
enough we will now be in a position to return to the original stage . By 
putting more local intelligence into the telephone sets and the main 
exchanges, we could move back to the old principle of dialling in a more 
"forgiving" way: e.g., by names, or "the doctor in the High Street"; the 
computer either in the set or in the exchange could find out the exact 
number and could do the dialling automatically . 
The first public telephone booth was installed in Budapest in 1901, at 
the Eastern Train station. By 1911 Budapest already had 18,000 tele-
phone subscribers. After World War I the international link between Hun-
gary and Austria was extended from 8 to 18 circuits in 1927. With this 
upgrade Austria also handled a considerable amount of transit traffic 
between Hungary and Western Europe. By this time all Hungarian 
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exchanges could be reached from all Austrian exchanges and vice versa . 
In a similar way connections were opened between Czechoslovakia and 
Hungary in 1928 with the transit possibility of three circuits to Berlin. 
The link between Belgrade and Budapest was opened in 1924 and through 
this also in a rather limited way transit to Greece and Turkey. A limited 
link between Hungary and Rumania was only opened in 1929, due to politi-
cal difficulties; the problem of international information flow is thus not a 
new issue at all. 
The penetration of the telephone network between the two world 
wars was slow. In 1940 in Hungary the number of telephone stations per 
100 of population was l. 76 . At the same time the same indicator for the 
USA was already about 15, however, among the neighboring countries it 
was still a "remarkable" position (Greece 0. 76, Yugoslavia 0.45, Rumania 
0.51). As a result of the Jestruction of World War IL the pre war indicator 
of 1.76 could only be reached again in 1950 . In the war, 40% of the capa-
city of the Budapest telephone exchanges was lost and the rest seriously 
damaged. 70% of the wires were destroyed from the network itself. Also, 
the telegraph and broadcasting network was completely demolished. 
By the end of 1981, according to [2], the number of main stations 
telephone in the country was 636,600, from which only about one-third 
was installed in homes, the rest in business. The number of telephone 
stations per hundred of population grew from 1.76 in 1950 to 12.1in1981, 
impressive progress in itself, but in comparison with other countries it is 
only moderate; e.g., [3] USA 79 .1, Austria 36.6, Greece 28.2. All in all 
Hungary's international position in telephone population corresponds to 
its GDP /capita indicator. It is a well known fact that there is a direct 
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relationship between number of telephones in a given country and the 
GDP /cap ita . There is an interesting lesson for other countries here, in 
particular for the developing countries, since although Hungary was one 
of the fir s t countries in the world to introduce this service and although it 
has been in the forefront of research and technological development in 
this field since then, the telephone infrastructure of the country due to 
its economic potential does not properly reflect its advanced knowhow in 
this field There is certainly a positive feedback from a well developed 
telephone infrastructure to the economy, but first there must be an ini-
tial inves tment to build up the critical mass needed for such a feedback. 
Due to the present telephone infrastructure unlike other countries the 
telegraph network still plays an important role in the country. In Hun-
gary one telegraph message / year /person is sent, which is worldwide an 
extremely high figure . 
The telex network (partly used for data transmission - such is the 
case with meteorological data) was introduced in Hungary in 1942. This 
network Jiad at that time only 26 subscribers and one center, operated 
manually The number of subscribers grew relatively slowly, in 1944 it 
reached only 67 and, this value could only be reached again in 1948, after 
the telex network was restored. It was only in 1953 that the system 
became a utomated; at this time a Hungarian made telex network with 
one control exchange in Budapest and five exchanges in other major 
towns was put into operation. 
lnter:iational connection through telex became possible from the 
outset of .his service back in the forties (this was actually one of the main 
reasons to introduce this service) ; from 1963 automatic international 
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calling became available. In 1974 the number of subscribers reached 
5, 000 and there is still a very high demand for becoming telex subscribers 
in the country; the waiting list is still rather long. In 1976 the density of 
the telex network was 6 subscribers/10,000 population, a relatively low 
figure; in some countries the telex density is over 20/ 10,000. 
The Hungarian PTT has made data transmission both technically and 
legally possible since 1967. The number of subscribers with data 
transmission needs was relatively low during the first decade of data 
transmission, but this was also the case with the telex network. During 
the first years of service data transmission was provided through the tele-
graph and the telephone network on both switched and leased lines . In 
1971 the Hungarian PTT opened its first dedicated data network called 
DATEX. which is built on a separate, independent telegraph type of net-
work with one central e Achange in Budapest . This network allowed data 
transmission up to 200 bit/sec in an asynchronous mode . The DATEX net-
work was superseded in 1981 by the NEDIX data network. 
In 1960 in Hungary there were only five computers in the country. 
By 1965 there were already 21 and by 1979 646; this does not include 
mini and microcomputers [ 4] (Figure 1) . For this computer population in 
1979 the number of data communication hardware processors (multi-
plexers as a part or the computer configuration) was 82. the number of 
line interfaces to these 390, the number of linked on-line terminals 274. 
The total number of network terminating points in 1980 was about 600. 
This gives 0. 12 NTPs per ten thousand working population, which is con-
siderably lower than the West European average (between 1 and 5), but is 
about the same range as the neighboring countries in Eastern Europe. 
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Figure l. Number of subscribers for data services in Hungary [ 1. 4]. 
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Figure 2 shows the distribution of NTPs by line use between 1970 and 
1980. 
It can be seen that the telephone network played the most impor-
tant role for data communication in Hungary during the seventies; how-
ever the dedicated data network DATEX was also of major significance . 
The values in Figure 2 do not yet include data of the NEDIX network, which 
after a few months of its installation, i.e., at the beginning of 1982, had 
about thirty subscribers and a waiting list of over 60, due to the growing 
demand for data communication. More characteristic figures for the use 
of NEDIX can be expected in our view only around 1985, since each net-
work needs a kind of introductory period. 
Looking at the figures and demands for data communication it 
becomes evident, and this is also the expectation of the Hungarian PTT, 
that with the introduction of the new NED IX network in 1981 basically all 
data communication needs for the first half of the eighties will be satis-
fied. 
The relatively low use of data communication during the seventies 
can be explained because of the small number of computers with data 
communication facilities and the small volume of international data 
traffic, which during the seventies was confined practically to access to 
the SITA network. Other international network access projects were only 
in their experimental phase in the seventies. 
With regard to computer hardware the seventies were dominated by 
mainframes of the RYAD I series, with limited or no data communication 
capabilities. This is one of the main reasons for the low figures in data 
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communication. The RYAD II series computers, which were introduced in 
1979, however, do already support data communication and from the 
computer mainframe point of view it will certainly solve this problem. 
Another hardware difficulty lies in the interface of the present generation 
ot RYAD terminals and data communication equipment that only support 
connections to analog carriers (CCITT V. interfaces), but not to digital cir-
cuits (CCITT X. interfaces) . Along this line, e.g , no RYAD computer can be 
directly connected yet through a standard CCITT X. 25 interface to a 
packet switching network or the production of terminals with CCITT X. 20, 
X. 21 interfaces has only just started. For this reason the Hungarian PTT 
has also to support in its digital network NEDDC the V. interfaces by pro-
viding connection equipment according to CCITT X. 20 bis and X. 21 bis . 
On a research and experimental basis obviously various direct X. 20, X. 
21, and X.25 interfaces for computer, telecommunication processors do 
exist, but not on a mass production basis yet. 
Concerning the necessity of introducing the digital data network 
NEDIX for Hungary the average annual growth rate of data terminals in 
the last couple of years reached 40-50%. Not only the growth of data ter-
minal equipment but also the rapid development of teleprocessing ear-
marked the end of the seventies and the beginning of the eighties in Hun-
gary. On the one hand the equipment and software components needed 
for teleprocessing is considerably improving, and on the other hand the 
demand for such applications is growing. For more and more users 
teleprocessing is becoming a necessary tool in order to satisfy their data 
processing demands. 
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In this new situation the Hm1garian PTT had to respond accordingly, 
which it did with the introduction of its new data network service NEDIX. 
As mentioned above, the Hungarian PTT first started its data service 
more than a decade ago, and since then it has been providing data link 
facilities over direct links and switched connections of the telephone and 
telegraph network. According to the PTT--from the line quantity point of 
view--there is no bottleneck to using these analog networks for data com-
munication purposes in the short run. However, both the telephone and 
the telegraph network were not originally designed to carry data traffic, 
i.e., on the one hand it often brought about the problem of inadequate 
transmission quality and limited data services to the users, and on the 
other hand the way these services were provided in the long run seemed 
to be unfavorable for the PTT itself . For these reasons it seemed advis-
able to speed up the development and installation of a PTT network that is 
solely designated to serve the data communication needs of the users. 
The design of this new network responds to the following new philosophy 
adopted by the PTT. 
A hierarchy of networks should provide for high quality performance 
in services, such as data services, teletex, telex, and telegraph. On the 
first level of hierarchy, a common, integrated, basic network should pro-
vide for the principal transmission of signals. The different type of value-
added services for data, telex, teletex, etc. are provided on the second 
level. 
Since public PTI networks are designed to provide services for 
several decades, when making the planning the actual situation of a given 
country and the future trends in development have to be taken into 
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consideration. In addition, international recommendations and standard-
ization efforts, such as those of CCITT (within ITU) and ISO have to be 
taken into ac count. The Hungarian PTT, which is closely following all 
developments of CCITT and ISO, in addition follows the guidelines of the 
CMEA Permanent Commission on Postal and Telecommunication matters, 
and they are also actively participating in the work of that body. One of 
the present activities is to define the basic requirements for interlinking 
the present and future national data networks of the socialist countries . 
This work should aim to establish similar types of data networks and data 
service classes in the socialist countries . The technical specifications of 
the CMEA Permanent Commission fully harmonizes with the recommenda-
tions of CCITT, therefore in what follows only references to the original 
CCITT recommendations will be made. 
After a specific tender for the new Hungarian telex and data 
network-after thorough technical and economic consideration--the offer 
from the Nippon Electronic Company (NEC) of Japan was finally accepted. 
The new telex and data network (Type NEDIX 510 a) with one central 
switching center in Budapest and with multiplexers in major country 
towns was put into operation early in 1981 . The use of the network is 
rapidly expanding, and in a couple of years the Hungarian PTT plan to 
upgrade their NEDIX network both in its capacity and in the scope of its 
services. 
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2. SERVICE STRATEGY OF THE HUNGARIAN PTT 
The choice of whether to use the new NEDIX network or other PTT 
data communication services is left to the users . The Hungarian PTT 
itself, however, has a preference towards the new network, since the qual-
ity for data services can be easier fulfilled by NEDIX than by the analog 
telephone network. Nevertheless, the PTT does not plan to discontinue its 
earlier services; data communication over analog telephone and tele-
graph connections will still be provided in the future. 
The technical parameters and the new tariff structure of the new 
system enable most data communications demand to be satisfied in an 
economical way. In some cases, however, it might happen that the techn-
ical parameters of the DTE or the software data processing system do not 
make the use of the NED IX data network really economical. In sue h spe-
cial cases it is best to rely on the traditional PTT data services. 
The general policy of the PTT towards NEDIX is that through this data 
network all equipment needed for telecommunication are provided by the 
PTT on a lease basis. However for data communication over traditional 
telephone and telegraph lines, all telecommunication equipment, such as 
modes, and multiplexers, have to be made available by the user. There-
fore the new policy--applied only for the NEDIX network--makes life both 
easier for the subscribers and for the PTT, which now can organize in an 
effective way the maintenance of all of the telecommunication equipment. 
The local connections to the NEDIX network or to its concentrators are 
provided in most cases through local analog telephone links . Only 
telecommunication equipment provided by the Hungarian PTT may be 
operated on these lines. 
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The NEDIX network and its services are such that they can be 
extended according to user demand. The extension can include, for 
example, new subscriber services, new special services, new subscriber 
interfaces, and new switching technologies . From this point of view it is of 
major importance that at a later date the Hungarian packet switching 
PTT network can be built on to NEDIX, because this network with its cir-
cuit switching capabilities takes fully into consideration those recommen-
dations of the CCITT, which make provision for the introduction of packet 
switching services . The X.21 interface--used in synchronous services-
represenls also in the CCITT X.25 recommendation the lowest (the physi-
cal) level of the three levels defined. From the NEDIX's and PTT's point of 
view it is completely unimportant whether the synchronous channels of 
NEDIX are used by the subscribers for simple synchronous type of 
transmission or for a "l 3er owned" packet switched subnetwork. For this 
reason the PTT does not object lo the introduction of "user designed and 
serviced" private packet switched subnetworks, which the PTT itself does 
not yet support. According to PTT sources, for the next couple of years-
at least until 1984/ 85-no PTT packet switched service is planned, mainly 
due to economic and technical considerations. The PTT seems to be con-
fident that at this point practically all present and future user demands 
can be satisfied. As to the introduction of PTT packet switching services 
their standpoint is that the investment in hardware and software is not 
justified by the present and predicted user demand. If, however, users 
want to build their own packet switched subnetwork on NEDIX synchro-
nous services, they may do it . 
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Data transmission over the analog telegraph and telephone network 
will be also possible in the future. The PTT, however, does not plan any 
major reconstruction of these networks in order to accommodate better 
data transmission services. 
3. LICENSING PROCEDURE OF DATA COMMUNICATION EQUlPMENT 
BY THE HUNGARIAN P'IT [5] 
As outlined earlier, for the establishment of teleprocessing and 
remote computing systems there are at present three different telecom-
munication media available in Hungary: 
the telex/telegraph network 
the telephone network 
. 
the circuit switched public data network NEDIX. 
For the NEDIX network the Hungarian PTT provides all means and 
equipment for data communication between the telecommunication 
interface s of the data terminal equipment. For the telephone network, 
the Hungarian PTT only provides the necessary transmission routes; 
therefore the users have to provide the data connection equipment, such 
as modems and multiplexers, needed for the remote data connection. 
Acee rding to the present Hungarian Postal liiw (law No. 2 in 1964), 
the Hungarian PTT requires that only those types of equipment may be 
connected to any of the telecommunication networks of the Hungarian 
PTT that have been tested and approved by the PPT from the point of view 
of techni ,~al and safety requirements. On this same legal basis, all data 
connectic1n equipment (modem, multiplexers, etc.) have to be licensed by 
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the Hungarian PTT. 
The licensing procedure can be initialized either by the manufac-
turer of the equipment in question, by the distributor or by the end-user 
himself. The application for licensing should be submitted to the Central 
Telegraph Office of the Hungarian PTT (Pasta Kozponti Tavira Hivatal--
PKTH, Budapest, V., Varoshaz u . 18. Mailing address : 1365, Budapest, Pf. 
1). 
There are three different types of licenses granted by the PTT: 
individual licenses (so-called "egyedi engedely") 
temporary type-licenses ("ideiglenes tipusenged~ly") 
type licenses ("tipus engedely"). 
The individual licenses are granted only for the piece of equipment 
that has been actually .ested and it can be applied only for a specific 
application . The so-called temporary type- license is issued by the Hun-
garian PTT as a result of the PTT test of a prototype telecommunication 
equipment in question. This temporary license is only valid for the piece 
of equipment that has been tested and the aim of the license is to inform 
the manufacturer about the standpoint of the PTT before launching mass 
production. Application for a type- license can only be submitted for 
equipment that can be mass produced through the same technology and 
where it is secured that all equipment coming from the production line is 
identical in their technical parameters and quality. Therefore the validity 
or the type- license is extended to all equipment that is identical in 
parameters and quality to the piece of equipment that was subject to 
the PTT test. Furthermore, it is a necessary precondition for any type-
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license that the equipment to be licensed has to comply with the 
corresponding CCITT recommendations and with the general require-
ments and regulations for provision of healthy and safe working condi-
tions. 
The Hungarian PTT keeps at the PKTH an open register on the 
licensed equipment and provides information on them and on the range of 
permitted applications. 
A full list of data connection equipment as of February 1982 is pro-
vided in Table 1. In principle both Hungarian and non-Hungarian equip-
ment can. be submitted for application. 
It should be noted that Table 1 only contains information on licenses 
that include information about equipment presently in use . Thus, for 
example, equipment with early licensing dates, and that is technically 
obsolete and neither in use nor in continued usage, is not included in the 
table. 
In addition to the up-to-date register maintained by the PKTH--where 
information can be provided any time upon request--the journal "Szami-
tastechnika" is planning to publish the updated list of PTT licensed equip-
ment once or twice annually. 
Costs incurred for testing and licensing of any telecommunication 
equipment are to be met by the applicants according to the actual 
expenses. 
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Table 1. List of data connection equipment (modems) tested and ap-
proved by the Hungarian PTT. 
I I 
·:· ·i·?e 
.'-1a nu- P"'m licensee Data Type of Application 
: act.urer I number I 
transmission 
I speed (bit / sec) 
1/ '!' - (iO 200 VIDEOTON : VT-6-0040 600 / 1200 - for direct telephone connection with two 
and four wires, 
- for switched telephone network with or 
without. 
I The license is also valid for modems which are built into the terminals VT-56191, 
I VT-60291, VT-60292. 
" ' :. s r RAC AL- VT-6-0041 1200/2400 
- for direct . ' two and four wired telephone MIL GO connection (UK ) I - for switched telephone network in connection 
with an LA III. Call handling device. 
~'. r S 48 RA CAL- VT-6-004ts 4800/3200 - for two ana tour wire airect telepnone ~lILGO connection. (U K) 
,\.'·~ -, ~00 ORION 
(;IU NGARY) VT-6-0051 600/1200 
- for two and four wire direct telephone 
connection. 
- for switched telephone connection. 
The modem family is produced in the following 
models: 
AM-1200/E 
- without supervisory channel and calling/ 
answering capability 
A."'1-1200/F 
- with calling/answering c,apability but without 
supervisory channel 
-
I 
I 
: 
I 
' 
: 
I 
AM-1200/G i 
- with supervisory channel but without 
calling/answering capability 
i 
I 
AM-1200/H 
I - with supervisory channel and 
cal l ing/ anwering capability. i I 
,\~!- 2 .; oo ORION I VT-6-0057 
I 
1200/2400 1- for direct two and four wire connection ! (HUNGARY) ! I The validity of the license includes the models i 
I I I AM-2400 / F and AM-2400 / L as well, but the latter I 
i I can only be applied for local telephone networks. : 
'!".' - '· 0300 VI DEOTO<I : VT-6-0059 i 1200 / 2400 - for direct two and tour wire connection I (!!'.J '.'<GARY ) - for switched telephone network but with I I I 
manual calling initiation and manual call : I 
receipt. : 
I : The license does not include the multipoint ' 
option provided by the modem. l 
! I 
11:.· - ·, • ..;oo VIDEOTON ! VT-A-0060 600 / 1200 / 2400/ I - for galvanic two and four wire connections. (HUNGARY) I ! 4800 / 9600 I I I I 
T1\..'-'. - ~0 , TERTA I VT-5-0061 600/ 1200 - for direct two wire telephone connection I 
(HUNGARY ) I - for switched telephone connection 
I Application valid for modems with TMM-600 I 
! monitoring device too. I 
s::·. ·,\ - TRT I VT-6-0063 4800 - for four wire direct telephone connection, in I 
· :-: ·~ .: :s ( :'RANCE) 
I 
I duplex and half duplex, with manual balance I ·~ : 
-
I without replay channel. I I j 
J c :; 1 IBM I VT-6-0064 1200/ 2 400 - for direct four wire telephone connection in I (CS A) I ' point-to-point or multipoint mode. 
I I The device cannot work together with other type 
I of V. 2 6 type of modems. 
I 
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- I 
.. . \''- :J 1 ·;·: -~:{T:\ \'1'-2-006 5 200/300 - for two wire direct teleph one connection 1 ·: ·:::GARY} I 
- on switched telephone network, also with TMM ! I 200 type of monitoring device. 
1\ .'-~ - ' . .''.' O O HlOr-< YT-6-0066 600 / ) 200 
i 
Modem built according to the V.22 recommendation ( i l U~GARY } of CCITT. 
In synchron or start-stop mode 
I - for two wired, direct telephone connections 
' 
- for switched telephone network. 
i 
~ rl ' ) .:/ 1 HJ!'! VT-6-0067 1200/2400 
- for four wire direct telephone connection in 
I l!JSA) 
I point-to-point or multipoint mode. 
Because of the applied modulation the modem 
I cannot work together with other type of v. 27 
type of :no dem. 
2200/24 RA CAL- VT-6-009 1200/2400 ! - for four wire direct telepnone c on:1e c t 1o n MIL GO 
(UK) 
SZAf1-32 MTA VT -6-0022 !'laximum - f or t wo - and four wire direct te l e ~)i:on~ 
SZTAKI 3200 conn e ction, 
(HUNGARY) - on swi tc:1ed public telephone net·Nor i< 
i (wi t h restrictions) 
s 8351 SIEMENS VT-A-0025 1200/ 2400 / 4800 - : o r two- and four wire qal-.·.i n1 c -----
I 
COrii1"Ct lO:i . 
(FRG) In case o f four wire connec t. 1on U? to :o i\m 
length it can be run also on 9600 oit. /s ec 
speed. 
TAM-200 TERTA VT-2-0026 200 I - fo r t',oJO wire direct tele p:io :c 0 c o nne ct1on , (HUNGARY) 
I - over switched telephone ne t:.No r k I 
TAM-600 TERTA VT-2-0027 600 / 1200 - f o r t 'NO wire direc t tc l e µhon c cor.ne c t1o n, 
I (HUNGARY) - ove r switched telephone ne twork Gl!-2052 ITT-SRT VT-6-0028 600/1200 - f o r t wo and four wire direct telephone I 
conne ction I 
- for switched telephone networkw .th 
The modem does not comply cxactl~ CC It":' 
r e gulations, therefore for t he switched tc .:...e 1.' hon r 
network it can be used only according to g i ve n 
conditio ns . 
F:-1-20 0 VILATI VT-2-0030 200 
l 
- f or two wire direct telephone connectio n 
(HUNGARY} 
59 79 IBM VT-A-00 32 2400 / 4800/9600 - for : ou r wire galvanic connect.ion 
3872 IBM · VT-6-0033 1200 / 2400 - f o r t ·110 and four wire direct telepho ne 
co n nection I 
SEMATRANS TRT VT-6-0049 600 / 1 200 - for t',oJO and four wire direct tele p:ione 
1203 (FRANCE) co nnect io n 
- f o r s·"i tched telephone network wit h i:lanu.:i.i 
call i ng/ answering 
SEMATRANS TRT VT-6-0050 1200/2400/4800/ - f o r two a nd tour wire galvanic conr.e c :. 1on 
(FRANCE) 9600/19200/ 
38400 
MK-600 .MIKI VT-6-0053 600/75 - for t',oJ O and four wire dir e ct te :O. e p i-1 (>.iO:' 
( HUNGARY J 
i 
c onnection. In simpleJC mode, the da ta 
channe l is 600 baud. 
The PTT permission is given for a mo de m card 
with t r. e understanding, that it has to be 
a ppl ied in "telematics" e q ui pment manu!:a c tu re d 
by MIK I. The mode of appl icatio ,., hus to be 
p rovided by the user befor e ins tal l ut1 u n. 
MK-75 MIKI VT-6-005 4 75/600 Simplex modem~ 600 baud dat a cha nn e l, 15 b cJud 
(HUNGARY ) revers e ch a n nel . Procedures for a p p l icat1on 
s iroilar t o MK-600. 
26 LSI RACA.L- VT-6-0070 1200 / 2400 - f or t ·..,io and four wi re d i rec ~ telc2r.o n e 
MILGO c on necti o n in point-to-poi nt or mu l t i- po"c.t 
(UK} mo d e with reverse channel, CCI TT B type o f 
communicat i on. 
I 
To t h e modem a voice adapter type RACAL-MI:.GO 
VA-100 can be connected. 
- ·----. .. 
page 2 of Table 1. 
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4. DATA COMMUNICATION OVER ANALOG TELECOMMUNICATION 
NITTWORKS -TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND TARIFFS 
4.1. Technical Characteristics 
Chapter 5 
Data communication over analog telecommunication networks, i.e., 
the telegraph, the telex, and the telephone network will also remain in 
use for a long period in the future. The significance of the telegraph and 
the telex network, because of its low speed and limited character sets, 
will, however, be minimal. The analog telephone network.on the other 
hand, will keep its role in data communication for a long time . 
From the technical point of view, as in other countries, for speed half 
duplex is generally possible for the public switched telephone network up 
to 2400 bit/sec; higher speeds are only possible in a limited way, depend-
ing on the actual technical status of the line used and of the telephone 
exchanges, which are .. n some regions hopelessly overloaded and out-
dated. Higher speeds are possible on the new generation exchanges and 
lines, which are gradually taking over the function of old equipment and 
lines. 
Leased telephone lines with line quality according to CCITT M 1040 
(and if needed M 1020) with speeds up to 9600 bit/sec are in use, but 
actually the quality of the leased lines basically corresponds to the aver-
age Western European standard. With regard to line quality and speeds it 
is the modem that is decisive. According to the CCITT recommendations 
each modern has a certain requirement towards line quality (e.g ., CCITT M 
1020; M 1025 or M 1040) and the PTT automatically - when it provides the 
permission to connect the modem to the line - measures the quality of 
the connection. The requirements for M 1040 (characteristics of ordinary 
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quality international closed circuits) are no problem, since the network 
basically provides this quality. M 1020 - the special band with conditioned 
connection - however, cannot always be assured. The PTT nonetheless 
does not see the line quality as a bottleneck, since according to the gen-
eral tendency adopted by the manufacturers of modern modems, more 
local intelligence is put into the modems itself, which allows them to work 
with higher speeds even on lower quality lines. In this way modems with 
speeds up to 14400 and 16000 bit/sec are already on the world market. 
The usual practice is that when the CCITT recognizes that such new equip-
ment can be mass produced by a manufacturer in a reliable way, then it 
is ready to take over the specification of the modem as a CCJTT recom-
mendation. 
4.2. Tarilfs 
Tariffs for data communication in Hungary are regulated by the Min-
istry for Transport and Post in accordance with the National Bureau of 
Materials and Prices. The legal basis for tariffs was laid down in the postal 
and telecommunication law of 1964 (II. law No. 6, phrase le) and in the 
41I1979 (XI. l) regulation of the Council of Ministers (No. 2, phrase 1). 
The actual tariffs are then defined and modified according to needs on 
this basis by the Ministry for Transport and Post . The latest modifications 
ot the telex and data communication tariffs for analog networks were 
issued by the Ministry on April 9, 1982 (Regulation No . 3/1982 (N. 6) KPM, 
VJ. 5/1982 (AT 15), and Vl/4/1982 (AT 15) modified the previous regula-
tion issued in early 1981: Vl/4/1981 (AT2), and Vl/2/1981 (AT2)). 
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4.2.1. Telex Tariffs 
Although the role of telex is not too important for data communica-
tion, some basic figures are given below. 
I) Installation Fee 
In addition to the installation costs needed for a telex terminal and 
for becoming a subscriber of the telex service, for the licensing pro-
cedure of a telex data terminal 500 Ft per data station has to be paid. 
For the actual installation of the telex data terminal the Hungarian 
PTT charges the customers according to the real costs of installation. 
II) Monthly Charges 
a) . Monthly subsc""iption fee to the telex network: 1200 Ft/telex 
station. 
b). Rental fee for data communication equipment leased from PTT 
is 2% of the gross price of the apparatus. 
c) . Maintenance fee for data communication equipment leased from 
PTT is 1% of the gross price of the apparatus . 
d) . Maintenance fee for the telex network. 
e) . Message charges: 
1). Direct telex data connection 
a). Line fee : 50% or a corresponding telephone line fee 
between the locations of the telex stations. 
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2) . Switched telex data connection 
a) . cost of messaging between telex stations belonging to 
the same telex exchange centers : 1.50 Ft for every 
three minutes. 
b) . cost of messaging between telex stations of different 
exchange centers 
between 8-19 o'clock 1. 50 Ft/36 sec 
between 19-8 o'clock 1.50 Ft/54 sec 
4.2.2. Tarilfs for Data Communication through the Telephone Network 
1). Connection Jee both for direct and switched telephony . 
A connection fee--in addition to the actual installation costs--for 
a telephone station is 6,000 Ft for residential users and 30,000 Ft 
for business users . This relatively high additional cost is aimed 
as a subsidy for the development investment of the telephone 
network. According to this, a fee of 3qooo Ft is charged for 
establishing data terminal equipment access to the public 
switched telephone network pro two wire access point . 
Thus for direct point to point connection over a two wire link an 
installation ree of sqooo :n is opted for, and for a four line direct 
point to point connection 12qooo Ft. 
2). Public Switched Telephone Network 
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I) . !nsta.llation Changes 
In addition to the connection costs for the licensing procedure 
of connecting data communication equipment to the telephone 
network, 500 Ft has to be paid. For the actual installation costs 
the PTT bills the applicants according to the real costs of instal-
lation. 
II). Monthly Charges 
a) . The usual monthly subscription charges, as for any tele-
phone station obviously apply. 
b). For data communication equipment rented from the PTT 2% 
of its gross price has to be paid. 
c). For the maintenance of these PTT owned data communica-
tion equif .nent 1% of its gross price is charged. 
III). Service Charges 
For data traffic on the PSTN the usual telephone charges apply, 
which is time and distance dependent . Basically the user has to 
pay for any telephone impulse consumed. The duration between 
two telephone impulses depends on the time of day, e.g., in 
cities it is 1.50 Ft for every 3 minutes between 6:00 and 18 :00 
and for every 6 minutes between 18:00 and 6:00. 
Interurban charges vary according to the distance and time of 
day between 15 and 60 seconds telephone time for 1.50 Ft. 
Charges of calls to other countries depend basically on time, 
distance, and technical possibilities. As an example, a 1-minute 
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direct call from Hungary to Austria costs 13.20 Ft, to the FRG 
19.50 Ft, to Italy 27.00 Ft, to the UK 3 1.80 Ft to Poland 17.40 Ft, 
to the GDR 19.40 Ft, and to the USSR 34.1 0 Ft. 
3). Direct Data Communication Links 
I). Installation Charges 
In addition to the connection and telephone ins tallation 
changes mentioned above 500 Ft is charged for the licensing 
procedure for the connection of data communication equipment 
to the telephone network. For the actual linkage of the data 
communication equipment to the telephone network , the PTT 
bills the applicants with the real costs of installation. 
II). Monthly Traffic Charges 
a) . For local direct data connection the monthly charges for each 
subscriber and interexchange line per circuit are the following: 
2-wire connection 1200 Ft 
4-wire connection 2400 Ft 
b) . For long distance direct data communication links the monthly 
charges are the following : 
1 ). For telegraph and telex types of connection 
up to 50 baud 50% 
up to 110 baud 60% 
up to 200 baud 70% 
of the costs of a direct telephone line between the two end 
points of the connection. 
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2) . F'or Lclephone type of conneclion the monthly cosls are equal to 
the monthly costs of a direct telephone line, unless time division 
multiplexing by the user is used, in this case it is increased by 
30%, but no third party traffic is allowed on the line . 
Cost of Long Distance Direct Telephone Connection: 
in zone I 
- up to 5 km 4000 Ft/month 
I 
- up to 10 km 7,000 Ft/month 
- up to 25 km 13,000 Ft/month 
in zone II 
- up to 100 km 2q000 Ft/month 
in zone III 
- over 100 km 39,000 Ft /month 
5. THE DIGITAL DATA NETWORK NEDIX 
5.1. The Main Functions of the NEDIX Network 
The NEDIX network is built upon the recommendations of CCITT (of 
ITU) for public data networks. Its basic principle is circuit switching, but 
the applied technical solutions do not prevent the introduction of new 
services (such as packet S'llJitchi:ng). On the contrary they make provi-
sions for extensions those. 
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The NEDIX data network of the Hungarian PTT supports data 
transmis sion services of different speeds and types . The first NEDIX elec-
tronic data exchange and switching center was installed at the Central 
Telegraph Office of the PTT in Budapes t in early 198 1. At this stage the 
system was a star-shaped network, but the services of this network could 
be utilized nationwide . 
In five major rural towns of Hungary (Miskolc, Debrecen, Szeged, 
P~cs and Gyor) multiplexers were installed in order to collect and distri-
bute traffic from and to data terminal equipment . 
It is planned--according to the traffic growth--to upgrade the NEDIX 
network by installing electronic switching centers--similar to the one in 
Budapest--in the above major rural towns of Hungary. 
The data terminal equipment of the subscribers which can be a data 
terminal or a host computer, are connected by so-called unified digital 
interfaces to the data network. The physical connection between the net-
work and the data terminal equipment (DTE). is provided by a so-called 
Data- circuil Terminating Equipment (DCE), which fulfills all functions of 
initiating, upkeeping, and terminating data communication calls. The 
DCE provides for all necessary coding and signal transformation. The 
Data- circuil Terminating Equipment of NEDIX is--on an exclusive basis--
rented from the PTT, and users have to pay for their lease and mainte-
nance . 
The connection principle of DTEs to the network is based upon the 
CCITT recommendations X.20 and X.21. The primary aim of the NEDIX 
data network is to serve ''X-type" of DTEs, which at present only represent 
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the minority of the terminal population. For this reason the Hungarian 
PTT also supports the connection of CCITT "V-type" data terminal equip-
ment, which was mainly designed for data transmission on analog tele-
phone networks . For subscribers with "V-type" data terminals the PTT 
provides a special device that performs the necessary V /X conversion. 
This device will be installed at the user's site and will be connected to the 
above mentioned DCE, also provided by the PTT. Using this solution, the 
''X-type" of equipment can call or receive calls automatically while the 
"V-type" of DTEs can call the network only through manual operation--
although incoming calls can be received either manually or automati-
cally. 
The data terminal equipment can be connected to NEDIX either 
directly through separate direct connection or through multiplexers, 
which are located, as mentioned before, in the main telephone exchanges. 
The Data-circuit Terminating Equipment at the users' end can 
according to the physical parameters of the connection to the network be 
connected through a modem (if the carrier is voice frequency) or through 
so-called baseband transmitters (if the carrier of information is digital, 
without modulation). 
All subscriber connections have to be 4-wire lines. The NEDIX net-
work does not provide any speed and protocol conversion, therefore only 
those connections are technically feasible where data terminal equip-
ments with the same protocols (synchronous or asynchronous) is to be 
interconnected. 
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Connections between DTEs are established on the basis of the call 
number of the DTE to be called. All stations of NEDIX are identified by a 
six digit call number . The numbering system is such that the same sta-
tion can be addressed by all subscribers through the same identification 
number. 
On NEDIX the following subscriber service classes (according to CCITT 
X. l) are supported: 
the asynchronous low-speed services class 1 and 2 and 
the synchronous medium speed services class 4 and 5. 
All NEDfX services enable duplex type of data transmission. During 
establishment of calls in all CCITT X. l type of service classes the CCITT 
No. 5 code set is used, and the character structure is identical with the 
one used during the data transmission phase. 
Special NEDIX Services 
The basic function of the network is to provide concurrent connec-
tions between data termination equipment belonging to the same service 
classes . 
Apart from this basic service some special services are also at the 
disposal of the users . Along this line the NEDIX network offers the follow-
ing special services according to the X.2 recommendation of CCITT: 
1) Direct Calling 
This service enables the network to connect the calling 
stationB--after having received the call request signal-directly 
to the predefined called station without dialing the number of 
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the called station. 
2) Closed User Group 
Closed User Groups enable the subscribers of a predefined 
group of DTEs to make connections only among themselves . 
DTEs outside the Closed User Group may not call any member of 
the group. One DTE may be a member of a maximum of two 
groups. 
3) Closed User Group with the Right of Establishing Outgoing Calls 
Specified members of a Closed User Group may establish out-
side calls to DTEs belonging to the same service classes. 
4) Call Restrictions within a Closed User Group 
a) Specified members of Closed User Groups may not be 
called fro .,1 even other members of their own groups . 
b) Specified members of Closed User Groups may not call 
other members of their groups . 
5) Identification 
a) At the time of call initiation the network may send the 
number of the calling part to the called DTE. 
b) At the time of call initiation the network may send the 
number of the called partner to the calling DTE. 
In addition to the above CCITT recommended services the following 
value added services are available on NEDIX: 
1) Group-Switching 
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The option of group-switching enables several DTEs of the same 
service class linked to the same center to be called by one com-
mon number; the network selects a free line and DTE according 
to a predefined chain of data terminals. 
2) Call /Receive- Only Stations 
Any data terminal of the network can be turned into "call" or 
"receive-only" types . 
5.2. Technical Characteristics of the NEDIX Network and 
its Services [6] 
At this point no attempt is made to describe the technical details of 
NEDIX ful ly, which has been done, for example, by [7, 8. 9, 10]; only some 
of important aspects for users are outlined here. 
5.2.l. Subscriber Service Classes of the Data Network 
Subscriber service classes of public data networks are defined by the 
X.1 recommendation of CC1TT. According to this, circuit switching data 
networks support start- stop and synchronou.._"i type of Data Terminal 
Equipment (DTE). 
a) Start-stop (asynchronous} services 
From the service classes listed in the CCJTT recommendation, the 
following are available on NEDIX: 
Class 1: With bound address selection and data transmission 
speed (both 300 bauds) and predefined character struc-
ture (1 start-, 8 information-, 2 stop bits). During the 
phase of call establishment both DTE and network use the 
Class 2 : 
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code set CCITT No. 5. 
Into this class belong all data stations working with 11 bit 
character structure and 200 baud speed. The same data 
transmission speed and character structure are used 
during both the phase of call establishment and data 
transmission. 
The above start- stop type of subscriber categories are code- and 
speed-dependent . However, taking into account that at present there is a 
strong demand by several users to continue the speed- and code-
independent service of the old DA TEX network as well transmission up to 
200 baud speed is provided within class 2 services of the new NEDD< 
network--in addition to the CCITT X. l recommendations--as class 2' ser-
vice code and speed-ir. ~ependent data. Subscribers of the class 2' use 
number dialing ( 10 impulses / sec) --according to CCITT U. l. B--and use 
single- or double-current telegraph interfaces . 
b) Synchronous type of services 
According to CCITT classes 3-7 are provided for synchronous data 
terminal equipment (Table 2). These classes utilize the CCITT No . 5 code 
during the call establishment phase . The NEDD< network supports only the 
synchronous classes 4 and 5 in its present configuration. 
The network is provided for duplex transmission in all application 
classes. 
In the first phase of interconnections to other national data net-
works it is planned to link NEDIX to Austrian data networks, i.e ., to the 
DATEX circuit switching network of the Austrian PTT, and to the network 
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Table 2. Subs criber Service Classes of the Hungarian PTT Data Network 
NED IX 
I call establ1sh1acnt I cla ta t r ansl'l i ssion Se r v i ce 
I I 
clas s '.Jceed I Character- Si!eed Cha r ac t e r-
! /bit/s/ st r ucture ! /bit:/s/ s tructure 
l. JOO I No. 5 11 bit I JOO 11 bit 
I 
I 
2 . I 11 0 No. 5 11 bit 110 11 bi t 
200 No.5 11 bi t 200 11 bit 
I i 
I Ir.ax . 
2' I< umber diali ng , 10 i :n;:i I se -: 2CO fr e e 
I DA TEX I 
4 • 2400 Ne . j I - 24 00 I -I 
' 
5. 4300 No. 5 I - 4800 -
node of Radio Austria in Vienna . The latter was actually put into opera-
tion in July 1982. As to the connection to the Austrian DATEX system, the 
asynchronous type of services in class 1 and 2 can be interconnected 
without any technical difficulties. The synchronous services for class 4 
and 5 do differ for the two networks in the so-called envelope structure . 
The NEDIX has a 6+2 envelope structure according to CCITI recommenda-
lion X.50, the Austrian DATEX has a 8+2 envelope structure according to 
I Type o f DTE I 
I 
I sta r t-s t op I 
start-s tc? 
start-s tc;c 
I 
! 
i 
star t - stop I 
Synchr o no us 
Syn c hronou s 
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CCITT recommendation X. 51. Thus, in order to interlink the service 
classes 4 and 5 of the two systems, an X.51/50 converter has to be 
installed, which has to be provided according to CCITT recommendations 
by the Austrian PTT. 
5.2.2. Numberi~ System of the Data Network 
Data stations of NEDIX are identified by a six digit so-called network 
terminal number (NTN) . The numbering system is closed, thus, any par-
ticular terminal can be reached by all other terminals belonging to the 
same service class by the same network terminal number. The number-
ing system will not be changed when the network gels upgraded and it 
also allows the introduction of new service classes . 
Structure of the 6-digit Numbering System 
jD ... Dj= I z I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
IYI 
,_ ______ _ 
International Calls 
IXXXX I 
local number of DTEs belonging 
to the same service class 
service class identifier code 
exchange area code 
International calls from and to Hungary through the NEDIX network 
can be made according to the X. 121 recommendation of CCITT: accord-
ing to this CCITI recommendation, Hungary, for example, has the country 
code "216", which would be used by the caller from abroad. 
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General Structure of International Calls 
Ltl 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I cc c I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Lfil 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I D .... D I 
L 
, _ ________ _ 
--- - -- ------------
Thus a call to Hungary: 
P 2160 Di .. .. Da 
DTE number within a 
given country (it can be 
maximally 10 digits ; for 
Hungary as mentioned above it is 
6 digits) 
network identifier code (the 
different PTT networks of the 
country of the called DTE are 
identified by a separate digit) 
three digit country code 
Prefix , which signals that the 
call reque sts connection to a 
foreign DTE; for domestic DTE 
its value is 0. 
5.2.3. The Topology and Systems Technology of the NEDIX Network 
The present NEDIX network incorporates in its present topology all 
elements needed for future upgraded network based upon many switching 
centers. The network supports even in its present star-like form the con-
nection of DTEs country-wide. The network performs all digital switching 
and all ne twork multiplexing functions on the basis of time division. The 
principle of time division enabled the optimization of the switching and 
data transmission functions of the system. At remote loc ations of the 
system in five major cities of Hungary time division multiplexers were 
installed, as their counterpart in the central data switching center in 
Budapest is a joint multiplexer, a so-called transmultiplexer. The syn-
chronous data channels are collected according to CCITT X.50 by digital 
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time multiplexer devices. 
These digital multiplexer devices, which operate with a group carrier 
rate of 64 kbit / sec, are connected locally (within a given local network) 
either by baseband or by PCM transmission devices . 
Subscribers may connect their DTEs through DCEs directly to the 
network switching center or to the multiplexers installed in the country 
towns . The signal transformer at the user side is built in the DCE. Up to a 
maximum of 20-30 km--provided physical connection is given--baseband 
transformer has to be used, beyond this limit a modem should be applied 
connected to analog telephone channels. Figure 3 lists all options for 
connections to the NEDIX network. 
The multiplexers--at least at the beginning of the NEDIX service--are 
installed in PTT buildine:s. It is, however, quite clear that in certain cases 
it would be of major advantage (both for the subscribers and the PTI) if 
multiplexers could also be placed at the user's location. This opportunity 
has been looked at recently by CCITT and resulted in a recommendation 
for synchronous multiplexer-DCE specification. This new recommenda-
tion could not be taken into consideration in NEDIX, but the PTT is exa-
mining how it might be introduced . 
The synchronous DTEs are connected to the network on the software 
principle of enveloping. Enveloping means that the bit stream coming 
from the DTE is divided into 6-bit groups, and each group has two addi-
tional bits to indicate the status of envelope synchronizing and control 
interface wires. AB a result of the enveloping the actual transmission 
speed of the network is 33% higher than the speed available for sub-
NEDIX 
510 A 
switching 
center 
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BUDAPEST 
Physical connection used for baseband transmission 
Voice frequency channel 
Wide band channel 
X.20; X.20 bis 
X .21 ; X .21 bis 
X.20; X .20 bis 
X.21; X.21 bis 
Chapter 5 
COUNTRYSIDE 
X.20; X .20 bis 
X.21; X .21 bis 
X .20 
X.20 bis 
X.21 
X .21 bis 
Modem or DCE-C (counterpart of DCE at the network center) 
OCE 
Telegraph and asynchronous data TOM equipment 
Tel119raph and asynchronous data concentrator 
Synchron data TOM equipment 
PCM transmission device 
Figure 3. Connection options to the NEDIX network 
X.20 asynchronous li nk 
X.21 synchronous link 
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scriber services . As a result of the enveloptng the carri er rate is 3200 
and 6400 btl/ sec, re s pectlvely, for class 4 (2400 bttlsec) and class 5 
(4800 btt/sec) se rvices (Figure 4) . 
5.2.4. Quality Parameters of Subscriber Services 
The bit-error rate between two NEDIX DTEs of the same service 
class cannot be worse than 10-5 . 
The time limits for call establishment and call termination are 
the following (Table 2a) . 
On the data n e twork not more than one unsuccessful connection 
attempt is allowed for every thousand call requests . The rea-
sons for this can be traffic congestion on the network, or disabil-
ity of handling the call reques t, or hardware errors. 
On the basis of calculations it is expected that on average that 
only once in every 100 days will subscribers have to restart their 
data transmission due to network errors of NEDIX. Jn such cases 
the network center will not accept new call requests, but exist-
ing data connections will be still served. The restart process 
and the duration of such "disturbances" is expected to be in 
each case about 20 seconds. The disruption of existing connec-
tion is expected to happen even more rarely . 
5.3. NEDIX Tariffs 
All NEDlX tariffs for installation of DTEs and their operation are also 
governed by the Regulation of the Ministry for Transport and Telecom-
munication (Kozlekedes es Postallgyi Minisztfrium) on the Tariffs of Data 
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Envelope-
synchronizing 
bit 
Data bits 
The 6 + 2 type envelope structure 
Increased 
carrier rate 
channel speed (e.g. 3200 bit/sec) 
DCE 
2 3 4 5 
/ 
21 FS654321 FS65432 
2 3 
F S 
State indicator 
It contains information on the 
state of the C or I wire of the 
DTE-DCE interface 
User rate 
bit stream (e .g. 2400 bit/ sec) 
t -+----. 
Processing of envelopes in the DCE 
Figure 4. Processing of envelopes by the DCE 
DTE 
T 
c 
s 
R 
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Table 2a. 
Tim e l i m i t s for Between call and Between call t e rmination I 
N EDIX call request request and actual 
termination 
Asynchronous 150 msec 490 msec 
service classe s 
Synchron ous 50 msec 100 mse c 
service c lasses 
Communication Services (No . V1/4/1981/AT 2). The tariffs fall basically 
into two major categories; c ost of service initiation and costs of service 
use . 
I. Tariffs for Service Initiation 
These tariffs are to paid when users subscribe to NEDIX: 
1) The connection fee is 500 Ft and has to be paid for the adminis-
tration and licensing proc edure before installation. 
2) All costs in connection with the es tablishment of line s and instal-
lation of DTE . Subscribers have to pay for the installation 
according to the number of working hours and materials used. 
This usually does not exceed 2000-5000 Hungarian Forints. 
Higher costs, however, can be expected if the required 4-wire 
connection has to be provided through the installation of a 
separate line or by the provision of some special devices. In 
such cases the subscriber will be notified separately, and the 
PTT only starts installation upon acceptance of extra costs by 
the subscriber. 
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II. Monthly Payments 
For the use and operation of the network, monthly payments have to 
be made. These payments are ji,xed and traffic dependent . 
a) Fixed Charges 
1) Monthly subscription fee 
A monthly subscription fee--independent from the traffic--has to 
be paid for each DTE connected to the network: 
class 1 (300 bitls) 
class 2 (200 bit!s) 
class 4 (2400 bitls) 
class 5 ( 4800 bitls) 
class 6 (9600 bitls) 
2) Equipment rental 
(see Table 3). 
Table 3. Monthly equipment rental 
1200 Ft 
1200 Ft 
3000 Ft 
4000 Ft 
4800 Ft 
Service Classes 
Equipment 1 2 4 5 
Forint 
Data circuit 
terminating 
equipment (DCE) 
- for digital 800 800 1200 1200 
connection 
(X.20/X. 21) 
- for analog 800 800 5000 1100 
connection 
(X. 20 bis IX. 21 bis) 
Network controller 700 700 700 700 
I s• 
1200 
13000 
700 
Other equipment 2% of the gross price of equipment 
• This service is not offered yet on NEDIX, only prices are defined. 
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3) Equipment maintenance charges 
(see Table 4). 
Table 4. Monthly maintenance charges of equipment 
Service Classes 
Equipment 1 2 4 5 6• 
Forint 
Data Circuit 
terminating 
equipment (DCE) 
- for digital 400 400 600 600 600 
connection 
- for analog 400 400 2500 5500 6500 
connection 
Network controller 350 350 350 350 350 
Other equipment 1% of the gross price of equipment 
• Service not offered yet on NEDIX 
4) Line Maintenc '-Ce Charges 
If the DTE and the data switching center is connected to the 
same local telephone network, maintenance of lines is without 
charges . If the DTE is connected by long-distance line to the 
data switching center, then 2 Ft maintenance charges for every 
100 m of the long-distance line have to be paid by the sub-
scribers . 
All monthly fixed charges have to be paid independent of the 
amount of traffic between the DTE and the NEDIX network. 
b) Traffic Dependent Usage Charges 
1) Loe a.l traffic 
(between DTEs connected to the same data switching centers) 
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Day fares Minute charges 
(between 8:00 - 19:00 hours) (Ft) 
Class 1 1 
Class 2 1 
Class 4 2 
Class 5 4 
Class 6• 8 
Night fares Minute charges 
(between 19:00 - 8:00 hours) (Ft) 
Class 1 0.75 
Class 2 0.75 
Class 4 1.50 
Class 5 3 
Class 6• 6 
2) Long- distance Usage Charges 
(between DTEs connected to different data switching centers) 
Day fares 
(between 8:00 - 19:00 hours) 
Class 1 
Class 2 
Class 4 
Class 5 
Class 6• 
Night fares 
(between 19:00 - 8:00 hours) 
Class 1 
Class 2 
Class 4 
Class 5 
Class 6• 
Minute charges 
(Ft) 
3 
3 
3 
6 
12 
Minute charges 
(Ft) 
2.25 
2.25 
2.25 
4.50 
9 
At present there is only one data switching center in operation, i.e., 
in Budapest. As mentioned before multiplexers have been installed for 
• This service is not provided yet on NEDDC. 
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collecting synchronous traffic in five major cities of Hungary (Miskolc, 
Debrecen, Szeged, Pees and Gyor) . DTEs within the reach of these five 
multiplexers may u se through this equipment the NEDIX network at local 
charges . 
The duration of the actual traffic between DTEs is measured by the 
PTI with 0.1 minute accuracy. 
A minimum charge for all successful calls both local and long-
distance, has to be paid, eve n if the actual connection time was below the 
above minimum limits, i.e .: 
60 sec for classes 1 and 2 
30 sec for classes 4, 5 and 6. 
The traffic dependent charges are billed monthly. 
All above charges J.re valid for all DTEs connected to the data net-
work. The charges for the DTEs of the old DATEX network (class 2'), which 
has been operational sine e the beginning of the seventies , are equal to 
the NEDIX class 2 charges . 
Ill. International Charges 
It was planned from the outset to connect the NEDIX network to pub-
lic data networks of other countries. The first such connection was made 
in July 1982 to Radio Austria, which maintains in Austria international 
linkstooverseas on a permanent basis, such as to TYMNET, TELENET and 
DATAPACK in North America and on a temporary basis to some European 
PTT networks, such as DATEX-P in the FRG, TRANSPACK to France, CTNE 
the PTI network in Spain, PSS in the UK and f\JORDIC in Scandinavia. 
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Dedicated links to ltaly (ESA) and Switzerland (Radio Swiss) are also avail-
able . The Radio Austria link, however, is only permitted by the Austrian 
PTT to tr ansit to overseas and vice versa, transit to other European net-
works has to go through the Austrian DATEX networks . Traffic both from 
Hungary through NEDIX to international networks are provided, and vice 
versa: the Hungarian PTT aims for a balance between in and out calls to 
and from Hungary in order to outweigh the amount of convertible 
currency spent on foreign data links and that earned on calls to Hungary 
from foreign locations . Hungarian users pay--as for international tele-
phone and telegraph services--for international data calls through NEDIX 
in Hungarian Forints, for connection to North America through the Radio 
Austria node Hungarian users pay 25 Ft per minute. No traffic charges 
are paid separately. The next step in international connection will be to 
the DATEX 300 L network of the Austrian PTT. 
IV. Fees for Special Services 
Some outlined special services are provided by the Hungarian PTT 
against separate charges . All charges for special services belong to the 
category of so-called free charges , which means that they do not have to 
be approved by the Hungarian Price and Material Office (Orszagos Anyag 
I I 
es Arhivatal) . 
For the administrative preparation or any of the chargeable special 
services 500 Ft have to be paid separately for each service as service 
preparation fee. For modification or any of these services 250 Forints are 
charged. In addition a TTWnthly fixed usage charge has to be paid, which 
is independent of the frequency of usage . 
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Table 5. The charges for the special services per DTE 
Special service Chan?;es (Ft) per DTE I 
Closed User Group 
- with 2 DTEs 2000 
- with 3-5 DTEs 800 
- with 6-10 DTEs 400 
- with more than 10 DTEs 200 
Direct calling 750 
Identification of callin.e; DTE 150 
Identification of called DTE 150 
Restriction in call initiation 500 
Restriction in call acceptance free 
V. Charges for Temporary Data Stations 
Temporary data stations can be established by the PTT on the 
request of the user, for a maximum of 2 months. For the installation and 
use of a temporary data station the same tariff structure is applicable as 
for permanent data sL · ions . For temporary data stations in use for less 
than a month, charges for one month have to be paid 
5.4 Contact Points - How to Make an Application to 
Subscribe to NEDIX 
Enquiries and information on data transmission services of the Hun-
garian PTT can be obtai ned from the Central Telegraph Office of the PTT 
(PKTH), and all requests for satisfying data transmission needs have to be 
directed to the same office (Address: Budapest, V Varoshaz utca 18. 
Mailing address: 1364 Budapest, Pf. 1. Telephone: 184-811). 
All applications for services have also to be sent to the Central Tele-
graph Office of the Hungarian PTT. Applications can be made in letters, 
but separate printed forms are available as well. 
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Appl ications to NEDlX have to include: 
Name of subscriber, address, bank account number, 
Name of the responsible person at the subscriber's organization, 
telephone number, 
Location of DTE, where the NEDIX port has to be installed, 
Service category of the DTE (in class 2, also speed has to be given) in 
case of "V" type interface also the planned mode of service has to be 
described, 
ls "V" or "X" type of interface available at the DTE? Make of DTE has 
to be provided, 
Special services required, 
Name and telephone number of responsible person at the 
subscriber's organization for technical questions. 
For further information on the application and NEDIX services the 
Data Communication Division (Adatatviteli Csoport) of PKTH in Budapest 
can be contacted (Tel : 011175-313) . Forms for applications can be 
obtained from the same group . 
Where to Report in Case of Trouble or Technical Defects? 
Technical defects of DTEs and of NEDIX have to be reported twenty-
four hours a day to the operating center of PKTH (PKTH Hibafelvevo Szol-
galata, Tel : 011175-415, 011175-619 and Telex:22-1l71) in Budapest. 
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6. TRANSBORDER DATA FLOW APPLlCATIONS 
6.1. The Legal Basis for Transborder Data Flow Communication 
In Hungary the re are several governmental and ministerial regula-
tions in force , which on the whole regulate the generation, processing, 
storage and transfer of computer readable information both domestically 
and internationally. Some of the regulations deal with the handling and 
protection of so-called "state secrets" and "office secrets" such as the 
governmental regulation No. 14/ 1971 (N . 15), the ministerial regulation 
No . 3/ 197 1 (IX. 23) issued by the Minister for Internal Affairs and the 
Penal Code IV. I 1978 of the Hungarian Parliament. For more technical 
type of matters in connection with data processing the following regula-
tions are in force : The ministerial regulation No. 2/1977 (VII. 30) issued 
by the Chairman of th• Central Statistical Office (KSH) about data pro-
cessing and storage of statistical data; technical guidelines and safety 
standards (Ml - 02 102) issued by the National Fire Department for the 
fireprotection of computer centers; the construction standards 1211980 
(III. 14) issued by the Ministry for Building and Town planning for com-
puter centers; the ministerial regulation No. 4/ 1800 (IX. 5) issued by the 
Minister for Internal Affairs on National Fireprotection Standards; the 
ministerial regulation No . 1I1 981 (I. 27) issued by the Minister for Inter-
nal Affairs on the security, safety and fireprotection or computer sys-
tems, and in connection with it the guidelines issued by the Chairman of 
the Central Statistical Office on the implementation of the above regula-
tions. 
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Concerning privacy of indivi.duals--a frequently discussed issue lately 
in the literature and at many conferences--in Hungary the Civil Code (No. 
N. / 1959 modified by IV. 11977) is of guiding importance. This law is the 
basis for personal privacy, it regulates on how personal privacy should not 
be affected by computer supported data processing methods and what 
the consequences are if personal privacy is offended. 
In the field of transborder data flow the first ministerial regulation 
No. 3/1974 issued by the Minister of Finance regulates the way official 
documents can be taken abroad or can brought into Hungary. Certainly 
the off-line and on-line transfer of machine-readable information is one 
category of official documents. 
The most important step in regulating transborder data flow was 
within the framework of the new Hungarian Data Regulation N. 111 981 (I. 
27) signed by the Minister for Internal Affairs, which came into force on 1 
July 1981. 
The regulation was formulated at the request of the Council of Minis-
ters in close cooperation with the Central Office of Statistics and other 
responsible ministries . 
This new regulation, which is published in the official Hungarian Law 
Gazette (Magyar Kozli::iny, Issue 511981. pp 130-136), is a result of pioneer-
ing efforts in the very difficult and complex field of data legislation. Simi-
lar to the existing Western Data Protection Acts, the law is a "first genera-
tion" regulation, although the model it represents obviously reflects the 
philosophy and constitution of a socialist country. 
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The new regulation deals among other things with the handling and 
protection of computerized data; the regulation of fire and property secu-
rity; the security aspects of data communications; and the regulation of 
international data transfer. 
With regard to transborder data flow, the law does not restrict the 
free flow of "open data'', unless it falls into the so-called "state secret" or 
"office secret" category . 1nformation under the latter two categories can 
also be Lransmilted according to a well-defined procedure described in 
the law. 
The protection of privacy. an issue of considerable interest to many 
countries, is described in paragraph 2 1 of the law: it begins by classifying 
all personnel information under the "office secret" category, with the 
exception of information intended primarily for public usage (e.g .. the 
computerized "Who's Who?" database) or in the case where no link to the 
"owner" of the data can be established. 
Data collection, data communication. data processing of information 
on persons having working or legal relations with a given entity (organiza-
tion, firm. etc .) can only be carried out in accordance with the primary 
purpose and function of the organization, subject to the permission of the 
director. All other categories or collection. transmission. processing of 
personnel data can only be initialed by separate law, upon the instruction 
of the Council of Ministers or by the responsible Minister . 
Although possible in principle, transborder data flow of personnel 
data nonetheless falls under the category of high security control since, 
as mentioned above, all personnel data is classified as "office secret". 
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This regulation, we believe, equips Hung a ry from a legal point of view 
to accept and participate in increasing international computerized data 
traffic. 
Ther e is also a special regulation that has also some connection to 
transborder data flow issues related to the service on remote sensing 
data--esp e cially processing and responsibility for such services (Regula-
tion 1311 qgo (VJ. 11 ) issued by the Ministers for Agriculture and Defense). 
6.2. Some Transborder Data F1ow Applications 
Online transborder data flow applications have at present a relatively 
small share of the total flow of data crossing the borders of the country. 
With regard to databases the off-line exchange of machine-re a dable data 
still exceeds the online form of flow . Nonetheless the on-line access to 
databases and other host services from and to Hungary started at the 
beginning of the eighties. First it was experimental dedicated connec-
tions, such as various links between Hungarian research institutions and 
similar institutions both East and West. In 1982 after the introduction of 
the NEDI.X public data network the first international link to Radio Austria 
was opened allowing international public on-line transborder data flow 
traffic for the first time . 
Only references are made here to present individual transborder 
data flow applications, since they are described to a great extent in other 
papers and chapters : access to public databases as a special form of 
transborder data flows in [ 11]. flow of meteorological data to and from 
Hungary in [12], data network of the international news agencies in [13], 
SITA the data network of airlines in [ 14], and the private data network of 
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IIASt\ and olher Hungarian research institutions--used for exchange of 
scientific data for the promotion of IIASA's research in [ 15] and [ 11]. 
Jn addition to these present transborder data flow applications what 
can be expected for the future? 
In the domain of public networks and services the number of interna-
tional connections will continue to grow. During the eighties we will wit-
ness the emergence of public PTT data services in most European coun-
tries. As soon as these new services become available PTTs will intercon-
nect them either directly or where this is not possible through gateways. 
The emergence of such networks in most Western European countries will 
be completed by 1985. It is expected depending on demand, that they 
will be interconnected and intermeshed with the Hungarian PTT data ser-
vices in one way or annther . With regard to Eastern European PTT net-
works the Hungarian NED1X network is the first public digital data net-
work in this region. In some other countries, such as Bulgaria and Yugos-
lavia, PTT data networks are expected to emerge before or around 1985, 
but on a global basis for Eastern Europe the emergence and interconnec-
tion of public digital data networks for this part of the continent is only 
expected for the second half of the eighties, when both demand for such 
services and technical capabilities, especially in computer hardware and 
data communication equipment, justify the creation of such a public 
international data network. 
The situation with dedicated private network is different. Not only 
have they already been operational for a couple of years, they will also 
grow both in number and in their technical capabilities throughout the 
eighties . 
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From the presently known major networks it is expected that the 
interbank network SWIFT will be extended also to Hungary within the next 
few years . 
In the field of science and technology there are plans for a dedicated 
computer network to interlink, with UN assistance, Hungarian research 
institutes already interlinked to similar institutions in Austria and the 
Soviet Union also to institutions in Yugoslavia, Bulgaria and perhaps 
Ru.mania, Turkey, and Greece. 
All in all--although with the usual time delay of a few years--the role 
of transborder data flow in Hungary will be as significant as in any Euro-
pean countries with an open economy. 
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DATA COMMUNICATION 1N THE USSR -
THE TELECOMMUNICATION INFRASTRUCTURE 
AND RELEVANT ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES 
A. Butrimenko and I. Sebestyen 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Chapter 6 
Data communication in a large country such as the USSR is a very 
complex subject, which has to be approached from many different sides. 
Therefore in what follows we try to elaborate this topic first from the gen-
eral status quo and of the telecommunication network of the USSR. The 
present s tatus of the telephone network, which still represents the back-
bone of data communication, is a very important factor in determining 
what actually can be done in data transmission. We devote a separate 
chapter to the description of communication satellite systems, which 
already p lay an important part in telecommunication and data transmis-
sion in the USSR, and which are even more promising for future data 
transmission applications; their potential is truly tremendous. 
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In a subsequent chapter we describe the present PTT telecommuni-
cation services, its present administrative procedures, and some tariff 
questions . This chapter aims to provide a general overview of what is 
available for data communication users, special emphasis being paid to 
the international aspects of these services. 
Finally, we describe briefly the state of computer networking in the 
USSR, showing present practices, applications and some future trends. In 
particular we point to some of the existing international computer com-
munication systems already in use . 
1. STATE OF THE TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORK 
1. L The Telephone 
Data cornmunicati• 1 possibilities over leased lines or public switched 
telephone networks has been largely determined by the state of develop-
ment of the national telephone network, which is influenced by many fac-
tors only referred to briefly in this study . 
The first well known factor is that the development level-- measured, 
for example, as numbers of telephone stations per 100 population-is gen-
erally dependent on the economic capacity of a given country, often 
expressed as Gross National Product per capita. As shown in Ref. 1 and in 
a number of other publications, there is generally a linear correlation 
between GNP I capita and the number of telephone stations /population 
(Figure 1). There are obviously other factors that impact on this develop-
ment level, such as the geographical characteristics of a given country, 
the usage pattern and social role of the telephone, and historical develop-
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ment trends. 
Figure 1 shows also that countries with extremely large scarcely 
populated territories operate telephone network services that are actu-
ally less developed than one might expect according to their GNP/capita 
figures. This is obvious, since the difficulty of extending the telephone 
network infrastructure to remote parts of countries--often with climatic 
extremes, such as in Siberia--cannot be compared with the network 
expansion in densely populated and highly industrialized areas, such as 
the Netherlands . 
Much has been said about the social role of the telephone, e.g ., in 
Ref . 2 . There are regions in the world, e.g., the USA, where the social role 
and impa ct of the telephone, both on the private and business life, is 
more determinant than for example in Europe. Thls obviously influences 
differently the needs of telephone users in various countries. 
Another important factor is the development history of a given 
national network. Using the traditional wired technology, the develop-
ment process of a national network is both extremely slow and resource 
consuming. Figure 1 shows that even in the United States, which had one 
of the most favorable conditions for building up a telephone network, this 
was a long and time consuming process . In [1 ] we showed that the full 
penetration (80%) of the telephone in US households took about 72 years, 
a progre~; s that was about four times slower than for the radio or the 
television service . For other countries this relation is far worse . The 
trend might be changed to some degree with the introduction of new 
technologies, such as fiber optics, integrated high speed telephone net-
works, and satellite communication, but for the moment it remains slow. 
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The present state of development of the USSR telephone network can 
be fully derived and understood from the above considerations. 
Geographically the co untry, with its territory of 22.5 million km2 
occupying about 20% (1) of the whole earth, has a scarce population espe-
cially in remote rural areas . From this point of view the characteristics 
of the USSR are somewhat similar to those of Canada and Australia, 
although the population d istribution patte rn differs in some ways: in 
Canada the majority of the population lives in a 100-150 km wide "belt" 
along the US-Canadian border; a similar conc entration can be observed in 
Australia, especially around Sidney and Melbourne . The population pat-
tern of the USSR is, however, distributed. 
Some comparative data are given in Ta ble l for se lected national PTI 
telephone networks . In 1980 the USSR had about 20 .5 million telephones 
in service. However, the ratio of tel epho nes per head of population is 
relatively low for a country that belong s to the industrialized world. 
There are many factors contributing to thi s low ratio : the GNP /capita fig-
ure, the unfavorable geographical and climatical conditions for building 
up the network, and the social role of the telephone in the USSR The his-
torical development of the network is also important . For a long period of 
time the industrialization policy of the country gave higher priorities to 
industries--such as the steel industry--tha t contrib uted directly to the 
production capacity of the country. Thus the general state of the tele-
phone network is somewhat less developed. According to Table 1 the 
situation is improving, the growth rate figures are promising; the 7.3% 
increase between 1979-1980 in the number of telephones in service 
implies that the country is expanding its t e lephone network as fast as is 
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Table l Co untries Lhat have re ported 500,000 or mo re telephone s Com-
parative datn. for the years 1980, 197 9, and 1970 . (Re port e d 
data are as of January 1, 1980 So urce. AT&T Long Lines, ~95:, 
The World's Telephone 's - a Statis tical Compilation as of January, 
~ 980, AT&T Long Lmes Overseas Administration, Vorri s Plains, 
CSA) . 
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reasonably po ssible The growth rate for Lhe USSR compares favorably 
with the growth rates for other develope d countries that are in a similar 
phase of development (e.g .. Austria) and is obviously higher than for those 
countries that are about to ge t close to their saturation level, such as 
Sweden, Switzerland, or the USA. 
1.2. Space Technology in Telecommunication 
In the development of the PTT networks, recent technological 
advances such as satellite communication--in which the USSR is one of 
the leading countries--are of major importance According to [11 ], for 
such purposes the USSR at present operates the MOLNIYA type of satel-
lites in highly elliptical orbits that are quit e suitable for high latitude ser-
vice are as , toge ther with a number of geostationary satellites (STAT-
SIONAR. STATS!ONAR-T) using the 416 GH z spectrum. Satellites of this 
type are used not only for the national ne eds of the USSR in telephony, 
TV, and radio broadcasting but also for the requirements of the INTER-
SPUTNlK International System and Organization of Space Communica-
tions. 
Typically, the bandwidth of a satellite space channel is measured in 
tens or hundreds of Mbit/s. Typical inputs into this space channel are 
voice (tens of Kbitls), data (from a few Kbitls to Mbit!s), and image (up 
to several Mbit/s) . It is therefore necess a ry to multiplex these inputs 
into and demultiplex them out or the space channel. 
In the national satellite communication system of the USSR two 
types of multiple access (multiplexing techniques) are used: FDMA (fre-
quency division multiplexing) and TDMA (time division multiplexing) . 
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a) FDMA 
The FDMA technique is used in the majority of telecommunication 
satellites, also in the USSR. 1t is used in links with low traffic such as the 
analog transmission of voice. In this case a certain part of the frequency 
spectrum within the transponder passband is assigned to each transmit-
ting and receiving station in the network separately all the time and all 
the stations can operate simultaneously emitting carriers modulated by 
telephone messages or TV-radio broadcasts in the allocated frequency 
bands (Figure 2). 
The advantage of FDMA is its simplicity and its adequacy for tele-
phone transmission. Its disadvantage, however, is that it uses bandwidth 
in a somewhat inexpensive way and it lacks the flexibility required by 
data transmission, which can vary between low data rates of a few hun-
dred to a few million bit/s . 
In the transmission of discrete analog data, the transponder capacity 
may be as high as in the transmission of digital data. Discrete data 
transmission offers certain advantages. First of all, discrete data avail-
able from a computer, control systems, etc., may be transmitted most 
efficiently. If for transmissions over the voice frequency channel, the 
rate of 9.6 kbit/s may be achieved, then by using the primary standard 
discrete channel, the binary data stream may be transmitted at 32-64 
kbit/s. Apart from this, discrete data transmission allows forward error 
correction, new modulation techniques (e.g., a hybrid amplitude-phase 
modulation), and the use of source redundancy, which in the near future 
will make possible a se•reral fold increase in the communication system 
capacity. 
A number of links provided with digital data transmission equipment 
using FDMA have been operating in the USSR domestic satellite network 
for several years . 
AB a rule, in these communication links, a data signal from the trunk 
exchange goes via the connecting line to the earth station at the terminal 
ADC/DAC input for conversion of analogue data in digital form. The termi-
nal equipment uses adaptive PCM (pulse code modulation) techniques and 
performs analysis or the signal block containing a fixed nwnber of sam-
ples of the input signal function. If the values of all samples in a given 
block do not exceed specific threshold quantities, values of all samples 
increase 2,4 or 8 times. An output terminal signal, which is a binary data 
stream at 512 kbit/s, then goes to the FDMA equipment, where the 
assigned carrier frequency is phase modulated. With reliability at the 
receive side of the order of 10-6 per bit, simultaneous transmission of 
12-14 carriers is possible in the transponder . This corresponds to a tran-
sponder capacity of 6-7 Mbit/s . 
b) TDMA 
According to the TDMA (Time Division Multiplexing) principle each 
user is allocated all of the space channel for some of the time. Thus each 
user gets allocated a certain time slot. User time slots are allocated in 
such a way that time slots for users transmitting from a given earth sta-
tion are continuous. For a fixed duration of so-called TDMA frames, 
bursts and time slots are allocated for different earth stations (Figure 3). 
FDMA 
TDMA 
CDMA 
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The synchronization of a burst is a key proble m for a TDMA communica-
tion satellite because it must ensure that bursts, sent by two dLfferent 
stations, never overlap when they reach the satellLte. Synchronization 
can be assured by a master station, the so-called slave stations con-
stantly monitoring the frame reference burst from the master station to 
extract their own bursts timing information. A major advantage of TDMA 
over FDMA is to be able to operate with dynamic allocation, i.e., to be able 
to allocate bursts and slots within a frame according to the instantaneous 
transmission need of the users. The capability is more often referred to 
as Demand Assignment (DA). 
The communication links with TDMA are used to establish communi-
cation between large administrative-economic centers. The first link of 
this type for 120 duplex channels was put into operation in 1977. At each 
earth station of the link, signals for two 60-channel groups coming from 
the trunk exchange via the radio relay or cable link are converted to digi-
tal signals and form two streams of about 6 Mbit/s each. After time 
compression, 62.5 microsecond synchronous bursts are formed with a 
period of repetition of 125 microseconds. The bursts comprise specific 
code words for mutual synchronization of stations and a preamble neces-
sary for synchronization of the coherent demodulator at the receiving 
side. The time required for initial acquisition of synchronization of the 
slave station does not exceed 125 microseconds. 
As the satellite communication systems may be most efficiently used 
for one-way multidestination transmission, such systems are widely used 
in the USSR for TV and sound broadcasting, transmission of photoelectric 
signals of newspaper pa0o,es, etc. 
Experiments on newspaper page transmission via communication 
satellites were first carried out in the USSR in 1968, and in the course of 
time the first satellite newspaper transmission system Moscow-
Khabarovsk was put into operation. 
The latest development along this line is a special ORBITA-RB satellite 
system developed for digital transmission of sound broadcasting and 
newspapers. Newspaper transmission in this system is provided via a 
2.048 Mbit/s dedicated digital channel capable of high capacity (the time 
required to transmit one printed page is less than i minute) and high 
quality operation (the scanning is up to 26 lines per mill_imeter). For 
sound broadcasting this system provides about 30 high quality sound pro-
grams to ORBITA earth stations using approximately half of the standard 
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satellite transponder capaci Ly ll also provides stereo program trans mis-
sion. An important advantage of broadcasting satellite systems is that 
the channel cost and transmission quality of such systems do not depend 
on the distance to receiving stations. 
It can be expected that satellite systems will be used increasingly for 
high speed data transmission in the future. 
It is interesting to note that according to [ 13] the general trend 
worldwide is Lhat satellite channels, originally viewed as a transmission 
path for wideband information such as TDMA and F'M network quality 
television, are increasingly used for 56 kbit/s digital transmission. This 
can be appreciated by recognizing that the newer generation of comput-
ers, have protocols that allow direct computer interfacing with the satel-
lite system, that accommodates the time delay. This makes possible 
more widespread interconnections by satellite of computer and data sys-
tems operating at the data rates of 2400, 4800, 9600, 56000 bits and up to 
so-called carrier rates (1.544 Mbitls) . For this type of application earth 
stations designed especially for this purpose have to be introduced with 
modems that can multiplex the traffic of the individual data circuits, 
which can be up to 56 kbit/s. 
The advantages oi digital communications by satellite at the 56 
kbit/s rate can be listed as follows : 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Up to this time, practically all data communications have taken 
place over telephone networks that are· designed for voice, not 
data. 
The telephone network generally restricts data transmission to 
9600 bit/s and below. 
The tele~hone network generally serves a computer data system 
at a 10- bit error rate and lower; a satellite link can be served 
with a 10-7 bit error rate and a 0 .9995 availability. 
Satellite transmission of digital data over medium to long dis-
tance and to multipoint locations is less costly than the use of 
terrestrial microwave. 
Satellite transmission of digital data can handle higher data 
rates than can be provided by wire lines . 
Higher speed satellite data systems to handle rapidly increasing 
volumes of data demanded by business involves less capital 
expenditure than the expansion of terrestrial microwave sys-
tems. 
' 
Emerging low cost terminals make satellite distributed digital 
data links highly cost effective-even for short distances. 
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Thus, considering the present status of the terrestrial data commun-
ication infrastructure of the country, its geographical characteristics, 
and its technological advances in space technologies, it can be expected 
that the above outlined digital communication by satellite will attain 
much importance. According to [ 12] the role of satellite communication 
in international telephony of CMEA countries is also increasing. For the 
socialist countries this activity is based on the INTERCOSMOS program. 
INTERCOSMOS is a program of comprehensive cooperation among the 
socialist countries in the peaceful exploration and use of outer space--
embracing also space communications activities--in which 10 countries 
take part: Bulgaria, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic 
Republic, Hungary, Mongolia, Poland, Rumania, the USSR and Viet Nam. 
Work in the field of space communications has led to the creation of 
the INTERSPUTNIK international space communications system and 
organization, which broadcasts television programs, telephone messages, 
and other types of information. 
Current members are Afghanistan, Bulgaria, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, 
Democratic Yemen, the German Democratic Republic, Hungary, Mongolia, 
Poland, Rumania, the USSR, and Viet Nam. 
The INTERSPUTNIK communications system comprises a space seg-
ment and earth stations. The space segment, which includes communica-
tions satellites and control systems, is the property of the organization or 
is leased by it from its members. The earth stations are the property or 
the countries that build them or the organizations that operate them. 
INTERSPUTNIK currently operates using Soviet satellites on the basis of 
lease . The system employs two STATSIONAR satellites in geostationary 
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orbit a t longitudes of 14° wesl (Atlantic region) and 530 eas t (lndia n 
region) . Two relay units on board each satellite are used for 
telephone/telegraph links and for the exchange of radio and television 
programs. 
Thirte e n ground stations operate the INTERSPUTNIK system : seven in 
Europe (Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, German Democratic Republic, Hungary, 
Poland, and two in the USSR), four in Asia (Afghanistan, Laos , Mongolia 
and Viet Nam) and one each in Central America (Cuba) and North Africa 
(Algeria) . There are plans to build earth stations in Syria, De mocratic 
Yemen, Guinea, and a number of other countries . In addition to the 
members of the organization, other countries (France, Italy, Spain, 
Yugoslavia, etc .) also use the channels of the INTERSPUTNIK system. 
The INTERSPUTNIK communications system is used mainly for 
exchanges of television programs with broadcasts lasting 4 to 8 hours 
daily, with more than 20 countries participating in the system. About the 
same number use its channels for international telephone and telegraph 
links. Plans for the development of the system in the next few years 
include bringing additional channels into use on board the STATSIONAR 
satellites and introducing new equipment in the earth stations, so as to 
increase the amount of information transmitted and improve the quality 
and reliability of the communication channels . 
INTERSPUTNIK coordinates its activities with the International 
Telecommunication Union (ITU) and other international organizations in 
connection with the use of the frequency spectrum and the application of 
standards for communications channels, and in other areas as well. Rela-
tions between INTERSPUTNIK and the Pan-African Telecommunication 
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Network (PANAFTEL) are being expanded and consolidated. 
It can be expected that in the long run Il\'TERSPUTNIK capabilities 
will also be more and more utllized for high spe e d data transmission pur-
poses, since the concept of the dig ital data earth terminal can also be 
extended to international systems. 
In a similar way, in the USA [ 13] COMSAT now offers a new interna-
tional digital service, DIGISAT, which uses INTELSAT satellites for com-
munication between earth terminals. DIGISAT employs digital Time Divi-
sion Multiplexers (TD:\fs) at earth stations, which accept multiple chan-
nels at the lower data transmission rates on the input side and combine 
them into a single 50 and 56 kbit/s SCPC (single channel per carrier) 
channel for transmission through a satellite. On a single 50 kbit/s chan-
nel, a multiplexer using input signal rates of 2.4, 4.8 and 9.6 kbit/s can 
handle the transmission and reception of up to twenty 2.4 kbit/s chan-
nels, ten 4.8 kbit/s channels , five 9.6 kbit/s channels, or combinations 
not exceeding a total of 48 kbit/s. Earth stations are equipped with indi-
vidual multiplexers assigned to each international destination. The TDMs 
used in this service can also provide clocking and regeneration of digital 
signals. 
In a similar way INMARSAT, the International Maritime Satellite 
Organization also offers through its satellites high speed data services up 
to 56 kbit/s . 
2. P"IT TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES. PROCEDURES, TARIFFS 
2.1. Line Ordering 
Communication lines in the USSR for data transmission are leased 
from the PTT in accordance with the requirements of the customers. 
International leased lines are provided by the PTT under the condi-
tion that two corresponding customers, who are to be connected by the 
line, supply separately their requests to their national telecommunication 
administrations. In the Soviet Union such requests should be addressed 
to the Department of Foreign Relations of the Ministry for Telecommuni-
cation in Moscow (MINSVJAS, 7 Gorky Street, Moscow, K375, Telegram 
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addre ss : MINSVJAS MOSKVA, Telex: 96 1). 
The Ministry for Telecommunications is responsible for handling all 
technical mattPrs with the corresponding PTT administrations of the 
"destination" countries as well as with the telecommunication administra-
tions of the "transit" countries that are between the USSR and the "desti-
nation" country. The request to MINSVJAS for a leased line should 
include: 
a) the exact address of the customer organizations to be connected and 
addresses of premises where the line should be terminated 
b) specification of the required line quality in accordance with the 
recommendations of the CCITT 
c) a clear statement of who is responsible for payment, i.e ., is the whole 
line to be paid by o~~ customer organization, or is every organization 
paying the line on the territory of its own country, or are there any 
other arrangements? 
d) in case the domestic c us to mer organization is paying for the line (or 
part of the line) the order should be signed by both the director (or 
his deputy) and the person responsible for budget (accountant) . 
Account number and the bank should be specified in the order. 
In case the organization is only confirming the acceptance of the line 
ordered by the other party abroad the "order" need only be signed by the 
director (or his deputy). 
In practice, the preferred situation is that the two organizations 
cover costs incurred in their own countries (on the territory of the coun-
try where the organization is located). As a rule this procedure saves 
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time when establishing the line. 
Leased lines can also be ordered for domestic (or intercity) corn-
munication within the USSR The above mentioned guidelines are also 
applied in this case, except that the line has always to be paid by only one 
of the organizations . 
As to the duration of line lease, normally leased lines (or permanent 
connections ) are ordered for not le ss than one month. This applies to all 
types of lines (Le., international or domestic); howeve r, it does not 
exclude the possibility of establtshing the line for shorter periods in the 
case of special events (e.g., exhibition, experiment). It is advisable in 
these cases to lay out the background of the request for the PTT, e.g., an 
international agreement, governmental decision to fulfill a particular pro-
ject, so that the request can be implemented i.n a timely manner. Usually 
the time scale for establishing a leased line is on the order of two months, 
which is about average for European standards . 
2.2. Communication and Terminal Equipment to be Connected 
to Leased Lines 
As a general rule all communication devic es (modems, multiplexers) 
should be provided by the customer. The Telecommunication Administra-
lion of the USSR normally does not follow the policy of providing or rent-
ing any communication equipment and thus no tariffs for these exist . 
The usual practice is that telecommunication equipment (such as 
modems, and multiplexers,) to be connected to the line should be agreed 
upon between communicating organizations and full technical documen-
tat.ion be submitted for approval by the Telecommunication Administra-
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tion (MINSVJAS) . For the equipment to gain acceptance by MINSVJAS it 
must correspond with the recommendations of the CCITT, which is practi-
cally always the case, since the majority of telecommunication 
equipment--such as the ones of the Ryad series-- used in the USSR follows 
the CCITT recommendations anyway. After the technical documentation 
is supplied together with the application to MINSVJAS, the Telecommuni-
cation Administration checks the documentation provided before grant-
ing approval. Usually no special physical checking of the equipment is 
needed. The time scale of the licensing procedure to allow the attach-
ment of additional or new equipment for an operational leased line is 
about ten days . 
2. 3. Line Quality 
Leased lines provid. d by the Telecommunication Administration are 
guaranteed to correspond to the recommendations of the CCITT M. 10401 
up to 4800 bit/sec speed. In practice experience has shown that lines can 
be used on 9600 bit/sec speed, but this is not guaranteed by the P'IT 
because intercity lines in the USSR do not have so-called frequency phase 
correction. 
Testing of the line quality is usually carried out by the Telecommuni-
cation Administration, although the Administration allows testing of the 
line by a customer if he wishes to do so . Their only requirement is that 
the testing equipment and procedure should correspond to the usual 
CCIIT recommendations. However, no testing equipment is provided for 
customers by the Telecommunication Administration on a lease basis. 
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2.4. Costs and Tariffs 
In contrast to the PTT policies of many countries, no separate 
charges are usually required by \-llNSVJAS for installing lines and services . 
The usage tariffs, however, are the following : 
a) Leased Lines 
Cost calculations for national (or intercity) lines both (two and four 
wires) are based on the following principles: 
a) Independent of the speed or multiple xing mode used the basic price 
is just for telephone channels ("wires"), because this is the actual 
resource that is used. 
b) Costs are calculated on the basis of the standard tariffs for long dis-
tance calls on the assumption that the line is used continuously for 
24 hours per day, i.e., (cost per day) = (price for one minute) X 1440 
min. 
c) Tariffs for standard telephone calls depend on distance zones . There 
are 10 zones starting from less than 100 km with a cost of 0.05 
rubles/min and finishing with more than 8000 km with a cost of 0.6 
rubles /min. 
In addition , the cost for dedicated lines can also include expenses for 
the part of the line between the premises of the organization and the 
nearest central exchange station. 
In the case of international leased lines the costs consist basically of 
two parts. The first part is the cost of the line on the territory of the 
USSR. namely, between two geographical points: the place where 
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the ordering organization is located, and the imaginary crossing 
point of the country boundary with the direct line between the two 
destinations to be connected . The costs for this part of the line are 
calculated as they are for national lines . The second part, generally 
the cost of the line on the territory of the other country (or coun-
tries in case of transit through the territory of third countries), is 
basically negotiated and handled by the PTT in that country and is 
defined on a case by case basis . 
b) Public Switched Telephone Network 
Public switched telephone lines can also be used for data transmis-
sion, and their tariffs are based on the same scheme as for ordinary tele-
phone calls . 
According to the present practice, it is, however, not advisable to use 
speeds higher than 1200 bit/sec . "Urgent" telephone calls for the case of 
ordering the switched line from the operator is a possible option . In this 
case the costs for normal telephone calls are multiplied by two . These 
"urgent" calls can be served only by operators and are established as so-
called higher priority calls . 
According to practice, normal switched telephone channels can also 
be used for international data transmissions, but similarly with a speed 
not higher than 1200 bit/sec . Tariffs applied in this case are the same as 
those for normal telephone calls . Costs for one minute are between 1 and 
7 rubles . Calls to European countries cost between 1.0 and 1.5 rubles per 
minute, to Asia 3 rubles, to the Middle East and North Africa 4 rubles, to 
America 4 rubles, and finally to Australia and some remote areas up to 7 
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rubles . 
With some countries, reduc e d tariffs (60% of the normal tariff) are 
agreed on for communication from 7 p .m. till 6 a.m . local time . 
2.5. Telegraph and Telex Lines 
Telegraph and telex lines can also be used for data transmission. In 
this case the Telecommunication Administration can provide teletype and 
equipment for facsimile transmission. 
Installation of the telex in the USSR costs 60 rubles with 33 rubles 
per month maintenance . Rental of the telex conne ction costs 65 rubles 
per month. 
Costs for telegraph communication varies from 0. 3 ruble /word up to 
0. 9 ruble / word under normal tariff and are doubl ed for urgent placing of 
messages. 
3. COMPUTER NETWORK.ING IN THE USSR 
In this expansive phase of development in the telecommunication 
infrastructure of the USSR, efforts have been concentrated on the expan-
sion of the telephone and other telecommunication networks and lower 
priority has been given to provide "value added PTT services", such as the 
introduction of special public packet switched data network services. 
However, The PTT provides the basic infrastructure to various organized 
communication users for building up their own "interorganizational" com-
munication systems and networks, which are, according to the network-
ing terminology, "private networks". In this case the PTT provides for its 
customers sufficient physical lines with parameters fulfilling the 
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appropriate recommendations of CCITT. The Administration in return 
expects that the customers building up their own networks use telecom-
munication equipment that fulfills the above CCITT recommendations in 
order that the basic physical service by the PTT can be secured. In this 
respect all the "value added", higher level services are usually built up 
and provided by the "private" network operators themselves. 
A few private computer networks have already been implemented or 
are under development. A particular group of these private networks is 
the of the scientific institutions belonging to the Academy of Sciences in 
the USSR There is a strong driving force among these institutions to 
build up and operate a set of high level data networks. According to 
Eduard Yakubaitis [3, 4], in the USSR, distributed systems are in opera-
tion in Moscow [5], Novosibirsk [6], and Riga [7], but also in several scien-
tific centers of the country. According to [ 4], the lnstitute for Electron-
ics and Computer Techniques for the Latvian Academy of Sciences is 
building up a dedicated computer network for the Academy. Up to the 
summer of 1981 all the major computers from Academic institutions deal-
ing with energy, physics, forestry, chemistry, and computer technology 
were integrated into the network, and the final goal is to hook up all the 
computers of the Latvian Academy or Sciences into the network. The 
main purpose of this type of networking is joint research and better 
cooperation between the academic institutions. As mentioned above 
similar regional networking projects are being implemented in several 
parts of the USSR. The computer networking teams in Riga , Moscow, 
Kiev, Novosibirsk, and some other places are already at the stage of inter-
linking the regional academical networks, which would actually form the 
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integrated computer network of the USSR Academy of Sciences . 
Trends and plans to interlink the USSR Academic network to similar 
networks abroad are already on the horizon. For example, the leased line 
connections between the computer network of the Hungarian Academy of 
Sciences and in particular the Institute for Automation and Computeriza-
tion should be mentioned. According to [B]. on December 3, 1981 a leased 
computer line was put into operation between Budapest and Leningrad 
where large main frames such as a Soviet BESM 6 system can be accessed 
in an interactive regime. The use of this line enables among other things 
the joint writing and editing of papers in the jointly published journal of 
the USSR and Hungarian Academy of Sciences . In addition, access to 
databases and graphical software systems are typical uses of this link. 
Since the Computer Network of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences is 
also interlinked with the TPA 70 node computer of lIASA, on an experi-
mental basis connections between the Leningrad data center and IIASA 
were made early in 1982. But this is not the only computer link between 
Academic Institutions in the USSR and Hungary. In [9] Geza Huba from 
the Central Physical Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences 
(KFKI) reports about a 4 wire leased computer link between KFKI in 
Budapest and the Space Research Institute of the USSR Academy of Sci-
ences. This permanent computer-computer connection was put into 
operation on January 26, 1981 and is mainly for high speed exchange of 
computerized data . 
Dedicated lines were established between the Institutes for System 
Studies (ISS) in Moscow and the Central Institute for Scientific and Techn-
ical Information (CISTI, Sofia), as well as between the Institute for System 
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Studies and the Central Technical Base (UTZ) in Prague and through it to 
the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) in Laxen-
burg (Austria), [15]. 
According to [ 16] in the autumn of 1982 the role of ISS node in Mos-
cow was taken over by the newly created research institute VNIIPAS (All 
Union Scientific and Research Institute for Applied Computerized System) 
in Moscow. Through this node the All Union Institute for Scientific and 
technical Information (VlNITI) started to provide online database services 
on the VlNITI and CMEA databases to Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, and IIASA. 
The link Moscow-Sofia is being upgraded, and will serve the increasing 
exchange of scientific and technical information between CISTI and Soviet 
institutions. The connection to Czechoslovakia [17] and IIASA [15] is 
being upgraded with packet switching nodes based on SM4 computers. 
According to [ B], these computer links will eventually lead to the 
establishment of an interlinked computer network of the Academy of Sci-
ences of the Socialist countries. This international "private network" in 
the field of science and research will be a unique one in a sense that in 
Western Europe and North America similar types of organizations often 
use the national PTT data networks for their interconnections. For this 
reason, in order to facilitate cooperation between academic institutions 
of socialist and western countries, connection at some point between the 
PTT networks and this international "private" network is a logical conse-
quence . IIASA might play an important role in achieving this level of 
cooperation. 
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Another typical example of an operational "private" network in the 
USSR is reported in [ 10], in which multilevel information processing net-
works built on the ES (Ryad) and MES basis are described. For example, 
the hierarchical network system GTSK-Moscow of the Moscow Savings 
Bank is given. This special network, tailored for the special needs of a 
large savings bank, serves more than 3000 terminals in an online regime 
distributed in branch offices of the bank. The number of personal saving 
accounts handled by the system exceeds B million. According to the spe-
cial "savings bank" oriented tasks both online and batch type of services 
are basically supported by the network. On the highest level of the 
hierarchy an ES- 1055 large mainframe performs the function of a central 
data processing center, which collects all data and reports coming from 
the next lower level, the so-called regional centers based on doubled SM4 
machines. In the central system those data processing functions are per-
formed that concern the banking system as a whole. Also, an archival 
database of the system is installed there. The regional centers, 32 in all, 
store local databases in a decentralized and distributed way; in addition 
they serve all local terminals belonging to the branch office. The basi-
cally SM4 based and supported telecommunication network supports 
online work and work with distributed databases in an efficient way. The 
regional centers are connected with the central office over leased lines 
rented from the PTTs, which operate with high speeds, the lowest speed 
applied in the system being 1200 baud. 
It is clear that the networking requirements of the savings bank sys-
tem and of the USSR Academy of Sciences networks are completely dif-
ferent. The savings bank network is a specialized, purpose-oriented 
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system, which is best achieved if all the special requirements--such as 
transaction security, time availability, privacy, etc.,-- are taken into con-
sideration as a whole . The academic network on the other hand has to be 
an open system in order to incorporate as many different types of com-
puter system as possible. Here emphasis had to be given both to batch 
exchange of data and online access from terminal to computer. Also the 
security requirements of this network differ considerably from those of 
the savings bank system. For this and similar reasons it is not advisable 
to combine these two systems. 
On the basis of examples such as those above, it can be said that the 
development of computer networks in the USSR follows a "sectoral" pat-
tern. Instead of common services, "private" computer networks such as 
the savings bank network or the academic network have been built and 
more are being established in the near future . 
However, this does not mean that at some point the PTT will not 
introduce its own data service. It will when it is recognized that such 
needs have also to be satisfied by centralized efforts, since there are also 
a number of applications in which PTT networks are more beneficial, e.g., 
access to public bibliographical databases. 
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DATA COMMUNICATION IN YUGOSLAVIA -
THE TELECOMMUNICATION INFRASTRUCTURE AND 
RELEVANT ADMINISTRATNE PROCEDURES 
I. Sebesty~n 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Chapter 7 
In many countries, the increasing importance of new information 
technologies requires the development and use of an appropriate data 
communication infrastructure to enable remote use to and between corn-
puters . The development of this infrastructure in Yugoslavia is still in its 
infancy. In this paper an attempt is made to sum up the status quo of the 
Yugoslavian tele- and data- communication infrastructure, to give some 
illustrative statistical figures on the prese nt data communication uses 
and future needs, and to describe the relevant administrative procedures 
linked to data communication. Finally some aspects of Yugoslavian 
transborder data flow applications will be outlined. 
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1. STATE OF THE TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORK 
1.1. The Telephone 
Telephony in Yugoslavia--as in other European countries--has a his-
tory of over one hundred years . In Zagreb, Croatia, for example, the first 
telephones were installed as early as 1881. about the same time as 
telephony in the other regions of the old Austro-Hungarian Monarchy 
started. In terms of telephones the Monarchy was one of the most 
advanced countries in the world, the first switched telephone exchanges 
of this federation being installed at about the same time as the first 
exchanges in the US, France, and the UK. At that time the Southern and 
Eastern parts of Yugoslavia were just about to finish the period of the 
Turkish occupation, which had lasted for about four hundred years and 
had certainly not been influenced too much by technology "hard-liners" . 
Thus, when Yugoslavia, after long struggles, several wars and uprisings, 
finally became independent and unified after World War I. the country 
inherited a rather heterogeneous telephone infrastructure. Slovenia and 
Croatia, which were important parts of the old Austro-Hungarian Monar-
chy, were much better developed from the telephony point of view than 
the remote mountainous Monte Negro or Kosovo. Although the situation 
is now much better than in the past, there is still a difference in the level 
of development of the telecommunication infrastructure between West 
and East Yugoslavia . 
In 1980 [ 1] Yugoslavia had about 1. 9 million telephones in operation, 
out of which 46.7% were used in business and administration and 53.3% by 
residential users . The number of telephones per 100 population is 8.5, a 
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figure similar to countries such as the USSR, Poland or Venezuela, and 
with respect to some of its neighbors it is somewhat lower than Hungary 
(11.1) and considerably lower than Austria (36.6), Greece (28.2) or Italy 
(31.8) . The difference is even more significant in comparison with the 
most leading countries in the world like the USA (79.1) and Canada (65 .6). 
It is interesting to note that residential usage (the "number" of tele-
phones per household) in Yugoslavia is 0 .1 7, which means that only every 
fifth family has a telephone; in the US the average number of telephones 
per household is 1.67, i.e., most households have more than one tele-
phone. 
The telephone density in the major c ities of Yugoslavia is somewhat 
better: Belgrade, Ljubljana, Novi Sad, Rijeka, Sarajevo, Skopje, and Zagreb 
account for 42.8% of the total telephones On the other hand these cities 
only account for 16.4% of the total population, which means that the rural 
areas still represent a major problem in telephone coverage. Belgrade 
has 21 telephones per 100 population; the other cities, with the excepti.on 
of Ljubljana with its 41. 8 telephone stations are at about the same level. 
All in all, these figures are below the European average, and thus it is evi-
dent that the primary goal of the different PTT Administrations in Yugos-
lavia is to improve these figures by extending the present telephone net-
work. The development figures are according to this policy high: 
between 1979 and 1980 the number of telephones increased by 10.4%, the 
number of telephones per 100 population by 14.1% . 
For international telephony all stations are connected to the world-
wide telephone network. the most frequently called countries from Yugos-
lavia being (in descending order) the FRG, Austria, Italy, Switzerland, and 
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France . From Austria, Yugoslavia is the fourth most frequently called 
country, while no other countries have reported [ 1] Yugoslavia as one of 
the five most freque n tly called countries from their territories . 
The administrative organization of the PTT in Yugoslavia differs from 
that of mos t othe r co untrie s. First of all, Yugoslavia, which is a federation 
of six republic s a nd two autonomous provinces, has separate PTT adminis-
trations in each of it s republics. These regional PTTs are loosely linked 
together on a federal level at the headquarters of the so-called Communi-
ties of Yugoslavia n P TTs in Belgrade, which represents the country to the 
outside world (their address is : ZAJEDNICA JUGOSLAVE NSKIH PTT, Palmo-
ticeva 2, 11 000 BEOGRAD). It is also this body that represents the coun-
try on the international level, such as in CEPT (in which Yugoslavia is the 
only member from the Eastern European socialist countries) and in ITU. 
At the federal level the general planning, technical development, and 
coordination of the work between the individual PTTs takes place . How-
ever, the individual PTis are responsible for the provision of services and 
development of the network at the republic level. Strangely enough, the 
definition of PTT tariffs are also done at the regional level. which means 
that each republic has a slightly different tariff structure and level. 
There are even some republics in which separate data communication 
tariffs are not yet specified. For this reason we did not make an attempt 
to collect all tariff structures for each republic of Yugoslavia; for informa-
tion purposes we have enclosed the tariffs for Croatia only, which is one 
of the largest republics and represents and excellent example for the 
general Yugoslavian conditions . Figure 1 shows a general scheme of the 
Yugoslav Federal Telephony Network . The network is built up of 
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seventeen milin "transit" exchange s (TP~' s ) of each t. o which arc linked 
several "main" exchanges (69 in total). F'or example, eight main s·.vitch-
ing exchanges (e.g. Varazdin, Karlovac) are llnked to the TE Zagreb in 
Croatia, which are major telephone centers in their region. 
1.2. General Status of Data Communication 
The present bas e of data communic a tion in Yugo slavia is the stan-
dard telephone network. The quality of lines a re in accordance with the 
CCITT recommendation M 1040; however, the line quality requirements for 
specially conditioned lines requested by the CCITT recommendation M 
1020 cannot be fulfille d . For dedic ated da t a lines, spe eds up to 9600 baud 
are used; in baseband mode up to 19,200 For the public switched tele-
phone network (PSTN ), speeds up to 2400 baud can be used in a reliable 
way. Higher speeds are obvio usly allowed, betwee n telephone exchanges 
in the network, usually up to 48,000 baud; between Belgrade and Zagreb, 
in the so-called basic group mode , this speed rises to 60,000 - 1 0~000 
baud. The telephone network is still built basically on analog technology; 
in the process of dig italization, the main exchanges are being replaced 
first. The present m a in exchanges are ma inly equipped with Ericsson-
type crossbar exchanges, however, new , so-called fourth generation, 
switching centers will be produced in Yugoslavia by N TESLA, based on 
Ericsson licenses. In the telephone network mechanical switching is still 
the dominant technology, systems based on time division multiplexing 
(TDM) not being in operation yet. An EDX digital system of Siemens has 
recently been installed in Belgrade for telex and telegraphy . 
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Separate digital data servi ces are not ye t offered by the PTTs in 
Yugoslavia. thus all data traffic is carried by the analog telephone net-
work; to a lesser extent, the telex network is also used for data transmis-
sion. 
For the long run the PTTs are planning to introduce digital data ser-
vices, i.e., in the form of circuit and packet switching data networks. It 
seems as though th e PTT packet s witching network would be built first, 
with three initial network nodes at Ljubljana, Zagreb, and Belgrade. It is, 
however, not expected that this service would become available before 
1985. Interconnection with other PTT networks is of utmost importance 
from the outset. The first connections are planned to the PTT networks 
of Austria, Italy, FRG, and Switzerland thro ugh X. 75 protocols. As 
described in some length in the last part of this p a per, there is a strong 
interest of some domestic users to locate node s of dedicated data net-
works in Yugoslavia, for example, the banking network S.W.I .F' .T. or a link 
to Euronet . The experimental connection to Euronet by Yugoslavia has 
already been decided: the University Computmg Center in Zagreb will be 
responsible for establishing and operating a n X.25 connection to the 
Euro net node in Rome. 
The introduction of new data services, as in other countries, is not a 
question simply of technical capabilities The analysis of present and 
future demands for data communication has to justify economically the 
introduction of such a service. Estimates are being made in Yugoslavia in 
order to predict this demand. The results of t his activity--performed by 
all PTTs in Yugoslavia--are just about to take shape. At the time of writing 
this report. some preliminary results (for Croatia) were made available 
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[2] through the generosity of the Croatian PTT. The statistical figures for 
this republic--which, with an area of 56536 km 2 territory and a population 
of 4.25 million inhabitants, is the second largest in Yugoslavia--provide a 
typical example for a Yugoslavian republic . 
The Yugoslavian PTTs, have made a major survey to map the present 
data communication situation in Yugoslavia, and as a part of it in Croatia, 
and to predict future demands . The Croatian PTT sent out a question-
naire to 25 major organizations in Zagreb asking for information on their 
data communication data us ages and requirements . The Croatian PTT 
hope that through this survey they will actually cover 75-80% of all con-
nections of the transit exchange Zagreb. 
The cumulated results of the survey are given in Table 1. As can be 
seen the number of network terminating points (NTPs) and terminals will 
grow by a factor of approximately 2.5 over the three year period 1982 to 
1985. It can also be seen that the trend is towards more distribution of 
computer traffic, going out from a more centralized type of status . In 
Table 2, the distribution of NTPs are given according to major application 
categories. It can be seen that in the region of TE Zagreb the most 
important application is banking, followed by data traffic of industrial 
enterprises and educational centers . The trend between 1982 and 1985 
will not change significantly. Table 3 shows the line speeds used . At 
present, 2400 bit/sec is the most frequently used line speed. This is also 
expected to remain so for the future, at least until 1985, but in general a 
slight shift to higher line speeds can be observed . Table 4 gives an over-
view of the ratio between switched and direct telephone lines used for 
data communication. The change between 1982 and 1985 is negligible, 
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Table 1. Distri bution of NTPs and terminals according to lrnnsit r egions 
(for l h ose 25 org aniza tions base d in Zagreb who se nt answer s to 
the survey on TE Zagreb) . 
Region in 1982 in 1985 
(NTP) I terminals (NTP) term inals 
Zagreb 237 I 433 520 980 Rest of region of 58 
I 
93 169 316 
transit exchange 
! Zagreb 
Osijek 6 
I 
8 I 20 I 26 Rest of region of 5 9 I 26 I 45 
transit exchange 
Osijek 
Rijeka 10 23 19 5 1 
Rest of region of 4 4 9 3 1 
transit e xchange 
Rijeka 
Split 4 4 20 I 33 
Rest of region of 3 7 I 13 35 I i 
I 
transit exchange 
I Split 
Other parts of 6 
i 
18 I 44 89 
Yuf!:osl a via I 
Total 333 i 599 840 1516 
roughly one-th trd of the NTPs us ing the publ ic switched t e lephone net-
work, while the rest using le ased lines. Table 5 shows the present compo-
sitions of term inals according to t e rminal manufacturer . 
Table 6 shows the number of terminals in 1982 and 1985 for the 
whole of Croatia. These data are based on information from 50 major 
organizations in Croatia (not only those that are based in Zagreb) and 
they expect to cover 75-80% of the total terminal population. As can be 
seen the number of terminals during this period is almost going t o triple. 
The location of the majority of all te rminals, which in 1982 was in the town 
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Table 2. Distr ibution of NTPs by application categorie s (Answers of 25 or-
ganizations bas e d in Zagreb to the survey on TE Zagreb) 
No . Applic a tion category in 1982 in 198 5 I 
NTP (%) NTP (%) 
l. Banking 37.6 32 .7 
2. Industrial 24.6 23. l 
3. Education 19.2 15.4 
4. Government 9.9 6. 1 
5. Insurance 3 .3 9.6 
6. Trade 1.8 2.5 
7 . Mass media 1.5 3.5 
8. Communal services 1.5 2.0 
9. Health 0.6 5. 1 
Total (%) 100% 100% 
Total (NTP) 333 840 
Table 3. Distr ibution of spee ds of lin e s of NTP s in % (for 25 m ajor organi-
zations baser in Zagreb, who responded t o the s urvey on TE Za-
greb) . 
Line speeds in 1982 in 1985 
(bit/sec) NTP (%) NTP (%) 
300 3 1. 8 
1200 6.9 5.8 
2400 79 .9 70.6 
4800 8.4 15.4 
9600 1.2 3.8 
19200 0.6 2 .6 
Total (NTP) : 333 840 
of Zagreb, will become more dispersed, and in general the share of terrni-
nals in rural areas will slowly increase . 
It is interesting to observe that the number or terminals in the rest 
of Yugoslavia used for traffic to Croatia is relatively small, showing that 
the "transborder data flow" over data links even between republics of 
Yugoslavia is almost negligible at present. 
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Table 4. Distribution of NTP s a cc ording to lype of lines used (for 2:) m d -
jor organizations b ase d in Zagreb who responded to the surv ey 
on TE Zagreb) . 
Type of line in 1982 I in 1985 
No. of lines % I No . of lines % 
Switched 102 30.6 ! 261 3 1.1 
Direct 23 1 69 .L'r I 579 1 68.9 
Total 333 100 I 840 I 100 
Table 5 . Distribution of t e rmin <1ls in 1982 by manufacturers (for 25 major 
organizations ba sed in Zagreb who r esponde d to the survey on 
TE Zagreb). 
I Terminals by m a nufacturer L _ Ierm~~~ I Number · % 1 
UNNAC 159 27 
IBM 127 21 
NCR 120 20 
TRS 721 90 15 
MDS 36 6 
Honeywell 19 3 
Others (Interscan, Videoton, 
Singer, HP, ICL, PDP, Delta, 48 8 
mz .. ) 
Total 599 100 
Finally, Table 7 shows a rough comparison between NTPs in some 
European countries. As can be seen values for the NTP per number of 
working population, which is one of the characteristic indicators for the 
development of data communications, is rather low for the Eastern Euro-
pean countries shown here. This explains the present policies of some of 
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Table 6. Distribution of terminals and NTPs linked to transit regions in 
Croatia (dat a based on response of 50 Croatian organizations to 
the survey of the Croatian PTT). 
Region in 1982 in 1985 
Number % Number I % 
Zagreb 435 60 .7 895 43 .8 
Rest or region of 93 13 327 16 
TE Zagreb 
Osijek 36 5 137 6.7 I ' 
Rest of region 27 3 .7 17 1 8.37 
of TE Osijek 
Rijeka 75 10 .5 124 6 
Rest of region 6 0 .8 66 3.2 
of TE Rijeka 
Split 12 1.7 157 7.68 
Rest of region 7 0.97 65 3. 18 
of TE Split 
Rest of YuP'o slavia 23 3 .2 10 1 4 .94 
Total terminals 714 100 2 .043 100 
Total NTPs 401 - 1.141 -
the Eastern European PTTs not to install at this point a separate data net-
work. 
2. P'IT SERVICES FOR DATA COMMUNICATION USERS 
As has been mentioned, the different PTT services of the republics 
provide data services rather independently of each other. The Commun-
ity of Yugoslavian PTT in Belgrade, provides mainly a coordinating func-
tion between them. 
The general policy of the PTTs towards data communication is--as in 
other countries-to follow as closely as possible all recommendations 
made by CC ITT within the framework of ITU . 
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Table 7. Numbers and penelrations of NTPs in s ome European counlrie s, 
1979 [2], [6j , [ ?], [B] 
I 1979 I I Countries I I I 
I 
I 
Number of NTPs per 1000 I I NTPs working poeulation I 
United Kingdom 117000 5.20 
German FR 6 1700 2 .87 
France 54 100 3 .03 
ltaly 45500 3. 16 I 
Spain 25000 2.80 
Sweden 20000 5.66 
Netherla nds 16500 4 06 
Denmark 12 100 4 .56 
Switze rl and 10900 4. 8 1 
Belgium 90 50 3.0 '1 I 
Finland 7090 3 .22 I 
Norway 66 AQ 3.56 
Austria 4480 1.60 
Ireland 966 1.33 
Portugal 794 0 32 
Luxembourg 64 9 5.15 
Greece 639 0 .42 
Yugoslavia 401 0 .19 
(data for 
Croatia only) 
( 1982) 
Czechoslovakia 940 0. 13 
Hun12:ary ""600 0.12 
For the purpose of data communication using the telephone network. 
the PTT only provides the commLmications cha nnels required , guarantee-
ing M 1040 quality; however, the users must provide all the required 
telecommunication equipment, such as modems, multiplexers, and termi-
nals. 
Line ordering requests for leased telecommunication lines have to be 
sent to the respective republican PTTs . f or example, the Croatian PTT 
is responsible for Croatia; its address is PTT Zagreb, Yu 41000 Zagreb, 
Jurisiceva 13, Telex 22-333 . On average, lines are established by the PTTs 
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within one or two months after the order has been placed. 
The Community of Yugoslavian PTT, is responsible for international 
connections . The tariffs and procedure for international lines follow the 
appropriate recommendation D2 of CCITT. To all European countries, for 
example, the cos ts for the Yugoslavian part of an international four-wire 
leased line are at present 5535 "gold franks"--the imaginary currency of 
the PTTs . Other PTTs are responsible for the non-Yugoslavian part of the 
line. They collect the revenues for their services, also according to a 
special well-defined tariff. Thus, if a Yugoslavian customer wants to 
establish an international leased line, say to Austria, he first orders the 
connection from the Yugoslavian PTT, which contacts the Austrian PTT on 
the request, and asks the Austrian user partner about its willingness to 
accept the computer line. If the answer is positive the two PTTs establish 
the physical line , and on both ends the appropriate--(PTT approved)--
telecommunication equipment will be connected, in order that the data 
traffic may start. Yugoslavian customer is responsible for payment which 
is to make in local currency, i.e ., in dinars, to its PTT. In this case, the 
Yugoslavian PTT transfers the predefined amount in "gold franks" to the 
Austrian PTT for the use of the Austrian part of the line. Since there are 
also lines ordered by Austrian customers to locations in Yugoslavia the 
usual practice between the PTTs is to "clear" their accounts at the end of 
each year. 
The telecommunication equipment linked to the telecommunication 
lines has to be approved by the PTT, as in other countries. This equip-
ment has to fulfill the appropriate V. or X. recommendations of CCITT. 
Usually it is the case that either the domestic manufacturer or the 
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importeur of the equipment reque s ts the PTT Lo Lcsl and approvl' the 
equipment. The costs for such a proc edure arc billed lo the dom esllc 
manufacturer, the importeur (or the end user. if the application was sub-
mitted by him) . When specific telecommunication equipment has been 
approved by the PTT for use, all other similar types of equipment can be 
connected to the PTT network, without further complicated application 
procedures . The PTT maintains a lis t of approve d telecommunication 
equipment, which is available publicly, and all equipment on this list can 
be connected to PTT lines without any delay afler approprlate notific atio n 
by the user to the PTT. 
A !isl of Lhe lelecommunication equipment currently approve d in 
Yugoslavia is provided in Table 8 . Table 8 a lso sh ows that the domestic 
modem production of Yugoslavia covers, from the speed point of view, a ll 
categories that are of significance at present for data communication 
purposes. The factory of N. Tesla in Zagreb is manufacturing modems up 
to 9600 bit/sec under licenses from LM Ericsson in Sweden, and ISKRA in 
Kraj is producing modems under SRT lice nse s. From this point of view 
the domestic modem production is basically in a position to cover all 
domestic needs. 
3. TARIFFS 
3.1. International Tariffs 
Af3 mentioned in the previous chapter international data communica-
tion is done between Yugoslavia and the rest of the world almost com-
pletely through the telephone network. lf the public switched telephone 
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Table 8 . List of telecommunication equipment approved by the Commun-
ities of Yugoslavian PTTs . 
Modem 200 Bd (300 Bd) 
1. GH 110 1 
2. IBM 3976 
Mod 102 
3. D 200 E 
4. MD 200 
5. ZAT 300 
6. SRT 1161 
SRT 
IBM 
PYE TMC 
EI - IRI 
N. TESLA Lie. Ericsson 
ISKRA Lie . SRT 
Table Ba. Modem 600/ 1200 Bd 
1. B TR 652 
2. GH 2002 
3. IBM 3976 
Mode13 
4 . GH 2052 
5 . IBM mint L2 
6 . GH 2052 
7 . ZAT 1200 
8. pp 1200 
9. MD 6-12 
10. IBM 38 LS 
11. ZAT 1200-5 LSI 
12. SRT - 2082 
Philips 
SRT 
IBM 
SRT 
IBM 
ISKRA Lie . SRT 
N. TESLA Lie. Ericsson 
INST. M. PUPIN 
RACAL-MILGO LTD 
IBM 
N. TESLA Lie. Ericsson 
SRT 
Table 8b. Modem 2400/1200 bills 
1. GH 2054 
2. 2200/24 
3. 24 LSI 
4. IBM 3872 
5. IBM Mini 24 
6 . GH 2054 
7. ZAT 2400 
8. 26 LSI 
9 . pp 2400 
10. ZAT 2400-5 LSI 
11. IBM 3863 model 1 and 2 
12. SRT 2084 
ISKRA Lie . SRT 
RACAL MILGO LTD 
RAC AL MILGO LTD 
IBM 
IBM 
ISKRA - License SRT 
N. TESLA - License Ericsson 
RACAL-MILGO LTD 
Institut Mihaila Pupin - Belgrade 
N. TESLA Lie . Ericsson 
IBM 
SRT 
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Table Be . Modem 480 01 2400 bit/s 
1. MPS 4B 
2. IBM 3874 
RACAL-MILGO LTD 
IBM 
Chapter 7 
3 . ZAT 4800-5 microprocPs so r 
4 . IBM 3864 mode l '. an d 2 
:.11.J . TESLA Lie. Ericsson 
IBM 
5 . SRT - 2058 ISKRA Lie . SRT (4800 bit /s ) 
Table 8d . Modem 9600 bitls 
l. 96MM/96 
2. MPS 9629 
3. IBM 3865 
RACAL-M!LGO LTD 
RACAL-MJLGO LTD 
IBM 
4. ZAT 9600 LSI microprocessor N. TELSA Lie. Ericsson 
Table Be . Base band modems 
1. COM - LINK 1l RACAL-MILGO LTD 
2 ,4 • 19,2 kbit/s 
2. COM - LINK IV RACAL-MILGO LTD 
2,4 : 64 kbit/s 
3. ER BdB 19-12 CIT-ALCATEL 
2,4 : 19,2 kbit/s 
4. IBM 5979-14 1 IBM 
2,4 : 19,2 kbit/s 
5. ZAT 12/96 N. TESLA 
2,4: 9,6 kbit/s Lie. Erics s on 
6. DCB 19200 ~K 2 ISKRA Lie . SRT 
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network is to be used for such connection, the usual telephone tariffs 
between Yugoslavia and the country in question applies. For neighboring 
countries, users of telephone lines have to pay for 1 IMPULSE every 2 
seconds (1 IMPULSE = 1.08 dinars), and for other countries 1 IMPULSE 
every second. The quality and convenience for such types of data traffic 
is, however, somewhat limited, and although it is daily practice to use the 
PSTN for such purposes it is far from being ideal. 
For leased telecommunication lines the line charges are defined by 
the PTT according to the rules and tariffs on a case-by-case basis, and 
customers in Yugoslavia have to pay their monthly telecommunication 
bills in local currency, i.e., in dinars. 
3.2. Domestic Tariffs 
As mentioned ea1 ier domestic tariffs do differ from republic to 
republic . Croatia, Serbia, and Slovenia, for example, have basically the 
same tariff structure with minor differences in the impulse costs, but 
other less developed republics do not even distinguish between voice and 
data traffic . As an example of a tariff structure in a Yugoslavian republic, 
the tariff scheme for Croatia is given in Table 9. 
4. TRANSBORDER DAT A FLOW APPIJCATIONS 
One of the most important applications of transborder data flow is 
the access it provides to bibliographical and numerical databases. 
According to [9] at present in Yugoslavia some 38 mainly bibliographical 
public databases are in operation. Fifteen of them are of foreign origin 
and are imported from all parts of the world on a subscription basis, such 
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Table 9 . Telephone lme rental tariffs for data tra.nsrntssion in Croatia. 
A. Leased li nes • 
1. In-town network 
1.1. Line crossir_g 1 telephor,e 
exchange 
1.2. Line crossir.g 2 telepl:or_e 
exchanges 
1.3. Line crossing more than 2 
telephone exchar.ges 
1.4. In-town lines which are 
extensions of inter-urban 
connections 
1.4. l. Line crossir:g 1 
telephone exchar.ge 
1.4.2 . Line crossi ng 2 
telephone exchanges 
1.4.3 . Line crossir.g mere than 
2 telephone exchar_ges 
2 . 1. Inter-urban lines 
2.1 1. Line between telephone 
exchanges of the same 
node region•• 
2 .1. 2 . Line between telephone 
exchanges of different 
node regions of the same 
transit exchange 
2. 1.3. Line between different 
transit exchanges 
Zone I (100 km) 
Zone II (200 km) 
Zone III (400 km) 
Zone IV (more than 400 km) 
B. Switched lines (in-town network only) 
Line usage: 24 ho u rs a day 5000 [MP= 5400 Din /mo r;th 
from 7 am - 3 pm 3000 [MP = 3240 Din/month 
Price 
(based en nt:ober of iopu.l:o-es) 
currb1t impdse price = l.C8 Dir:. 
1.50C [MP= 1.620 Dir./merrtl: 
3.COO f:.'1P = 3.240 Dir: / montl: 
5.000 It.IP= 5.4CO Dir.. / oentl: 
40C IMP= 432 Dinlr:len.th 
1000 IMP = 1080 Din /oenth 
1600 r~IP = 1728 Dinloontr. 
11 .666 Dir:/month 
14.580 Din / month 
17.496 Din/month 
21.870 Din/month 
29.160 Din/month 
34.992 Din / mon th 
I 
The term line means a 2-wire connection; 4-wire = 2 lines I· 
from 3 pm - 7 am 1500 IMP = 1620 Din/month 
--1 
•• The term node region covers either one main exchange, e.g .. in rural 
areas, or· more main exchanges. e.g , in major towns such as Zagreb . 
Note that all NTP's have to be declared to the PTT if they a re 
going to use the switched telephone network for dala transmis-
sion. In this case the above charges apply regardless of the 
actual use of the lir1e. 
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as INSPEC, COMPENDEX, ISMEC, METADEX, CAS, and VlNTTI. There are 3 
international databases to which Yugoslavia provides its own contribution 
and benefits from the whole, but the majority of the databases (more 
than 20) are national ones . 
Some smaller national databases are "manually" operated in the 
form of catalogs and registers, but the vast majority of database opera-
tions are provided through computers, in both SDI (Selective Dissemina-
tion of Information) and retrospective type of service . The online, 
interactive type of information retrieval is still in an experimental phase, 
but there are a few information centers in the country (e .g ., in Belgrade, 
Zagreb, Ljubljana, Nis , Sub otica and so on), which have all the facilities 
to introduce such services in the near future. 
Concerning the organizational framework for scientific /technical 
information activities in Yugoslavia, since the beginning of the seventies 
much effort has been made to organize and coordinate work at the 
federal level. In 1976, for example, a so-called Interrepublic Self-
management Agreement was signed to foster computer processing of 
scientific and technical information. A so-called Project Council for Coor-
dination of Database Performance, Purchase and Processing was also 
introduced. 
Direct cooperation between specialized information centers and 
between powerful computer centers largely promoted the emergence of 
effective database services . Examples for such bilateral cooperation are, 
for example, between the Public Library of Serbia (Narodna Biblioteka 
Srbije) and the Institute for Informatics in. Vinca (Institut za Informatiku); 
between the Reference Center in Zagreb (Referalni centar) and the 
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University Computing Center in Zagreb (Sveucilisni racunski centar); and 
between the Institute for Occupational Safely and Health Documentation 
"Edvard Kardelj" in Nis (Institut za dokumentaciju zastite na radu 
"Edvard Kardelj") and the EDP center of Electronic Industry in Nis (Elec-
tronski racunski centar Elektronske industrije) . 
The general policy for scientific /technical information services in 
Yugoslavia is to provide all domestic users with national and worldwide 
information and lo provide foreign users with the possibility of access lo 
Yugoslavian information sources . In order to achieve this broader goal, 
several projects and experiments were launched and are being con-
ducted. 
One of the first computer networking projects in which Yugoslavia 
participated was the so-called EC COST Project 11--or as it is better 
known--the European Informatics Network (EIN) [3]. This experimental 
packet switched computer network, which in a sense can be regarded as a 
forerunner of the present EURONET network, was initiated in 1971 by nine 
European Governmenls--including Yugoslavia--which signed together with 
Euroalom an international agreement for the creation of a European pilot 
informatics network. The main goals of the project were to create a 
model for future networks for commercial and other purposes, to pro-
mote the agreement of standards and networks, and lo coordinate and 
exchange ideas for national networks . 
As a result of this activity, in May 1976 the so-called EIN sub-network 
was completed and put into operation. In 1978, when the network had 
already been operational for two years, some signatories nominated so-
called Associated Centers, not connected permanently to the network but 
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capable of access through the public switched telephone network to one 
of the network nodes (Figure 2). From the Yugoslavian side, RSS-
Raziskovalna Skupnost Slovenije--participated in the project with the 
status of an Associated Center . The EIN project finally phased out in 1979 
after it had successfully fulfilled its mission. EURONET, originally the net-
work of the European Communities, can to a certain degree be regarded 
as the successor to EIN. 
Yugoslavia's plans for interconnection with EURONET are in a sense a 
logical consequence of Yugoslavia's special relation to the European Com-
rnunities. EURONET, which became fully operational in February 1980, 
linked some 25 host computers to the network at its opening date, with 
some 150 databases and databanks. At the time of writing the number of 
EURONET hosts were above 40 and the number of databases more than 
250. Also, other applications such as message sending and scientific com-
puling are being supported on EURONET in an increased way. Originally 
the network used four packet-switched exchange nodes located in Lon-
don, Paris, Frankfurt, and Rome. Remote access facilities were available 
in Amsterdam, Brussels, Copenhagen, Dublin, and Luxembourg. In 1980, 
Switzerland, the first non-Community country joined EURONET, setting up 
a fifth packet-switching exchange in Zurich. Sweden joint EURONET in 
1982, and it is expected that Portugal and Yugoslavia will follow [ 4). 
Yugoslavia's connection to EURONET is expected around the begin-
ning of 1984, when EURONET becomes a public data network. The techni-
cal solution of the EURONET link will be similar to the original Austrian 
rn 1'.l~2 ~ti\I 
approach which was finally droppedby Austria whe~o agreement 
bet we en the state of Austria and the European Communities could be 
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reached. The Austrian PTT, which did not operate its own packet switch-
ing network in 1981 when the technical work started, subcontracted the 
Technical University of Vienna to interlink its PDP 11 /34 to the Frankfurt 
node of EURONET through an X.25 high speed line . In the same way the 
University Computing Center of Zagreb will be responsible for the link to 
the EURONET node in Rome . In 1981 Yugoslavia joined the COST 11 BIS 
project and participated actively in the work of the file transfer protocol 
development group, together with Norway and Sweden. To realize that 
project, connection to EURONET is necessary. The University Computing 
Center will establish, for the experimental purposes, an X.25 high speed 
line by means of a 3705 IBM front-end processor of an IBM 4341 computer . 
This EURONET experimental connection is planned to become permanent, 
and to act as a EURONET node for all the present University Computing 
Center user communi.; (which means all the Croatian university com-
munity: Split , Rijeka, Osijek, Varazdin) and even wider . Through the 
EURONET connection first of all a number of publicly available databases 
would be accessed easily by Yugoslavian users. At present access to 
foreign database hosts are made exclusively through the public switched 
telephone network , which is not only expensive, but also most incon-
venient for such applications. 
Plans also exist to link Yugoslavian computers into an international 
computer network with its neighbors. Within the framework of UNESCO 
ne.twor(.( 
project, supported by UNDP, a regional South-East Europe'an'wouid link 
together computers of scientific institutions in Hungary, Yugoslavia, Bul-
garia, and perhaps Greece, Turkey, and Rumania. Through the current 
Hungarian Academic Network, or the CISTI node at the Central Institute 
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of Scientific and Technical Information in Sofia links to Austrian scientific 
institutions are planned to promote exchange of scientific technical infor-
mation and joint research. 
With regard to the classical dedicated international networks, such 
as the WMO-GTS for meteorology, the SITA network for aviation informa-
tion, and the news agencies networks, Yugoslavia is naturally linked 
through dedicated computer lines to these networks . 
In the field of meteorological networks Yugoslavia is the only East 
European socialist country that is a member of the European Center of 
Medium Term Forecasts (ECMWF) in Reading, United Kingdom. Their own 
dedicated network called ECNET, which became operational in 1980, is 
linked or will be linked to all member countrie s with medium speed lines 
(2400 or 4800 bitls) [5]. Through these link s, medium range ( 4-10 days) 
forecast results produced on large CDC and Cray mainframes are 
transmitted to the member countries; approximately 8-16 million pieces 
of information per night . In addition, member countries use the super 
computers of the Reading Center in its free time for their own purposes 
by means of remote job entries . 
S.W.I.F.T., the "Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecom-
munication", founded in 1973 and fully operational since 1977, is 
presently operational throughout Western Europe and North America and 
the Far East and is being extended to Latin America and slowly, most 
probably, to some Eastern European countries. Along these lines Yugos-
lavia is one of the first candidates to be connected to this interbanking 
network. 
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5. SUMYARY 
With regard to its tele- and data communication infrastructure 
Yugoslavia is at the beginning of its potential. At present, all datacom-
munication is carried out through the telephone network. Dedicated data 
PTT networks are not expected to be operational until the middle of this 
decade. Both domestic and international data communication applica-
tions have only recently started but their growth rates predict high pros-
pects and importance in the future . 
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS 
1lADE IN CMEA COUNTRIES AND YUGOSLAVIA 
I . Sebestyen 
0. INTRODUCTION 
The telecommunications hardware and software systems used in 
CMEA (Council of Mutual Economic Assistance) countries and Yugoslavia 
are a most complex field of investigation. For this reason in this study 
the following approach has been adopted: Rather than collecting and 
presenting all CMEA telecommunications hardware and software systems 
in a directory type of form, which would neither be complete nor fully up 
to date (even at the time of data collection), a general analysis is given, 
with sufficient detailed information to make it useful. During the analysis 
we will discuss in depth the different classes of telecommunications 
hardware and software systems, their past, present, and potential future. 
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In order to do this, as po inted out in [ l ], the analysis has to include 
all major levels of the International Standardization Organization's Open 
System Interc onnection (ISO/OSI) Reference Model - and this is the way 
we handle the telecommunications hardware and software systems of the 
CMEA countries and of Yugoslavia. 
1. ANAJXSIS OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE 
SYSTEMS ACCORDING TO THE OPEN SYSTEMS ARCIIlTECTURE 
MODEL 
The architecture of an open system has to be built on well-defined 
standards . The CCITT of the lTU (Jnternational Telecommunication Union) 
are basic ally responsible for the definition of lower level communications 
standards, such as the user-to-network-interface connection standards 
for public data networks (but more recently also for some high level 
user-to-user procedures such as for teletex or videotex) . In the field of 
high level user-to-user procedures - which is one central point of ISO's 
activities - the ISO working group ISO/TC97/SC16 had the responsibility 
for developing standards for open systems interconnection. 
One of their first tasks was to define a reference model for open sys-
terns architecture in order to help define the areas in which standards 
are actually needed . One basic new concept was the definition of a so-
called transport service, which is a mixture of hardware and software, 
' 
embodying all the data transmission functions of the system and present-
1ng an interface to the levels above it - an interface that is completely 
independent of the communications network (Figure 1) . A major advan-
tage of this concept is that application-oriented protocols and procedures 
at the higher levels need not be aware of any of the peculiarities of the 
Transport 
Service 
Data 
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Functions 
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Transmiss io n 
Functions 
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Figure 1. Basic functions of an open system interconnection. 
different communications networks that may be used from time to time -
all that is handled by the so-called transport service . As discus sed in [1 ] 
there are basically four layers included in the transport service; the phy-
sical (layer 1), the link control (layer 2), the network control (layer 3). 
and the transport (layer 4) . The present ISO model divides the higher lev-
els - the actual data processing functions - into three layers - session 
(layer 5), presentation (layer 6) , and application (layer 7) . In what follows 
we will discuss the telecommunications hardware and software systems in 
the CMEA countries and Yugoslavia according to these major groupings. 
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1.1 Communication Network 
With regard to the communication network much has been said in 
other chapters ([7] [1 4] [1 5] [6] [17] [1 8]) about the various basic data 
communications services provided by the different PTTs. At present in 
the CMEA countries data communication is carried primarily by the ana-
log telephone network, through switched and leased lines, and to lesser 
extent by the telex and the telegraph network. Basic digital services are 
only offered by the Hungarian PTT through their NEDIX network, but plans 
for public digital networks of other PTTs (e.g., the BULPAC network in Bul-
garia) are also under prepara tion . 
1.2 Data Transmission Functions - Transport Services 
PTT services are at present provided at the first ISO layer, on the 
physical level. For digital services this layer is defined by the CCITT 
Recommendation X.20, which defines the interface between Data Termina-
tion Equipment (DTE) and Data Circuit-terminating Equipment (DCE) for 
start-stop (asynchronous) transmission services on public data networks, 
and by the CCITT Recommendation X. 21, which defines the interface 
between DTE and DCE for synchronous operation on public data networks . 
As mentioned above these interfaces are only provided by the NEDIX net-
work of the Hungarian PTT. The DCEs - owned by the PTT - are rented to 
the users who have to connect appropriate DTEs equipped with X. 20 or 
X.21 interfaces. The number of such DTEs is still rather limited: only a 
few terminal manufacturers such as Videoton in Hungary are starting to 
offer real 'X' type terminal interfaces as yet. Thus for a 'bridging over' 
period, interface converters from the traditional ·v· standard to the 'X' 
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standard are offered by the Hungarian PTT, also on a lease basis. Accord-
ing to the CCITT Rec .X.20 bis, a V.21-compatible interface with V.24 inter-
change circuits is provided between DTE and DCE for start-stop services 
on public data networks, and according to the CCITT Rec.X.21 bis, for the 
synchronous type of services (Rec .X.1) for the classes 3-7 (600 bit/sec-48 
Kbit/sec) a 'V' type interface is provided that simulates connection to 
synchronous V-series moderns. This solution actually reduces the 'X' type 
of interface problem to the classical 'V' type of interface problem, how-
ever, with some disadvantages, such as no automatic dialing by the DTE. 
For connection of DTEs with analog networks (i.e., 'V' interfaces) in 
the CMEA countries and in Yugoslavia, all the basic problems have been 
solved, and as we will show, a full range of appropriate DCEs and DTEs 
exist and are in use in the CMEA countries . It has to be stressed that all 
relevant CCITT recommendations are fully taken into consideration both 
by the PTTs and the hardware manufacturers. Thus all telecommunica-
tions equipment manufactured within the framework of the CMEA Ryad 
and SM Series also follow the appropriate CCITT recommendations. A list 
and short description of the main characteristics of the modems and 
other telecommunication equipment manufactured in the CMEA countries 
and in Yugoslavia are given in Annex 1. Due to the proliferation of 
telecommunications hardware it should be noted that this list is neither 
fully complete nor fully up to date . Its main aim is to give a general over-
view about the availability of this type of telecommunications hardware in 
the countries involved. It can be seen that a full range of modems is in 
production, starling from a speed of 200 bit/sec up to 9600 bit/sec. The 
majority of the modems, however serve low and medium speeds up lo 
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2,400 bit/sec . 
The hardware technology used varies widely, mainly depending on 
when the modem was originally developed. New generation modems, for 
example, are usually LSI and microprocessor based developments. 
The choice of line concentrators and remote multiplexers is at 
present somewhat limited to those suitable for medium speeds . For 
example, no statistical multiplexer is at present produced and marketed. 
In Annex 2, the local multiplexers and data communicalion proces-
sors are listed that can be connected for teleprocessing purposes to vari-
ous Ryad mainframes . Since the hardware and software architecture of 
the Ry ad series is similar to those of the an IBM 360 /370 series, as we dis-
cuss later, the functions of the local multiplexers and data communica-
tion processors are also similar -for example, the ES 8371 front end pro-
cessor performs similar functions to IBM 3705. With regard to their func-
tions, the line concentrators and communication controllers listed in the 
annexes basically perform up to the layer 3 (network control) of the ISO 
7-layer model, the ES 8371 type of front end processor up to the layer 4 
(transport end-to-end control). It should be noted here that the equip-
ment listed in Annex 2 can only be used in connection with Ryad or IBM 
computers; it is preferable to use with other dedicated mini or microcom-
puters, which basically allow - provided appropriate telecommunication 
software is written for them - flexible connection to other types of main-
frames and terminals. In Annex 3, we have listed a few small computers 
produced in different CMEA countries, which are used in such a way. This 
is by no means complete. Rather arbitrarily we have listed separately 
some of the SM CPU models which present the majority of the 
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minicomputers produced and used in the CMEA countries, then 
separately those small computers conligurations (i.e ., CPU and peri-
pherals) that are used for data communication purposes in Czechoslo-
vakia. These show some basic conligurations and the 'environment,' in 
which SM CPUs are applied. Finally, some non-SM based Hungarian CPUs 
are listed, which are relevant for this paper, since the IlASA and the 
VlDEOTON networks (examples follow) are built on these computers. 
Other important manufacturers of small computers (other than the SM 
series) in CMEA countries - e .g . , the GDR, Poland or the USSR - are arbi-
trarily left out. 
It should be noted that the use of these small computers for data 
communication is one of their broad possible applications . The appropri-
ate telecommunication programs for them are most often written by the 
users themselves rather than by the computer manufacturers . The users 
often write these programs with their own special purpose and usually not 
with the intention of marketing their telecommunication systems after its 
completion. Therefore, to list these systems as telecommunication node 
computers might seem to be misleading to the readers . Some of these 
computers are, however, interesting in so far as they can be potentially 
used and are actually used as data communication- and computer-
network nodes in some applications. Hungarian TPA 70 computers at 
IIASA in Laxenburg and SZTAKI in Budapest are the backbone of a private 
packet switched gateway network [2]. However, the packet switched 
computer network of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences which is linked 
to the IIASA-SZTAK1 gateway network [2]. is built on special purpose 
microprocessor hardware and thus does not fall into this category. 
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According to [3], [ 4], [5], and [6], the computer factory VlDEOTON in Hun-
gary has built a private packet switched computer network for their own 
purposes, which interconnects through X.25 computer lines their main 
factory sites in Budapest and Szekesfehervar. The main purpose of the 
so-called Videoton Network System (VNS) is to provide a communication 
subsystem for distributed databases containing production control infor-
mation on stock, orders, parts lists, inventory, etc . The network closely 
follows the ISO Model Recommendation for Open Systems Interconnec-
tion. Its services are: to provide packet switching services through vir-
tual calls; a generalized terminal control through a so-called Virtual Ter-
minal Protocol (VTP); packet assembly/disassembly (PAD) for terminals; 
interface to the application programs. The nodes of the network are VT 
60 minicomputers, and the hosts with the database applications are RlO 
minicomputers . Besid .... s the VNS network, the computer network of the 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences and the IIASA-SZTAKI gateway network, 
the KFKJ TPA 11 /40 computer is used in an increasing way as a data com-
munication node in a great variety of ways in Hungary. 
In Czechoslovakia [7]. the USSR, Bulgaria [8], and other CMEA coun-
tries, SM computers are being used especially as telecommunication 
nodes of pilot packet switched computer networks. In Bulgaria for exam-
ple, the Central Institute for ComputerTechniques implemented an SM4-
based experimental four node X.25 packet switched computer network, 
with bisynchronous communication. Each node is connected in a ring to 
the others through SM-8507 synchronous adapters and 9,600 bit/sec 
modems. The network provides the basic transport network function with 
a throughput of approximately 100 packets/sec (256 octet/packet). 
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The proliferation of terminals - video displays, teletypes, printers, 
intelligent terminal installations, etc. - in the CMEA countries is broad. 
In Annex 4, some of the main characteristics of the terminals are listed. 
The list of terminals is by no means complete, their number and variety is 
growing constantly. The technology used in these terminals covers a very 
broad range . Early terminals are using the old electromechanical tech-
nology; this equipment is, for example, based on modified versions of 
telex terminals or traditional typewriters . Newer families, however, like 
the VDT, VDDS, or VSD terminal family of VJDEOTON in Hungary, are fully 
microprocessor controlled . A good description of all intelligent VJDEOTON 
terminal families is given in [9]. Terminals are produced in all CMEA 
countries, and we have made a list of the majority of terminals produced 
in the CMEA countries in Annex 4, based on different sales brochures and 
other published sources . 
1.3 Data Processing Functions -Higher Level Services 
The higher level functions -session (layer 5), presentation (layer 6), 
and application (layer 7) - are usually realized in host computers, to 
which access is made through the telecommunication transport services. 
The implementation of these layers depends on the actual host systems in 
question. CCITT defined and PTI serviced higher layered services - such 
as videotex or teletex - are at present not in operation in the CMEA coun-
tries on a permanent basis. Experiments - especially for videotex and 
teletex - are being carried out, but their introduction is not expected 
before the middle of the 1980s. From these services we exclude the one-
way broadcast videotex systems - called teletext - which are at the time 
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of writing at an experimental stage in some CMEA countries, and already 
introduced in Hungary since November 1982. Although teletext also is 
defined by ITU as low and higher level PTT 'data service,' we should 
exclude it from our discussion because of its broadcast nature. 
Since the majority of mainframes in the CMEA countries are based on 
Ryad (ES) and SM computers, special consideration to these two families 
should be given. 
1.3.1 Higher Level Layers on Ryad (ES) Computers 
The hardware and software architecture of the Ryad I and II series is 
compatible with the IBM 3601370 family. For this reason the teleprocess-
ing system programs and telecommunication access methods through 
the data management system are similar. As in the IBM series, Ryad also 
has a telecommunications access method BTAM (Basic Telecommunica-
tion Method), to provide the basic functions needed for controlling 
telecommunication lines; a QTAM (Queued Telecommunication Access 
Method), which provides for connection between terminals; a TCAM 
(Telecommunication Access Methods), which in addition to the functions 
of BTAM handles tasks like giving and timing a VTAM (Virtual Telecommun-
ication Access Methods) for the newer generation computers. The very 
complex ES teleprocessing system, which occupies a relatively large part 
of the memory of the CPU, is being partly 'shifted out' to separate 
telecommunication processors, like the ES-8371s, to which users actually 
are connected. Teleprocessing has been enhanced during the past years 
through the introduction of more sophisticated ES system software at the 
mainframe, such as POWER-RJE, POWER/VS-RJE, MASP II. and RES . For 
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the integration of autonomous systems into computer networks, IBM 
announced its ACF (Advanced Communication Function) products (such 
as ACF I NCP /VS, SSP, ACF /TCAM, VTAM, NOSP, NJE/ JES release 1,2,3) first 
in 1976; similar products are now becoming available on Ryad systems 
(for example a short description of the teleprocessing system com-
ponents of the Polish ES-8371.01 front end processor is given in [13]). 
Thus the distribution of intelligence from the mainframes to the telepro-
cessing front-ends and terminals has also been a strong tendency in the 
Ryad computer family. For further developments, it soon became obvious 
that a clear concept was needed as to how this should continue in the 
future . One line was - since Ryad is IBM compatible - to follow the IBM-
SNA strategy, which has the disadvantage, however, that it is only partly 
compatible with the internationally widely accepted ISO 7 layered model 
for Open Systems Interconnection. SNA has six layers only; on the tran-
sport subsystem level it has three for which ISO has four, because the 
third level of SNA comprises the ISO layers three and four . The functions 
ot the ItiO layer 5 are provided by the SNA layers 3 and 4. The remaining 
layers a re identical for both ISO and SNA. 
In spite of the similarities of Ryad and IBM, according to [ 14] the 
Teleprocessing Concept III of ES is very similar to the ISO-OSI model. 
In lb.e Ryad concept there are also seven layers: Layer 1 defines the 
logical (CCITT V.21), electrical, physical specifications of connections to 
modems and line adapters. Layer 2 comprises the data link control pro-
cedure (Basic, BSC, CCITT V.41, etc.). Layer 3 regulates message 
transmission between two neighboring nodes (e .g .. in packet switching the 
virtual call). Layer 4 is responsible for building up, maintaining, and 
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terminating of the logical conne ction between end users . Layer 5 pro-
vides for the building up, maintaining and terminating the logical connec-
tion between end u sers . Layer 6 is responsible for the pres entation of 
information (e .g., display formating, code conversion) to the user and 
finally Layer 7 is the application level, the immediate link with the user. 
The main aims of the Ryad concept are to create a code indepen-
dent, bit-oriented, synchronous, error protected network with unified 
information format (packets or datagrams), which should provide full 
transparency through the network and the distribution of intelligence. 
The defined hardware elements are shown in F'lgure 2. 
H TP 
H - host 
TP - telecommunication 
processor 
SH - subhost 
C - cluster 
controller 
T - terminal 
Figure 2. Hardware elements of the Ryad network concept. 
It is expected that Ryad systems following the new ES teleprocessing 
concept will be widely introduced around the middle of the 1980s. 
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1.3.2 Higher Level Layers on SM Computers [ 12] 
In this chapter we discuss the standard systems of SM computers to 
show how they support higher layer services of the ISO reference model. 
This should not be mixed up with the network node application of SM 
machines mentioned earlier, which are regarded as special purpose user 
programs. 
SM computers can basically be controlled by the following three 
operating systems: 
a) FOBOS : 
b) DOS-RVR: 
c) DOS-RV: 
a single user operating system supporting fore and 
background program execution suitable for small con-
figurations and fast real time applications. It sup-
ports batch processing . 
a multi-user timesharing operating system with vir-
tual storage suitable for interactive environment but 
also supporting batch processing . However, it does 
not support real time applications . 
a multi-user real-time operating system, suitable for 
program development and commercial applications 
on larger SM systems. The DOS-RV system has a spe-
cial networking package, which can be regarded as an 
extension of the DOS-RV system to other computers of 
the network. 
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Main characteristics of the networking packages of the DOS-RV system 
The structure of the networking package strictly follows the ISO 
layers mentioned earlier. It has four functional levels : application, logical 
connection control, physical connection control, and hardware level. The 
application leve l also includes the higher levels of ISO model. 
The networking package of the DOS-RV system provi.des the following 
services : 
• Resource sharing - it allows users access to user peripherals of 
other host computer systems of the network 
• Jilile sharing - it allows users to access in their programs files 
located on other hosts 
• Program sharing - it allows users to send over jobs to other 
hosts for pro, ram execution 
• Intertask communication -it allows two independent tasks, run-
ning on different host systems, send messages to each other. 
2. SUMMARY 
In this chapter we have discussed the telecommunications hardware 
and software systems produced in the CMEA countries and in Yugoslavi.a. 
We have seen that data communication in these countries are primarily 
carried by analog networks, such as telephone, telex, and telegraph. Digi-
tal servi.ces are not yet really available. For this reason, or perhaps vice 
versa, telecommunications equipment is primary suitable for connecting 
to the above analog networks. Although there is a broad proliferation of 
modems, what is perhaps missing is a variety of high speed modems, and 
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simple cheap modems for mass usage. The r ange of cheap r e mote multi-
plexers is also somewhat limited; for example, we have not found statisti-
cal multiplexers or 'X.25 black boxes' on the market, which could be used 
in private networks, since no such service is offered yet by the PTTs. The 
range of mini and microcomputers that could be used for data communi-
cation purposes is great, and we have not covered the full range of such 
machines . The just emerging personal computer families were also left 
out, although they will certainly be suitable for a whole range of such 
applications. It is too early to include these system in our review. Finally 
we have looked at the teleprocessing system programs of Ryad and SM 
machines . For the Ryad series, which are compatible with the IBM 
360/370 series, these programs are rather similar to those of the IBM sys-
tem. It should be mentioned that the mainframe storage requirements of 
such teleprocessing system programs are relatively high. Time sharing 
operating systems only recently became available on Ryad machines, 
thus teleprocessing on Ryad computers is really only suitable for the 
second generation machines, which were introduced first at the end of 
the seventies . It is expected that teleprocessing applications of Ryad wUl 
be widely in use by the middle of the present decade . The new Ryad 
teleprocessing concept follows closely the ISO/OSI reference model defin-
ition. 
The SM series can also be used as small host computers. A particu-
larly important use for the SM will be their utilization as data communica-
tion node computers . Experimental packet switched network based on 
SM4s already exist, and their proliferation and operational usage is 
expected before the middle of the present decade. 
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ANNEX 1: 
PART 1: MODEMS, LINECONCENTRATORS, REMOTE MULTIPLEXERS, AND 
OTHER TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT MADE IN CMEA COUN-
TRIES 
(Based on [10], [11] and various sales brochures) 
Type of 
equipment 
Modem 
200 ES-8001 
Modem 
200 ES-8002 
Modem 
200 ES-8004 
Country 
USSR 
Bulgaria 
RL(mania 
DDR 
Hungary 
CSSR 
Poland 
Hungary 
Technical characteristics 
two and four wire duplex, synchronous, 
asynchronous, data transfer up to 
a speed 200 bit/sec. For switched telephone 
networks. 
frequences: 980 Hz - 1, 180 Hz for the first channel, 
1.650 Hz - 1,850 Hz for the second channel 
CCITT Recommendations: V.21, V.24, V.25 
duplex, speed :::;; 200 bit/sec, 
synchronous and asynchronous 
data transmission, duplex, according CCITT V.21 
frequency: channel 1 = 1,080 Hz± 100 Hz; 
channel 2 = 1,750 Hz± 100 Hz 
for two and four wire line on switched telephone 
network 
Interface: CCITT V.24/V.28 (Ryad I-2) 
Automatic answering : 2, 100 Hz according CCITT V.25 
duplex, speed :::;; 200 bit/sec 
asynchronous, according to CCITT V.21 on switched 
telephone network, with accoustic coupler. 
frequencies: 
send receive 
request: 980 Hz 1,650 Hz blank 
1,180Hz 1,850 Hz signal 
answer: 1,650 Hz 980 Hz 
1,850 Hz l, 180 Hz 
Type of 
equipment 
Modem 
1200 ES-8005 
Modem 
1200 ES-8006 
Modem 
1200 ES-800 7 
Country 
Bulgaria 
USSR 
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Technical characteristics 
According to CCITT V.23 modem recommen,dation 
halfduplex, synchronous or asynchronous 
Rumania transmission on two wire line, 
speed 600 bit/sec or 1,200 bit/sec, 
secondary channel 75 bit/sec, 
frequencies : 
Hungary 
CSSR 
Poland 
for 600 bit/sec: 
for 1,200 bit/sec: 
for 75 bit/sec: 
for automatic answer: 
1,300-1,700 Hz 
1,300-2, 100 Hz 
390-450 Hz 
2, 100 Hz accordiri..g 
to CCITT V.25 
other CCITT recommendations: V.23, V.24 
According to CCITT V.22 and V.23 modem recommendation 
half duplex (duplex is also possible on request), 
speeds 600 bit/sec (data channel: 1,500 Hz ± 200 Hz, 
reverse channel: 420 ± 30 Hz) or 1,200 bit/sec 
(data channel: 1,700 ± 400 Hz, reverse channel: 
420 ± 30 Hz), 
synchronous or asynchronous, 
In some versions with secondary channel 75 bit/sec. 
Frequencies in accordance with CCITT recommendations 
for two and four wire (for duplex) lines. 
Interfaces: CCITT V.24/V.28 (Ryad I-2) 
Automatic answer: 2, 100 Hz according CCITT V.25. 
Other CCITT recommendations taken into account: Vl, V2. 
Hungary Manufactured by ORION 
- complies with CCITT Rec. V.22 Alternatives 
"A" and "B", as well as Ryad ES-8007 
- full duplex transmission over 2-wire switched 
telephone lines 
- synchronous or start-stop communication 
- automatic answering and calling 
- alternative voice transmission with voice 
adopter MOHA-96 
- testing in local and remote loops 
Data Modem ORION AM-12TD provides a full duplex 
data transmission of synchronous data at a rate of 
1200 bit/s, or that of start-stop characters at a 
rate of 1200 bills + 1%-2.5% over the 2-wire public 
switched telephone network. 
The AM-12TD fully complies with the CCITT Rec. V.22 
approved in 1979 for a "1200 bills duplex modem 
standardized for use on the general switched telephone 
network and on leased circuits." CCITI Recommendations 
V.2, V.5, V.24, V.25, V.28 and V.54 are also met, as 
Type of 
equipment 
Modem 
1200 ES-8009 
Modem 
2400 ES-8010 
IZOT 8010 ) 
Modem 
2400 ES-8011 
(ORION 
AM-2400) 
Modem 
120012400 
ES-8013 
Modem 
2400/4800 
ES 8015 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Country 
Bulgaria 
USSR I I 
Bul aria g 
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Technical characteristics 
well as the technical requirements of "Modem 12" having 
a code number of ES-8007 in the Unified Range of 
Electronic Computers (Ryad). 
Carrier frequencies: 1200 Hz ± 0.013 low channel, 
2400 Hz± 0.013 high channel. 
Answering tone: 2100 Hz ± 10 Hz. 
Guard tone frequency : 1800 Hz ± 10 Hz . 
Interconnection with data terminals are according 
to CCITT recommendations V.24 and V.28 
(i.e., Ryad interface standard I-2) . 
1200 bit/sec, modem for telephone connections . 
duplex, synchronous 
speeds 600, 1200 (two phase modulaton) 
or 2400 bit/sec fo u r p hase modula tion 
with 75 bit/sec secondary channel, 
four wire connections, 
operation modes: data mode and telephone 
conversation mode , 
according to CCITT V.26 recommendation, 
synchronous modem with 1200/2400 bit/sec speed, 
full duplex on 4 wire, half duplex on 2 wire lines, 
CCITT V.26 and V.26 bis, 
Interfaces: CCITI V.24 and V.28 (Ryad I-2) 
Hungary two and four wire lines, 
speeds 1200 or 2400 bit/sec 
with 75 bit/sec secondary channel option (AM-2400F), 
synchronous, full duplex, according to CCITT 
recommendations V.2, V.22 bis, V.24, V.26 and V.28 
(Ryad I-2 interface), 
can be used with voice adapter as well . 
Poland According to CCITT V.26 recommendation for modems, 
for speeds 1200 or 2400 bit/sec, synchronous, duplex, 
"A" and "B" type modulation, two and four wire lines 
can be used with built-in voice adapter for 
telephone, secondary channel 75 bit/sec 
Bulgaria Primarily 4800 bit/sec modem for use on 
leased telephone circuits, half duplex operation 
on 2-wire circuits, or full duplex on 4-wire lines, 
synchronous operation, with optional 75 baud reverse 
channel. The modem is designed primarily for use on 
high quality data circuits (CCITT Rec. M.1020). The 
Type of 
equipment 
Modem 
ES-8015 
Modem 
4800 ES-801 7 
Modem 
4800 ES-8018 
Modem 
48/72 ES-8020 
Group of 
modems 
ES-8036 
Modem 
ES-8027 
Modem 
TPR 
Modem 
base-band 
ES-8028 
(TEM) 
Country 
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Technical characteristics 
modem is equipped with differential 8-phase modulation 
nominally adjustable equalizer (CCITT Rec . V.27) 
and also with automatic equalization possibility 
(CCITI Rec. V.27 bis). 
Fall-back to 2400 bit/sec as per Rec. CCITT V.26 
Alternative "A". 
USSR 2400/4800 baud modem for 4 wire communication 
over leased telephone lines. 
Data transfer mode: duplex, synchronous, 
voice adapter connection optional, phase modulation 
Rumania Four-wire leased telephone connection, duplex 
transmission, synchronous mode, 
speed: 2400 and 4800 bit/sec, phase modulation. 
Hungary Four-wire telephone connection, serial duplex 
transmission, 4800 bit/sec transmission speed, 
phase modulation (1800 Hz) . 
Poland Broadband connection with 4 wire termination; 
1 
speeds: 48/56/64/72 bit/sec; 
modulation: frequency with one side band, 
carrier frequency: 100 KHz 
Hungary Can contain the following modems: 
Bulgaria 
CSSR 
ES-8002, ES-8006, ES-8011. ES-8028; 
with automatic selection for 8 lines. 
Base band modem up to 4800 bit/sec, two-wire 
physical connection, synchronous or asynchronous 
transmission in duplex mode . 
Transmission distances : 
for 600 bit/sec up to 18 km, 
for 4800 bit /sec up to 10 km 
Wideband modem to to 9600 bit/sec 
on leased metalic 2 or 4-wire lines, 
Type of transmission: serial, asynchronous, 
full duplex transmission mode . 
Interfaces: CCITT V.24 and V.28 
Manufacturer: Tesla-Strasnice 
Hungary for two or four wire lines (physical link) within 40 km 
distance, 
synchronous and asynchronous transmission, duplex, 
2-wire 2400 bit/sec, max distance 16 km 
4-wire 2400 bit/sec, max distance 28 km 
Type of 
equipment 
Digital-to 
telegraph 
signal 
converter 
ES-8030 
Digital-to-
telegraph 
signal 
converter 
ES-8032 
Digital-to-
telegra ph 
signal 
converter 
ES-8033 
Modem 
200 SM-8 101 
Modem 
1200 SM-8 102 
Modem 
2400 SM-8103 
! 
Country 
USSR 
Hungary 
Bulgaria 
Hungary 
CSSR 
Bulgaria 
Hungary 
Hungary 
Hungary 
J Hungary 
Modem CSSR 
ZERO-Modem 
SM-8105 
Modem 1 Bulgaria 
300 SM-8 107 
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Technical characteristics 
4-wire 4800 bit/sec, max distance 18 km 
4 wire 9600 bit / sec, max di s tance 10 km 
Interfaces : CCITT V.24/V.28 (Ryad I-2), 
voice adapter connection TTH-4800 possible. 
Digital-to-telegraph signal converter. Duplex 
transmission over switched or dedicated 4-wire 
telegraph circuits. Data transfer rate in synchronous 
mode: 20, 50, 100 (bit/sec); 
in asynchronous mode up to 200 (bit/sec) . 
CCITT Recommendations : V.24 , V.28, Ul, U2, V.10 and V.11 
Equipment allowing connection to the telegraph 
network. 
Speeds: 50, 75, 100 bit/sec 
It can be used in combination with mwliplexer 
ES-8410 and ES-8401 too. 
duplex, asynchronous dedicated and switched 
two-wire telephone lines, 
speeds 300 bit/sec, modulation according to 
CCITT V.21 Recommendation, produced by VIDEOTON 
two or four wire connection, 
synchronous, asynchronous, duplex, half duplex, 
speeds 600/1200 bit/sec, modulation according to 
CCITT V.23 Recommendation, produced by VIDEOTON 
two or four wire telephone lines, synchronous, 
duplex or half duplex, speeds 2400 sec /bits, 
secondary channel 75 band, modulation according to 
CCITT Reccomendation V.26 . 
null modem, asynchronous, duplex, half duplex, 
up to 50,000 bit/sec 
on ]eased or switched telephone lines, 
half duplex and duplex transmission, 
up to 300 bit/sec 
Type of 
equipment 
Modem 
2400 SM-8108 
ES-8070 
(MOHA-96) 
TE RT A 
TTH-4800 
ORION 
DATEST-2A 
Telephone 
caller 
ES-8081 
ES-8062 
Telegraph 
caller 
ES-8063 
Remote 
Multiplexer 
ES-8421 
I 
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Country Technical characteristics 
Bulgaria on leased or switched telephone lines, 
half duplex and duplex transmission, 
240011200 bit/sec . 
Hungary Voice adapter produced by ORION is designed to 
transmit and receive signaling and to establish 
telephone conversation over 2-wire or 4-wire leased 
telephone circuits. It can be connected to any 
modem and DTE meeting appropriate CCITT 
Recommendations (V.24, V.28 and I-1 (telephone line)). 
Hungary Voice adapter TTM-4800 can be linked to the 
modems of TERTA: TAM-200, TAM-201 (ES-8002), 
TAM-600, TAM-601 (ES-8006); 
for two and four wired leased line connections 
Hungary Testing equipment, generation of data between 
50 - 19,200 bit/sec, and analysis of test results. 
Connections: CCITI V.28/V.28 (Ryad I-2) interface . 
Testing of modems, for synchronous and asynchronous 
systems 
USSR To provide automatic connection over switched 
telephone voice-grade communication lines to 
teleprocessing systems of ES computers 
Hungary Automatic calling device for switched telephone 
network, for establishing calls automatically, 
and maintaining the connection. 
Its operating algorithm is according to 
CCITT recommendation V.25. 
It can be connected to DTEs according to CCITI 
V.24 and V.28 (interface of the 100 and 200 series). 
The modem connected to the DTE can be any according 
to the CCITT V series (CCITT V.24 and V.28 series 100) 
dialing tone level 425 Hz ± 25 Hz 
received tone level 2100 Hz ± 25 Hz 
calling tone level 1300 Hz± 10 Hz 
USSR To provide automatic connection in four wire 
switched telegraph network to teleprocessing 
systems of ES computers 
Hungary TMX-2400 time division synchron multiplexer. 
Up to 23 channels can be multiplexed into 
one medium speed telephone line. Synchronization 
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Type of Country Technical characteristics 
equipment 
of high speed channe l from low speed channels are 
independent. High speed side can be 600/1200 bit/sec 
duplex, synchronous. Interfaces on high and low 
speed side CCITT V.24, V.28. The low speed channels 
can be 50, 100, 200 bit/sec asynchronous and 
200 bit/sec synchronous . 
Possible combinations : 
low speed high speed bit/sec 
channels 
bit/sec 1200 1200 1200 l200 1200 1200 600 600 
50 (5 or 7 23 - - 10 - 2 10 1 data bit) 
100 (8 data 
- 10 - 6 4 3 - 5 bit code) 
200 (8 data 
- - 5 - 5 3 - -bit code) 
Line Hungary Line concentrator and e rror protection device. 
concentrator Allows up to 4 max 200 bi t/sec leased and 
TERTA switched telegraph li ne connections to be linked 
TETA-1210 to Ryad multiplexers (e .g ., to ES-8410) . 
Error protection according to CCITT V.41. 
The equipment includes : 
ES-8033 telegraph line adapter and 
ES-8121 error protection unit. 
Interface: CCITT V.24 /V.28 
Line Hungary Line concentrator and error protection device . 
concentrator Allows up to 3 max 1200 bit/sec leased and 
TE RT A switched telephone line connections to be linked 
TETA-1220 to Ryad multiplexers (e .g ., to ES-8410). 
The equipment includes: 
ES-8002 (TAM 201) or ES-8006 (TAM 601) - modems 
ES-8062 (TBA- 1) automatic calling device 
ES-8122 error protection unit. 
Interface: CCITT V.24/V.28 
Error Hungary Speed: 600, 1200 bit/sec 
protection reverse channel 75 Bd, 
device according to CCITT Rec. 41 
ES-8122 (sending, receiving, sending-receiving) 
Programmed Bulgaria Up to 16 lines, with speeds 
asynchronous up to 9600 bit/sec 
multiplexer 
SM-8503 
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Type of Country Technical characteristics 
equipment 
Multiplexer- GDR Channels: telephone, telegraph, physical 
concentrator Speeds: in asynchronous mode up to 
SM- 9600 bit/sec 
in synchronous mode up to 
48000 bit/sec 
Design based on single card microcomputer 
SM-50140-2 
Asynchronous CSSR Channels: switched on leased telephone 
multiplexer channels, physical link; 
for data Internal storage: 0.128 KByte 
transmission Speed: up to 9600 bit/sec 
SM-
Remote Poland Channels: leased telephone lines 
group Mode: synchronous, block 
control Speed: 1200 - 4800 bit/sec 
unit Number: up to 32 of ES-7919 and 
ES-7911 up to 32 of ES-7914 
(part of the system ES-7910) 
Remote USSR Channels: leased telephon lines 
group Mode: synchronous, block 
control Speed: 600/2400, 4800 bit/sec; 
unit Number: up to 32 of ES-7927 or 
ES-7921 up to 32 of ES-7934, ES-7936 
(part of the sys tern ES-7920). 
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PART 2) MODEMS MADE IN YUGOSLAVIA 
Main communication equipment manufacturers in Yugoslavia are N. 
Tesla from Zagreb and 1skra from Drany. 
a) N. Tesla manufactw·es modems under licence of CM Ericsson, 
Sweden . 
Type of modem Technical characteristics 
ZAT 300 - Switched/leased lines 
- Asynchronous, two wire, half & full duplex 
- Speed up to 600 bits / sec 
- Frequences 1080 Hz; 1750 Hz 
- Automatic answering unit includ e d 
- CCITT Rec. V.21, V.24, V.28 
ZAT 1200-5 LSI - Switched /leased lines 
- Asynchronous/synchronous , 214 wire 
- Asynch: speed up to 1200 bits/sec 
- Synch: speed 1200 or 600 bits/sec 
- Frequencies: for speed~ 1200 bit/sec, 1300-2 100 Hz 
for speed~ 600 bit/sec, 1300-1700 Hz 
- Automatic answering unit included 
- Opti"nal-secondary channel: 75 bit/ sec 
- CCI1 L, Rec . V.23, V.28, V. 25, V.24 
ZAT 2400-5 LSI - Switched/leased lines 
- Synchronous, 2/4 wire 
- speed 2400/1200 bit/sec 
- Carrier frequency 1800 Hz 
- Automatic answering unit included 
- Optional: asynchronous sec. channel 75 bit/sec 
- CCITT Rec . V.26, V.26 bis, V.28, V.24 
ZAT 4800-5 - Switched/leased lines 
Microprocessor - Synchronous, 2/4 wire 
- Speed 4800bit/sec 
- Carrier frequency 1800 Hz 
- Automatic answering unit included 
- Optional: - asynchronous sec . channel 75 bit/sec 
- multiplexer feature for 
2 x 2400 bit/sec channel handling 
- CCITT Rec. V.27 bis, V.27 Ter, V.28, V24. 
ZAT 9600 - LSI - Leased lines 
Microprocessor - Synchronous, 2/4 wire 
- Speed 960017200/4800 bit/sec 
- Optional: 4 channel multiplexer 
- CCITT Rec . V29, V.24 
Type of modem 
ZAT 12/96 
(Baseband) 
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Technical characteristics 
- Leased lines 
- Synchronous, 2/4 wires 
- speed 9600/4800/2400/ 1200 bit/sec 
- CCITT Rec . V.28, V.24 
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b) Iskra, Kray modems: 
production is based under licence from Standard Radio & Television. 
Type of modem Technical characteristics 
GH 1161 - Switched/leased lines 
- Asynchronous, 2 wire. full duplex 
- Speed up to 300 bit/sec 
- Automatic answering unit included 
- CCITT Rec . V.21. V.24, V.28 
GH 20521 - Switched/leased lines 
- Asynchronous, 2/4 wire, half/full duplex 
respectively 
- Speed up to 1200 bit/sec 
- Optional: - secondary channel 75 bit/sec 
- Synchronous transmission 1200/600 bit/sec 
- CCITT Rec. V.24, V.24, V.28 
GH 2054 - Switched/leased lines 
- Synchronous. 2 I 4 wire 
GH 2058 
DCB 19200 
(Baseband) 
- Speed 2400/ 1200 bit/sec 
- Optional: - secondary channel 75 bit/sec 
- automatic answering unit 
- CCITT Rec . V. 26, V.26 bis, V.24, V.28 
- Leased lines 
- Synchronous, 2/4 wires 
- Speed 4800 bit/sec 
- Optional : - Secondary channel 75 bit/sec 
- CCITT Rec . V.27, V.24. V.28 
- Leased lines 
- Synchronous, 2/4 wire 
- Speed 19200/960014800/2400/1200/600 bit/sec 
- CCITT Rec . V.24, V.28 
ISKRA's product line also covers some equipment for data communi-
cation control and measurement which is produced under licences of 
Standard Radio and Telephone and Dynatech Data Communication. 
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ANNEX 2: LIST OF DATA COMMUNICATION CONTROIJ..ERS TO BE I.JNKED 
TO RYAD (ES) COMPUTERS 
(Based on [ 1 O] and various sales brochures) 
Type of Country Main technical characteristics 
equipment 
Multiplexer USSR Connecton to all ES computer models and 
ES-8400 ES terminals (ES-8502, ES-8004, ES-8561, ES-8563, 
(MPD lA) ES-8570, PTA-6). 
Maximum number of lines 16, combination of 
telegraph, switched and dedicated telephone lines, 
speeds s 100 bit/sec on telegraph lines, 
~ 2400 bit/sec on telephone lines. 
Half duplex telecommunication, two channel switch 
option, error protection 
Multiplexer Bulgaria Number of the controlled lines; 
ES-8401 63 (with the speeds 600 bit/sec), 
(MPD 1) 32 (with the speeds 1200 bit/sec), 
Available speeds: 50, 75, 100, 200, 600, 1200, and 
2400 bit/sec 
Multiplexer USSR Connection ta all ES computers possible . 
ES-8402 Multiplexer for switched and dedicated telegraph 
(MPD 2) and telephone lines. For bidirectional half duplex 
data exchange between ES computers and terminals 
or full duplex computer-computer data exchange. It 
is connected to the standard multiplexer channel 
of an ES computers. 
Data transfer rates per line (bit/sec): 
50, 100, 200, 600, 1200, 2400,4800 
Configuration limits: 
8 to 176 half duplex lines or 
4 to 88 duplex lines 
Type of 
equipment 
Multiplexer 
ES-8403 
(MPD 3) 
Country 
USSR 
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Main technical characteristics 
Multiplexer for bi-directional computer-
compu ter or computer-terminal links. To be used for 
multiplexer or selector channels of an ES type 
computer through the internal adapters (TA2, TAl, CAl, 
CA2) to various types of telephone and telegraph lines. 
Half duplex and full duplex transmission possible. 
Available speeds : 50, 100, 600, 1200, 2400 and 
4800 bit/sec. 
Direct computer-computer link with 4800 bit/sec speed. 
Multiplexer GDR 
ES-8404 
For connection of comp uter ES-10 40 with 
max. 12 c onnection of telecomm unication equipment, 
(terminals ES-8505, ES-8 570, ES-8504, ES-8514, etc .). 
Speeds: 100, 200, 600, 1200 (2400) bit/sec 
(MPD 4) 
Multiplexer 
ES 6405 
(MPD 5) 
Multiplexer 
(TMX 2410) 
ES-8410 
(MPD 10) 
through V.24 interface . 
Teletypewriter regime 50, 75, 100 bit/sec, 
Transmission mode : start-stop, 
Operating mode: half duplex, 
Storage capacity: BK or 16K words . 
Rumania Up to 4 telephone connec tiori..s 
with speeds of 600, 1200, 2400, and 
4800 bit/sec . 
Hungary Maximum layout 32 channels (max. 2400 bit/sec 
each) at a data transmission speed of 
50 - 19,200 bit/sec to be linked to the central computer 
(to the mux. channel) of Ryad and IBM machines. 
Type of terminals supported: Ryad and IBM BSC 
terminals 
(Teletype, 
T AP-70, AP-1, AP-7 4, ES-7910, vrs-56100, 
TAP-2, TAP-3, 
AP-61, AP-62, AP-63, AP-64, etc .). 
Data communication equipment to be connected are 
all ES modems, it can be connected to 
TMX-2400 (ES-8421) remote multiplexer. 
Interface to DCE: CCITT V.24/V.28 (I-2) and (I-3). 
Software support: 
works under all telecommunication control of 
ES OS and DOS operating system, e .g., BTAM, TCAM 
Code used : IS0-7, 5 bit telex, EBCDIC 
Type of 
equipment 
Multiplexer 
ES-8371 
(ESTEL 4) 
Country 
Bulgaria 
Multiplexer Poland 
ES-8371 .01 
(TELE JS) 
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Main technical characteristics 
Front-end processor, can support between 
2 and max. 352 lines . 
Chapter B 
Half duplex and duplex connection, 1200 bit/ sec 
average speed in synchronous and asynchronous mode. 
Limits of line speeds: 50 bit/sec - 48000 bit/sec. 
High speed connection to the computer (Ryad and IBM 
machines) through byte-multiplex, block-multiplex 
or selector channels . It can serve up to two 
computers if the two channel adapter is chosen. 
Type of terminals supported: 
ES-8501, IZOT-7925, VTS 56100, IZOT-8500, 
IZOT-8531, ES-8531, ES-90037, etc . 
Type of moderns to be c onnected: 
ES-8001, VLOT-8010, ES-8005-06, IZOT-8015, 
ES-8033, etc . 
Procedures: 
Software support: start-stop, BSC, SDLC, 
Works under ES DOS and OS systems 
Main storage: up to 512 Kbyte in 32 Kbyte modules 
1982-1983: X.25 emulation will be possible . 
Frond end processor, in its characteristics 
similar to IBM 3705. It can maximally 
support up to 352 lines with speeds between 
50 - 48,000 bit/sec. 
Line protocols start/stop (SS), BSC /SDLC. 
ES-8371.01 especially suitable to support 
the larger mainframes of Ryad II (ES-1035, 
ES-1055) equipped with extensive terminal 
networks . 
Mainframe software support: ES OS; access methods 
TCAM, VTAM; TSO systems; telecommunication 
monitors (CICS, SHADOWS, etc.) 
Terminal supported: ES-7900 terminal family, 
ES-8575, IBM, BSC, etc. 
Storage capacity: 16 Kbyte - 256 Kbyte 
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ANNEX3: 
P.ARr 1: BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SM COMPUTER FAMILY 
(CPU'S PRODUCED BY CMEA COUNTRIES) -A GENERAL PURPOSE 
MINI COMPUTER FAMILY ALSO TO BE USED FOR DATA COMMUNI-
CATION PURPOSES [ 11 ] 
1) SM 3 Computer CPU {SM-2101) 
Manufacturer: USSR 
microprogrammed, (4K words) microprogram memory, 0.25 µ 
sec cycle time 
4 work registers addressable by programs 
main storag e: Max. 32K words (16 bil); 1. 2 µsec acces s time 
Max. number of addressable peripherals: 55 
various synchronous and asynchronous data communication 
adapters (SM 850 1 -:- SM 8507) 
2) SM 2P Computer CPU {SM-2101) 
Manufacturer: USSR 
microprogrammed, (4K words) microprogram memory, 0.25 µ 
sec cycles time 
number of work registers address able by microprograms: 17 
number of worl< registers addressable by programs: 4 
main storage: 32Kwords - 128Kwords ( 16 bit) 
Max. addressable peripherals : 56 
various synchronous and asynchronous data communication 
adapters (SM 8501 -:- SM 8507) 
3) SM-3P Com.puter CPU 
Manulacturers : Poland (SM-2302) 
Cuba (SM-2303)/CID-300 / 
USSR (SM-2103) 
CSSR (SM-2301)/SM-3-20/ 
microprogrammed 
number of universal registers : 8 ( 16 bit) 
main storage: 32K words (16 bit) 
execution time of register-register operations: 
for SM-2302 5 µsec 
for SM-2303 up to 5 µ sec 
for SM-2103 
for SM-2301 
5 µsec 
3.3 µsec . 
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various synchronous and asynchronous data communication 
adapters (SM 8501 -:- SM 8507) . 
4) SM-4P Computer CPU 
Manufacturers : Rurnania (SM-2402)/1- 100/ 
USSR (SM-2401) 
CSSR (SM-2401) 
microprogrammed 
number of universal registers : 8 (16 bit) 
main storage: 124K words (16 bits) 
virtual storage system, access less than 2.5 µsec. 
execution time of register-register operations: 
for SM-2402 0.8 µsec 
for SM-2104 1.2 µsec 
various synchronous and asynchronous data communication 
adapters (SM 8501 -:- SM 8507) . 
5) SM-52 Computer CPU 
Manufacturers : Hungary 
microprogrammed 16 bit word proc essor 
1 million operation per second (LOAD or STORE) 
12 registers 
main storage: 64/128K words (16 bits) 
access time: 0.55 µsec 
various synchronous and asynchronous data communication 
adapters (SM 8501 -:- SM 8507). 
6) Da.ta. Communication Adapters for SM Computers 
a) SM-8501 and. SM-8502 Asynchranaus Adapters 
Manufacturer: CSSR 
number of channels up to 8 
data transmission speeds : 50, 100, 200, 300, 600, 1200, 
4800, 9600 bit/sec 
connection to telephone, telegraph, and physical lines 
asynchronous mode 
simplex, half duplex, duplex, transmission mode 
5, 6, 7 or 8 bit code, no parity 
for SM 3P and SM 4P computers 
b) SM-8505 
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Manufacturer: USSR 
adaplcr for dala lrnnsmission 
speed up to 20000 bit/sec 
number of channels: 1 
c) SM-8506 
Manufacturer: CSSR 
Chapter 8 
synchronous adapter for data transmission for leased and 
switched telephone channels 
speed: up to 9600 bit/sec 
half duplex and duplex transmission mode 
d) SM-8507 
Manufacturer: Bulgaria 
synchronous adapter for data transmission, for leased and 
switched telephone channels 
speed: up to 9600 bit/sec 
half duplex and duplex transmission mode . 
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PART 2: LIST OF CZECHOSLOVAK MINICOMPUTER CONFIGURATIONS USED 
FOR DATA COMMUNICATIONS 
(based on various sales brochures) 
SM 3-20 SM-1 series, data collection and preprocessing, communication 
control in real-time regime . 
Processor SM 2301 : 16 bit words, 65,000 operat./s (of type LOAD 
or STORE), 76 instructions, 8 registers, main storage 32/64K, 
access time less than 500 rs. 
Standard peripherals: cassette disk unit SM 5400, 5 MB; mag-
netic tape unit SM 5300, 10 MB; alphanumeric VDU (24 lines, 80 
char /line) with a keyboard SM '7202, serial transmission up to 
9600 bit/s; mosaic serial printer SM 6301 ( 178 char. per line, 
parallel transmission 100 char/s); paper tape reader an punch 
SM 6208 (300 and 55 char /s, resp .) . 
Optional peripherals: VDU SM 1601, KSR terminal with a matrix 
printer SM 7108, line printer SM 6313, card reader SM 6100, 
serial asynchronous adapter SM 6002, serial synchronous 
adapter SM 8606, null modem SM 8105. 
Software : operating system FOBOS, LOS DOS-RV V2, PPPD-1. 
TMOS, DIAMS; compilers Macroassembler, Basic, Basic-Plus, FOR-
TRAN IV, Fokal, COBOL. 
Data communications: serial transmission via adapters SM 6002 
and SM 8606, interface telegraph 40 mA, CCITT V.24/V.28, code 
KOI-7, transmission rate up to 9600 bit/s, communication con-
trol procedure HDLC, SDLC, DDCMP (MSC) . 
SM 4-20 SM-1 series, real-time systems, data entry and collection, com-
munication control in terminal and computer networks. 
Processor SM 2401: 16 bit words, 120,000 aper.ls (of type LOAD 
or STORE), main storage 128/256K, virtual addressing. 
Standard peripherals : cassette disk unit SM 5400, 5MB; mag-
netic tape unit SM 5300, l OMB; alphanumeric VDU (24 lines, 80 
char /line) with a keyboard SM 7202, serial transmission up to 
9600 bit/s; serial mosaic printer SM 6301. 178 char. per line, 
parallel transmission 100 char /s; paper tape reader and punch 
SM 6204 (500 and 100 char /s, respectively) . 
Operational peripherals: VDU SM 1601. KSR terminal SM 7108 
with a mosaic printer, line printer SM 6313, card reader SM 
6100, serial asynchronous adapter SM 6002, serial synchronous 
adapter SM 8606, null modem SM 8105. 
Software: operating systems DOS RV V2, DOS RVR, DIAMS I., 
FOBOS II .. TMOS, PPPD-2: compilers Macroassembler, FORTRAN 
N, r'ORTRAN N-Plus, Cobol. Basic, Focal; application software 
SYRPOS for communication control in terminal and computer 
networks. 
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Data communications: via SM 6002 serial transmission 50-9600 
bills, 5-8 unit code with or without odd/even parity, interface 
telegraph 4 wire up to 500 m, CCITT V.24; via SM 8606 serial 
transmission up to 9600 bills, interface CCITT V.24 /V.28, com-
munication control procedures HDLC, SDLC, DDCMP (BSC) . 
SM 52/ 11 SM-2 series, SM-1 compatible, real-time and time sharing sys-
tems, batch and interactive processing, communication control 
in terminal and computer networks. 
Processor: 16 bit words . 1 million operation per second (of type 
LOAD or STORE), main storage 1281256 K, access time less than 
550 ns, 12 registers. 
Peripherals standard: cassette disk unit SM 5400, 5 MB; mag-
netic tape unit SM 5300, 10 MB; alphanumeric VDU (24 lines, 80 
char /line with a keyboard SM 7202, serial transmission up to 
9600 bit/s; mosaic printer SM 6301. 178 char . per line, parallel 
transmission 100 char /s. 
Optional peripherals : VDU SM 1601, KSR terminal with a mosaic 
printer SM 7108, line printer SM 63 13, magnetic disk unit SM 
5405 (29 MB), floppy disk unit SM 5605 (512K), card reader SM 
100, serial asynchronous adapter SM 6002, serial synchronous 
adapter SM 8606, null modem 8105. 
Software : operating systems DOS RV V2 , DIA.MS I., II., DOS RVR, 
FOBOS II., TMOS, PPPD-2; compilers macroassembler , FORTRAN 
N, FORTRAN , ·-Plus, COBOL, Basic Plus; application software 
SYRPOS for communication control in terminal and computer 
networks . 
Data communications: via SM 6002 serial transmission 50-9600 
bills, 5-8 unit code with or without even/odd parity, telegraph 
interface 4 wire up to 500 m, CC1TT V.24; via SM 8606 serial 
transmission control procedures (line protocols HDLC, SDLC, 
DDCMP (BSC) . 
ADI' 4500 (SM 1) process control. communication control. real-time pro-
cessing, compatible with M 6000, M 7000, SM 1-2, JSEP and SMEP 
compatible by means of a magnetic tape and a floppy disk. 
Processor : 16 bit words, 128 instructions, 300 oper . /s, 2 index 
registers, 12 scratch pad registers, main storage 8-32K, cycle 
650 ns. 
Standard peripherals: 8 unit paper tape reader FS 1503, 1500 
char/s; 8 unit paper tape punch DT 105S, 110 char/s; 
alphanumeric VDU (24 lines, 80 char/line) with a keyboard SM 
7202, parallel transmission up to 9600 bills; mosaic serial 
printer DZM 180, 132 char/line, 180 char/s; cassette disk unit 
ES 5069, capacity 3 MB. 
Optional peripherals: card reader ES 6112, cassette magnetic 
tape unit KPP 800, floppy disk unit ES 51074, magnetic tape unit 
PT 305, SM 54 00; line printer ES 7181 . 
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Software: operating systems DOS lll, RTS-1; compilers As sem-
bler, FORTRAN, ALGOL, Basic; telecommunication access method 
DCAM. 
Data communications: via communication controller TC 104-: 
asynchronous (50-9600 bit/s) or synchronous (up to 19,200 
bits/s) transmission, 5-8 unit code with or without odd/even 
parity, communication control procedure BSC, interface CCITT 
V.24/V.28; via communication controller TC 110: synchronous 
HDX/FDX transmission up to 19 .2 kbit/s, communication control 
procedures (line protocols) BSC, SDLC/HDLC . 
JPR 12 R Process control, data entry and collection, terminal communi-
cation control; compatible with SM-3 series . 
Processor: 16 bit words, 16 registers. real-time clocks, four 
interrupt priority levels, 66 basic instructions, main storage 8-
2BK. cycle time 950 ns . 
Standard peripherals: paper tape reader FS 1503 1500 char . 
per second; paper tape punch DT 105S, 110 char/s; 
alphanumeric keyboard ES 0 101. serial printer ES 718 1, 132 
char. per line, 150 char/s . 
Optional peripherals: floppy disk unit MOM 3300 (250K): 
cassette magnetic tape unit KPP 800 (2 x 200K): magnetic tape 
unit SM 5300, VDU (e .g., VT 340, SM 7202). 
Software: paper tape or disk oriented operating system; com-
pilers Macroassembler, Basic, Focal, FORTRAN. 
Data communications: serial asynchronous FDX transmission, 
50-9600 bit/s, 7-11 unit code with or without odd/even parity; 
telegraph interface 2 x 200 mA, CCITT V.24/V.28. 
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PART 3: l.I~i' OF' HUNGARIAN MlCROCOMPUTEl~S USED l''OH DATA COM-
MUNICATION, NOT MEMBERS OF THE SM COMPUTEH FAMILY) 
(based on various sales brochures) 
KFKI TPA-70 
KFKI TPA- i 1-40 
16 bit processor with with 1 µ, sec access time, 4 
registers, DMA card 
Peripherals : disc, magnetic tapes, paper peri-
pherals, alphanumerical, graphical displays, data 
acquisition and control modules, communication 
interfaces, etc. 
system softwares : DOS, MINORB, 
compilers: Assembler, Basic, FORTRA.i'I, etc. 
Data communication: 
serial synchronous, asynchronous interfaces 
parallel BSI interface 
Network software (basic version developed at 
IIASA and SZTAKJ) PSG (X.25, X.20, V.24), BSC, 
CDC 200 UT emulator 
small computer similar to PDP 11I40 
VT60 (ES lOlOM) Compu 2r 
VT 60 is a small computer compatible with ES 
1010/ES 1012. 
storage capacity: 64 KByte program + 64 KByte 
data optional 
word length: 16 bit + parity 
suitable for real time applications, for front-end 
processors of large mainframes 
operating systems: Disc Batch Monitor (DMB). 
Real Time Disc Monitor 
(RTDM), 
Multitask Monitor (MTM). 
Telecommunication programs: PROGRESS-2000, 
which is the communication system of the so-
called VNS (Videoton Network Systems) . 
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ANNEX 4: IJST OF TEMINALS PRODUCED BY CMEA COUNTRIES 
(Based on [10], [11], and various sales brochures) 
Equipment 
Country Purpose Components and characteristics 
classfication 
ES-8501 Bulgaria For communication with computer, typewriter ES-7177, 
(Remote terminal to terminal, data paper tape reader/puncher 
group preparation for duplex and ES-6191 IES-7191, 
data hail duplex, synchronous and e.g., modem ES-8002, 
station asynchronous data transmission, Interfaces: CCITT V.24/V.28, 
AP-1) (between 50-1200 bit/sec) Other CCITT recommendations: 
through telephone or telegraph V.2, V.21, V.23 
channels 
ES-8502 USSR Synchronous, half duplex data typewriter ES-7172, 
(Remote exchange with computer or paper tape reader /puncher 
group terminal throlJ8h 2 or 4-wire ES-6199/ES-7191, 
data telephone or telegraph channels modem ES-8001 and ES-8030, 
station binary to. telegraph converter if 
AP-2) the ES-8502 is linked to telegraph 
channels. 
ES-8502 Hungary for batch and interactive CONSUL 260 typewriter, ES-7172 
(Remote usage, half duplex, paper tape reader /puncher 
group 200 bit/sec, synchronous ES-6191/ES-7191 (ER 40/EP 35), 
data data transmission modem ES-8002 for telephone or 
station through telephone or ES-8030 for telegraph 
TAP-2) telegraph circuits connection. 
Error correction: CCITT V.41 
Interfaces: CCITT V.24/V.28 
Other CCITT recommendations: 
V.21, V.25 
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Equipment Country Purpose Components and characteri stics 
classficatior 
~ 
ES-8503 Hung ary batch and integrative Type writ er , paper re ader / 
(Remote (TAP-3) regime, puncher, (ES-6121/ES-7121), 
group Bulgaria for 600 or 1200 bit /sec modem ES-8006 or ES-8028. 
data DDR synchronous 2/4 wir e telephone CCITT recommendations: 
station connec tions, V.23, V.24 , V.25, V.28, V.41 
AP-3) reverse channel 75 bit/sec 
ES-8503 Bulgaria For 2-wire telephone typewriter ES-7174, 
(Remote connection, !or 600 or paper t ape re ader /puncher 
group 1200 bit/sec , synchronous ( ES-6121 1ES712l), 
data data transmission modem 1200 ES 8005 
station 
AP-3) 
ES-8504 USSR Program-controlled mult i- typewri ter ES-7172, 
(Remote terminal syst em for dat a paper t ape r e ader /puncher 
group acquisition from peripheral ( ES-6121 I ES-7123 (ES-7122) 
data devices, data exchange with AP-6100 card r eader, 
station remote computer. Both AP-2100 cent ral control unit, 
AP-4) batch and in terface com- AP-7100 (7101) serial 
mun.ication mode, connec- printer, 
tion th,..ough multiplexers alphanumeric display, 
ES-84{) .~ or ES-8400, for AP-5080 magnetic tape unit, 
telegraph and t elephone lines, ES-8010 modem 
data tramder 1200, 2400 bit/sec, 
synchronous transmission in 
half duplex mode 
ES-8505 GDR For synchronous, hall typewriter, 
(Remote duplex data transmission for paper reader/puncher 
group 200, 600, or 1200 b it/sec (up to 15 work stations), 
data on telephone lines. modems: ES-8002 or 
station ES-8006 
AP-5) 
ES-8506 GDR For synchronous, half up to 15 work 
(Remote duplex data transmission for stations 
group 60011200 b it/sec . 
data 
station 
AP-6) 
ES-8514 Poland Group data station, consists of: 
(Remote channels: switched or leased paper tape reader/puncher; 
group telephone lines, typewriter; display; 
data speed: 200, 600, 1200 line printer; cassette deck; 
station bit/sec; 
AP-1 4) code : KOI-7 
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Equipment Country Purpose Components and characteristics 
classficatior 
ES-8515 Rumania Channels: switched or consist of; 
(Remote leased telephone lines, paper tape reader/puncher; 
group speed: 60CH800 bit/sec keyboard for input/output; 
data code: KOI-7 card reader/puncher; 
station cassette deck; disc; 
AP-15) 
ES-8531 Bulgaria For batch and interactive Programmed remote 
(Remote mode, point-to-point and multi- data station, 
group point connections, speeds display monitor, 
data 600, 1200, 2400, 4800 bit/sec, card reader (ES-6112), 
station 214 wire telephone connec- magnetic card identificator, 
AP-31) tions for duplex and half magnetic disc (ES-5074), 
duplex data transmission. paper tape reader /puncher, 
It can function in start- cassette, printer 
stop or synchronous trans- (ES-7181), diskette, 
mission mode, also suitable built-in modem 
for telegraph connection. 
ES-8534 Hungary Programmed group data consists of: 
(AP-34) station for banking purposes, input/output on 4 or 
with exchangeable control 8 special typewriters; 
block; normal typewriter; 
speed: 200, 1200 bit/sec paper tape reader/puncher 
code: KOI-7 
ES-8540 CSSR Group remote data prepara- consists of: 
(KA-10) tion system processor; card puncher; 
Channel: leased telephone smart card reader; 
line; transmission mode: numerical keyboard; 
synchronous; line printer; control unit 
speed: 600-1200 bit/sec, for peripherals; 
code: KOI-7 diskette; teletype 
ES-8550 Hungary For stand alone usage in based on ES-1010 computers 
(Remote data preparation as well typewriter WA-7172, 
data as for connection to remote display, paper tape 
station) computer, point-to-point reader /puncher 
or multi point connection (ES~121 /ES-7121), 
duplex and half duplex disc (ES-7048, ES-5060), 
synchronous data trans- matrix printer (ES-7183), card 
mission, reader, modems (ES-8006 or 
speed 600-2400 bit/sec or ES-8011). 
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Equipment Coun try Purpose Components and charac'..e.ristics 
classficalior 
ES-8561 USSR Conversa tional terminal: typewriter (ES-7172), 
(Remote data exchange with display, 
data computer or t erminal modem (ES-8010 or ES 8001), 
station station, four wire telephone connection through 
AP-61) synchronous and asynchronous ES-8400 or ES-8402 
half duplex mode, data speeds multiplexer 
200, 1200, 2400 bit/ sec 
ES-8562 Hungary Stand alone station for data display, typewriter 
(Remote data preparation or computer 
data terminal for 4-wire 
station telephone, telegraph 
AP-62) connec tions, half duplex 
regime, speeds 1200-
4800 bit/sec 
ES-8563 USSR Conversational group terminal group control unit, 
(Remote for interactive usage, for display uni t s (up to 24), 
data providing simultaneous 2 typewriters ES-7172, 
station operation of a group of users modem ES-8010, 
AP-63) with a remote computer. 4-wire connection through 
teleph ~'le connection, half ES-8400 or ES-8402 
duplex mode, synchronous and multiplexers 
asynchronous transmission 
mode, data transfer speed : 
120012400 bit/sec 
ES-8564 Hungary For interact:ve usage up to 18 VTDEOTON VT lOO 
(Remote through 4-wire telephone displays, 
grop lines in half duplex CONSUL typewriter 
data mode, synchronous, 
station 1200-4800 bit/sec 
AP-64) 
ES-8570 Hungary 12-wire telephone channels typewriter CONSUL 280 
(Remote ior 4-ll'i:re telegraph channels, (ES-7172), 
data simplex, half duplex, modem ES-8003 (TAM-200) 
station start-stop, max. 100 bit/sec. (ES-8030 TTB-200) 
TAP-70) 
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Equipment Country Purpose Components and characteristics 
classficatior 
ES-8570 Hungary intelligent terminal for periferals: VDU, line printer 
(TAP-70AB) max. 300 bit/sec speed. (optional), 
For interactive usage, modem TAM-201 (ES-8002) for 
asynchronous, simplex or telephone connection, 
half duplex data traJismission modem TTX-200 (ES-8032) for 
telegraph connection, 
CCfTT recommendations: 
V.21, V.24, V.25, V.28 
ES-8570 Hungary intelligent terminal for peripherals: VDU, line printer 
(TAP-70SB) max. 2400 bit/sec speed. (optional), 
For online batch usage, modem: TAM-601 (ES-8006). 
synchronous half duplex data CCITT recommendations: 
trll1lsmission, in ES !IBM BSC V.21, V.24, V.25, V.28 
mode, for data preparation, 
local connection and batch 
transmission to the central 
mainframe 
ES-8570 USSR low speed 100 bit/sec typewriter (ES-7172), 
terminal station, modem (ES-8001). 
half duplex, asynchronous 
transmission for telephone or 
telegraph type of connection 
ES-8574 Hungary portable terminal, in point-to- Portable, with telephone 
point or multipoint, for accoustic coupler which 
switched or dedicated telephone can be connected to 
or telegraph channels, ES-8002 or ES-8006 mode ms 
asynchronous, duplex trans-
mission up to 200 bit/sec 
ES-8575 Poland for half duplex asynchronous workstation with 
(Remote data transmission, for alphanumerical keyboard, 
data interactive processing, 1321158 character wide 
station speeds; 100, 200, 600, printer output, 
AP-75) 1200 bit/sec, for telephone sprinting speed 180 
or telegraph lines char/sec, matrix printer ES-7186, 
modems ES-8002 or ES-8006, 
converter ES-8030 or ES-8027 
for telegraph transmission 
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Equipment Country Purpose Components and characteristics 
classfication 
ES-8576 CSSR For telephone connection, work st ation with 
(Remote synchronous data trans- matrix printer 
data mission, speeds: 600, 1200, ES-7184 and 
station 2400, 4800 b it/sec, alphanumerical 
AP-76) interactive and batch keyboard 
processing 
ES-7920 USSR Alphanumerical consist of 
Hungary display group - remote group control unit 
GDR (ES-7921) 
Poland - local group control unit 
CSSR (ES-7922) 
- remote alphanumerical 
display with keyboard 
(ES-7925) 
- alphanumerical display with 
keyboard (ES-7927) 
- serial printer (ES-7934) 
- serial printer (ES-7936) 
SM-7401 Hungary data collection, data 80x24 char. display, magnetic 
(Intelligent prepar '.ion, office terminal, cassete, diskette option, 
alpha- interactive usage buffer memory, core memory 
numerical up to 16 Kbyte. 
video- Adapters and connectors for 
terminal) communication lines, 
printers and other peripherals 
CCITT V.24 interlace 
SM-7402 GDR As stand alone device or display, core memory up to 
(Intelligent in connection with SM 16 Kbyte, read only memory 
alpha- computers, 4 Kbyte, buffer memory 
numerical for interactive usage and up to 0.75 KByte, 
terminal) data collection, also in interfaces for connection 
terminal networks with to communication lines and 
speeds 200, 600, 1200 bit/sec, various other peripherals 
half duplex such as teletypes 
ES-7920 GDR Complex data collection Max. 32 displays, 
system for interactive usage, printers of ES-7922, ES-7927 
half duplex data transmission, ES-7934, or ES-7936, 
synchronous, speeds 600, 1200, modem ES-8010 
2400, 4600 bit/sec connection through mux. ES-8403 
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I 
Equipment 
Country Purpose Componen t s and characteristics 
cle.ssfication 
Robotron GDR For special applications such display, printer, 
K-8922 as travel and ticket booking communication controllers 
systems for connection to switched 
or dedicated chanr1els 
Alpha- Poland Display concentrator Consists of 
numerical - remote group control unit 
display ES-7911 
group - local group control unit 
ES-7910 ES-7912, 
- serial printer ES-7914, 
- remote alphanumerical display 
with keyboard and serial 
printer ES-7915, 
- alphanumerical display and 
keyboard ES-7917 
Remote Poland Group control unit, for (part of the system 
group up to 32 displays, 32 print ers; ES-7910) 
control mode: synchronous, block; 
unit channel: telephone; 
ES-7911 speed: 1200-4800 bit/sec 
ES-8591 CSSR On switched or leased teletype 
teletype telegraph lines; 
speed: 501100 Bd 
Code: ITA-2 
ES-7168 Hungary Connection to modems Videoterminal with V.24 
(Video- through CCITI V.24 interface, or parallel interface; 
terminal) speed: 75-1200 bit/sec optional connection to 
Code: K01-7 ES-7184 line printer; 
Latin and Russian character set, 
display: 1260 characters 
IZOT Bulgaria Synchronous bit-oriented terminal system based 
7926/28 data transmission mode on the terminal controller 
IZOT 7926 and up to 7 
video displays IZOT 7828 
with modems, 
optional ES-7187 or ES-7186 
printer 
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Equipment 
1 f . . Country Purpose c ass 1cat1on 
ES-9003 
TPR 
(Tesla) 
SM-1614 
Video 
terminal 
(group) 
Bulgaria Data tran.s mJssion speed: 
600/ 1200, 2400, 4800, 
9600 bit/sec 
CSSR 
USSR 
Transmission r ate: up to 
9800 b it/sec. Type : 
serial, asynchronous . 
Mode of transmission: 
full duplex, 2 or 4 wire 
telephone line . 
Synchronous and 
asynchronous mode 
SM-1604 Bulgari a Asynchronous transmission 
alpha- mode, speed : 2400 bit/sec 
numerical 
video-
terminal 
(group) 
SM-1605 
Small 
terminal 
(group) 
SM-
Group 
terminal 
for 
inventory 
control 
Bulgaria Asynchronous transmisson 
mode; speed: 300 bit/sec. 
GDR Synchronous transmission 
mode; 
speed : 600, 1200 bit/sec 
Chapter B 
Comp onents and ch aract eristics 
Remote d ata entry 
st a tion. Built on a minicomputer 
and its peripherals, 
a monitor controller of 16 
data ent ry stations, 
modems: ES-8027 for b ase 
band data t ransmission, 
other modems for 60011200, 
2400, 4800 b it/sec 
video te r minal, 
conne ction to remote c omputers 
through modem according 
to CC ITT: V.24, V.28. int erface. 
video termh1al with 
102411920 character display, 
microc omput er SM 50 / 40-2 
based, storage : 3KByt e-9KBy te 
based on single card 
microcomput er SM 50/40-3, 
1920 character disp lay 
based on single card 
microcomputer SM 50140-3; 
numerical keyboard; 
card reader, magnetic card 
reader, modem 
Based on single card 
microcomputer SM 50/40-3; 
memory: 24 KByte; 
peripherals: keyboard, 
printer ES-7107, diskette ES-5077 
(3 units) 
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Equipment ,.. 
classfication ... ountry Purpose 
SM-
Universal 
programmec 
group 
terminal 
GDR 
SM- GDR 
Programmed 
cheap I 
group 
video terminal 
SM- GDR 
Programmed 
cheap 
group 
video-
terminal 
SM- CSSR 
Programme< 
group 
terminal 
Asynchronous, synchronous 
transmission mode; 
speed : 600, 1200, 2400, 
4800, 9600 bit/sec 
Asynchronous, synchronous 
transmisson mode; 
speed: up to 9600 bit/sec 
Asynchronous, syncronous 
transmission mode; 
speed: up to 9600 bit/sec 
Synchronous transmission 
mode; half duplex; 
speed: 600-1200 bit/sec 
SM-
Terminal 
station 
Bulgaria Asynchronous transmission 
mode 
Chapter 8 
Components and characteristics 
Based on s ingle card 
microcomputer SM 50/40-2; 
memory; 4-6 KByte; 
peripherals: diskette or cassete 
deck, printer 30 or 200 char/sec, 
keyboard, display with 1024 or 
1920 characters. 
Based on single card 
microcomputer SM 50140-2, 
memory: 4-36 KByte; 
peripherals: printer 30 char /sec or 
200 char/sec, keyboard, 
diskette with 0.125 or 0.25 MByte 
or cassette deck 
Based on single card 
microcomputer SM 50/40-2, 
peripherals: keyboard; 
printer 30 or 200 char /sec; 
display with 1024 characters; 
diskette SM-5601; 
cassette 2.75 MByte; 
magnetic card; paper tape 
reader /puncher 
microprocessor based, 
memory: 4-8 KByte; 
peripherals: keyboard SM-7601 
diskette SM-5604 
Based on single card 
microcomputer SM 50/40-3; 
memory: up to 48 KByte + 
46 KByte optional; 
peripherals: keyboard; 
printer ES-7187; diskette 
ES-5074; modem ES-8005; 
4 microprocessor based 
te.rntinals 
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Equipment Countr) Purpose Components and characteristics 
classfication 
ES-791 5 Pole..nd Channels: leased telephone Display with keyboard, 
Remote lines; serial p rinter ES-7914 
display transmission mode: (part of the system 
with synchronous, block; ES-7910) 
keyboard Code: DKOI 
and speed: 1200, 4800 bit/sec 
printer 
ES-7925 CSSR Channel: telep!i.one trans- Display with keyboard 
Remote mission mode, with the option of 
display synchronous, block; line pinter ES-7934.02 with 
with Code: KOI-7 light pen 
keyboard (part of the system 
ES-7920) 
SM-1610 Cuba Speed : 75, 100, 200, 600 Based on single card 
Alpha- 1200, 2400 bit/sec microcomputer SM 50140-1, 
nwnerical ROM: 2 KByte , 
group No. of display characters; 
video 1920 
terminal 
Equipment 
Country Purpose, components and characteristics 
classification 
ES-7915 Poland Vl.deoterminal, batch processing, 
1200/4800 bit/sec, synchronous transmission 
IZOT-7925 Bulgaria Videotermina.l display format 80x24 characters 
start-stop regime, speed 120012400 bit/sec 
according to CCITT V.26, V.26 bis, V.24 and V.28 
with printing options by ES-7187 or ES-7186 printers 
MERA-7952 Poland ASCII character code video terminal with 
64 or 95 characters, display format ; 1920 characters, 
(80x24 lines). Asynchronous transmission, CCITI V.24/V.26 
modem interface, selectable transmission 
speeds: 110, 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600 be.ud, 
100 Kbaud (without modem) 
DZM-180 Poland Matrii: printer with 64 or 96 ASCII character set, 
printing speed: 180 char/sec. 
Equipment 
classification 
DZM-180 
KSR 
SM-7401 
SM-1610 
VDDS 
VT-20 
VTD 
(SM-7219) 
VDS-47703 
Country 
Poland 
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Purpose, components and characteristics 
Matrix printer DZM-180 with printing speed 
of 180 char/sec, ASCII character set with 64 or 96 
characters, with 64 or 96 character ASCII keyboard, 
to CC ITT V.24 interface, selectable transmissiion 
speeds: 110 or 150, 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 
bauds, 100 Kbaud (without modem), asynchronous 
transmission mode 
Hungary Intelligent videoterminal with alphanumerical 
character set, display forma t: 2000 characters (80x25). 
microprocessor controlled, with cassettes. 
Cuba Alphanumerical videoterminal, microcomputer 
50/40-1 -2 KByte stoage, display format 1920 characters. 
Character transmission speed: 75, 100, 200, 600, 1200, 
2400 bit/sec. (Nebo vice ner 1000 bitls). 
Hungary Intelligent terminal family, alphanurnerical display 
with 192012000 characters (BOx24/25 lines). Microprocessor 
controlled, spec ial characters (Latin, Cirilic, Greek, 
mathematical symbols) . Optional minicartridge storage or 
matrix printer. Optionally it can be provided with synchronous 
or asynchronous interface to connect to remote computer. 
Hungary Intelligent terminal system built upon the 
VDDS family, with the addition of appropriate storage 
systems: 64 KByte memory address, B KByte ROM, 
48 KByte RAM, INTEL 8080A processor, 5 MByte hard disc 
capacity or 2x250 KByte diskette, printer 160 char /sec 
or 300 line /min, synchronous or asynchronous interface for 
data communications 
Hungary Microprogrammed video teminal family with 
telephone, telegraph, printer interface options, 
ma::i:. speed for data transmission 9600 bit/sec suitable. 
Display format: 1920 characters (80x24). The basic 
functions of the terminal is according to the specification 
of SM-7219. However different type of other versions 
exist also: a VT:340 compatible, an IBM 3275 compatible, 
a SIEMENS 6252 and a DEC compatible version. 
Hungary Cheap alphanumerical video terminal designed 
tor data input. Display format: 640 characters (40x16), 
display memory capacity: 1260 characters, through modem it 
can be used as teletype compatible video terminal. 
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THE IIASA TPA/70 - X.25 GATEWAY-NETWORK PROMOTES 
INTERNATIONAL FLOW OF SCIENTIF1C INFORMATION• 
A. Labadi and I . Sebestyen 
0. INTRODUCTION 
There are many different categories of transborder data flow: the 
Electronic Fund Transfer of the SW1FT network; the air passenger reserva-
lion data of the SITA network; observed meteorological data on the net-
work of national meteorological institutes; news on the network of news 
agencies such as Reuter's; corporate data on the private networks of mul-
tinationals such as IBM, Philips or Unilever; technical and economic data 
on private time-sharing networks such as CYBERNET or the IP Sharp Net-
work; scientific, technical, economical, and legal information on Euronet, 
Tymnet, and Telenet . Through the international links of IIASA in Laxen-
burg, Austria, information relating primarily to the Institute and its 
•This paper is an updated and extended version of the article "IIASA TPA-70 Gateway-network 
promotes international flow of scientific information" which appeared in Vol V No 1 (1962) of 
Transnation11l D11ta Report, Nort:h.-Holland, 1962. 
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research activities are transmitted between collaborating parties. The 
major categories of 1IASA's transborder data flow activities are shown in 
Table 1. 
Table 1. Major Categories of 1IASA's Transborder Data Flow Activities 
Name of Example 
category 
Service of Computational services of, e.g., CNUCE (Italy) or 
scientific time- SZTAKI (Hungary) for IIASA; or services of the 
sharing IIASA VAX 111780 and PDP 11/70 computers to 
centers. external collaborators. 
Service of data Data Bank Services of, e.g. Data Star (Switzer-
base centres land), ESA (ltaly),IAEA (UN), SZTAK1 (Hungary), 
(mainly in the VINITI (USSR), for IIASA; or usage of IIASA private 
field of science data bases by external collaborators. 
and technol-
ogy). 
Electronic mes- For writing joint manuscripts, preparing joint 
sage sending conf ·ences, management of joint projects on, 
and computer- e.g., the EIES system (US) or on the PDP 11170 of 
ized telecon- IIASA by the TELECTR System . 
ferencing . 
Bulk (file) e.g .. IIASA's large global energy models were 
transfer of partly installed at the IBM computers of CNUCE 
scientltic data (ITALY) and SZTAK1 (Hungary), or scientific data 
for remote han- files loaded from Moscow to IIASA for batch pro-
dling. cessing on the internal IIASA computers. 
1. STATUS OF IIASA'S EXTERNAL COMPUTER COMMUNICATION LINKS 
The Computer Services department of IIASA is responsible for provid-
ing the telecommunication infrastructure necessary for the above 
transborder data flow . The basic philosophy of the services provided by 
this department is described in length in earlier papers ([2] and [3]); the 
activities of the Institute with regard to the transborder dataflow 
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category of electronic mc~ssagc sending and compulc ri .~cd lcleconfen; nc-
ing are described in [ 4]. The present status of IIASA' s external computer 
links through dedicated lines is shown in Figure l . The rather compli-
cated mesh of connections repre se nt the links of some significance to 
IIASA, however it does neither mean that all these connections are owned 
and operated by the Institute nor that they represent all computer com-
munication links, which physically could be used by the Institute, if 
desired. Compared with figure s on the same subject as s hown in papers 
[3] and [ 4), a major step forward has been the installation of the second 
TPA/70 node (based on the Hungarian made minicomputer TPA /70) at the 
Institute for Computerization and Automation of the Hungarian Acade my 
of Sciences (SZTAKI) in Budapest . This node is also linked to the com-
puter network of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, and to the lffM 303: 
computer of the Academy where work is being carried out, for example 
on the water quality models of IIASA's Resources and Environment Area. 
In addition, on this IBM 3031 computer, the on-line bibliographical data 
base being installed under STAJRS on "Mass Communication Research"--
compiled by the Central European Mass Communication Research Docu-
mentation Center (CECOM) in Krakow, Poland might be of considerable 
interest to IJASA. Also our former Systems and Decision Sciences Area 
started to use for econometrical modeling the SZTAKl computer in an 
increased way. According to the latest statistics the monthly usage of 
this computer by IIASA staff is at present about 25 hours . 
The next important step forward at the TPA/70 node in Budapest was 
the connection of the node to the Hungarian Circuit Switching PTT-
network NEDIX, which was brought into operation early in 1981. Through 
Figure l. Major computer connections of IIASA. 
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NEDJX it is possible to establish direct computer connections with IJASA's 
cooperating scientific institullons in Hungary. 
In addition all third party traffic from Hungary previously rout ed 
through IIASA from Academic Institutions in Hungary are now connected 
through this network, since NEDIX has been interconnected to the net-
work node of Radio Austria since July 1982. 
It should be mentioned that the HAS network is also linked to the 
Leningrad Research Computer Center of the USSR Academy of Sciences 
(CYBER and BESM6 systems) for collaborative research purposes and 
through this connection 1IASA is also able to access that computer center 
in Leningrad, and actually during the past couple of months several con-
nections were established . Also the direct connection to Czechoslovakia 
and the USSR was extended by new services . In Moscow the data base 
center of VNIITI with its multidisciplinary bibliographical databases 
became available to IIASA users through the VNIIPAS-node in Moscow. 
VNIJPAS--the All Union Scientific and research Institute for Applied Com-
puterized Systems--and ISS--the All Union Institute for Systems and 
Studies--which also represent the Soviet National Member Organization of 
IIASA are one of our major partners in the Soviet Union for carrying out 
and coordination of joint research with our Institute. Negotiations with 
other Eastern European countries concerning computer link to llASA 
(such as to Bulgaria, and the GDR) are in progress, and actually Bulgarian 
institutions may already access IIASA through the VNIIPAS node in Mos-
cow [6]. The Western european computer links from Austria have been 
considerably improved during the last year or so although the connection 
through Euronet--allowing access to some specifically Western European 
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data bases relevant to IIASA's research--could not be put into operation 
because of contractual difficulties between the Commission of European 
Austrian. pilot a.cuss 
\...... -' 
Communities and the State of Austria, and thev proj ect was actually can-
celled in early 1982. The solution to this problem of IIASA is being gradu-
ally brought about; 1 .. e., the individual national PTT networks are being 
interconnected . In Austria itself we see two c oordinated developments 
along this line . First Radio Austria--originally operator of oversees data 
communication services--has received from the PTT a temporary licence 
to provide Intereuropean connections as well--as long as the PTT does not 
make simllar services available itself. By thi s decision much time was 
saved--all to the benefit of Austrian customers, who are now able to 
access mosl European national PTT networks, and vice versa Aus-
trian hosts--such as TIASA--can now be accessed through Radio 
Austria not only from oversees but also from many countries in Europe. 
Through this service new connections are opened literally month by 
month and we expect that in the next two years or so our data communi-
cation infrastructure with Western Europe will be perfectly developed . 
At the beginning of 1983 the Austrian DATEX-P packet switching net-
work and the DATEX-L circuit switched network were already interlinked 
to some West European PTT data networks such as of those of the FRG. 
Bye the end of 1982 a line from the TPA 70 to the new Austrian PTT 
packet switching network (DATEX-P) was established. The connection to 
the low-speed circuit switching network of the Austrian PTT (DATEX-L) 
which allowed incoming calls only has been replaced by a real X.20 con-
nection to provide automatic outgoing calls also. 
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3. THF. MALN T•1JNCTIONS OF THE: TPA/70-X.25 GATEWAY-NlffWOl~K 
The principal technical description of TlASA.'s computer communica-
tion infrastructure is described in more detail in [3] and [5]. 
It is basically a mixed system built on node computers performing 
the usual network functions (switching, routing, multplexing, flow control. 
code conversion, etc .) and on Time Division Multiplexers (TDMs). As an 
example of the present network on Figure 2 the present configuration 
between JIASA and Radio Austria is shown. The actual implementation is 
very much dependent on the technical and financial capability of our 
partners and of course of IIASA itself . Therefore, the original link to the 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and European Space Agency 
(ESA) was practically conceived as the extension of the private network of 
the European space agency 'Esanet', built on TDMx; thus on this link IIASA 
had to adopt the same TDM-based technology . A similar case was that of 
the Radio Austria (Tymnet/Telenet) and the Prague-Moscow line. It is, 
however, planned to replace the TDM technology gradually; the connec-
tion to ESA and Radio Austria through packet-switching has been com-
pleted, and the control of the Prague-Moscow line will be taken over by a 
Czechoslovak-made minicomputer SM 4, which was donated to IIASA by its 
Czechoslovak NMO in 1980 and is already under preparation by all parties. 
The connection to Hungary was planned from the beginning to be built on 
Hungarian-made TPA/70 node computers. It is worth drawing attention 
to the interesting fact that the present model of the TPA/70 at IIASA was 
originally donated to the Institute by CDC and controlled a very early ver-
sion of the Hungarian-made graphical display GD-71. In 1977 when the 
first plans were made to implement a gateway system for IIASA, it was 
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decided, for reasons of economy, to upgrade the original TPA/70 
hardware configuration. The enhancement of the system was started in 
1978 and is still continuing in accordance with the needs of the growing 
gateway traffic. At present this rather old TPA/70 hardware --which was 
built almost a decade ago--performs all major network functions of IlASA 
with reliability of over 97%. From the software point of view, which will be 
discussed later at length, the first node version described in [5] was basi-
cally one-node oriented. However, after the installation of a second 
TPA/70 node comput e r in Budapest, circuit-switching network software 
was put into operation which has eventually been superseded by p acket-
switching network software supporting X.25 (Figure 3). 
The main system functions of the TPA /70 n odes are listed in Table 2. 
It mainly performs the usual network control functions plus some sp ecific 
"value-added" functions which were required to improve the quality of the 
gateway service . Thus, additional features for r e mote training and moni-
toring, for control of authorization (who may access what), and for direct 
exchange of short messages between users of the TPA / 70 gateway-
network, had to be built in . From the 'semantics' point of view a short 
overview of the kind of services the TPA/70 gateway-network is actually 
used for is given in Table 3 . It can be seen that the Institute's connec-
tions are primarily used for supporting the research work of I1ASA. In 
addition to this, they allow a form of third party traffic between other 
international organizations and partner organizations of the Institute, in 
cases where no other way of connection is possible. Thus, for example, 
the Czechoslovak Liaison Office of INIS/ AGRIS to the International Atomic 
Energy Agency can be switched from their terminal in Prague through the 
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Table 2. The main functions of a TPA/70 node 
Provision of concurrent lerminal-host communications 
User-user communication 
User-node-operator communication 
Monitoring 
Remote training 
Saving of the traffic of any terminal 
Authorization control 
Maintaining of a day-file (statistics) 
Status reports 
gateway-network to the IAEA center in Vienna. This switching function 
will be discontinued as soon as the appropriate national PTT networks are 
interconnected, since it is nol the function of !Li\SA to take over the role 
of national PTTs in international networking This already happened in 
the case of third party access of Hungarian Academic Research inst it u-
lions through J1ASA, whereby the Hungar ian PTT insisted that all such 
kind of connections have to go through them, which is actually the case 
now. Another aspect of the provisional 'switching-through function' is its 
close user group nature. IIASA only grants switching facilities to those 
organizations, such as UN organizations, collaborating research institutes 
etc., which are in close relation to the Institute. Thus it may be claimed 
that IIASA, and its partners were the first organizations which operate 
international computer links carrying tnmsborder data traffic in the field 
of science and research between East and West, but it represents a closed 
user group; thus it will not and cannot compete with present and future 
interconnected national data networks, which carry transborder data 
traffic for a considerably broader audience. 
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Table 3 . S wil ching fun ct ion of th e gilleway-nelwork ilCCord ing Lo m ajor 
categories of scientific application between user s ilnd providers 
of informatio n se rvic es 
Source of llASA International llASA llASA 
service organizations partner partner 
Con- organization organization 
sumer West East 
of service 
llASA - access to data - access to private - scientific 
bases data bases computing 
- scientific - scientific - access to private 
computing computing data bases 
- message- (experimental) 
sending 
International - llASA 
organizations data bases 
- scientific 
computing 
- message-
sending 
llASA - llASA - scientific 
partner data bases computing 
organization - scientific - access to private 
West computing data bases 
- message- (experimental) 
sending 
llASA - access to 11 ASA - access to data - scientific 
partner data bases bases of computing 
organization - scientific international - access to private 
East computing organizations data bases 
- message- - message-
sending sending 
Liaison - access to data 
offices of bases of 
international international 
organizations organizations 
(experimental) 
Scientific 
service 
centres 
(data bases, 
time-sharing) 
- scientific 
computing 
- public 
data bases 
- message-
sending 
- scientific 
computing 
- public data 
bases 
(experimental) 
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3. SOME TECHNICAI, AND OPEHATlONAL ASPECTS 
The TPA/70-X.25 gateway supports different types of lines. To make 
the interconnections easier a common language is used between those 
processes which are logical entities repre senting either physical lines or 
local gateway services. These processes can be called from any location 
in the network and in return they can establish calls to any location in 
the network . The processes using the common language are called 
"INTERFACE"s, the common language used is the third level of the X.25. 
Since the INTERFACEs are expected to work as "ideal" X.25 level 3 
automats, time-outs and error recovery procedures are not included in 
the internal common language. Each data communication line is handled 
by an INTERFACE. Network callable functio ns (e.g .. "echo") are also 
implemented by an INTERFACE . A given connection between two INTER-
FACEs is labelled by an internal "association number" which is established 
at call-time and released at clear-time . The method of association 
numbering is similar to the channel numbering of the X.25. An INTER-
FACE process may be part of any number of associations at a given time. 
All address-like information concerning requested destination is han-
dled by the "LOGON" process. The LOGON is responsible for security 
check, association establishment and the selection of the destination 
INTERFACE. After having established a particular association, the data 
flow is maintained by the "ROUTE" which recognizes partner INTERFACEs 
by their association number . 
The ''X.25 INTERFACE" process is to connect network lines. It can 
work either as a DCE or a DTE . Essentially it follows the CCITT X.25 
Recommendation ( 1980). Only virtual calls are supported. Any number of 
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groups, a ny numbe r of channe ls in each group and any range of (channel) 
numbe r ing in each group can be defined . Two versions of LAPB can be 
used. One conforms to the CCITT recommenda tion, the other is slightly 
modified according to the standard used in the Hungarian Academic Net-
work. On the phys ical level usually bit stuffing synchronous interface is 
used running with block input-output hardware . It is also po ss ible to util-
ize conventional synchronous or asynchronous interfaces . In that case 
the framing is done by softwar e and similar to the IBM BSC tra nsparent 
format . 
The "PAD JNTERFACE" proce ss is respons ible for interfac ing TTY like 
terminals to the p acket switching network It follow s the CCITT X.3 and 
X.28 Recommendations (1978), all 12 PAD parameters are implemented . 
The speed of the lines c an vary from 50 to 9600 baud. Upper case only 
terminals are also supported . Special. character filtering masks can be 
applied on input and output or both. Any kind of parity check or genera-
tion can be used . Since the PAD INTERFACE can be called by any other 
process, terminal to terminal communication is also allowed. 
The "AHPAD INTERFACE " process is responsible for connecting com-
puters using ASCIJ code set to the packet switching network through 
asynchronous channels . Speed may be up to 9600 baud . When several 
channels are used to connect a specific computer, then the channels are 
dynamically assigned to the incoming calls. Explicit channel selection 
can also be made by the so called CALL USER DATA FIELD. The handling of 
the physi.cal lines (speed, conversion, parity, filtering) is similar to that 
mentioned in PAD . Input-output flow-control can be made by means of 
CTRL Q and CTRL S characters . 
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The network callable "MONITOR" process is to supervise the Gateway. 
It provides information such as connections going through the Gateway, 
status of the lines and s o on. Certain operational parameters can be 
changed; INTERFACEs, can be stopped or started, short messages can be 
sent to terminals connected directly to the Gateway, independently of 
their possible existing connections . Any traffic going through the Gate-
way can be copied to any other terminal and to a disc file to help fault 
investigation as well as user training . The MONITOR-- with a limited com-
mand set--is available to the users to gain status-like information as well 
as to send messages to other terminals or to the Gateway operator. 
A day-file is maintained in the Gateway co ntaining information about 
each major event which has happened, such as changes in the status of 
the lines, messages to the operator , call establishment, accounting infor-
mation, and so on. 
5. STATISTICS 
The upgraded configuration of the TPA /70 was installed at IIASA in 
December 1978 . The development of the first version of the node (char-
acter switching for asynchronous lines only) was finished by May 1980. 
The regular experimental service of the TPA/70 node at IIASA started in 
July 1980 and since then the node has been in daily operation. With the 
other TPA/70 in Budapest the circuit switching version of the 
Gateway-network was put into operation in August 1981. The packet 
switching based Gateway-network was introduced in February 1982. The 
aggregated statistics of the IIASA TPA/70 Gateway from December 1980 
(when the accounting system was installed) are given in Figures 4, 5 and 
6. 
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PUBIJC DATABASE SERVICES IN HUNGARY 
I. Sebestyen 
0. INTRODUCTION 
One of the most important categories of data flow applications is 
databases-especially public databases . Without going into depth con-
cerning the philosophy of database classification, which is discussed in 
length, for example, in [1. 2), in what follows we are going to describe and 
analyze the state of public database production and services in Hungary. 
All data and statistics that are used were published by the Hungarian Cen-
tral Statistical Office (Orszagas Statisztikai Hivatal) [3], the National 
Technical Library and Documentation Center (Orszagos Mueszaki Koe-
nyvtar es Dokumentacios Koezpont - OMKDK) and by the Information 
Center for Construction and Building (Epitesuegyi Tajekoztatasi 
Koezpont) [ 4) and in other printed publications . At this early point we 
would like to mention that OMKDK was recently reorganized and extended 
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by new functions and now is called OMIK. but throughout the paper when 
mentioning this institution we refer to its old name, which was valid when 
the data for this study were collected. 
In order to ensure that the terminology used in this paper will be 
unanimously understood , let us recall some of the known terminology 
used in connection with the database service industry: 
(I) Classification of Databases 
Databases in general contain numeric, textual, or a combination of 
numeric and textual, information in a wide range of subject areas that 
can be used to meet both general and specific information needs . 
According to [2] , databases differ in a number of ways: in subject , scope, 
geographic and chronological coverage, periodicity of release of new 
information by the produ.cer, and frequency of updating (the addition of 
newly releas e d information to the database) . In addition, they differ in 
the type of information or data that they contain. A classification scheme 
often used in the literature [2] is : 
R.eference Databases. Refers or "points" users to another 
source (e .g ., a document, an organization, or an individual) for 
additional details or for the complete text . 
Bibliographic. Contains citations and, sometimes, abstracts of 
the printed literature, e.g ., journal articles, reports, patents, 
dissertations, conference proceedings, books, or newspaper 
items . 
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Heferral. Conlain s references and, sometimes, abslracls or 
summaries of non-published information . Generally this will 
refer users to organizations, individuals, audiovisual materials 
and other non-print media, for further information. 
Source Databases. Those that contain complete data or the full 
text of the original source information. 
Numeric. Contains original survey data and/or statistically 
manipulated representations of data. These are generally in the 
form of a time series, which represent measurements (e.g .. tons 
or dollars) over time for a given variable (e.g., production or 
shipment statistics for a given product or industry). 
Textual-Numeric. These are generally databases of records 
that contain a number of data elements, or fields with a combi-
nation of textual information and numeric data. 
Properties. Contains dictionary or handbook-type data, typi-
cally, chemical and physical properties. 
Full Text. Contains records of the complete text of an item, 
e.g .. a newspaper item, a specification, or a court decision. 
(II) The Database Producers 
Databases are developed by a group of suppliers referred to as "pro-
ducers". In some cases, particularly for reference databases, producers 
are primarily publishers of printed index and abstract journals. These 
organizations--in both the public and private sectors--acquire, screen, 
select. index, and sometimes abstract or summarize the primary litera-
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ture. To produc e their printed publications , these organizations have 
adopted automated systems for phototypesetting and thereby generate a 
magnetic tape that can be used further for computerized processing, par-
ticularly in storage and retrieval systems. 
Source databases, on the other hand, are produced by a number of 
different types of organizations . Some producers of these databases are 
also publishers of report s and other publications . Others h a ve, as their 
main line of bus iness, research, consulting, and advisory services in the 
areas covered by the database they produce . Still others are government 
agencies that, like their counterparts in agencies that produce biblio-
graphic databases, have a responsibility for the dissemination of informa-
tion collected or generated in their particular areas . Some producers 
process and package drta into databases that were originally collected by 
some other source , often the federal government . In their packaging, 
these producers frequently bring together data from a number of dif-
ferent sources and sometimes increase the value of a collection by 
including additional data, such as forecasts, that they generate . 
(Ill} The Database Services 
Computer-based database services are provided by computer service 
organizations (often by the database producers themselves) equipped 
with appropriate computer hardware and software to mount the data-
bases to be serviced on their computer and to retrieve the required infor-
mation. In the process of retrieval there are basically two different 
categories--which we also use in some of the following tables . 
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( l) ,..,elech,ve dis.<.-'rmiinati.on of i.nforma.tion (for shorl SDI) where 
information is periodically filtered according to a certain category (often 
called profile) from the new increments of the database. 
(2) During the so-called retrospective search of information where a 
browse on the full (cumulated) database is to be performed in order to 
find the requested information (profile) over a long period. 
Other classifications of services we distinguish between are the so-
called of/line and online services: 
( 1) Both SDI and retrospective searches can be made in an offline 
regime, in this manner the request for information is processed in batch 
mode, i.e . not instantaneously after the request has been made. Offline 
regime, although generally wrongly regarded as "old fashioned", is still 
most useful in our opinion--especially for periodical SDI service subscrip-
tions. 
(2) Online regime is an elegant, rather new way of retrieving inlorma-
tion from a database instantaneously For this purpose usually a powerful 
timesharing computer equipped with an appropriate disc and terminal 
configuration is used. By this technique both SDI and retrospective 
searches can be performed; however, the interactive mode of this service 
is most suitable for finding on a trial and see basis the right search stra-
tegies and obtaining the desired result instantaneously. Thus, this type of 
regime is preferably used for retrospective searches and in factual data-
bases . Online services are typical computer network applications. Time 
sharing data centers in this regime are linked as hosts to the computer 
network, users get access to these systems through the network by using 
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terminals. Larger public computer networks such as TYMNET or 
EU.RONET not only provide services for one single country, but allow the 
use of online services over many borders. Similar is the case for the 
increasing number of interlinked national PTT computer networks . By 
this fact online access to databases in foreign locations have become one 
of the most discussed information policy issues--under the umbrella of 
transborder data flow policies . 
In this paper we discuss and analyze the present state of the Hun-
garian database industry and public database services , and predict future 
trends of this industry in Hungary. In the analysis special emphasis was 
placed on the history of the database industry in the country; the com-
puter hardware and software systems used, the stage of the telecommun-
ication service infrastr ·1cture, information policy issues, and potentials 
for international cooperation in this field . We will show that in Hungary--
as in other countries-- this industry has reached extremely high growth 
figures, and will be an important participant in transborder data flows. 
1. PUBIJC DATABASE SERVICES IN HUNGARY 
The database industry, as with the computer industry--is relatively 
young . In 1954 the number of machine readable data files publicly avail-
able did not exceed more than some ten worldwide, and databases came 
into being only as some kind of "sideproduct" of referral journals and dif-
ferent kinds of bibliographies . By about the end of the sixties machine 
readable data files were found in almost all important disciplines of 
applied sciences and technologies. The introduction of online database 
and services a t the end of the sixties and in the early seventies, were 
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connected to the hardware and system software development of com-
puter systems and telecommunication data networks. By the early seven-
ties major manufacturers introduced time sharing mainframes to the 
market, and data networks through dial-up and leased telephone lines 
gradually became available to users. It was also about that time that new 
types of databases mainly linked to these services started to emerge 
namely, numeric databases. 
The development of the database services and the database industry 
in Hungary generally followed the above trend, obviously influenced by 
some country--specific circumstances and factors, such as special 
requirements for information by the Hungarian industry and research, 
long traditions in the library and documentation services, the state of 
computer and telecommunication infrastructure and the general 
economic situation of the country. 
In the following discussion of the Hungarian database industry we will 
provide a thorough "cross-section" of it based on official statistical data 
taken between late 1979 and early 1981. Taking these statistics as a 
basis, we will first look backwards to trace the development of the Hun-
garian database industry and then discuss its present situation in: order 
to help predict its future path. As to the statistics, the latest data on the 
computer service industry originate from the end of 1979 and first half of 
1980; the latest data on the database industry are dated e nd of 1980 and 
the first quarter of 1981. In such a rapidly evolving field as computer 
service-- and database -industry, a time difference of one year can bring 
significant changes and we have tried to take this into consideration when 
making the analysis . Furthermore, although all data are the latest 
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available, the known fast development of the above fields (databases, 
computers, telecommunication infrastructure) have since brought about 
further significant changes, which could obviously not yet be reflected in 
the statistics. We have tried however to give consideration to this in a 
descriptive way. 
As a last remark, before diving into the analysis of figures and tables, 
it should be mentioned that a large amount of statistical data offers the 
temptation of "shovelling" around numbers and figures in order to bring 
out just the type of results, proofs and lessons that the authors believe 
correct. We have tried not to fall into the above trap and have made all 
the present analysis as objective as possible . Nevertheless we recom-
mend the present data not be used a as reference source, but only to be 
regarded as a tool for r "tter orientation. 
1.1 State of The Hungarian Database Service Industry 
Table 1 represents a list of all public database services available in 
Hungary in the first quarter of 1981. 
The term "publicly available" means that in principle--if fulfilling cer-
tain well defined conditions--all institutions in Hungary can become users 
of these services . These conditions differ from case to case; some data-
bases can be used without any restriction and one is even free of charge, 
but for the majority of databases the completion of a standard agreement 
form is an adequate precondit ion of access . Finally, there are databases, 
such as the DERWENT ones, where, according to the agreement between 
DERWENT and the Hungarian service suppliers, "heavy and expensive'' 
preconditions are to be fulfill ed in order to become a user of these data-
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base service s. But ove rall, as everywhere in the world these databases 
are classified as public database services , as opposed for example to 
those databases that serve only the internal needs of companies. 
Table 1 shows that at the beginning of 198 1, 25 databases were ser-
viced in Hungary, and Table 2 indicates that there are 13 more that are 
under preparation for introduction by 1983. The first public database 
service was established as early as 1970, but the majority of databases 
were installed during the last three years. The subject category of the 
databases suggest that there is a strong interest in disciplines such as 
chemistry, pharmacology, agriculture and in scientific technical informa-
tion in general. Since the above "statistical snapshot" was taken in early 
1981, and especially with the growing use of remote foreign online ser-
vices (which unfortunately with regards to our statistics were just about 
to start when the data were collected and therefore only access to the 
INIS databases in Vienna could be reflected in it) there is a growing 
interest for numeric databases, and especially for economical and patent 
information. Also the early interest of the pharmaceutical and chemical 
industries in databases are not surprising at all. First of all Hungary has 
long traditions and relative weight in Europe in those industries and these 
users have already le arned how re a lly important it is to be well informed 
if they want to keep pace with foreign competition. For this purpose their 
interest for information and documentation goes well back to before the 
existence of databas e s and it was relatively easy for their information 
centers to embrace these new tools of information retrieval in their stan-
dard practice . As can be seen from Tab le 1 mos t pharmaceutical- and 
chemistry- related information is processed in Hungary itself yet in an 
Table 
No . 
l. 
2. 
I 
3. 
4. 
5. 
8 . 
7 . 
8 . 
9 . 
:o. 
il. 
:2. 
,3, 
: 4 . 
15. 
16. 
17 . 
: 8 
19. 
20. 
21 . 
22. 
23 
24 
25. 
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Public database services in Hu~ary (: 980) (Source : : 4 J Duzs 
J . et al 198:) 
Name or Coverage Nwnber or 
database records 
(1980) 
'lwnber or 
new records 
m ; 980 
\UllUS) 
AG DOC Ajricullure.l chemistry :oo 5 
AGRJS Agriculture. plant grow1~ . 600 : 30 
forestry, nutrition science, (UN) 
l'lohery, environ.mental 
control. etc . 
AO BI PD Multid1sc1pllnary patents 4.500 900 
BJBDOSZ Management science . 23 2 
management trammg 
CA SEARCH Cherrustry 3,500 360 
CCDB Crystal structure and 26 2 
(Cambridge molecule geometry or 
Crystallographic orgaruc & metalorgamc 
Data Base ) compounds 
C!N Marketing in the 340 50 
Chemical mdustry 
13C·NMR 13C·MNR spectascopy :6 35 
data 
COMPENDEX Multidisc1phnary , 970 ~00 
technology. science 
CRDS orgaruc chem1cal 38 3 
reactions processes 
F'ARMDOC Pharma to logy 140 !O 
INIS Use of alom1c energy . 572 80 
atomic energy power station 
I 
1Zotopes . nuclear b1olo5y . 
chemistry, nuclear co ntrol 
t echnolog y nuc !ear me<il c me . 
rad1allon oro tect ton <;?lC 
lNSPE:C ?h'.·"5 lC :5 etect : <Jn.:cs 1 500 : 
commurucat1orui technology , 
automation. control technology. 
system sc1eoce . tn!ormat1que, 
comouter technoio2v 
IRB Architecture , 20 6 
construction industry 
MET AD EX Iron. metal. industry 450 38 
and science 
MIX Computer technolo5y and 32 6 
science ; reports . 
software , standards . etc . 
NANR Ag roe hemistry . 4 4 
plant orotect1on 
PASCAL-CEODE Geo·sc1ences 260 40 
PESTDOC lnsectic1des. 90 8 
plant protection 
RJNGDOC Phamatology: chemistry 600 53 
and medicalb1olo2v 
SCI Mullld!sciplinary science 6,600 5ta 
mdex 
STATINF"ORM Soc iology. demography , 20 9 
stat1st1cs . economy , etc 
SZAMOK· ISIS lnformat1ques. computer 46 7 
technology and computer 
science 
VETDOC Yeteranan medicine 54 4 
INFORMATION ON International politics . :B 3 
WORLD POLITICS economtes (news) 
Chapter 10 
Date.base 
producer 
Derwent Pub! 
Limited . 
(U K) 
FAO 
COMECON 
(USSR) 
Orsziigos 
Yeret6kepzo 
Kllzoont 
Chemical Abstract 
Serv1ce 
<USA) 
Crystrallog raph1c 
Data Centre . 
Umv Chem. Lab 
(lj!() 
Chemical Abstract 
Servtce 
(USA) 
MTA IOU 
(Hungary) 
Engtneermg Index. Jnc . 
(USA) 
· - ~---
Derwent Public . 
Limited 
(UK) 
Derwent Public 
Limited 
'U K) 
-
lnternat1onal 
Atomic Energy 
Agency 
( t.::\) 
lnst1tutton of 
Ele ct"'cal 
Engineers 
(UK) 
F'rauellhofer 
-Gesellschart 
America! Soc 
tor Metals 
(USA) 
SEKJ 
(Hungary) 
MEM ·NAK 
(Hungar~) 
CNRS 
(France) 
Derwent Public 
Limited 
~IU!9 
--Derwent Public 
Lirruted 
- - -
Institute for 
Scientific Jnformat1on 
(USA) 
KSH Konyvtar ~s 
Dokumentac1os Szolgalat 
(Hunearv) 
Nernzetkozi Szamltas· 
tecb.ruka1 Oktat6 es 
Tlijekoztat6 Kiizpont 
(Hungar;t) 
Derwent Public 
Limited 
't:K) 
Orszaggyulesi Konyvt.ar -
(Hun2arv) 
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Langua~< Int rc 1 d ucllor. Type or Online Computer SerYlce \a~eo of 
of dolab' e of 5"<' ,.\11. Ce servi c e service sys te m provider dal(,base 
rn H1U1gary SDI relro-
spect1ve 
English :97: . . R-22 W.agyar Cy6gyszenpa": 
Egyeslil~s 
ACVOC 
English :979 
-
+ R-20 MEM ln!ormilli6s ACRJS 
Kozpontja 
I English ' 977 - + - R-55 KC-lNfORll.ATIK AOBIPD 
Hungana~ : 976 - - ICL-:905 / E Milll.-SZA.V.TI BIB::>OSZ 
Engiisb :971 - R-40 Veszprerni Vegy1par1 CA SEARCH 
Egyelem Kc>zponl1 
Konvvtara 
English ·. 979 
- -
. 1811.-303: MTA Kiizpont1 Kem1a1 CCDB 
I 
Kutat6 lnt~zel (Cambridge 
Crystallographic 
Data Base) 
L English : 980 - - R-22 Veszprem1 Vegy1pan ClN I R-40 Egyelem Kozpont1 Kiinvvtara English : 977 -
- -
Honeywell- Y.TA Kiizpon t 1 Kem1a1 ; 3 C-NM R 
Bull 66 120D Kutatb lnlezet 
Engh sh ; 979 - R-20 Orszagos Muszalo COY.PE:\ DEX 
KOnyvtiir es Dokumentac 16s 
Ki:izponl 
English I '.977 - - R-22 Magyar Cyogyszenpan CRDS 
I EgyesU1es 
' 
Engh sh I :970 . . R-22 Y.agyar Cyogyszenp an fARV.VOC 
! Egyesules 
English :978 - R-20 Orsza'.gos >luszak1 
Kciny..-tfr es Dokwnentac1os 
1:'>1S 
- - -
•IBY. 3033 Kozpont 
I 
I 
-
I !:ngils h : 976 - R-20 Ors zag os \~U.szak:1 !:"<SPEC 
I 
I KO oy-.·t~r €s Dokumenta c105 
I Kozpont 
I 
·-- -
German '.980 
- - -
Siemens 775.~ TervezesreJ!esztes1 e s IRB 
T1pustervezO lnteze t 
Enghsh ; 975 - R-40 Nehez1pan Y.us zak1 M:ETADEX 
Egyeter;i Kcizpont1 
KOnvvtara 
Hunear1c. n i 979 - -
-
Siem e ns 775c Szamilastecbruka1 MlX 
Koord1naciOs lotezet 
Hungaria n !979 - - - Siemens 7755 ~~E1~ Scivefnyve'delmt ds NAIYR 
~rokem1a1 Ko"zoont 
french 1979 
-
... R-20 Magyar . \llam1 Foldtan1 PASCAL-GEODE 
- -
En,i!l!Sh lntezet 
Engl!sb !977 
-
. I R-22 Magyar qy6gyszenpar1 PESTOOC 
! 
Egyesules 
English :974 
-
- I R-22 Magyar Cyogyszenpan RJl'CDOC E~ves ules 
English 1980 - ~ IBIJ. -303: MTA K6nyvtara SCI 
! Hungarian ; 978 - - - 18~' 170 / : BB KSH l\Cinyvtar es STA TIN FORM 
I IBY. 370 1 : 55 Dokumentclc10 s Szolgcl lal 
Hungari an :977 
- - -
IBIJ.- 370 1 : 4o ~emzetkOz1 Sza'.mlLa's ~ SZAllOK-ISIS 
tecb.ruka1 OktalO e 's 
TaJekoztat6 Ko7.pont 
Engl1sb 1979 -
-
R-22 Y.agyar Gy6gyszeripari 
Egyesules 
VETDOC 
Hungnn .n 1974 
- -
R-20 Orszaggyi.ile s1 Kiinyvtar ll'ffORMA TION OS 
WORLD POLlTICS 
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Table 2 Public database - services under preparat ion tn HLmgary (: 980) 
(Source . i4] Duzs , J . et al 198:) 
No 
I 
2 
3. 
~ . 
5. 
6. 
7 
B 
9. 
10 
:1 . 
12 
13. 
Database Coverage 
AIS-MISON Econom1cs, political sc1ences . 
(Automated ln!or- soc iology, law. history . 
mat1on System o! ling1slics. literature 
lnternat1onall crit1aues, or1entaltstics , etc 
CAB Agricultural economics and 
policy. entormology. animal 
breading, agricultural sciences 
and applied biology 
ETK-SZ.>JG Archltecture. construction. 
town planning, construction 
materials 
FRANCIS Philosophy , history o! science 
and technology, history and science 
or literature , ltngu1st1cs , art . 
acheology. history and science o! 
educations . sociology , ethnology. 
mternat1onal bibliography or 
adm1rustrat1ve science . energy. 
computer sciences , etc 
JF'JS Nutrition science , rood 
production and industry, 
technology 
JNF'ORMECON Economics 
IRL Virology. microbiology . 
ecology. etc . 
JRRD Road transportation 
~l nternallonal 
Road Research 
Documentat10n) 
!SOS lnternaltonal Serials Data 
Systems (all sciences) 
(VlNlTI) All published papers o! the 
(International world ; according to the plans. 
lntormatton in 1960: 1n!ormat1cs . automat1on . 
System of biology . telecommun1cat1o n. 
Published 
Papers) 
mining. metallurgy. etc 
MNB Hungarian National Bibliography 
IJCST-SJJSRS Research reports . doctoral 
(SpecLal Intl . dissertations. lhesls . reviews. 
Inf System o! computer program packages 
Research (coverage: general) 
Proiects in 
Science) 
WAA Aluminium industry and all 
(World related topics and areas 
Aluminium 
Abstracts) 
Dec1slon to be taken later 
Coverage for : 98 : services 
Number of 
records 
( 1980 data) 
(OOOs) 
? 
i.200 
7 
570 
200 
I 
90 
I 
? 
l 
I 
! :oo 
:~o 
700 
60 
76 
75 
New 
records 
in'. 980 
? 
60 
7 
70 
18 
20 
! DO 
'. 2 
25 
? 
18 
39 
7 
-
-
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--------
Oat.abas e Language Planned date Type or 
producer or databas e or service senice 
Lntroducllon SDI retro-ln Hungary spective 
INIO/\- Russian 1982-: 983 
-
+ 
MISO~ 
(t.: SSR) 
Commonwealth Englis h ! 98: + -
Agricltural 
Bu rea u 
(t.:K) 
-· 
ETK Hungar :an ! 98 : . .,. 
(Hungary) 
I Centre de French . . . 
I 
Documen tat100 
Sciences 
Humame s du 
i 
CNP.S 
(France) 
I 
-------· 
- + 
I lnternat1onal English 198 i - 1982 I -food ln!or- I I mat10r. Service I i (fRG) 
I Econorn lsc he English. . - . Voori1cbt1ngsd1enst Dutch. 
' I i M1rustne van Germa n, I 
I Econorn1scbe Zaken F'renc b ! 
-----L- (Netberlands) : ---------- I 
I ln!orrnat100 Engh st: I :98: I -Retnev a.J I I I 
I Limited : lRL) 
! :CK) I 
-·- --- - I ---·- I I 
I OECD Engh s h :98: -
-
i ~ inLe rn a.llonal ) {French 
I German ) i 
I i 
I IS DS : " ans) 142 dit!erent I : 98 >' 982 - I -i ~ lnte:-- :i. at1onal ) languag es i : 98 :-: 982 I 
I I i I ! YlNITi Russian :98: -(USSR) I I i I 
--------
Orsz~gos . i Hu..ngar:ao i Ex-per1~ental 1 Szecbeny1 
+ 
KOnvvtAr Szki I 9erv1c e 
(H ~gary ) l already 
···------
lnternattona l Russian i982 
lnlorrnat1on 
Center on 
Science and 
Technology 
( llCST) 
(COME CO/\) 
Ameri c an Eng lish ! 98; 
Society for 
Metal~ 
:t.:SAi 
-
----
------ --
Chapter ~O 
Online Service 
sen1c e prov;,der 
? MTA Ka.nyvd.ra 
MEii. lnforroacios 
Kozpontja 
. Ep1tesligy1 ra1~koztatas 1 
Ki:izpont 
? I ITTA Konyvtar" 
I 
I MEM ln!orrnac10s 
I 
Ko'lpontJa 
I I 
Y.TA Kozgazdasag-
tudomanv 1 ln tezel~nek 
KOzgazd asag1 lnto rrnic16s 
Csoportja 
I . W.EM ln!orm~ct~s I 
K0zponlJ i:1 
I 
I 
- Ki:izuti Kozlekedes1 
I 
Tu domAn vos Kutatb 
I Inteze t · 
I 
i Orszagos Sz~cheny1 J\onyvtar 
I 
- 1 Orsza'.gos V.U szak1 
KOnvvtar es 
Dok~enta'.c10s I I Koz onl p 
Orszcigos Sz~cheny1 
Kcinyvlar 
Orszagos W.U s zak1 
Kcinvvt.lr ~s 
Dok~entac1~s 
Kozponl 
I Neh ez1pan Y. Uszak1 Egyelem Kcizpon t1 
l_ 
Kcinyvta'.ra 
Do. "..ab asE 
AI S -~'. :SO \ 
(Aulom~Led lnfor-
m~t1or: Syste!";l or 
ln ~e :""n~ ':..;cna:f 
CAB 
rn:-SZAKI 
FRAKCIS 
!FI S 
P>FORW.ECOK 
IRL 
IRRD 
( int t> rna.uooa.1 
Road Research 
Documentation) 
JSDS 
VJKITI 
(International 
lnfonnat1on 
System of 
Pu bushed 
Papers) 
II.KB 
llCST-SJISRS 
(Special Intl. 
Inf System of 
Research 
Projects ln 
Science) 
WAA 
( 'tlr"orld 
Alumtnium 
Abstracts) 
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offlinc regime . Thu s il is of no surprise thal it wa s lhi s industry that 
became the earliest interested in online services . It is also not surprising 
that it was because of the information needs of these industries that 
some special databases were produced and serviced in Hungary, espe-
cially in fields such as the 13 C-NMR or the NAJVR databases . It is interest-
ing to note that these database services were already implemented for 
online regimes well before the use of online series to foreign hosts started 
in Hungary . 
Major databases in the field of chemistry and pharmacology in Hun-
gary are imported in the form of magnetic tapes from the USA (such as 
Chemical Abstracts) and the UK (such as the DERWENT databases). These 
databases are basically international in their source coverage and also 
represent a type of "ti ,nsactional record" . For example, a new specific 
chemical structure is developed somewhere in the world, and the pro-
ducer is rather interested in including his invention in, for example, 
Chemical Abstracts as soon as possible . A similar case is with patents and 
patent databases. In this sense these databases are built up to a certain 
degree as a result of international cooperation, they are de facto 
accepted by the relevant international industry and scientific communi-
ties as a common reference, an information and transaction forum that 
has best used widely. Up to now in many cases this development has 
been natural, source and even reference information is submitted from 
many countries into the central pool, to be collected, and widely distri-
buted again . This philosophy is applied also in some of the major 
imported databases to Hungary. Through this approach not only conver-
tible financial resources can be saved for the country, but also a type of 
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interdependence between database producers and the Hungarian 
partners can be developed and maintained, on its one hand, as providers 
of source information to the database on the other hand as consumer of 
the "accumulated" product Often--although this has not been the prac-
tice in Hungary yet--the national contribution to the source database 
becomes the national language version, e.g . the national (Hungarian) 
equivalent of a Chemical Abstract or DERWENT. The language of these 
large international databases are, for practical reasons, in the most fre-
quently :1sed languages in the scientific and technical literature. Accord-
ing to e s timates 75% of the scientific and technical literature written at 
present worldwide is in English. This is also reflected in the language of 
the present major databases and is expected to remain so in the future. 
It is also remarkable to notice that databases produced in Hungary also 
follow the above philosophy: the data files that are intended exclusively, 
domestic use such as the bibliographical database of SZAMOK-ISIS, are in 
Hungarian, with Hungarian keywords, and Hungarian abstracts. This par-
ticular database contains references to literature sources available in 
Hungary in the field of computer science and information technology. It 
is actually one of the most popular databases in the country; however, 
because of its very nature it is less suitable for foreign users. Foreign 
users, if they want to find out the literature available worldwide, say, in 
the field of videotex. are better served by major English language data-
bases c overing this field, such as INSPEC, where they not only find the 
relevant information, but can also get help to order literature identified 
immediately from the source of primary information (e.g. journals, 
books). 
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AL present Lhe Hungarian contributions Lo mujor international data-
bases are in two major languages, ie, English and Russian: sources to 
CMEA databases such as IICST-SIISRB and AIS-MISON are in Russian, and 
contribution to UN databases such as INIS and AGRIS in English. 
Contribution and distribution of information to the UN and interna-
tional databases is provided for within the UN system or by some specific 
international organization (e .g INPADOC) . To give an example of 
Hungary's cooperation in collection and distribution of databases of inter-
national interest, the National Technical Library and Information Center 
(OMKDK) coordinates all the above activities [ 18] for INIS. In 1980 the 
new lNIS input worldwide was between 70-80 thousand information items, 
out of which the Hungarian input was 1.2% of the total. Since 82 .5% of all 
input was provided by inly seven countries, it is not surprising that the 
Hungarian input was the 11th largest among all. In 1980 in Hungary, 200 
different journals were watched, and in addition all research reports, 
conference papers, patents, dissertations, etc . were under observation as 
well. The number of Hungarian inputs grew from only 25 items in i970 to 
951in 19BO. 
Information is collected by the Hungarian INIS center in a predefined 
and standardized machine readable format, which is sent to the INIS Sec-
tion of the IAEA to Vienna for compilation of all new information coming 
from all parts of the world . 
The national distribution of the informal1on of the INIS databases is 
also coordinated through OMKDK, which fulfills the duties of the Hun-
garian li.:lison office. 
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Through this measur e no separate marketing and direct us e r sup-
port is needed from the IAEA itself; all the se fun ctions a re taken care of 
by lhe liaison office in Budapest. 
There is no reason to assume that similar arrangeme nts cannot be 
worked out with producers of other databases too, even if it is only on a 
purely commercial basis . 
In many cases, however, collaboration between players of the data-
base industry and market just happens in a spontaneous way . In a time of 
increasing trade protectionism (both for import and export of goods and 
also information'). and in a time when more a nd more governments dis-
cover that informatics is becoming a political and strategic issue, the 
spontaneous, basically commerce-built, cooperations and relations are 
affected in an increasing way by governmental policy decisions . 
1.2 General Growth Figures of the Hungarian Database Industry 
The database industry is worldwide one of the most dynamically 
growing sector s, it st r1 nds even the comparison with the rap id ly expand-
ing computer industry. In Hungary the number of public databases grew 
from 14 in 1979 to 25 in 198 1 with a growth rate of almost '78% in this two 
year period. The number of service providers g r ew from 14 in 1979 to 20 
in 198 1, a rate of 43% for the same two year p er iod. A lis t of Hungarian 
information se rvice providers is gtven in Table 3 . The relat ive ly larg e 
number of service providers for a country with only 10 million inhabitants 
and moderately deve loped industry might be surprising at fir st glance . 
Among the 20 se rvice centers that provide data services, most are major 
libraries and documentation centers with long traditions in these discip-
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Table 3. Hungarian public database service providers and list or thetr 
database services (source . :"J Duzs et al. :98:) 
No Service provider Database Name of ti::.e lc.3titute Oisciolir.e er Lr.e lr.sl1tute 
l. ~pitesug}'l ".'a'.jekoztatasi Kazpor.t Ir..formatior: cer.ter ETK-SZAKI 
construction indl:stry 
Z. j<G [r.format1k lnformation cer.ter, A OB I PD 
metallur1:y, r:iachir.e 
industry 
3. Kozponti Stalisztika1 Hivatal Library ar.d documer.- STATIWORY. 
KOnyvtlir ~ Doku.meatac10s lation. service, Cer..tral 
Szolealat Statistical Office 
4. Kdzuti KOzlekedesi :°i..;.dama.c.yos Researc~ [r:.stitt.:.le, IRRD 
Kutat6 [r.t~zet road transpcrtat1or.. 
5. !tla~yar Allami foldtarj fr.t~zet Geolof!:Y Instih:te PASCAL-GEODE 
6. Magyar Gy6gyszeripan EgyesC.l<is Hur.gariar. Pl:arma· AGDOC 
industry Association CRDS 
F'ARMDOC 
PESTDOC 
Rll"GDOC 
VETDOC 
7. Magyar ".'LCdor:iAnyos Akadem1a Library of tt:e A.IS-\:JS0'.11 
Krinyvtara H=garian Acade"'1y SCI 
of Sciences F'RA:'<C!S 
B. Magyar ".'udomanyos Akademia IrJorr:i.atio r: Center on li'fOR~'.ECO'I 
Ki:izgazdn~cigi frJa rm8c10s Ecor ..or::J.y, HL:.nganar.. 
Szolllalata Academy of Scier..ces 
9. Maiyar ".'udomanvos Akademid Central Chemical CCDB 
KOzpoo.ti Kem1e :uta tO Research lnstilule, 13C-'l\lR lntezet Hungarian Academy of 
Sciences 
10. Mez'6gazdasagi e• Elelmez~siigyi ln!or!O"lalion Center, AGRJS 
Yir..iszterium [cform&cid'.s ~linistry for Agricul- SAB 
Kozpot:.lja ture and food !F'JS 
IRL 
!l Mez0gazda.s3gi es E:Ielr:lezesUgyi Plant protection ar..d 'iAIYR 
Yiniszterit.:m '.'Ovenyvedelr.d Airochemical Cer:ter, 
es Agrokf:r.11a.i KOzpont ;ur:1stry for Agricul· 
lure and food 
:2 '.'ier.ez1pari \IU.szak.1 E~yeter.i Cer:tral Library. VSTADEX 
Ki:zpont1 Kcnyvdra C"r.iversity fer Heavy W.\A 
1r.dt.:.strv, ~liskolc 
;3 'ie!71zetkcz1 Szb'7l ilastecC.r.1ka1 [r..te rr:aticr.al Ed t.:ca- SZ . .\YOK· JSlS 
Oktatc es ~aJekoztatcl tier. and [r:fo rr:ia t1c r: 
KCzoor:t Cer.ter er: Ccmot.:t.lr.f.! 
~4 O r sza~gyl:J~s1 t<:Cr:.yvtar libra ry cf tt:e '.\F'ORl.'.A TIO\ 
?arilarner.t '.)\ '.'o'ORLD 
POLITICS 
:s. Orszagos ~iiszaki KOnyvtcir '1at1onal ".'echr.1cal COY.PE;.<DEX 
es Dokw:JentaciOs Llbrary and INJS 
Ko:zponl Documentation Cer..ter l.\'SPEC 
MISOD 
IICST-S!ISRS 
:6. Or3zftgos szechenyi KOnyvtar ~atior:al Library !SDS 
MNB 
'. 7 . Orsz~gos YezetOkepzO KO.zpor:t \at1cr.aJ ~1ar:.ager:ter:t BIBDOSZ 
7rairJr..a. Center 
:a. Szamit3.stecf"J"1jkai Koordinacids [nstitute for :oordi· '.\IX 
[ntJzet nation of Computer 
7echnia:ues 
:9. ':'ervez~sre;lesztesi es Plarutin.g Bcreau. Constn;,c~ !RB 
~iol.l!ltervez'b Inte-zet lion & Buildir.~ 
20 Veszprer:11 Vegy1pari Egyetem Cer.tral Library cf t?:e CA SEARCH 
Kczpant1 Kar.)"·ta'.ra Ch.er:iical Crsversity Cl:-.! 
of Veszor0m 
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lines . Some of them are relatively recently created specialized informa-
tion centers, research institutes, educational centers, and industry asso-
ciations . According to Table 3 most of the centers are only operating a 
few databases, the maximwn number bring six. The reason for this is 
twofold . First of all t he service centers in Hungary are rather specialized 
in their disciplines, which has obvious advantages and disadvantages . One 
advantage is that by concentrating on one or two disciplines they can 
satisfy special user requirements and, in addition, in many cases they are 
I 
also the source of the primary document identified. SZAMOK - the Inter-
national Education and Information Center on Computing-- runs a 
moderately large bibliographic database containing references of its own 
extensive library . The often heard disadvantage of distributed service 
provider centers is the unnecessary multiplication of resources such as 
hardware, software and man-power . Nonetheless , in a Hungarian type of 
environment the dis tributed type of information and database centers 
seem to be better suited . 
Only a few illustrative figure s concerning the growth rates of data-
base users will be given here . 
Table 4 shows the nwnber of users served for selected databases. In 
general--taking into acc ount that Hungary is a small country--the number 
of customers for some of the databases is remarkably high. Very special-
ized databases, such as CCDB, 13C-NMR or PASCAL-GEODE have only a few 
customers. The DERWENT databases are only used-due to their special 
arrangement with the database supplier--by a few companies of the phar-
maceutical industry, but the usage of the classical bibliographic data-
bases such as INIS, or INSPEC, etc., are not at all low . If one takes into 
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Table 4 . Selected public database s servi.ced in Hungary ( 1980 data) 
accordlng to their customer inst i tutions served (So urcel 4)) 
Name of Country of Number of custome r Number of 
database origin inst1tut1ons served records 
SDI Retrospective Total 
(1980 data) 
AG DOC UK 6 7 7 :00.000 
AGRIS UN(fAO) :4 ? 14 600 ,000 
AO BI PD USSR 5 5 5 4,500,000 
(COMECON) 
CA SEARCH USA 99 - 99 3,500,000 
CCDB UK 3 3 3 28,000 
CJN USA 7 7 7 340,000 
'.3r/.i~!M HL'NGARY l 8 8 16,000 co U• DEX CSA 29 - 29 970 .000 
CRDS CK 6 7 7 38 ,000 
fAR~.\DOC UK 6 7 7 140,000 
JNIS UN 20 :52) 3"- 572,000 
(lAEA) 
INSPEC UK 49 experimental 49 1.500.000 
IRl::l FRG ! 7 17 17 20.000 
MET AD EX CK 18 - ! 8 450.000 
PASCAL· fAA'<CE 4 4 4 280 ,000 GEODE 
PESTDOC UK 6 7 7 90 ,000 
RING DOC UK 6 7 7 600,000 
STAT!NFORI,: Hli\GARY !7 2 19 20, 150 
SZA!JOK-IS IS HV\GARY 22! 22! 22: 46,000 
\'BTDOC lK 6 7 7 54 .000 
l'.'lfOR'.\.-\.TION HV\G.-\..RY 250 30 250 i B.000 
0\ ·,10RLD 
POLITICS 
:) over '.000 items / y r accordlng to usage 
2) online to the 1.-\.EA co mputer in Vienna 
3) AU =according to usage 
Chapter 10 
Cost of service lnlormatlon 
ln Hungary retrieval 
SDI Retrospective software package used 
AU3) AU DERWENT 
·ROBINS 
6000 Ft/yr AB BINAR 
AU AU PA( own) 
10000 ft/yr - BIN AR 
+AU 
AU AU CCDB 
9000 ft/yr 9000 ft / yr {own 
+AU .,. AU development) 
AU AU CMRSYS 
6000 ftjyr BINAR 
+AU 1 
AU AU DERWENT-
ROBINS 
AU AU DERWENT-
ROBINS 
6000 ft/yr 
+AU 1) 
AU BINAR 
6000 ft/yr 
+ AU 1) 
AU BINAR 
AU AU GO LEM 
8000 ft/yr - BINAR 
free l'ree BINAR 
AU AU DERWENT-
ROB JS 
AU AU DERWENT-
ROB JS 
3000 F't l yr- 5000 F'tly r TEX-PAC 
5000 Ft / yr 
3000 ft/yr- ~000 Ft/yr- ISIS 
4000 ftlyr 5000 F'tlyr 
AU AL' DERWE\T-
ROB INS 
7200 F't tyr AU ~own 
development ) 
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account that these statistics were assembled at a time when these data-
bases were serviced in an offline regime, which has since changed, then 
the extent of the m eaning of these figures is even better. The most 
"popular" foreign dalabase ls at present--as one could have expected--
Chemical Abstracts with about hundred customer institutions. However, 
surprisingly (or perhaps not), of the two most widely used databases 
within the customer community are Hungar ian: one being the biblio-
I 
graphical online database of SZAMOK and the other a database on INFOR-
MATION OF WORLD POLICY \>1ATTERS--produced by the Library of the Parli-
arnent. Both databases had, at the time of sampling, more than 200 cus-
tomers each. 
The "customer growth" rates for the two years between 1979 and 
1981 are s hown in Table 5 for some selected databases. 
Table 5. Growth rates of customer institutions (between 1979 and 198 1) 
for some selected databases serviced in Hungary [ 4] 
Name of No. of customer No. of c ustomer Growth rates 
the database institutions institutions for two 
in 1979 in 1981 years [% ] 
CA SEARCH 98 99 1 
lNlS 11 34 209 
JN SPEC 56 49 -14 
MET AD EX 17 18 6 
SZAMOK-ISIS 145 221 52 
INFORMA'CTON ON 150 250 67 
WORLD POLITICS 
From these few figures the following can be deduc ed: as mentioned 
above at the time of sampling CA SEARCH, INSPEC and METADEX were 
retrieved in offline mode and only m SDJ reg ime . All services started at 
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the beginning and middle of the seventies, thus when the statistics were 
taken they were already well established and saturated . Online service to 
foreign database hosts was only introduced around the 1980 sampling, it 
is not yet known how many new customers were attracted by this type of 
service, how many old customers switched over from offline SDI to online, 
or how many took SDI online as a new form of service in addition to off-
line. INIS is actually the only database in the sample that became online 
during the sampling period 1979-1981. In the case of INIS this resulted in 
of 14 new customer organizations joining this service, and some old custo-
mer organizations also took the opportunity of getting online services. 
The customer growth figures of the most "popular" databases SZAMOK-
JSIS and the one on World Politics also had very high rates . 
1.3 Cost of Database Usage 
There is no single pricing policy for database usage in Hungary-as 
anywhere else in the world. As an orientation for pricing policy and cost 
level. data were also collected in [ 4). These data, however, should be used 
as general information; for the current prices it is best to contact the 
contact points and persons that are also listed in [ 4). 
In general one may say that the pricing practices in Hungarian ser-
vices are very similar to those of other countries. 
The majority of services sampled in [ 4] were offline services, and in 
particular SDI. For the majority of such services, as shown in Table 4, a 
yearly subscription fee has to be paid, which is, for example, in the case 
of CA SEARCH, 10000 Ft / year (approximately AS 5000/year) or for 
INSPEC, !NlS, METADEX, etc . 6000 Ft/year per profile . In addition to 
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these costs customers have to pay for each found and printed item, which 
in the case of CA SEARCH is 28 Ft/item, and in the case of INSPEC, INIS. 
METADEX, etc. 10 Ft/item, however the first 1000 items/profile are always 
free of charge for this second group. 
It has to be mentioned that although the database service organiza-
tions pay their subscription fees for foreign, non CMEA databases, in con-
vertible currencies, such as US$, Hungarian users pay in Hungarian 
currency. 
' Hungarian databases are usually cheaper SZAMOK requires for its 
ISIS database betwe (~ n 3000 and 4000 Ft/year from its customers. the 
Library of the Parliament 7200 Ft/year. No separate charges for selected 
and printed items are requested. 
A large number of database services are charged according to the 
measured resources used, especially in computer time . 
Charges for online foreign services are not included in [ 4]. since they 
basically became operational after the sampling point in early 1981. In 
principle one can say, however, that they follow the pricing practices 
used in North America and Western Europe quite closely. Users have to 
pay to foreign online database service centers in convertible currencies. 
As is well known, a part of that payment is in the form of royalties to the 
producer of the particular database used and the rest is kept by the data 
center operator as revenue for providing his services. In addition, users 
have to pay for the used telecornrnunicatwn resources as well. If the con-
nection was made through the public switched telephone network, the 
Hungarian PTT collects the revenue for the long distance call. if the Hun-
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garian data network NEDIX is used for connection, ag ain the Hungarian 
PTI collects all revenues, even for the foreign part of the data communi-
cation channel. A similar case is when a user decides to establish a 
leased line connection to a foreign data center . All these expenses are 
collected by the PTT in Hungarian currencies. 
Thus, from the financial point of view, when establishing access to 
foreign database hosts the only "critical" part in the chain of administra-
tive matters in Hungary is the agreement between host and customer . 
Since it is a foreign trade agreement, with obligations in foreign curren-
cies, it necessitates special administrative, and contractual steps, even 
for the most simplest form of agreement, such as the establishment of a 
no-cost , open ended account number and u ser name on a foreign data-
base computer. 
F'or this, and obvious other known r e asons for having so-called, 
intermediary services, a few compames in Hungary have already taken 
up the task of serving the database community with "information broker" 
services. These organizations help users to identify which database is 
best suited to their purposes and which data hosts to work with. They 
will also introduce users to online services in general. provide consul-
tancy on the databases and the systems, or provide terminal equipment 
to the users . In addition to these services they can take over the burden 
of all--sometimes complicated and time-consuming-- administrative pro-
cedures, which they can cut down considerably . There are also inter-
mediaries who require payment in local currency which is most con-
venient for users short of convertible currency . One advantage of these 
intermediarie s is that they are better able to establish more favorable 
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deals and conditions with the suppliers of database services, such as 
lower rates for the bulk use of data, or take over marketing, educational 
activities, etc , for them in Hungary . The variety of collaboration between 
foreign database supplier and Hungarian intermediaries can actually be 
very diverse and broad . 
Nonetheless, foreign online services in Hungary are not the 
cheapest. In some applications, however, e.g when specific information 
is promptly required, or information with high update frequency is sought 
foreign online services are essential. 
One of the major uses of online services lo foreign database service 
centers is when access to a database has to be made, that is not serviced 
in Hungary. There are in total some 1 ODO public databases around the 
world, some of which are of international interest and importance, but 
the majority of which serve only local needs. This is the case with the 
majority of the Hungarian databases. Among databases of international 
interest a certain number of them are of primary interest for a given 
country. There is a certain point in the "cost" and "benefit" analysis for 
each database where it is better to buy and install the database within 
the country rather than to access it on foreign database hosts. There 
are, for example, simple economic factors that decide when it is better to 
become a subscriber to a database, loading the magnetic tape of the 
database onto a data center in the country to serve domestic users as 
opposed to subscribing to foreign database services and paying for these 
services and the long distance data communication charges. There are 
also many databases however that need to be accessed only now and then 
or are expensive, very special service s , let us say, requiring heavy 
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hardware and software installments not residing in the county . To put 
these data files onto national systems is hardly justified. In some coun-
tries nowadays there is, after economical and technical applications , a 
trend to take political considerations into account as well . There are 
countries that prefer to install foreign databases of interest to their own 
data center rather than allow domestic users to access data centers 
abroad. The main argumentation is that dependence on foreign data ser-
vices increases the vulnerability of the serviced country and is, in addi-
tion, negative for the balance of payments and for the domestic labor 
market. 
In Hungary major considerations along these lines fall only into the 
category of technical and economical applications . Since both the pur-
chase of a particular dqtabase, or the signing of a standard form agree-
ment for online services , fall into the category of foreign trade , where 
governmental authorities are involved to grant import licenses, the 
implementation of a governmental information policy is also provided for 
through this channel. "Transactional" databases--such a s patents, com-
modity and stock exchange market. and news agencies ' databases--
obviously should not be included in this category . They are by their 
nature often belter accessed through a worldwide network. 
1.4 Origin of Databases Serviced Publicly in Hungary 
Tables 1. 2, and 6 show the origin of databases publicly serviced in 
Hungary together with the ir reg ional distribution. The first database pub-
licly serviced--introduced in 1970--was the FARMDOC (DERWENT) database 
from the UK. The first public service of a Hungarian database (INFORMA-
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TION on WORLD POLJTICS) started four years later, in J. 974. By 1979--when 
the first major sampling of the Hungarian databases was taken there were 
14 databases serviced. According to the number of databases the major-
ity originated in Western Europe, followed by Hungarian databases The 
CMEA, the lnternational Organizations and the USA being represented by 
one database each. 
At the time of the second sample in early 1981, the share of West 
European databases was still the largest, followed by the increasing 
number of domestic databases (Table 6) The share of the lJS databases 
and of the international organizations has inc reased too. By 1983 it is 
expected that the weight of CMEA databases will also have increased. 
In the long run it can be anticipated that first of all the shan~ of the 
domestic and CMEA databases will grow. It can still be presumed that the 
share of West European databases will remain high. Many of these data-
bases ar e international in their nature and importance and it can be 
expected that with some of the database procedures cooperative efforts 
in collecting input materials will be strengthened . 
As to the size of databases, the general trend can be observed that 
the purely Hungarian databases are small to medium in size; some other 
specialized foreign databases are also proportionally small . Databases of 
international organizations such INIS or AGRJS--which came into being as 
a result of international cooperation--are between medium and large . The 
same is true for the bibliographical databases, such as COMPENDEX, 
METADEX, INSPEC, DERWENT and others. Jn this category of databases of 
international interest , arrang e ments are known in which na tional input is 
provided loc ally . The largest ''mammoth" type of database s are foreign 
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Table 6. Databases publicly serviced in Hungary according to their origin 
(Source: [ 4] Duzs et al. 198 1) . 
DOMESTIC CMEA Inter- West- North-
national European American 
01 Database BIBDOSZ AOBIPD INIS AG DOC CA SEARCH 
services SZAMOK-ISIS CRDS 
operation INFORMATION RING DOC 
(1st hail of ON WORLD PESTDOC 
I 1979) POLITICS VETDOC FARMDOC 
1NSPEC 
MET AD EX 
ad O/Total: 3 (22%) 1 (7%) 1 (73) 8 (573) 1 (7%) 14 (100%) 
1 I Database BIBDOSZ AOBIPD AGRIS AG DOC CA SEARCH 
services in 13c-NMR INIS CCDB CIN 
operation MIX CRDS COMPENDEX 
(1980 end) NAP"'"1 FARMDOC SCI 
STATCNFORM INSPEC 
SZAMOK-ISIS IRE 
INFORMATION MET AD EX 
ON WORLD PASCAL-
POLITICS GEODE 
PESTDOC 
RING DOC 
VET DOC 
ad 1 !Total; 7 (28%) 1 (43) 2 (8%) 11 (44%) 4 ( 16%) 25 (100%) 
2 I Database ETK-SZAKI AIS-MISON ISDS CAB WAA 
services MNB MIS OD FRANCIS 
under IICST-SIISRS IFIS 
preparation INFORMECON 
(1980 end) IRL 
IRRD 
ad 2 /Total: 2 (15%) 3 (23%) 1 (8%) 6 (46%) 1 (8%) 
13 (100%) 
Grand total: 9 (243) 4 (107.) 3 (8%) 17 ( 45%) 5 ( 13%) 38[ 1+2] ( 100%) 
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ones, and probably they will be that way for a long time. Two of them are 
North-American and one Eastern-European . All databases are, to a cer-
tain extent, of a "transactional" nature : SCI Science Citation Index--
contains who cited whom, where and when; AOBIPD (on multidisciplinary 
patents) contains who patented what, when and where; Chemical 
Abstracts, to a certain extent, also belongs to this category. It would be 
an illusion to think that databases of this sort and kind should be gen-
erated solely by small countries such as Hung ary. 
1.5. Computer Hardware and Systems Software Used f 
Table 1 shows that when the ''snapshot" of statistics was taken the 
majority of the database service centers used computer systems belong' 
ing to the Ryad series--computer systems produced in CMEA countrie/ 
Out of the computer systems employed, 16 belong to the category of the 
so-called Ryad I series, one already to the category of Ryad II. The rest of 
the computer systems applied originated from Western Europe and North 
America : the 5 IBM mainframes used are similar in their hardware and 
software architecture to the Ryad series; in addition, one Siemens, one 
ICL, and one Honeywell/Bull system were servicing databases. 
The actual services that were provided al the time of sampling (end 
of 1980) were in close relation to the characteristics and performance 
categories of the computer mainframes used . The majority of the 
services--as we pointed out earlier--were SDI (each database had an SDI 
service), retrospective services being provided for 80% of the databases; 
the remaining 20% included just the largest ones, such as CA SEARCH, 
COMPENDEX, INSPEC and METADEX and had only SDI services. For INIS 
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this type of service was not so critical. since online ac ces s fr om Hungary 
to th e IBY 3033 da ta center of the International Atomic Energy Agency 
(IAEA) was alread y usual practic e at the time of sampl ing. This servic e 
actually eliminated any need for a similar servic e on a Hungarian host. 
Onlin e services--although growing in their numbers--were outweighted at 
the end of : 980 by offline servic e s . In 1980 only 36% of the publicly ser-
viced d atabases h a d a n online s e rvice option . Looking at the computer 
systems a pplie d it can be seen that all online servi.c es were provided on 
time sharing systems . Time sharing, however, could be provided only on 
major Wes t European and North American systems and on the computers 
of t he em e rging Ryad II computer series . In 1980, however, the delivery 
of Ryad II had just sta rted, and this is fairly reflected in the statistics of 
Table 1. Thus, the m a jurity of database services were provided on com-
pute r s working with batch oriented operation systems , such as the R-20 
a nd R-22 computers, which were not only the most commonly used sys-
tems for da tabase services, but also for other computer applications in 
general dur ing the second half of the seventies . 
The R-20 a nd R- 22 computers (produced in the USSR and Bulgaria) 
have, in this r es pect , other unfavorable characteris tic s t ha t do not allow 
t h em to beco m e ideal database service computers. Thi s first of a ll lies in 
the ir r e latively low online disc storage and main memory capacity . All in 
all they are too small to be ideal for database service s . The R-20 has a 
maximum core capac ity of 250 KBytes (the R-22 of 500 KBytes), allowing 
on each the ir two selector channels the linkage of one disc- and one tape 
controller . The most s uitable disc controller (ES-556 1) allows the connec-
llon of maximum 8 (ES-506 1) di s c drives , each of 29 MByte c a pa city (in 
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tolal 232 MByle) . 
The R-40 produced in the German Democratic Republic is larger and 
thus more suitable for database services. Its main memory is built in 256 
KByte modules, with a maximum capacity of 1 MB. It offers a one byte-
MUX channel for low speed peripherals such as discs. These channels can 
support up to 8 100 MByte disc drives (ES-5066)--produced by the USSR 
For the theoretically available maximum of 5 selector channels, if 
one selector is kept reserved for tape devices, 4 GByte secondary storage 
(disc) could be attached to the system--using 5 ES-5566 disc controllers 
with each 8 ES-5066 drives. 
The 100 MByte discs, however, have only been in production since the 
end of the seventies--actually they already belong to the category of the 
Ryad II series--which had not yet reached its full market penetration 
when the database sample was taken in Hungary at the end of 1980, early 
1981. Thus the R-40s in use for database services had much less disc 
capacity, using mainly 29 MByte disc drives 
As to the question why in 1980-1981 offline database services had 
such weight in Hungary, and why R-20 and R-22 computers were used for 
database services if they were only of limited use, one has to look at the 
development of the Hungarian computer population as a whole . Tables 7-
9 show the development of the Hungarian computer population [3] 
without mini- and microcomputer systems. Table 7 shows that in 1979 
only 4.3 percent of the computer population was, with regard to the size 
of the computer (medium-larg e, large), really suitable for providing data-
base services of this kind . On the medium- s ize compulers--which 
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Table 7 . Time series of computer installations in Hungary according to 
their performance c ategories• (end of the year d a ta) . (Source : 
[3] 198 1. Szamitastechnikai Statisztikai Evki:inyv l 980) 
Computer performance 1960 1965 1970 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 
category 
(pieces) 
Small computers 5 16 42 2 19 272 322 372 4 19 
Small-medium - 5 48 32 32 30 30 28 
Medium - - 29 118 133 150 163 171 
Medium-large - - 1 12 16 17 2 1 26 
Large mainframes - - - 1 1 2 2 2 
Total 5 2 1 120 382 454 52 1 588 646 
Index: 4 .2 17.5 100.0 3 18 .3 378 .3 434. 2 4 90.0 538 .3 year 1970= 100.0 
(%) 
Small computers 100 .0 76 .2 35.0 57 .3 59 .9 6 1. 8 63.3 64. 9 
Small-medium - 23 .8 40.0 8.4 7 .1 5.7 5 .1 4 .3 
Medium - - 24.2 30 .9 29.3 28 .8 27 .7 26 .5 
Medium-large - - 0.8 3 .1 3 .5 3 .3 3 .6 4 .0 
Large mainframes - - - 0 .3 0.2 0 .4 0 .3 0.3 
Total : 100.0 100.0 100 .0 l. 00 .0 100 .0 100.0 100 .0 100 .0 
Value in Forints 
Value of all computer 
installations .. 2.1 7 .5 9.4 11 .4 12 .6 13 .8 
(Billion Ft) 
Value of an average 
computer installation .. 17 .3 19 .6 20.8 2 1. 8 21.4 2 1.4 
(Million Ft) 
•without mini- and microcomputer systems 
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Table B. Number of computers in Hungary (data end of ~ 979) accordincr 
to the origin of cornyute.rs and their performa.q.ce categories~ 
(Source: [3] 1981. Szarn.1tastechnikai Statisztikai Evkonyv i.980). 
Computer Total: Out of them orif!:inated in performance Other socialist the rest of 
category Hungary countries the world 
(pieces) 
Small computers 4 19 255 26 138 
Small/medium 28 8 10 10 
Medium 1 71 4 113 54 
Medium/large 26 - 17 9 
Large mainfames 2 - - 2 
Total : 646 267 166 213 
(%) 
Small computers 100.0 60.9 6.2 32.9 
Small/medium 100.0 28.6 35.7 35 .7 
Medium 100.0 2.3 66.1 31 .6 
Medium / large 100.0 - 65.4 34.6 
Large mainframes 100.0 - - 100.0 
Total : 100.0 41.3 25.7 33 .0 
-
comprise 26 .5% of the whole computer population--database services 
could basically provide an SDI regime, also because of the software used . 
The remaining , approximately 70%, of the computer population is practi-
cally of no us e for providing public database se rvices. Table 9 shows that 
in 1979 the majority of the medium and large mainframes were Ryad 1 
machines (actually R-20, R-22 a nd R-4-0s) . which is accordingly expressed 
in Table l. The average numb e r of periphe r als belonging to these com-
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Table 9 . Number of computers in Hungary (data end of 1979) according 
to their performance category and compatibility with the Ryad 
series (Source: [3] 1981. Szamitastechnikai Statisztikai Evkci-
nyv 1980). 
Computer Out of this 
performance Total: Ry ad Ry ad incompatible 
category (ES) compatible with Ryad 
(pieces) 
Small computers 4i9 82 4 333 
Small/medium 28 - - 28 
Medium 171 100 27 44 
Medium/large 26 19 5 2 
Large mainfames 2 - 1 1 
Total : 646 201 37 408 
(%) 
Small computers 100 .0 19 .6 1. 0 79 .4 
Small/medium 100.0 - - 100.0 
Medium 100.0 58 .5 15.8 25 .7 
Medium/large 100.0 73. i 19.2 7.7 
Large mainframes 100 .0 - 50 .0 50.0 
Total 100.0 31. 1 5 .7 63 .2 
puter installations in Hungary is shown in Table 10, which proves that the 
average computer installation in Hungary around that time was basically 
a batch oriented system (the ave rage numb er of terminals being 
extremely low'). with a moderate number of disc drives per installation. 
By looking at these figures one can almost guess the type of public data-
base services they can offer Table 11 underline s what is said above that 
out of the 25 r eg1stered informatwn retrieval system installation s of Hun-
.t: 
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gary [3] most were running under Ryad or IBM batch systems. 
Table 10. Average number of peripherals belonging to computer intstalla-
tion in Hungary (data: end of 1979). (S ource: [3] 198 1. Szami-
tastechnikai Evkonyv 1980). 
(pieces) 
Small Small/ Medium Medium/ Large 
Device Total medium large 
-
mainframes 
Number of mainframes 646 419 28 171 26 2 
Visual display unit 1.0 1.4 0.0 0.3 1.6 1.5 
Line printer l. 1 0.9 0.9 1.7 2.2 3.0 
Console 0.9 0 .7 0.9 1.1 1.5 1.5 
Papertape reader 0.8 0.8 1.4 0.9 1.0 -
Papertape puncher 0.6 0.7 0.8 
I 
0.5 0.5 -
Card reader 0.6 0.3 1 0.5 1.4 1. 8 1.0 
Card puncher 0. 1 0.0 0.0 I 0.3 0.3 -Card reader /p uncher 0. l 0 .0 0.2 
I 
0. 1 - -
Magnetic tape drive 2.2 0.9 1.1 4.7 6.8 7.0 
Magnetic casette device 0.2 0.3 0.3 I 0.0 - -Magnetic disc drive 2.9 1.1 1.4 I 6.5 8.8 1 l. 5 
Disc /tape controller 0.3 0 .0 - i 0.9 1. 7 -
Other peripherals 1. 8 2.2 1.5 I 1. 0 1. 3 2.0 
I Total 12. 7 9 .3 9.0 19.3 27.5 27 .5 
The hardware and system software s itualton is, however, just about 
to change. With the introduction of the Ryad !I series, which started 
around t he end of the seventles, a new computer generation is gradually 
taking over the place of the old database service computer generation, 
the one which is shown in the above statistics . 
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Table 1 ~."Registered'' computer application program packages according 
to application categories and type of computers (in 1979). 
(Source: [8] OSAK*, Szamitastechnikai Statisztikai Evkonyv 
1980) 
ES-IBM Other Other 
Application packages R-10 CMEA non-CMEA Total: 
DOS OS systems systems 
"Classical" data processing 198 3 4 5 177 387 
Production control 80 2 8 1 53 144 
Financial 61 2 15 1 46 125 
Statistical 25 4 7 - 17 53 
Operation research 19 2 3 2 4 30 
Mathematical 30 5 8 3 16 62 
Numerical control - 1 - - - 1 
Process control 2 - 1 - - 3 
Database management systems 22 - 2 - 8 32 
Information retrieval systems 16 1 2 - 6 25 
Scie ntific-tec hnologic al 95 24 18 16 1 89 387 
System programs, utiL .ies 1. 
- l 2 2 - 5 20 
Software development tools 21 10 8 - 5 44 
Others 61 4 5 2 26 98 
Total: 641 60 83 175 452 1411 
• Orsz~gos Software Archivum es Ki:ivetoszolgalat (:\'ational Software 
Archive and Register SP.rvice) 
Already in 1979 two R-35s were delivered and installed in Hungary 
[3] and according to Table 1, one R-55 is taking over the se rvicing of the 
"mammoth" AOBIPD database. The Hungarian Nationa.l Technical Library 
and Documentation Center (OMKDK), which services five major database 
services , put a new R-35 configuration into se rvice, in 198 1. which gradu-
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ally took over Lhe task of an old, less powerful R-20 [ 5]. The Ry ad 11 series 
model R-35 with a configuration of 1 MByte CPU capacity , 64-0 MByte disc 
capacity and 16 terminals for remote working, delivered at the end of 
1980 has already allowed for the upgrading (Figure 1) of OMKDKs domes-
tic services considerably. 
First OMKDK plan to provide offline services and then introduce 
online services. They foresee keeping the R-20 with the present DOS 
based batch services until 1984. 
OMKDK is planning to use database handling systems available in 
Hungary and not to develop any systems themselves . They believe that 
the two most suitable packages for their purposes are DIALOG-KAMA from 
the Soviet Union and CDS /ISIS from the United Nations (ILO, UNESCO) 
In general, the medium and larger models of the new Ryad II series 
are better suited to providing public database services (Table 12, com-
piled by CDC [6, 7] on the basis of information and sales brochures and 
personal discussions). A particularly interesting new version of the R-55 
was presented along these lines by the GDR manufacturers Robotron at 
the Leipzig Fair in March 1982 [8). A double processor EC-1055/EC-1055M 
configuration (Figure 2) linked together with direct channels KKA-ES 4065 
is sufficiently large enough to host major database services . The double 
processor capability is particularly suitable for secure online database 
services . 
As pointed out earlier, the availability of sufficiently large secondary 
storage capacity on magnetic discs or similar devices are of utmost 
importance for providing online database services. For a long period the 
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Figure l . Example of a Hungarian data center configuration ( OMKDI() 
based on an R-35 computer, s upporte d by an R- l OM processing 
system [5]. 
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Table 12a. RYAD I Central Processor Profile. [6] 
Model 
Back.e:round ES-1020 ES- 1022 ES-l030 ES-1032 ES-1033 ES-1040 ES-1050 
Country of origin Bulgaria Bulgaria Poland Poland USSR GDR 1JSSR USSR USSR USSR 
Prototype date ! 1971 - 1972 1974 - 1972 1973 
First delivery 1972 1977(?) 1973 1975 - 1973 -
Annual production 7 
rate 
7 ( 25 l 50 l 
Installations ? 7 ? 100 7 300 ? 
Characteristics 
Processor speeds• 
Fixed point (32 bit) 
Add/subtract 33.4 6 .5 13.3 2.6 2 .0 1. 9 l. 9 
Multiply 349.0 57.6 14.1 9.3 11 .0 7.6 2.2 
Divide 398.0 65.0 112.0 17.7 15.2 11.4 8.5 
Floating: point (32 bit' 
Add/subtract 70.8 15.5 16.3 5.0 5.0 3.7 l. 9 
Multiply 413.0 36 .3 37 .5 13.2 9.0 6.4 2.4 
Divide 399.0 52.4 58 .7 14.5 13.2 8.4 5.9 
Floating point (64 bit' 
Add /subtract 94.3 17 8 25.9 6.3 5.9 4.2 l. 8 
Multiply 1200.0 54.7 140.0 28.7 19.0 6.4 2 .4 
Divide 2150.0 128.0 218 .0 48.2 29 .3 16.1 10.8 
Cache memory• No No No No No No No 
Avera2'e speed (MlPS) 0.025 0.080 0.10 0.29 0.20 0.38 0.5 
Processin.e: data rate 0.83 5 .45 3 .30 14.4 18.4 - 21.3 25 . 7 
Main memory• 
Type CORE CORE CORE CORE CORE CORE CORE 
Max capacity 250 500 500 1 ,000 500 1,000 1,000 
Cycle time 2.0 2.0 1.25 1.3 1.25 1.35 l. 25 
Access width (bytes) 1 4 4 4 4 8 8 
Channels• 
Selector 
Number 2 2 3 3 3 6 6 
Maximum rate /ch. 300 .0 500.0 800 .0 1030.0 800 .0 1300 .0 1250.0 
Multiplexor 
Number 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 
Burst rate 140.0 300.0 300 0 240.0 350.0 720.0 i. 80 .0 
• Times are given in microsec ond s capacities in kilobytes (KB) and 
transfer rates in megabits / second instruction times assume data in 
memory. 
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Table 12b. RY AD II Profile . 
Model 
ES-1025 ES-1035 ES-1045 ES-1055 ES-1060 
Background With Without 
Cache Cache 
Country of origin CSSR Bulgaria Poland GDR USSR USSR USSR 
Prototype date 1979 1979 1978 
First delivery 1976 1979 
Installations 15 20 
Charac teri sties 
Processor speeds• 
Fixed point 
Add /subtract 5-13 4.5 0.7-0.85 0.3-0.6 0.6-2.7 0.25-0.3 
Multiply 95-220 23 2.8-3.4 3 .1 3.4-5 .2 1. 5- 1. B 
Divide 145-250 38 9.4-12.0 5.7 5 .8-7 .8 4.0-5.0 
Floatillfl' point (32 bit' 
Add/subtract 50-55 9.7 1. 9-2. 3 1.3-3 .6 1. 6-3. 6 0 . 8-1. 0 
Multiply 95-220 19.8 2.8-3 .4 2.6 2 .7-2.8 2 .3-2.B 
Divide 145-250 32 .1 8.4-11 3.9 4.1-6 3 .0-4.0 
Floating point (64 bit' 
Add/subtract 65-70 15 2 .6-3.2 2.2 2.2-4.2 0 .8-1. 0 
Multiply 125-600 9 1. 4 8.6-11.0 7.0 7 .2-9.1 3 .6-4 .5 
Divide '620-640 180 21.6-25 14 14 .2-16. i. 
Cache memory• No No Yes Yes No Yes 
\i'!ax capacity 8 8 16 
Cycle time 0 . 125 0.060 
AveraJ?e speed (MIPS) 0.3-0 .4 1-1 .4 4-5 7 .5-9 .45- .6 1. 3- 1. 6 
Processi.ru! data rate 1. 70 8.43 43.8 6 1. 2 28 .2 96 .7 
Main memory• 
Type CORE CORE 1C IC CORE 
Max capacity 250 1,000 ~.000 iz.ooo r.z.ooo 8,000 
Cycle time 0.625 0.750 0.750 
Access width (bvtes) 2 4 8 8 B 
Channels• 
~aximum number 2 5 6 6 6 7 
Total l/O capacity• 9 .6 40 .0 48 .0 48 .0 72 .0 
• Times are given in microseconds capacities in kilobytes (KB) and 
t ransfer rates in megabits/second instruction times a s sume data in 
me mory 
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disc storage capacity of Ryad disc drives actually presented a bottleneck 
for providing larger online database services . 
Early Ryad models equipped with ES-50 52 and ES-5056 disc drives 
with a storage capacity of only 7 .25 MByte per unit were not really suit-
able for such types of applications. Nonetheless these were the only 
ones that could be delivered to the models R-20 and R-40 until the 
second half of the seventies when the Bulgarian made ES-506 i unit with 
29 Mr3yte storage capacity appeared on the market . Actually, when the 
sampling of Hungarian databases was taken in early 1981 these three 
types of disc units were the ones tend to be most commonly used in Hun-
garian Ryad installations. Since all Ryad disc controllers can accommo-
date up to 8 disc drives, an early model of an R-20 maximally 58 MByte 
disc storage could be . nked to--let us say-- a ES-555 1 or ES-5552 con-
troller . However , this is not really enough for online services. An ES-5566 
disc controller, on the other hand, could accommodate 232 MByte secon-
dary storage capacity, which easily allows the operation of medium size 
databases online. Since up to 5 such controllers can be linked (reserving 
the 6th channels for tapes), let us say an R-4 0 to as a maximum 1.160 
MByte disc storage capacity could be accumulated, which is sufficient for 
online database services. 
Obviously, with the new 100 MByte Ryad dis c drives that became 
available around the end of the seve nties, all secondary storage problems 
for database services can in principle be solved. Up to 96 ES-5060 disc 
drives with 9 .28 GByte capacity could be connected to an R-60 in it s max-
imum configuration (Figure 3) This capacity is more than enough for 
providing online data services. The ES-5566 disc controller and the ES-
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5066 disc unit models are nowadays standard elements of Ryad II com-
puter configurations. and this e quipment has b een in production in the 
USSR for the last couple of years. The Bulgarian equivalent of the 100 
MByte disc devices have become also available, for example, the R-55 
model shown at the Leipzig Fair was equipped with ES-5567 controllers 
and ES-5067-02 drives . 200 MByte disc drives (ES-5067), basically double 
density versions of the Bulgarian ES-5067-02 drive , have also been 
announced and were already on display at the CMEA computer exhibition 
held in 1'. oscow in June and July 1979 [ 6, 7] (Table 3) 
All in all, the disc storage capacity problem of Ryad models see ms to 
be solved, and these days the large Ryad configurations under delivery 
are suitable for providing online database services from the point of view 
of computer hardware . 
1.6 Information Retrieval Software Used 
On the basis of [ 4], Table 4 shows the Li s t of information retrieval 
software packages u se d in Hungary in 1980 for public database servic es. 
The basic trends are the following: In most cases--for the largest 
databases--the program package BINAR developed by the Central Physical 
Research Institute of the Hung a rian Academy of Sciences (KFKJ) was 
used. BJNAR in its present version allows the sequential processing of 
data files , mainly used for SDI services. A more detailed description of 
the BINAR program is found in [ 9]. According to the authors of [9] the 
present version of the system can be run on Ryad and IBM machines both 
in DOS and OS environments, and because it is so flexible it can be 
adapted to databases with different record formats. The system can also 
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ES-3206 
ES-2060 
ES-5009 
ES-1050.01 
ES-4035 .03(max6) ES-4012.01 
Interface Interface 
ES-6019 
ES-6019 
ES-5066 
ES-7566 ES-6022 
ES-6022 
max 8 
ES- 5566 ES-5517 ES-7066 ES-7032 ES-7010 
ES-7066 ES-7032 ES-7010 
ES-5066 · · · ES-5066 ES-5017 .03 · ES-5017 .03 ES-7066 ES-7077 ES-7022 
max 8 max 8 
ES-7066 ES-7077 ES-7022 
The ES-1060 configuration can be based on the following devices: 
Processor ES-2060 Card reader ES-6019 (ES-6015) 
Ma in st orage ES-3206 Paper tape reader ES-6022 
Multiplexor channel ES-4012.01 Card ounch ES-7010 
Se lector channel rack ES-4035 .03 Paper tape punch ES-7022 
Contro l panel ES-1501 .01 Alphanumeric printer ES-7032 
Consol e magnetic tape un it ES-5009 (ES-7033, ES-7037) 
Power supply ES-0824 and ES-0825 Typewriter with control ES-7077 
Power switching device ES-0853.01 4 dis play group control 
Interchangeable magnetic (ES- 7566) with display 
Disc sto rage ES-5066 term i l als (ES-7066) ES-7906 
Disc storage control ES-5566 Card ead punch ES-9011 .01 
Magneti c tape storage ES-5017 .03 (ES-5025) Card 1erifier ES-9013 .01 
Magneti c tape control ES-5517 (ES-5525) Paper tape data recorder ES-9024 
f:g ur e 3 . ES - 1060 Specifications 
Sour ce : ELORG Brochure - USSR 
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Table 13 . RY AD Dis c Produc ls [6] 
ES-5052 ES-5056 ES-506 1 l~~-~~66 ES-5067-02 ES-5067 
Country of origin Bulgaria USSR Bulgaria USSR Bulgaria Bulgaria 
Unit capacity O~rn) 7.25 7.25 29 100 100 200 
Access time (MS) I Minimum 20 I 25 20 I 
Maximum 
j 
I I 95 150 80 
Average 45 66.7 i 40 
Transfer rate (KBS) 156 156 I 312 806 806 806 
Disc controllers IES-555 1 ES-5558 ES-556 1 ES-5566 ES-6667 
ES-5552 
ES-5555 
ES-5558 
be extended to h a ndle [ 10] so-c alled inverte d file s, which would allow for 
an appropriate online version of BINAR to be developed with relative ease . 
Other SDI systems are often provided by the data base supplier him-
self . This is the case, for example, with DERWENT Ltd. For other database 
service s, the information retrieval software of the computer suppliers wa s 
used. For example, the online database services run on Siemens comput-
ers used the BS 2000 version of the GOLE M syste m , which was orig inally 
developed for the 1972 Olymplc Gam es in Munich. 
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Some of lhe database services run on software developed by the ser-
vice provider himself . Some of them even handle very large databases, 
for example, the program package PA developed by KG-JNFORMATJK. 
I 
For its online database services SZA..c\tlOK uses SZAMOK-ISJS, a system 
originally developed by the International Labour Organization (ILO) in 
I 
Geneva, but developed further by SZAMOK to a version allowing online 
I 
retrieval. This sys tem is called ISIS-BABILON and is run on SZAMOK's IBM 
3701145 computer . ln an online regime ISIS-BABILON allows many users 
to access lhe sys tem s imultaneously--unlike lhe !LO online version of the 
system . ISIS-BABILON also allows the use of a greater variety of terminal 
types . A more detailed description of the ISIS-BABILON system can be 
found in [ 10). There are also other database retrieval systems in use in 
Hungary, which are su '-able for database services, such as the DIALOG-
KAMA and STAIRS mentioned before . They could be used in providing pub-
lie services. 
All in all it appears that the information retrieval software for future 
database computer systems will not become a bottleneck in the next cou-
ple of years. They may not be the best poss ible systems available world-
wide, but they will nonethe less allow for a respectable information 
retrieval system. 
1. 7 Telecommunication Needs of Database Services 
As mentioned above the majority of database services in Hungary, 
when the last statistics were taken, were provided in an offline regime by 
medium size computers. The majority of these computers were not ade-
quate for connection to telecommunication networks, however, and the 
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offline r egime and the relatively small size of the country did not really 
necessitate links to telecommunication networks . The data communica-
tion service options offered in different forms by the Hungarian PTT, in 
the early seventies we re only of marginal interes t for the se systems. The 
few Hungaria n online data services were ac c essed by remot e users 
through telecommunication channels, but only in a moderate way . One of 
the reasons for thls was that some Weste rn European and North Ameri-
can computer installations only allowed acc e ss from remote users on 
dedicated, non-switched lines . 
This obviously caused major costs for the users and some, who would 
certainly have been interested in dial-up connections through the public 
switched telephone network, were totally discouraged from using the sys-
tem at all . 
The low number of online connections ts , however, changing . The 
above m e ntioned models and systems of the Ryad II series are much 
more time sharing and data communication oriented. Thus, not only the 
size of the CPUs and the amount of online disc storage capacity is 
increasing but also the basic software systems will be better suited for 
remote access. 
Simultaneously with this development the Hungarian PTT has also 
upgraded its data communication services In 198 1 the national circuit 
switching PTT Network NEDDC became operational--supporting terminal to 
computer access in a fiexible way . The national PTT network is gradually 
being connected to other national networks as well, the first link being 
establishe d with the A.uslrian t e le communic a t ion authorities in July ~ 962 . 
Jt is expected that links with other nation a l networks will follow soon. 
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Through this arrangement, Hungarian terminals are able to reach Hun-
garian database hosts linked to the network, and hosts abroad. 
In a similar way, Hungarian hosts are accessible from terminals in 
foreign countries, the first opportunity for Hungarian databas e hosts to 
supply a database service to customers abroad . Looking at the present 
list of database services, however, there are very few that could be of 
potential use to a foreign customer at present . Access to pure Hungarian 
keywords or Hungarian abstracts, such as SZAMOK-ISIS, is of limited use 
to them, since major databases of international interest such as CA 
SEARCH, JNSPEC, etc ., are also available in many other countries and 
from other online database hosts, such as LOCKHEED, ESA or SDC . A real 
interest and a real potential for database services from Hungary would be 
if major CMEA databasAs were serviced from Hungarian hosts or if very 
specialized database were offere d . One of the unique and specialized 
databases available now is the 13C-NMR database. Such a database can be 
developed without major hardware resources, since it is relatively small 
in size. One experiment along these lines is known to us [11 ]: The Hun-
garian Academy of Sciences is installing an online bibliographical data-
base under STAIRS on "Mass Communication Research"--compiled in 
English and Russian by the Central Europ ean Mass Communication 
Research Documentation Center (CE COM) in Krakow, Poland on their IBM 
3031 computer . This database, with its few thousand information records, 
is small, but i.s not avallable on any other online host in the world. 
Because of the high investment costs the deci s ion of setting up and 
installing new online databa ses has obviously to be preceded by detailed 
cost and benefit analysis and market research. 
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1.8 Online Access to Databases Abroad from Hungary 
Expe rimental online a c ce ss to foreign public datab as e servic es from 
Hungary goes back according to [4] as early as 1977. Between 1977 and 
1979 several online experiments were carrie d out with connections being 
established to SDC and Lockheed in California, the IAEA in Vienna, ESA-
ESRIN in Frascati--to mention only a few. 
The first experimental service to foreign public database s was pro-
moted in May 1979, when a leased data communication line was installed 
between the Institute for Automation and Computerization of the Hun-
garian Academy of Sciences (SZTAKI) in Budapest and the International 
Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) in Laxenburg . Using a TPA-
70, a Hungarian made minicomputer-switching node was developed and 
brought into operation. The regular experimental service of the IIASA 
node started in July 1980 [1 2]. The main purpose of the IIASA node, and in 
particular the Budapest link, was its utilization for the joint research 
work between IIASA and Hungarian institutions . However, and practically 
as a side effect, it has also been used for experimental access to other 
data centers, such as the IAEA in Vienna for the databases INIS and 
AGRIS , and ESA in Frascati, etc . [ 13]. The IIASA-SZTAKI link was further 
developed in 198 1 to a circuit switching gateway network with another 
TPA-70 node in Budapest [ 11]. Through this gateway network it became 
possible lo access the CECOM experimental da tabase on the SZTAKI com-
puter in Budapest for the first Lime . A n ew p acket switching system was 
implemented in early 1982 , which allowed increased throughput of the 
system . 
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Until November 198 1 several Hungarian institutions--such as O~KDK. 
the Library of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences , the Library of the 
Chemical University in Veszprem and the Institutes of the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences--made experimental connections through the IIASA-
SZTAKI link to foreign public database services [14]. 
Tn early 1982 the Hungarian PTT and Radio Austria GmbH iri Vienna 
started experiments Lo interlink the NEDD< computer network lo the net-
work node of Radio Austria . By spring 1982 the two systems were suc-
cessfully interconnected by 3 multiplexed 1200 baud, X.20 channels . The 
official service by Radio Austria to Hungarian hosts accessible over the 
Radio Austria node started in July 1982. 
As soon as the above PTT service became operational all connections 
to fore ign public data services from and to Hungary have in principle to 
use the data network services PTT. Obviously connections through the 
public switched telephone or telex network are also still possible 
Data connections to CMEA countries became operational almost at 
the same time as the IIASA-SZTAKI TPA-70 gateway started to take up its 
regular services. 
According to [ 4] and [15] the National Technical Library and Docu-
mentation Center (OMKDK) provides online service in Hungary for access 
over public switched telephone networks to the bibliographic databases 
of the International Information Center on Science and Technology 
(MCNTI) in Moscow. The experiments with the MCNT1 system actually 
started m 1979 before the CMEA computer exhibition held in Moscow [ 16], 
where it was presented The system used there. and a similar one that is 
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at present in operation at ON'.KDK (Figure 4) is built on an ES- 1040 (R-40) 
database center at MCNTI under the system OS-ES 4. l. For telecommuni-
cation the Hungarian made Orion hardware and the telecommunication 
monitor software KAMA (similar to lBM CICS) is used. The three databases 
serviced by MCNTI run under the information retrieval system KAMA-
DIALOG, which is similar in its characteristics to ISIS or STAIRS. The data-
bases serviced by MCNTI include: INIS (from the IAEA in Vienna), the 
Soviet VlNITI database and the CMEA database IICST-SIISRB (the last two 
databases are also included in Table 2 because installation of them on 
Hungarian hosts is planned as well). 
For information concerning the costs of using foreign database see 
chapter 2. 3 where this has been discussed in detail. 
AU in all, it can be said that online acces s to databases abroad from 
and to Hungary is increasing . This rapid development necessitated the 
recent e stablishment of Hungarian Association for Online Computer Ser-
vices (SZIT - Szamit6gepes Informacios Tars as ag) by leading Hungarian 
information and documentation service institutions such as (SZl\1, 
SZTA Kl, SZAMALK. OMIK, KKI. MTA Library, etc .) with the goal of coordi-
nation major activities (such as training, contacts to online vendors and 
database suppliers, compensation business, etc.) in this field . 
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Figure 4. Hardware and system configuration for access from OMKDK in 
Budapest to the databases of MCNTI in Moscow [ : 5]. 
2. CONCLUSIONS 
( 1) Public database se rvice s with bibliographic references and factual 
data have existed in Hungary for quite a long time, originating in the 
early seventies . ln addition, the Hungarian public library and docu-
mentation services go back in history for about 150 years ge nerating 
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experience and well established traditions . This meant that there 
was fertile ground ready to accept the new t echnology, which in 
essence was nothing more than another powerful and useful to ol t o 
perform their functions. Accordingly not only the providers of such 
services had relatively long experience with databases, but also the 
users of them, such as companies in the chemical and pharmaceuti-
cal industry or in the scientific community. 
(2) The nature of public database services in Hungary is just about to 
change . Up until now offline database services--and in particular SDI 
have dominant, but with the introduction and penetrat io n of the 
more powerful Ryad II series and the introduction of new national 
data services the trend towards increasing online services should 
not be overlooked. It can be expected that online services will be 
dominant in Hungary by about i 985 . 
(3) The necessary training, and provision and use of online services are 
some of the tasks that need to be solved . However, if one is aware 
what databases are all about, the change from offline to online is 
actually not a basic one . We do not expect that retraining and edu-
cation will be a major barrier for the penetration of online services 
in Hungary, for the following reasons: 
Because of. the high degree of interaction between user and system 
in online services increased comfort of access allows users to edu-
cate themselves easily . Second, Hungarian educational ins titutions 
in the field of computing, such as SZAMOK. are cons idering launching 
online education courses '.: 7]. The fact that SZAYIOK runs one of the 
major Hungarian online database services in its own lib rary will also 
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be of help in educating the old and new generation of information 
professionals and users . 
( 4) In Hungary there are at present 25 databases in operation and 13 
under immediate preparation. Although this is not small for a coun-
try like Hungary, the number could be much larg er . 
The high growth rate figures in terms of databases, number of ser-
vice providers and number of users, suggest that the database indus-
try in Hungary will become stronger m the next couple of years. 
(5) lnternational cooperation and transborder data flow in the field of 
databases will also be of utmost importance to the country. Similar 
to other small countries with limited financial. technical. informa-
tional and manpower resources, international cooperation in pro-
duction, distribution, and the use of databases will be crucial. Signs 
of cooperation along these lines are already visible There are a few 
examples of international cooperation known in the field of produc-
tion, distribution, and use of databases--such as for INIS, AGRIS and 
some CMEA databases--but there is obv10usly plenty of room to 
broaden thts collaboration. Hungary as a s mall country, is outstand-
ing in some special disciplines , and has a good chance to produce 
and market smaller, specialized databases in different disciplines. 
However , the ways of cooperation to the collection and dissemination 
of database information have to be consciously sought. found, and 
followed . 
( 6) Access to fo re ign database hosts will. for a small country ltke Hun-
gary . always be of importance . Probably only those foreign data-
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bases that are economically justified or are of s trategical impor-
tance to the country can be installed on Hungarian hos t s , the r es t 
have to be accessed on foreign hosts. Access to m ajor, for eig n "tran-
sactional" databases, such as stock market, commodity, latest 
patent news, etc., are also better accessed by large foreign networks. 
Access to databases abroad will be one of the important factors of 
the country's transborder data flow traffi c, and all activities around 
it should be done in a way that promotes mutual interdependence for 
all participants and that has no negative effects on the balance of 
payment of the country . 
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METEOROLOGICAL NETWORKS -A SPECIAL 
APPIJCATION OF TRANBORDER DATA FLOWS 
I. Sebestyen 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Chapter 11 
Meteorological networks are one of lhe oldest examples of 
transborder data flow, going back in an organized form for about two cen-
turies . According to [1 ], [2], and [3], the weather has been a primary con-
cern of mankind since before the dawn of civilization. 
This fact is reflected in fragments of the earliest writings and in the 
existence of numerous ancient deities associated with various weather 
phenomena. The earliest known systematic treatises on meteorology are 
the famous Meteorological of Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) and the writings of 
his pupil Theophrastus on winds and on weather signs. During the next 
2,000 years the science of meteorology did not progress substantially 
beyond the point to which it had been carried by Aristotle, in spite of a 
number of treatises on the subject. The development of the science, like 
that or the other physical sciences, was forced to await the invention of 
the instruments by which the primary physical elements could be meas-
ured. 
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The ?th and 18th centuries, in the history of physical science, con-
stitute essentially a period of ins trumentation and establishment of the 
elementary physical laws of gas es , liquids, and solid s . Especially signifi-
cant for the development of meteorology were the inventions of the ther-
mometer by Galileo in 1607 and of the barometer by Evangelis ta Toricelli 
in 1643, followed by the discovery of Boyle's law in 1659. An explanation 
of the trade winds, including for the first time the effect of the earth 's 
rotation on atmospheric winds, was attempted by George Hadley in 1735. 
When thE' true nature of atmospheric air was determined by Antoine 
Lavoisier in 1783, and when John Dalton, in 1800 had explained the varia-
tions of water vapor in the atmosphere and the relation between the 
expansion of air and atmospheric condensation, the physical basis of 
modern meteorology was established. 
The developm ent of the science during the 19th century occurred 
primarily in the field of synoptic meteorology, ie , in the organization of 
networks of weather observing stations, in the preparation of daily synop-
tic charts and in the initiation of modern weather for ec asting . The first 
international compilation of weather observations was made by J .B. 
Lamarck (with P .S. Laplace, Lavoisier and others) from 1800 to 1815. The 
earliest weather charts were made well before 1835 by collecting synchro-
nous weather reports by mail. The first telegraphic collection of synoptic 
reports and mapping thereof for forecasting was accomplished by Urbain 
J.J. Leverrier following the Crimean War. 
Between 1850 and 1875 many nations established meteorological ser-
vices based on synoptir. observations from networks of weather stations. 
International conferen es (Brussels, 1853; Vienna, 1873) established 
international coordination of these national weather services by arrang-
ing tor standard observational techniques and for the international 
exchange of weather observations by telegraph and later by wireless. The 
practice of weather forecasting increased rapidly during the same period, 
but progress in the understanding of atmosphere behavior was not rapid 
before 1900 . 
From about 1870 the leading nations have published charts each day 
along with the official forecasts. The basic chart shows the synchronous 
observations at sea level or surface stations over a more or less extended 
area, generally al least a large part of a continent and often a whole hem-
isphere . For each weather station whose observations are taken at inter-
nationally standardized synoptic hours--one to four times a day-and 
received by radio or telegraph at the forecast offices, the values of or 
symbolic indications of a number of weather elements, are plotted in a 
model grouping around the circle representing the station on the map. 
For all stations at least the barometric pressure (usually converted to its 
value at sea level), the air temperature, the present weather, the wind 
direction and speed or force, and the sky cover will be reported. 
Although meteorology is as old as the other branches of the physical 
sciences, weather forecasting as a public service is only about 100 years 
old . It w ·c: only after the invention of the electric telegraph (about 1840) 
that it b t a.me possible to establish a communication system suitable for 
the rapid collection of weather reports. The first systematic experiments 
in weather telegraphy and forecasting began about 1860 and were 
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conducted by Robert Fitzroy in England, Urbain Jean Joseph Leverrier in 
France, and the Smithsonian Institution in the Cnited States. A decade 
later forecasting services had been established in several other countries. 
The next advance came from 1900 to 1920 after the invention and 
development of radiotelegrahpy . As radio became standard equipment on 
ships it became possible to collect weather reports also from ocean 
areas. At the same time, and particularly after World War I, aircraft 
equipped with instruments began to provide information on the state of 
the atmosphere at higher levels. A major advance was made about 1930. 
At this time development of the radiosonde permitted soundings of tem-
perature, pressure, and humidity through the troposphere and lower 
stratosphere. During World War II. the radiosonde was improved to also 
allow observations of the winds to be made. At the same time radar was 
developed and used to provide information on clouds and precipitation. 
After the late 1950s it was much used in locating and tracking thunder-
storms, tornadoes and tropical revolving storms. 
A major advance of the postwar period was the development of 
meteorological satellites capable of monitoring the cloud cover and tem-
perature distribution around the world. Another technological advance 
was the introduction of the electronic computer . Such machines, in a 
variety of types, have contributed greatly to improvement in the process-
ing of meteorological data, and made it possible to solve many mathemat-
ical problems that could not readily be tackled by customary techniques. 
The early experiments in weather telegraphy and forecasting were 
based upon reports from a few land stations observing once or twice a 
day. The number of observation stations and the frequency of reports 
grew slowly until about 1920. It was only after the end of World War II that 
worldwide networks of surface and upper air stations and meteorological 
telecommunication channels became established. The international net-
work of observing stations and the telecommunication services continued 
to expand, particularly in the regions that were undergoing rapid techno-
logical development. By the late 1950s there were about 10,000 ordinary 
land stations that provided surface reports, and about 1.000 stations that 
made soundings of temperature, pressure, humidity, and wind through 
the troposphere and lower parts of the stratosphere. About 3,000 com-
mercial ships and about 50 specially equipped weather-observing ships 
provided observations from ocean areas. Several squadrons of aircraft 
equipped with meteorological instruments and radar engaged in meteoro-
logical reconnaissance over ocean areas where ship observations were 
absent or sparse. Much of the improvement in the forecasting of tropical 
storms resulted from information provided by meteorological reconnais-
sance. Commercial aircraft provided much useful information on the 
cloud and wind systems aloft, and a steadily growing network of radar sta-
tiorui gave detailed reports on severe local weather. 
To ensure uniformity in the observations and the reporting pro-
cedures throughout the world, sets of definitions, scales, standards and 
codes were adopted in the 1950s by international agreements under the 
auspices of the UN World Meteorological Organization (WMO). 
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Instrumenlal observations (e .g ., pressure and temperature) are 
reported as numbers, and visual observations (e .g ., types of clouds, rain 
and snow) are translated into numbers according to internationally 
adopted specifications The observations are then composed into coded 
messages and transmitted through established communication networks 
to all forecasting centers, where the instrumental observations are 
decoded and plotted as numbers while visual observations are 
repre se nted by symbols . 
The history of East-West relations in the exchange of meteorological 
observations also goes back as far as the history of organized meteorolog-
ical observation . In Hungary, for example, the first organized meteoro-
Logical observation service was launched on November 1, 1781 at the 
observatory of the University of Buda, which was at this time a member of 
the so called "Societas Meteorological Palatina", a meteorological network 
with 36 member stations and its headquarters in Mannheim, Germany. 
As mentioned earlier, considerable progress in the development of 
meteorological networh . was made around the 1870s, when the interna-
tional telegraph networks bec a me well established and were already able 
to provide the telecommunication backbone needed for the international 
exchange of meteorological data . 
On the order of Emperor Franz Joseph II, the Central Meteorological 
Institute was founded in Hungary on April 8, 1870 and has since that time 
been in charge of coordinating and handling the traffic flow of 
trans border meteorological data. Later, after the beginning of the twen-
tieth century, the radio transmission of morse coded meteorological data 
became the dominating telecommunication medium for the exchange of 
meteorological information. 
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With the growing weight of international telex networks after World 
War II, 50 baud leas e d point-to-point telegraph and telex circuits started 
to take on the daily traffic between national meteorological centers. The 
map of the European Meteorological Telex Network around the beginning 
ot the 1970s is shown in Figure 1. According to [ 4], however, this manually 
switched European telex network. which operated without error detection 
and correction, bec a me increasingly saturated and overloaded by the 
growing amount of information. For exam ple, at the beginning of the 
1970s the 50 baud Budapest-Moscow telegraph circuit worked for a full 23 
hours a day, leading to a delay of 2-3 hours, for example, before the 
meteorological data of Ukrania were received in Budapest. 
By the end of the 1960s it became increasingly obvious that the 
World Weather Watch program of the WMO had t o be reorganized on a new 
and different basis . This function is now be ing fulfilled by the new dedi-
cated computer communication network of the WMO, called the Global 
Telecommunication System (GTS). This system provides the backbone for 
the WMO Global Observing System (GOS) and the WMO Global Data-
Processing System (GDPS). 
In the following sections the nature of transborder data flow in the 
field of meteorology, its traditional trade pattern, and its change due to 
the emerging new information and telecommunication technologies in 
particular, within the framework of computer communication networks 
between East and West will be discussed. lt will also be shown that, even 
in this special field of transborder data flow, which is regarded as rather 
unproblematic, some new worrying signals of growing difficulties are 
emerging . 
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1. THE WORLD WEATHER WATCH PROGRAM Al'l"D THE GLOBAL 
TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEM (GTS) OF THE WMO 
1.1. General Description 
Chapter l l 
As already mentioned the Global Telecommunication System (GTS) of 
the WMO [5], was designed at the end of the 1960s as part of the WMO 
World Weather Watch (WWW) Program. The GTS is one of the largest inter-
national information networks in exis tence that allows transmi s sion in a 
store and forward m ode of both digital and ana logue meteorologi cal infor-
mation. 
According to [13], the WWW is the basic program of the WMO. The 
WWW was first established by the Fifth World Meteorological Congress 
(Geneva, 1967) . 
While the basic approach of the VfWW plan remained generally unal-
tered, important additions have been brought in since the launch of the 
program, mainly due to two developments. The first is the rapid techno-
logical changes and the second is the existing and expected new demand, 
from several applied fields and programs of other international organiza-
tions, on the facilities created under the WWW plan. 
Technological change has been rapid in many fields, such as satellite 
meteorology, where remarkable progress has culminated in a plan for a 
global system of geostationary and near-polar-orbiting satellites. Contin-
ued advances are being made in data-processing techniques, too. 
The primary purpose of the WWW is to make available to each of its 
members, within the limits of the agreed system, meteorological and 
other related environmental information required in order to enjoy the 
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most efficient and effective meteorological and other related environ-
mental service possible, as regards both applications and research. 
The essential elements of the WWW are : 
(a) The Global Observing System (GOS), consisting of facilities and 
arrangements for making observations at stations on land and 
at sea, from aircraft, meteorological satellites and other plat-
forms; 
(b) The Global Data-Processing System (GDPS), consisting of 
meteorological centers with arrangements for the processing of 
the required observational data (real-time uses), and for the 
storage and retrieval of data (non-real-time uses)•; 
(c) The Global Telecommunication System (GTS), consisting of 
telecommunicr1tion facilities and arrangements necessary for 
the rapid and reliable collection and distribution of the required 
observational data and processed information. 
Some of the actual and expected benefits of the WWW are : 
(a) Improvements in short- and medium-range meteorological fore-
casting for general purposes and for many types of special 
activity, e .g ., agriculture, aviation, shipping, fishing, transporta-
tion, hydrology, industry, recreation, etc; 
(b) Improvements in extended-range meteorological forecasts for 
the benefit of long-term planning of agriculture, water manage-
ment, etc.; 
•Real-time uses in this sense, are operations in which the information must be received and 
used or processed wjthin. at most, a few hours of being generated. Non-real-time uses are 
those operations that can be carried out over a more extended time period. 
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(c) Improvements in the timeliness and accuracy of wanings against 
natural disas ters caused by meteorologic al phenomena, particu-
larly tropic al cyclones; 
(d) Provision of observational data and processed information for 
several types of applications; 
(e) Provision of meteorological and other related environmental 
information for underslanding many aspects of en vironme ntal 
pollution and for taking remedial action; 
(f) Easier acce ss to stored data and information for all parts of the 
world for applied as well as basic almospheric research or 
related environmental research projects. 
1.1.1. The Global Observing System (GOS) 
The GOS is the coordinated system of methods, technique s, and facil-
ities for making observations on a world-wide scale within the framework 
of the WWW. 
The GOS consists of two sub-systems, the surface-based sub-system 
and the space-based (satellite) sub-system. The former is composed of 
the regional basic synoptic networks, other observational networks of sta-
tions on land and at sea, and aircraft meteorological satellites . 
The GOS provides observational information that falls broadly into 
two categories : quantitative information, derived from instrumental 
measurements, and qualitative (descriptive) information. Examples of 
quantitative information, which specifies the physical state of the atmo-
sphere, are instrumental measurements of the atmospheric pressure and 
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humidity, air temperature and wind velocity. Examples of qualitative 
(descriptive) information are ob servations of of the state of the sky, the 
forms of clouds, and the types of precipitation. 
1.1.2. The Global Processing System (GDPS) 
The purpose of the GDPS is to make available to all members pro-
cessed information, which they require for both real-time and non-real-
tirne applications, with a minimum of duplication, u sing the most modern 
computer methods. The GDPS is organized as a three-level system of 
World Meteorological Centers (WMCs) and Regional Meteorological Centers 
(RMCs) at the global and regional levels, respectively, and National 
Meteorological Centers (NMCs), which carry out GDPS functions at the 
national level. Jn general, the real-time functions of the system involve 
pre-processing of date. analysis and prognosis, including derivation of 
appropriate meteorological parameters . The non-real-time functions 
include collection, quality control, storage and retrieval as well as catalo-
guing of data for use in research and special applications. 
The WMCs, located in Melbourne, Moscow, and Washington provide 
products that can be used for general short-, medium-, and long-range 
forecasting of planetary or large-scale meteorological systems. Mel-
bourne provides products for the southern hemisphere. 
The RMCs are: Algiers /Oran, Bracknell, Brasilia, Buenos Aires, Cairo, 
Dakar, Darwin, Khabarovsk, Lagos, Melbourne, Miami, Montreal. Moscow, 
Nairobi, New Delhi, Norrkoeping, Novosibirsk, Offenbach, Peking, Rome, 
Tananarive, Tashkent, Tokyo, Tunis/Casablanca, Wellington. These 
centers provide regional products that can be used for short- and 
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medium-range forecasting of small-, meso-, and large-scale meteorologi-
cal systems by N~l Cs. Products of RMCs have to be presented in such a 
way that they can be used by members at the national level as input to 
data-processing proc edures that must be performed to provide adequate 
assistance to users. 
Taking into account the requirements for data and forecasting ser-
vices, the general objectives of the GDPS during the period 1980-l 983 are 
the following: 
(a) To facilitate the functioning of short-range weather forec as ting 
and storm-warning services, especially at the regional and 
national levels; 
(b) To improve operational weather forecasts in all time ranges by 
development and incorporation into operational use of new 
methods for forecasting, such as models based on 
stochastic /dynamic techniques , other new modeling techniques 
and ways of parameterizing atmospheric processes; 
(c) To develop and improve methods for presenting and, as neces-
sary, modifying machine-made products for the user, so as to 
make these products more valuable and more easily applied to 
operational problems; 
(d) To develop and improve methods for processing, storage and 
retrieval of data for basic meteorological, climatological and 
other purposes, as appropriate, to meet the needs of other WMO 
programs in accordance with the requirements stated by the 
appropriate WMO technical commission (s). 
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l. l.3. The Global Telecommunication Systems (GTS) 
The main functions of the GTS are the following : 
Chapter 11 
(a) To collect observational data provided by the GOS of the WMO; 
(b) To distribute the data to so-called National. Regional. and World 
Meteorological Centers (NMCs, RMCs, and WMCs); 
(c) To transmit the resulting processed information--provided by 
the GDPS of the WMO--to other WMCs, RMCs, and NMCs. 
The network organization of the GTS is implemented on a three-level 
basis, namely: 
(a) The so-called Main Trunk Circuit (MTC) and its branches, linking 
together the WMCs as well as designated so-called Regional 
Telecommunication Hubs (RTHs); 
(b) The regional telecommunication networks; and 
(c) The national telecommunication networks . 
The basis for the organization of GTS is that it should accommodate 
the volume of meteorological information and its transmission within the 
required time limits to meet the needs of the World. Regional. and 
National Meteorological Centers . 
The main concept of GTS is to ensure that every country in the world 
receives all needed meteorological information, partly in numerical, 
partly in graphical format . During the middle of the 1970s, the amount of 
information traveling on GTS per day was approximately 3. 5 million char-
acters and 50-70 weather charts. A guiding principle of GTS is that both 
contribution and consumption of information on the network is free or 
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charge and based on mutual interdependency. 
The backbone of the GTS system [5] is a medium-high speed ring net-
work interlinking the main World Meteorological Centers (WMCs) in Wash-
ington, Moscow, and Melbourne, with the Regional Telecommunicatlon 
Hubs (RTHs) in Bracknell, Paris, Offenbach, Prague, Cairo, New Delhi, 
Tokyo, Nairobi, Peking and Brasilia (Figure 2). All these centers are inter-
linked with the Main Trunk Circuits (MTCs) and their branches which 
operate in a segmented "store and forward" mode. 
The functions of the Main Trunk Circuit and its branches are the fol-
lowing: 
(a) Ensuring the rapid and reliable exchange of observational data 
required for making analyses and prognosis; 
(b) Ensuring the exchange of processed information between the 
World Meteorological Centers, including data received from 
meteorological satellites; 
(c) Transmitting additional processed information for the purpose 
of providing Regional Telecommunication Hubs, Regional 
Meteorological Centers and National Meteorological Centers with 
the information produced by the WMCs; 
(d) Transmitting when feasible, other observational data and pro-
cessed information required for interregional exchange. 
With regard to telecommunications, the World Meteorological Centers 
and the Regional Telecommunication Hubs are responsible for: 
(a) Collecting the observational data originating in their zone of 
responsibility and transmitting such data in the appropriate 
form and at the appropriate speed on the Main Trunk Circuit 
and its branches; 
(b) Relaying as internationally agreed, on the Main Trunk Circuit 
and its branches, in the appropriate form and at the appropri-
ate speed, the meteorological information that they receive 
from these circuits and/or from RTHs not situated on the Main 
Trunk circuits; 
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( c) Ensuring, in the appropriate form and at the appropriate speed , 
the selective distribution of meteorological information to the 
NMCs and to the RTHs not situated on the Main Trunk Circuit 
that they serve; 
( d) Checking and making corrections in order to maintain standard 
telecommunication procedures; 
(e) Establishing radio broadcasts as required in accordance with 
regional plans; 
(f) Carrying out the monitoring of the operation of the GTS of the 
WWW. 
With regard to telecommunications, the National Meteorological 
Centers are responsible for: 
(a) Collecting observational data from their own territory or that of 
one or more members according to bilateral agreements, as well 
as observational data from aircraft and ships received by 
centers located within the area of responsibility. This collection 
takes place as soon as possible and is completed within 15 
minutes of the observing station's filing time; 
(b) Transmitting such data to the associated Regional Telecommuni-
cation Hub and World Meteorological Center; 
(c) Receiving and distributing for their benefit and that of members 
who request them, in accordance with bilateral agreements, 
observational data and processed meteorological information, to 
meet the requirements of the members concerned; 
( d) Checking and making corrections in order to ensure that stan-
dard telecommunication procedures are applied; 
(e) Carrying out the monitoring of the operation of the GTS of the 
WWW. 
The main engineering principle of GTS is such that the system makes 
the fullest use of all available telecommunication means (including cable, 
radio, and satellite circuits) that are reliable and have suitable technical 
and operational characteristics . For medium- and high-speed data 
transmissions and for facsimile transmission in digital and analogue 
forms, standard circuits of the telephone type and radio circuits hav:i.9-g 
:, .. 
similar technical characteristics are used whenever possi~'le for opera-
tional and financial reasons . 
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The circuits provided and the techniques employed have to be ade-
quale to accommodate the volume of meteorological information and its 
transmission within the required time limits to meet the needs of World, 
Regional, and National Meteorological Centers. 
In the planning of the circuits and transmission schedules, the daily 
volume of traffic to be passed over any one channel should not exceed 
80% of its ultimate capacity The channels are engineered to ensure the 
highest possible reliability. The system is based mainly on the intercon-
nection of a number of centers, namely, NMCs, RMCs, RTHs, and WMCs. 
The WMCs, RMCs, and RTHs are provided with suitable equipment for 
selection, switching and editing in order to provide NM Cs with the data 
selected to meet their specified needs. 
Provision is envisa '"'ed for alternative routings, where necessary, to 
ensure the reliability and efficiency of the system, particularly the relia-
bility and efficiency of the Main Trunk Circuit . The GTS network functions 
according to a well predefined schedule for alternatively transmitting 
analogue facsimile weather charts and digital data. Switching between 
analogue and digital transmission is made automatic by adding special 
codes to the data to be transmitted. According to their size and resolu-
tion a facsimile weather chart takes on average between 9 and 25 minutes 
to be transmitted over the network, thus at a rather slow speed. 
The WMO has defined special transmission protocols for GTS, and a 
data transmission error protection according to the CCITT Y.41 recom-
mendation has been adopted. Some of the WMO protocols are also applied 
to the upper levels, such as the application level. 
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1.2. The GTS Regional Telecommunication Network for Europe 
The European part of the GTS network is shown in Figure 3 and the 
status of the individual links of the network and futur e plans as of June 
1980 are shown in Table 1. From the tele communication point of view, the 
actual : pe e ds of the network are rathe r low to medium, but the se are 
more or less adequate for the present traffic load . According to measure-
ments on the 1200 bit/s Budapest-Prague line [ 4], the daily digital traffic 
is approximal ely 2 MByte per day, ut ilizing the link to about 70% . 
Alte rnative systems for the switching har dware providing the "store 
and for vard" functi on are used in t he differ e nt network locations . For 
examplE, in t he European section of GTS, which was completed between 
1970 and 1975, the following computer systems are used: 
dual CDC 1 700 in Vienna 
dual Telefunken TR86 in Offenbach 
dual IBM S 17 in Rome and Belgrade 
dual CDC 1 700 in Prague 
CII 10070 in Paris 
dual Siemens 4004 in Zurich 
IBM S/7 in Budapest 
dual Marconi Myriad II in Bracknell . 
In other European countries CDC and IBM computers are primarily used 
for switching purposes . 
The Eastern and Western European systems are mixed in the sense 
that err1>r protection is carried out by software in Western Europe and by 
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I. MTC and its branches 
Moscow- Prague 
Prague - Offenbach 
Offenbach- Paris 
Paris- Bracknell 
Brae knell - Washington 
Mosco w- New Delhi 
Moscow- Cairo 
Offenbach - Nairobi 
2. Main regional circuits 
Brae k ne II- Off en bach 
Bracknel I- Brussels 
Brussels- Paris 
Paris- Rome 
Rome- Offenbach 
Offenbach - Vienna 
Offen bach- Norrkoping 
Vienna - Prague 
Prague- Budapest 
Sofia- Prague 
Budapest- 8 ucharest 
Bucharest- Sofia 
Softa - Moscow 
Prague- Potsdam 
Po1 s1fa m- Warsaw 
Warsaw-Moscow 
Present operational status 
Cable , 1200 bit /s data, hardware EDC 
Cable, 2400 b it /s data, so ft wa re EDC 
Cable, 2 x 4800 bit /s data / FAX + FAX, software EDC 
(1980) 
Cable , 2400 bit /s data / FAX, software EDC 
Satellite, 2400 bit /s data / FAX, software EDC 
HF /!SB, 1200 bit /s special EDC + I FAX 
HF, 50 bauds ARQ 
Satellite, 2 x 50 bauds + I FAX 
Cable, 2400 bit /s data / FAX, software EDC 
Cable , 50 bauds 
Cable, 2400 bit /s, software EDC 
Cable , 2400 bit /s data / FAX, so ftware EDC 
Cable, 2400 bit /s data, software EDC 
Cable, 2400 bit /s data / FAX, soft ware EDC 
Cable, 2400 bit /s data, software EDC 
Cable, 2-100 bil /s, software EDC 
Cable, 1200 bit /s data, hardware EDC 
Cable, 2 x 50 bauds + I FAX 
Cable, 1200 b it /s data /FAX, hardware EDC 
Cable, 1200 bit /s data / FAX , hardware EDC 
Cable, 600 bit /s 
Cable, 600 bit /s 
Cable, 1200 bit /s data /FAX, ha rdware EDC 
N 0 TES: (I) Data / FAX = transmission on a time -sharing bas is on the same channel. 
Future plans 
2400 or 4800 bit /s data / FAX 
Cable, 2 x 4800 bit /s data + FAX, software EDC 
Cable, 4800 bit /s data / FAX, software EDC 
Satellite, 4800 bit /s data /FAX, software EDC 
Satellite, 2400 bit /s ( 1980) 
HF/ ISB, 1200 bit /s special EDC + I FAX 
2 x 75 bauds + I FAX (to be considered) 
Cable, 2400 bit /s, software EDC (1980) 
Cab le , 2 ,_ 4800 b it /s data + FAX, software EDC (1980) 
Cable, 2 x 4800 bit /s da ta + FAX, software E DC 
Cable, 1200 bit /s data (1980) 
Cable, 1200 bit /s data /FAX , hardware EDC (1980) 
Cable, 2400 bit /s data / FAX 
Cable, 1200 bit /s data, software EDC 
Cable, 1200 bit /s data / FAX, hardware EDC 
12) Data + FAX = transmiss ion on two ;cparatc channel ' u>cd for data and FAX transmi " ions respec ti vely . 
{3) An entry of '"FAX" in this table docs not 11ccc,sarily mean that FAX is transmitted in both directions. 
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2. :\lain rc.:gional circuits 
(co111 i1111ed) 
Moscow - Norrkiiping 
Rome- Athens 
Sofia - Athc.:ns 
3. Regional circuits 
Bracknell- Dublin 
Bracknc.:11 - Dc Bill 
Brae k ne 11- Reyk ja v ik 
Reykjavik - Sondrc Stromfjord 
Bracknell- Oslo 
Bracknell- Copenhagen + Oslo 
Oslo-Copenhagen 
Paris- Madrid 
Madrid- Lisbon 
Paris-Zurich 
Prague- Warsaw 
Offenbach- Bet Dagan 
Offenbach-Potsdam 
Rome - Zurich 
Vienna-Budapest 
Vienna-Belgrade 
Belgrade- Budapest 
Rome-Malta 
Rome-Beirut 
Sofia- Larnaca 
Sofia-Belgrade 
Sofia- Tirana 
Sofia-Ankara 
Sofia- Damascus 
Sofia-Amman 
Prr.h ' rJI vpcrut1vnt.1' .sru1us 
Cabl<!, 1200 bit is data, hardware EDC 
Cab!.:, 2 ·< 50 bauds + 1 FAX 
Cabh:, 2 x 50 bauds + I FAX 
Cable, 1200 bit/s, software EDC + I FAX 
Cable, 1200 bit/s, software EDC + 1 FAX 
Cable, 50 bauds/ FAX 
UHF /<.:abk, 50 bauds 
Cable, 1200 bit /s, software EDC 
Cable, FAX 
Cable, 1200 bit/s, software EDC 
Cable, 3 x 50 bauds + I FAX 
Cable, 3 x 50 bauds 
Cable, 50 bauds 
Cable, 100 bauds 
Cable, 50 bauds 
Cable, 50 bauds 
Cable, 50 bauds 
Cable, 100 bauds 
Cable, 2 x 100 bauds 
Cable, 50 bauds 
Cable, 50 bauds (AFTN, unidirectional from Malta to Rome) 
Cable, 50 bauds (A FTN, unidirectional from Beirut to Rome) 
HF, 50 bauds (unidirectional from Sofia to Larnaca; AFTN, 
unidirectional from Larnaca to Sofia) 
Cable, 50 bauds 
HF, 50 bauds 
Cable, 50 bauds 
HF, 50 bat1ds 
HF, 50 bauds 
Future pluns 
Cable, 2400 bit /s (1980) 
Cable, 2400 bit /s data / FAX, software EDC 
Cable, 1200 bit /sand, at a later date, updating to 2400 bit /s 
data / FAX, software EDC 
Cable, 1200 bit/s data/FAX, software EDC 
Cable, 4800 bit/s data/FAX, software EDC (1980) 
Cable, 2400 bit/s data/FAX, software EDC 
Cable, 100 bauds 
Cable, 100 bauds 
Under consideration 
HF/ISB, 75 bauds 
Cable, 100 bauds (1980) 
Cable, 100 bauds 
Cable, 100 bauds (1981/1982) 
HF, 100 bauds (1981/1982) 
Satellite, 100 bauds (1981 / 1982) 
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3. Regional circuits 
(cv111i11ucti) 
Damascus-Beirut 
0,10 -Norr ko ring 
Norrkoping- Copcnhagen 
N o rrko pi ng- Hcls inki 
Offenbach- Z ur ic h 
Rome- Ankara 
Amman- Damascus 
4. Inter-regional circuits 
Dama sc us-Ca iro 
Paris- Algiers 
Rome- Al gie rs 
Paris- Casablanca 
Madrid - Ca sablanca 
Lisbon- Casablanca 
Paris- D a kar 
Rome- Tunis 
Ro me·-Tripo li 
Moscow- Teh ran 
Moscow- Novos ibirsk 
Moscow- Kha b.iro,, k 
Moscow- Tashke n t 
Lisbon- Washington 
5. Wl\.lC/RTH radio broadcasts 
Bracknc:ll 
Moscow 
Norrkoping 
Offenbach 
Paris 
Prague 
Rome 
Sofia 
VHF, 50 bauds 
Ca ble. JOO h :111.1-; 
Cable, 100 bauds 
Presen t v pcn.Jr1011ul s tarus 
Cable, 2400 bit !s , software EDC 
Cable, 2400 bit /s data / FAX, software EDC 
Cable, 50 bauds 
2400 bit /s data / FAX , soft wa re E DC 
Cable, 50 bauds 
Cable, 50 baud s 
Satellite, 2 ., 50 bauds + 1 FAX 
Cable, 50 bauds 
HF , 50 bauds 
Cable, 1200 bit /s data / FAX, hardware ED C 
Cable, 1200 b it /s data / FAX, hardware ED C 
Cable, 1200 bit /s data / FAX, ha rd ware ED C 
HF, 50 bauds ARQ 
I RTT and I FAX 
2 RTT and 2 FAX 
I FAX 
I FAX 
I RTT and I FAX 
I FAX 
I RTI and I FAX 
I RTI and I FAX 
Cable, 75 baud s 
1200 bit /s (198 2/1 983) 
Cable, 50 bauds 
HF, 50 bauds 
Not yet determined 
Futur e pluns 
2400 bit /s data /FAX, softwa re E D C 
Not yet dt:termined 
HF, 50 bauds 
Cable , 1200 bit /s data / FAX 
Cable , 50 bau ds ( 1980) 
Upgrading to 240 rpm 
Combined ISB transmiss io n (c:nd 1980) 
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hardware according to the CCITT recommendation V.41 in Eastern 
Europe. In most installations in Eastern Europe the telecommunication 
equipme nt--modems and terminals--used are domestic made . For exam-
ple, in Hungary, the Hungarian built modems TAM 600 (ES 8006) and ter-
minals are used, and in the USSR domestic POTOK modems and 
AKKORD/PL 150 terminals are operated. 
The major functions of the "store and forward" switching computers 
in each network node are the collection and local storage of meteorologi-
cal data received from the national observation network. and the forward-
ing of the message package to the regional network node by providing 
date stamping . Functions such as polling and addressing, sequence 
checking, disabling I enabling lines, and message broadcasting are also 
typical functions. The storage and retrieval of files transmitted from the 
regional center are most important functions too. Data are--depending 
on the storage capacity of the computer--usually kept for about one day 
before they are overwritten by new data . Other daily functions include 
system and housekeeping functions such as taking system statistics . 
As an example of a system configuration, the IBM S/7 system of the 
Hungarian Meteorological Service has a core capacity of 500 kByte, two 
disc drives of 80 MByte and handles three 1200 bit/sec leased telephone 
lines, one each to Prague and Bucharest, and one to the central computer 
center of the Meteorological Service in Budapest. Connected to each of 
the two multiplex channels are 16, either local or remote, terminals 
linked by telegraph circuits . Connection to the national PTT telex net-
work could not be realized because of export license restrictions on the 
side of the manufacturer. For the same reason, the switching software 
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could also not be supplied. The telecommunication software was there-
fore written in two years by the inhouse programmers of the Meteorologi-
cal Service. The system finally went into operation in 1978, and has since 
worked 24 hours a day with a reliability of over 99%. 
The European GTS system allows for fast and reliable transmission of 
data on the network. Data given by [ 4] illustrate the use of the network: 
information from all Hungarian meteorological observation points are in 
Washington within one hour, and vice versa observation data from US 
ships in the Atlantic are in Budapest within 40 minutes. 
As a backup the meteorological service in Budapest has kept their 
old, traditional, manually switched system. In the event of line failures, 
as in other centers of the region, they either use spare lines to other 
centers or receive radio broadcast messages, which are provided for both 
data and facsimile by some stations (see Table 1). Other meteorological 
centers also provide appropriate backup systems, according to the guide-
lines of the WMO, based on additional private data and telex lines, and 
broadcasting and receiving stations. 
2. DATA NETWORK OF THE EUROPEAN CENTER FOR MEDIUM RANGE 
WEATHER FORECASTS (ECMWF) 
The second largest meteorological network with computer links 
between East and West is the data network--called ECNET--of the Euro-
pean Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) (Figure 4) [6, 
7). The ECMWF actually represents a new and interesting trend in the 
field of meteorological networks and associated special services, which 
deserves special attention. 
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Figure 4. Topology of the ECMWF Network ECNET, October 1981. 
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In the field of meteorology in general, there are three major steps in 
handling meteorological data generation of data by observation, 
transmission over meteorological networks, and processing for forecast-
ing and statistical purposes, etc. The processed "value added" informa-
tion can be distributed in many forms, such as printed publications or as 
data offered through telecommunication networks. According to the gen-
eral philosophy of the WMO, such data should preferably be fed back into 
the GTS network and this is accomplished by a number of distinguished 
meteorological processing centers. These data--in most cases forecasting 
data--can be received by all meteorological centers within the regular 
GTS service free of charge. As an example, the Hungarian Meteorological 
Service uses, among others, the numerical forecasts prepared as a result 
of model runs on large mainlrames of the major W110 centers in Washing-
ton, Offenbach, and Moscow for its short term-term forecasting . These 
forecasting services are at present, and according to meteorology tradi-
tion, also free of charge. 
There is however a growing conflict in the generation and consump-
tion of these new "value added" services. First of all they are very expen-
sive to set up and run, and thus can only be established by major, more 
developed countries. The USA, for example, spends about US$50 million 
per year for the operation and maintenance of their meteorological satel-
lites. The computer configurations used for meteorological forecasting 
are some of the largest in operation and are also very expensive. There-
fore, a new tendency to change to more and more special services of this 
kind is becoming apparent. This of course, can bring major problems. 
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First , many meteorologists view with sorrow the gradual disappear-
ance of the intact world of traditional meteorology in which information 
was exchanged s olely on the basis of mutual interdependence. Second, 
with the introduction and use of new technologies such as meteorological 
and remote sensing satellites, the predominant role of domestic local 
observation is diminishing . More and more data can now be gathered 
from the sky with automated observation devices without having to rely 
on the data provided by other countries . In this sense, the more 
developed countries who can afford to operate these new technologies 
rely increasingly less on international cooperation. On the other hand, 
the less developed or smaller countries will continue to depend on data 
(raw and processed) originating from these large developed countries. As 
the primary reasons for this trend are technical and economical there 
are thus no good major reasons to halt the process, even though it may 
produce as a side effect negative impacts on mutual international 
cooperation which has always been regarded as a positive example in the 
world . 
As mentioned earlier these new systems are very expensive and for 
this reason can only be built by either the richest countries, or by a 
group of countries as a result of international cooperation. However, 
since very large investments are required, some return will be necessary. 
Either fees will have to be charged for the consumption of services, or 
only those organizations that contributed financially to the development 
and operation of these services can benefit from them. There are already 
several systems in Europe that belong to this category. The system 
ARGOS, which provides data base information from sea buoys on the 
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oceans, charges according to its use. 
Another large system of this kind is the ECMWF system that charges 
its member countries subscription fees in proportion to their Gross 
National Product; a total of t7 million per year (1982) [ 14]. The center, 
with its headquarters in Shinfield Park near Reading in the UK, operates 
one of the world's largest computer installations used for meteorological 
medium-range forecasting [BJ (Figure 5). The ECMWF with its huge CDC 
and Cray mainframes is a nice example of how a group of nations can 
cooperate and share expensive resources. However, it is also an example 
of how other countries that do not have sufficient resources to enable 
them to participate are unintentionally "excluded", although a fraction of 
the generated results is fed back into the GTS network of the WMO . 
The main tasks of the Center are the following: 
Joint development of dynamical atmospheric models for 
medium-range weather forecasting by means of numerical 
methods. 
Regular generation of data suitable for medium-range forecast-
ing. 
Cooperation in science and research to improve the quality of 
medium-range forecasting. 
Collection and storage of meteorological data. 
Dissemination of medium-range forecasts and research results 
to member states. 
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F'igure 5 The European Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasts 
(ECMWF). 
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Collaboration with the W':/10 in fulfilling meteorological programs 
Trairung member countries in meteorological forecasting. 
As can be seen in Figure 4, the ECYWF' network is separate from the 
GTS network of the WMO, and its topology reflects the above main func-
tions of the center. It is primarily used for the dissemination of medium-
range forecasting data to the member countries and for remote working 
on the large mainframes of the Reading Computer Center. For example, 
the local CYBER 171 system of the Austrian Weather Service in Vienna is 
connected to the Reading center as a Remote Job Entry device, where 
models are run on the CRAY computer and output for dispatch is 
prepared on the CYBERS of the center. The line between Vienna and 
Reading is a point-to-point connection with 2~00 bit / sec, using the X.25 
protocol of CCITT on lower levels. 
The main, regular service of the ECMWF network is to provide fore-
casts for up to 7-10 days in advance. Observational meteorological data 
are acquired through the Global Telecommunications System (GTS) of the 
World Meteorological Organization. Figure 4 shows that ECMWF has two 
links with the GTS, one via Bracknell, the other via Offenbach, each link 
acting as a back-up for the other. The 10-day forecast, taking about 3 1 /2 
hours elapsed time on the Cray computer, starts at 21.30 and is com-
pleted at around 01. 00. As a measure of the reliability of the daily opera-
tion, a record is kept of the termination times of the forecasts on the 
Cray. Approximately 45% of the forecasts terminate within 15 minutes of 
the scheduled time of 01.00, while 90% terminate within one hour . Less 
than one forecast in 20 is delayed more than 2 hours, the usual reason for 
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long delays being computer malfunction. Post-processing, including 
transforming the parameters from the mode coordinate system to one 
more suitable for users of the forecasts, is carried out as the operational 
run proceeds. Figure 4 also shows the ECMWF network for dissemination 
of its products; this will be considered further below. The major steps in 
ECMWF's daily forecasting routine are shown in Figure 6. 
Since ECMWF has a global analysis system, all available observational 
data from the entire global domain are required, including surface obser-
vations from land and sea (SYNOP), radiosonde reports from instrumental 
balloons (TEMP), weather reports from commercial aircraft (AIREP), 
atmospheric temperature measurements from polar-orbiting satellites 
(SATEM), wind observations from geostationary satellites (SATOB), and 
reports rrom drifting buoys or oceanographic reports (SEA). Each day, 
around 35,000 separate weather reports are received at ECMWF. After 
reception, the reports are checked, some are corrected and the reports 
are stored in the ECMWF Reports Data Base. 
3. M::E:l'EOROLOGICAL DATA FROM SATELLITES 
Information received from earth observation satellites represents a 
special category ot transborder data flow . In this regime, a satellite 
owned by a given country can make observations of just its country of ori-
gin and/or other countries from an extraterritorial orbit and beam data 
back to earth. In this sense the transborder data flow takes place 
between neutral territory and one or more places in one or more coun-
tries. The data transmission path to earth may either be in a broadcast 
mode, allowing access to the data by any observation station on earth 
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Globat Telecommun1cat1ons System 
Bracknell OH~nbacn 
I"------.. 
Data to ECMWF 12.00GMT-12.00GMT 
I 
Data verification and analysis Forecast to GTS 
I 
Forecast 1·10days 
I 
Format and archive 
I 
Fon1c .. t to Membef StatH 
Figure 6 . The steps in ECMWF's daily forecasting routine. 
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equipped with the appropriate dishes, receivers, and other instruments 
required, or in a point-to-point mode addressed to only one or a few reci-
pients . Most meteorological satellites belong to the first category, i.e . , 
their observation data is free to all stations; having the appropriate 
receiving equipment is the only criteria for receiving data. 
In the second category of satellites, the majority belong to the so-
called sensing satellites type, but there are also a few low orbit meteoro-
logical satellites . The information flow in these systems is triggered off 
by terrestrial command when the satellite is in the best position to 
transmit its high speed data to the earth. To share this type of data with 
other nations. a second step in transborder data flow cooperation-- now 
between national territories--has to be taken. For some meteorological 
satellites this is actually the case; data collected by a designated earth 
station is fed into the GTS network of the WMO for worldwide distribution. 
GTS, however, also carries image and numerical satellite data of the first 
category, enabling those countries and meteorological stations without 
their own earth stations or with smaller dishes and limited capability 
(e.g .. for analogue weather facsimile data only) to receive the full spec-
trwn of observations, such as digital data for high resolution in weather 
facsimiles . In the following we describe the two main categories of satel-
lites , i.e ., the meteorological satellites and the remote sensing satellites. 
3.1. Weather Satellites 
In the category of earth observation satellites, the first and still most 
frequently used are weather satellites . From far above the earth's sur-
face, cameras and other sensors provide meteorologists with broader pie-
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lures of weather movements. Combined with the analysis from high-
speed computers. meteorological satellites have made weather forecast-
ing much les s of a guessing game: today's 24-hour forecasts have the 
same accuracy--84%--as 12-hour forecasts did 15 years ago. With better 
prediction of severe storms, such as hurricanes and typhoons, evacuation 
warnings can be issued and lives saved. Since satellites began keeping 
track of hurricanes in the mid-sixties, no one has died because of defi-
cient warning . Hurricane Camille, the worst storm of the century, caused 
minimal loss of life in 1969, whereas 1,500 people died in hurricanes in 
Mexico in 1959 and 5,000 in Texas in 1900. A cooperative typhoon-warning 
system being set up in East Asia should reduce the area's yearly storm 
damage of more than US$3 billion. The Philippines, annually hit by four 
or five typhoons boiling suddenly off the Pacific, will be a major benefici-
ary. Within 15 years, global satellite imagery should enable meteorolo-
gists to make five-day forecasts that are as accurate as 24-hour ones 
today, which would translate into US$5.5 billion of savings in agriculture 
and aviation in the United States alone [9]. 
Meteorological satellites are generally divided into two groups, 
according to their type of orbit, being described as either polar-orbiting 
or geostationary [ 1 O]. 
The polar orbiters are at an altitude typically between 800 km and 
1,000 km and they pass near both North and South Poles in the course of 
a single orbit, that is to say their orbit is roughly at right angles to the 
equitorial plane or the earth. They take about 105 minutes to circle the 
earth and because of the earth's rotation, each orbit crosses the equator 
about 25° of longitude farther west than the previous one. With 
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instruments that are able to scan from side to side, a particular location 
on the earth can be viewed at least twice every 24 hours; once when the 
satellite is traveling roughly from north to south and again when it is trav-
eling from south to north. The possibility of viewing the specified location 
more than twice in 24 hours arises from the fact that many instruments 
view sufficiently far to the side of the satellite track for there to be an 
overlap on consecutive orbits . This occurs particularly at high latitudes, 
where consecutive orbits come much closer together than near the equa-
tor. 
One item normally carried on polar-orbiting satellites is a tape 
recorder. The satellite is within view of its main ground station for only a 
short time during an orbit and may be out of view altogether for several 
orbits . If this station is to recover the global coverage of observations 
made during these periods, data must be recorded to await a suitable 
opportunity for transmission. 
A geostationary satellite (sometimes called a geosynchronous satel-
lite) remains stationary relative to the earth and so always views the 
same area of the earth's surface . This is achieved by putting it into orbit 
above the equator at a height such that it takes precisely 24 hours to 
complete one orbit and so matches exactly the rotation rate of the earth. 
The necessary height is very nearly 36,000 km (approximately 23,000 
miles)--many times greater than the heights at which polar-orbiting satel-
lites operate. From its high vantage point a single geostationary space-
craft can view a circular area representing more than one quarter of the 
earth's surface . The problem of being often out of sight of the controlling 
ground station does not arise in the case of geostationary satellites, so 
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normal operations do not require a data-record ing facility on bourd 
The characlerisl1cs o[ polar and geo:>tationary orbits offer different 
advantages to the meteorologist so the two types or satellite complement 
each other . Jn partic ular, a polar-orbiting satellite can provide complete 
global coverage every 12 hours while a geostationary satellite, although 
never achieving global coverage, can monitor a substantial part of the 
earth's surface almost continuously . 
3.1.1. Current Operational Polar-Orbiting Meteorological Satellites 
There are two series of satellites in this category, the TIROS-N series 
and the METEOR-2 series, which are operated by the USA and the USSR, 
respectively. 
TIROS-N is the third generation of operational polar-orbiting satel-
lites from the USA. The first of the series was launched on 13 October, 
1978; the program was declared fully operational on 16 July, 1979 (follow-
ing the launch of the second satellite) and it is planned to be continued 
into the 1990s. There are normally two spacecraft operating together, 
traveling in orbits approximately at right angles to each other . In this 
way, they pass alternatively across any part of the earth's surface at 
intervals of between five and eight hours . Their heights are about 850 
kms above the earth and each orbit takes about 101 minutes, so that in 
the course of 24 hours they complete over 14 orbits . The orbits are said 
to be "sun-synchronous", which means that they cross the equator at the 
same local time (solar time) on each orbit, thus ensuring consistent 
illumination for visible imagery from day to day. Every spacecraft is 
designed to have an operational life of at least two years and replace-
ments are launched at suitable intervals to maintain the twin system. 
Four primary instrument packages are carried: one provides visible 
and infra-red pictures of cloud cover (or, in the absence of clouds, the 
earth's surface); one is an atmospheric sounder; another monitors solar 
activity; and the fourth is for data collection and platform location. Pic-
ture resolution, i.e ., the size of the distinct elements of which it is com-
posed, is slightly more than 1 km. It is interesting to note that the 
TIROS-N series has a somewhat international character with part of the 
sounding package (the Stratospheric Sounding Unit), which provides data 
for levels high in the atmosphere, being provided by the United Kingdom 
and the package for data collection and platform location (named 
ARGOS--one of the charged services in Europe) being provided by France . 
Data are relayed to ground stations via three separate direct broad-
casts . One of them, the Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) service, 
transmits medium-resolution (4 kms) images continuously as they are 
acquired by the satellite. They appear as an ever-extending strip whose 
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width rcprr~scn t. s a distanc e of aboul 2,600 kms, and lhe picture ends 
when lhe spaccc.:rafl disappears below Lhe hor·izon. of the receiving sta-
lion. Equipment needed for reception of this partic ular broadcast is rela-
tively simple and inexpensive, enabling many sections of the meteorologi-
cal community with only modest resources to enjoy the benefits of direct 
reception of images of their own region . 
The USSR METEOR-2 satellites, of the METEOR-2 improved operational 
meteorological satellite system, were first brought into operation in the 
mid-1970s . They followed an earlier METEOR series and will continue until 
at least 1985, with one or two satellites being launched each year 
throughout that time . Their primary task is the acquisition of visible and 
infra-red images, although world-wide temperature soundings are being 
made on an experimental basis . Like the TIROS-N series, they carry an 
APT facility that broadcasts reduced-resolution images. Orbital height is 
900 kms and the time taken to complete one orbit is about 102 minutes . 
Images are obtained from three different instruments on each space-
craft: a radiometer is used for the infra-red; there is television-type 
scanning equipment for the high-resolution visible, and the APT service 
relays images from a device called a scanning telephotometer. 
3.1.2. Current Operational Geostationary Meteorological Satellites 
Geostationary meteorological satellites are operated by the USA, 
Japan, and the European Space Agency (ES:\). They have much in com-
mon with each other ar. i there is a good deal of collaboration between the 
operators . Working through an international group called the Co-
ordination or Geostationary Meteorological Satellites (CGMS), the opera-
tors have achieved a compatibility between data-collection systems and, 
to a lesser extent, between data-dissemination services. The former 
ensures that transmission from a mobile DCP (for instance, one on board 
an aircraft), will be received without interruption as it passes from one 
spacecraft coverage area to another. The satellites all provide two direct 
broadcast services, one of which--WEFAX (Weather Facsirnile)--has charac-
teristics similar to the APT transmissions of polar-orbiting satellites . By 
adding just one or two extra pieces of equipment, an APT station can be 
modified to receive WEF'AX as well. 
The USA satellites are known as Geostationary Operation Environ-
mental Satellites (GOES). The two main ones are located at 75° W and 
135°W and are known simply as GOES-East and GOES-West, respectively. 
GOES-East monitors the weather over the eastern half of North America, 
all of Central and South America and much of the Atlantic, while GOES-
West monitors western North America and a substantial part of the 
eastern Pacific . They both provide frequent visible and infra-red images 
of the whole of the areas (or discs) viewed. The normal interval between 
images is 30 minutes but this can be reduced to as little as three minutes 
if coverage is restricted to a small part of the disc. This operation mode 
is used to make detailed observations of a weather feature that is rapidly 
changing or developing. Environmental data can be collected from as 
many as 10,000 DCPs every six hours . The two most recently launched 
GOES spacecraft carry experimental instrumentation for making 
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atmospheric soundings of both temperature and humidity and are Lhe 
first geostationary satellites to have this capability. First results have 
been extremely encouraging but operational soundings are not expected 
to become available for some time, particularly since soundings and 
image cannot yet be obtained simullaneously. A Space Environment Mon-
itor on each GOES includes sensors for measuring solar activity and mag-
netic field. 
The European satellite is named METEOSAT. It is located above the 
equator on the prime meridian from where it can observe the ·whole con-
tinent of Africa, much of Europe and the Atlantic and part of South Amer-
ica. The first in the series, METEOSAT-1, was launched in November 1977 
and METE:OSAT-2 in June 19BJ Primary missions are imaging. data collec-
tion and dissemination, and se rvic e::; broo.dly similar to those of GOES are 
provided. The imagery available includes. in addition to the usual visible 
and inlra-red, what are called "water-vapor images". These depict the 
average humidity in the part of the a tmosphere between about 5 kms and 
10 kms above the earth's surface. Moist areas appear in the pictures as 
relatively light shades and dry areas as very dark The tops of some of 
the highest clouds can also be seen, showing up as intense white patches. 
Water-vapor images often reveal quite dramatically the broad, sweeping 
character of major features of the global atmospheric circulation, which 
cannot be observed directly by any other technique. 
Japan's Geostationary Meteorological Satellite (GMS) (also called 
Himawari) is located at 140° E and views a large part of eastern Asia, the 
whole of Australasia and a vast area of the western Pacific. The original 
spacecraft was launched in July l 977 and its replacement, GMS-2, in 
August 1981. The principal meteorological payload is again a radiometer 
for high-quality images and like GOES (but not METEOSAT), there is 
instrumentation for monitoring solar activity and the space environment. 
Routine full-disc images are produced every three hours but special 
observalions may be made at intermediate times for research purposes 
or when, for example, a severe storm or typhoon is under surveillance. 
Two more geostationary satellites are expected to complement the 
geostationary meteorological satellite network: GOMS (Geostationary 
Operational Meteorological Satellite) to be placed over the Indian Ocean 
by the USSR. and INSAT (the Indian National Satellite) to be placed over 
the same region. 
In addition to these "me teoro logical service" satellites, there are 
worldwide some special research oriented programs using dedicated 
"research" satellites, such a s the NIMBUS program of the USA or the 
METEOR program of the USSR A recent research satellite, which 
represented an exciting step forward in the applications of satellites to 
environmental sciences, was the USA satellite SEASAT-A, or ocean dynam-
ics satellite. Its particular significance was that its instrument payload 
was concerned primarily with measurements of the ocean surface using 
microwave techniques. SEASAT was launched into a polar orbit approxi-
mately 850 kms high, on 26 June 1978. Unfortunately, its life was not as 
long as had been hoped, for it suffered a major power failure on 10 
October of the same year . However, during its time in orbit, more than 
90 days of data were collected from its microwave instruments, giving the 
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data-analysis teams plenty to work on to establish accuracies, capabili-
ties, and limitations. 
All the instrument sensors on SEASAT were evolved from predeces-
sors that had been flown successfully on spacecraft or aircraft. They 
included a radar altimeter, to measure average wave height and sea-
surface topography; a device called a scatterometer for determining wind 
speed and direction at the sea surface; radar to observe wave patterns 
and ice distribution; and a microwave radiometer to measure sea-surface 
temperature. SEASAT was described as a "proof-of-concept" mission. 
Evaluations of its achievements and the quality of its observations have 
clearly demonstrated the feasibility and potential usefulness of a satellite 
dedicated to ocean purposes. 
3.2. Remote Sensing Satellites 
Beyond weather satellites, a wide array of remote sensing satellites 
[9] stand poised to move from the research and development phase to 
routine daily use. Beginning in the early 1970s, the USA and the USSR put 
into orbit general purpose remote sensing satellites. France and Japan 
are expected to orbit civilian remote sensing systems within the next five 
years. Known as LANDSATS, these satellites have proved useful to farm-
ers, foresters, shippers, highway builders, coastal zone managers, and 
mapmakers . LANDSATS work in a polar orbit and on each pass scan a 185 
kms wide strip of the earth's surface, much less than the meteorological 
orbiters. The result is that 18 days are therefore required for complete 
global coverage, making it unsuitable for most meteorological applica-
tions. 
Remote sensing of living systems--crops, forests, grasslands, plank-
ton and fisheries-could provide solid trend information on a truly global 
scale as well as having many uses in day-to-day resource management. 
The US Department of Agriculture has used LANDSAT images of foodgrow-
ing regions to improve crop harvests. It was estimated in 1979 that the 
direct economic benefits of satellite crop forecasting have been about 
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US$325 million a year, far exceeding the US:SBO million cost of the pro-
gram. In the United States, forest-products firms with large landholdings 
have found that satellite images provide not only broader coverage than 
ground-based assessments, but also a more accurate view of tree health 
than direct visual inspection Thus far these systems are of value only 
over areas with large fields and low crop variety. 
Mineral and petroleum explorers have also benefited from remote 
sensing By studying satellite images of known mineral deposits and then 
looking for similar formations els ewhere, geologists have been able to 
locate commercially valuable deposits. Most notable thus far has been 
the discovery of copper deposits in a remote region of Pakistan. How 
widespread such discoveries are likely to be is a matter of controversy 
among geologists . The oil companies have made extensive use of 
LANDSAT data, but the impact this has had on oil discoveries is hard to 
assess because firms maintain a tight lid of proprietary secrecy on 
exploration techniques. Another useful application of remote sensing will 
be to monitor the reclamation of strip-mined land. 
The prospects for greater routine use of LANDSAT-type satellites for 
resource management are today clouded by a series of institutional, pol-
itical, and financial problems Because the data obtained by remote sens-
ing satellites have commercial use, developing countries fear that multi-
national corporations geared to use the information will gain greater lev-
erage on their economies and enhanced control over their resources. 
Several Third World countries, led by Indonesia, believe that no remote 
sensing data of a country should be acquired or released without the 
observed country's explicit permission. 
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The United Stales, supported by most of the other OECD members, 
maintains a policy of "open access" by selling LANDSAT photographs to 
anyone willing to pay the price without even asking for the purchaser's 
identity . A compromise position advanced by the Soviet Union would 
require the sensed nation to give prior consent for dissemination of 
images with greater than 50 meters resolution. The current US LANDSAT 
satellites have a resolution of 80 meters. but a US experimental system 
has a 30 meter resolution and the new French commercial system (SPOT) 
will go down to 10 or 20 meters . Stopping at 50 meters would eliminate 
some potentially valuable applications, such as detecting specific pollu-
tion sources, but going to 10 or 20 meters would generate information of 
military significance. 
According to [11], for example, forecasting of crop yields would 
require the best possible resolution. A resolution of 10 meters would be 
necessary in redefined categories of inventory and mapping of land use, 
and mapping of vegetation types. For most other types of applications a 
resolution below 50 meters would be ideal. From the technological point 
of view, a remote sensing satellite resolution of 10 meters or less will be 
feasible. As already mentioned, the French SPOT satellite to be launched 
in 1984, will provide images with 20 and 10 meters resolution, and limited 
stereo capability. The French system is an exception, however , since 
unfortunately these resolution areas are in the category of military appli-
cations, and thus access to these technologies by civilian scientists is lim-
ited. 
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According to [9], for example, maps of the moon are better than 
those of the earth because military authorities allow lunar orbiters to 
carry more advanced cameras than those on civilian spacecraft that orbit 
the earth. Much of the early earth-sensing technology was pioneered by 
the mili ', ary and transferred to civilian uses later. But the military is less 
open about the use of key sensing technologies by civilian groups. Thus 
the US military advised the SEASAT system to carry radar systems con-
siderably below the state of the art, much to the d ismay of some scien-
tists whose experiments could have benefited from the more advanced 
radars . Point-source pollution monitoring will also suffer without the use 
of high resolution sensors now primarily used by the military. 
As already mentioned the dissemination of remote sensing data is 
done on a purely commercial basis, and this has become a source of 
many problems and conflicts between nations; should weather access to 
remote sensing data be free or not , and if not, who should pay for it and 
how much, and last but not least, how can these data be best utilized? 
After examining the use of satellites for earth observation it becomes 
apparen t, at this point that although these new technologies have brought 
about many advances and benefits for mankind, they are, at the same 
time, a source of new conflicts . 
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4. PHOIJLEMS AND CONFLICTS JN TRANSBORDER FLOW OF 
METEOROLOGICAL DATA 
Chapter 11 
As has been shown, the developments in meteorological observation, 
information exchange, and processing over the last hundred years, and in 
particular the last 20 years, has brought about dramatic technological 
changes and advances. However, the new, more powerful, but more 
expensive, systems have also resulted in some negative effects which 
were not experienced earlier when the "intact world" of traditional 
meteorology was still in order . In the "good old days" it was meteorology 
that was often cited as being a beautiful example of international 
cooperation based on mutual dependency. Now, this "world" is only just 
intact as a result of the efforts made by international organizations, such 
as the WMO, and some governments. However, the number of discourag-
ing signs is growing, st :h as the increasing gap between the meteorologi-
cal services of developed and developing countries. the increasing 
number of charged services, the decreasing dependency of the biggest 
countries on the rest of the world, and the increasing dependency of the 
rest of the world on them. Without exaggerating these signs (which can 
be compared to the tip of an ice berg), we will describe and analyze some 
or the problems that are disturbing to the present practice of meteoro-
logical services, and that may badly affect future cooperation. 
4.1. The Increasing Overload of Meteorological Data and 
the High Costs of Processing 
As a result of new observation, telecommunication, and processing 
technologies, the amount of meteorological data obtained per day is 
exploding . It is estimated that a single weather satellite generates 1012 
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new data points each day, which have lo be delivered lo the user and 
these, of course, are expensive and difficult to handle . Although the cost 
of installation and operation of observation systems is extremely high, 
many of these systems still generate observational data--due to the gen-
erosity of the more developed counlries--free of charge. The tragedy is 
that although the data are made available through massive international 
efforts and financial investment, many countries still lack the financial 
and intellectual resources to complete the chain. Thus, although the 
information is there and crosses borders to become available in other 
territories, some countries cannot take advantage of it. 
This is often the case for GTS' s services too. Although, for example, 
digital data of satellite images are regularly put on the network, less 
developed and poorer countries do not have the necessary computer sys-
tems or means to store and process these data for their own needs . Thus, 
for them, much of this valuable information is simply lost . The more 
developed countries, on the other hand, can cope much more easily with 
the increased demand for computer power. Even though it means major 
investments they are in a better situation to install powerful computers 
linked to their local GTS node . They are able to build up meteorological 
archives on these computers, run complicated forecasting models and 
utilize effectively the data availabl e . Often, as a result of these model 
runs, they generously feed some of their results back into the GTS net-
work. However, due to the high investment and operating costs only a 
part of this service is free of charge. The results or these--free or not-
model runs would, in principle, be of great help to the meteorological 
centers in all countries. There is, unfortunately, still a number of 
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countries that do not have the necessary means to utilize even those 
goods that are free . 
Another problem is that poorer countries often do not have the 
means to even archive the observational data of their own country, obser-
vational inform ation that they originally fed into the GTS network . 
The richer countries, on the other hand, who have better means for 
absorbing and processing the vast amount of information on the network, 
can easily archive all data, including those from countries who do not 
have their national data archived in machine readable format. However, 
when the poorer countries need their own historical data at some later 
date, they have to buy it back, a situation that creates another area of 
conflict between the developed and developing countries . This new con-
flict is also brought about by the increased costs of meteorological tech-
nologies and new technological advances in this complex field . In the 
"good old days" the data would neither have been collected nor transmit-
ted, and it definitely would not have been stored . It would simply have 
been lost and forgotten for ever . However, with present technology this 
data can be and is archived and retrieved; but someone has to pay for it. 
Al?. previously mentioned, the same is true whenever the observed 
information is processed, for example, for medium-term forecasting . The 
resources involved in such services are extremely high and again some-
one has to pay for them. For these reasons it appears that it will be very 
difficult to keep up the practice of mutual and free exchange of observa-
tions and the meteorological data derived from them. This classic princi-
ple was easy lo keep in the "good old days" when observational tools and 
techniques were similar and data were mainly manually collected, and 
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where all concerned were fully dependent on the effective exchange of 
such data. 
4.2. Polarization of Dependencies 
As already mentioned the mutual dependency between countries in 
the transborder flow of meteorological data is diminishing . Major 
developed countries who find it much easier to accumulate the necessary 
resources required for the provi.sion of complicated observation stations, 
such as meteorological satellites, and for large data processing centers, 
are more and more in a better position to generate and transmit a larger 
share of all the data and to archive and process meteorological lniorma-
tion and to rely less and less on the traditional meteorological observa-
tions that were the basis for exchange and interdependency between 
nations . Due to technological progress less developed countries are 
increasingly more dependent on the data and services provi.ded by 
developed countries as the former are less likely to be able to afford the 
high costs associated with the introduction of these new technologies . 
However, with more concentrated regional cooperation among these 
countries, and maybe eventually external support. the situation might 
improve. 
The growing tendency for the richest countries to build up and main-
tain global meteorological observational and forecasting systems by 
themselves is basically supported by the growing weight of military sys-
tems . It is a well known fact that in military operations the exclusive 
knowledge of an exact weather forecast can be decisive . For example , 
during World War II all major military operations were planned on 
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meteorological advice, and the launchings were timed on the basis of 
weather forecasts . Of major importance were the highly specialized fore-
casts prepared for massive air operations in darkness, amphibious opera-
tions, etc. The largest of all operations, namely, the assault on the con-
tinent of Europe by the Allied forces in June 1944, was successfully post-
poned for 24 hours on the basis of weather forecasts, which had to satisfy 
a number of operational specifications. The importance of military 
weather forecasting has increased greatly with the increase in military 
technology, and forecasting services have become integral parts of the 
military establishments [8]. In the United States, for example, the U.S. 
Department of Defence operates separate so-called DMSP (Defence 
Meteorological Satellite Program) satellites for its exclusive use [ 12]. 
4.3. Polarization in Dc- .. a Use 
Technological developments in meteorology progress at a rapid rate 
and only developed countries and transnational corporations have any 
chance of keeping pace with this process and thus utilizing its advan-
tages. It is certainly true, both in absolute and relative terms, that less 
developed countries also benefit greatly from these advances in general, 
and the development in each individual developing country is remarkable. 
However, the development pattern and especially pace of development in 
these countries is at considerably different stages . Differences in the 
quality of meteorological observation and in the exchange and use of data 
have always existed but with the technological advances made in the last 
20 years these differences have, in absolute terms, grown. If the indivi-
dual development stages in meteorology are regarded as "learning 
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curves" then we believe that the last major learning curve--introduced by 
the new information. observation and telecommunication technologies--
which occurred in most developed countries about 20 years ago, will only 
now start to take place in the less d eveloped countries. This general pat-
tern is shown in Figure 7, which we believe reflects the nature of the qual-
itative changes in the meteorological services that we are witnessing. 
As a reslllt of this technological explosion, a polarization can be 
observed in the use of meteorological data, which might be the source of 
future conflicts . Most developed countries and transnational corpora-
tions are in a better position to mas ter the problem of information over-
flow of meteorological data . They will also be in a far better position to 
utilize these data to make decisions on problems that developing coun-
tries cannot react upon due to their lack of information. It is well known 
that many less developed countries feel uneasy because the more 
developed countries know more about their past, present, and future 
weather conditions and the impacts this could have on a given developing 
country, than the country themselves. A major point of conflict is that 
the generation of this information is tied to large investments, which only 
some countries can afford. In the case of a large transnational corpora-
tion this investment may bring returns, but this often results in the new 
generated data being handled as the property of the corporation. On the 
other hand, if these investments were not made no new information would 
be genereited and a lot of observational data would probably be lost. How 
to find tr e solution to this problem is a complicated and difficult ques-
tion, but 1 t needs to be answered soo n. 
"Indicators" of 
meteorological 
services 
(number of observation 
data, transmitted infor-
mation, processed new 
data, etc.) 
Figure 7 . 
Beginn ing of 
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4.4. Export and Import Restrictions on Equipment 
Last, but not least, the growing problem of export and import res-
trictions on equipment used for meteorological purposes should be men-
tioned. In an area where, traditionally, interdependency and cooperation 
were guiding principles, the growing "technologization" of meteorology 
raises the issue of export and import restrictions linked to the general 
trade of high technology. As more and more new technology moves into 
the field of meteorology it bring s with it an increasing fear of the 
undesired transfer of this technolog y or export/import discrimination. It 
also raises again the problem that some components of meteorological 
systems (especially in observation technology) come close inside the 
"neighborhood" of military systems, and this cannot be overlooked. 
A concrete example of an import restriction case was reported by 
[ 4]. When the Hungarian Meteorological Service wanted to import the IBM 
SI? switching computer no export license was granted for the IBM "store 
and forward" software CCAP. In addition no permission was granted to 
provide the IBM S/7 with telex ports . As a result, an inhouse team of the 
Hungarian Meteorological Service had to independently develop an 
appropriate switching software. This meant that the computer was 
delayed for two-years before it could provide a regular service and higher 
costs were incurred due to the duplication of effort. It also, however, 
meant a loss of revenue for 1BM because the deal did not go through as 
planned. 
On a more general note, it would seem worthwhile to investigate the 
advantages and disadvantages of export/import restrictions, which until 
now have not been properly understood. The above example of not 
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granting an export license did not serve for the good of IBM and forced 
the Hungarians to develop this system by themselves, which, in the long 
run, put them in a better position with regard to the level of knowledge 
for this particular application and thus makes them less dependent on 
foreign technology. The impact of export restrictions on the creation of 
new jobs in foreign countries is another interesting and most timely issue 
to look at . 
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Meteorological networks are one of the oldest and classic applica-
tions or transborder data flow, which existed well before the emergence of 
computer communication networks. During the last 20 years with the 
appearance of new observation, telecommunication. and information 
technologies, the amount and complexity of data crossing borders has 
increased dramatically . In East-West relations, the flow of meteorological 
data is one of the best established applications known that works without 
any major problems according to the standards developed and introduced 
by the WMO. The backbone of transborder meteorological data traffic 
between East and West is the GTS network of the WMO. In addition, data 
from Western meteorological satellites is received and processed in the 
Socialist countries and data from Soviet meteorological satellites by 
Western and Third World countries. As a backup system to the GTS net-
work between East and West, meteorological data are broadcast across 
borders in a manner defined and coordinated by the WMO . 
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International cooperation in the exchange of meteorologic a l data has 
traditionally been good. The exchange of observalional and processed 
data was base d on interdependency and no cost. With the introduction of 
new and expens ive observa tion, telecommunication, and information 
technologies lhis favorable situation is about to change. Although the 
guiding princlples of interdependency and the free exchange of informa-
tion still dominate, there is a growing tendency to introduce certain cost 
recovery policie s due to the high inves tment a nd operating costs of new 
systems . 
The new technological devel opments have brought considerable 
advance ~ · and be nefit to mankind, however, and probably inherently, it 
has also l riggcred off some negative impacts, such as 
an increase in the overload of meteorological data for less 
advanced meteorological s e rvices 
an increase in the cost of forecasting and processing data 
a growing dependency by others on a few major developed 
countries coupled with the growing independency of these major 
countries on the rest of the world 
a polarization of countries with regard to their capability to util-
ize meteorological data, and 
an increase in trade restrictions in this classical field of 
cooperation. 
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I . Sebestyen 
0 INTRODUCTION 
Chapter :2 
Civil aviation started in many countries aft e r World War I. For a long 
lime aviation services were of marginal importance in public transport. 
It was rather the privilege of an exclusive minority and remained so prac-
tically until the 1950s. After World War II. aviation became a mass public 
transport service in a surprisingly short period of about twenty years. 
There were many reasons for this sudden change: primarily, the techno-
logical developments that allowed the introduction of reliable, relatively 
cheap mass produced airplanes driven first by internal combustion and 
then later by jet engines . The military role and importance of air forces 
certainly helped civil aviation in so far that it allowed--although with some 
delay--the diffusion of military aviation technologies into civil aviation. 
Second, after World War II, the economy became truly global and national 
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systems were more and more interrelated and interconnected. With 
growing economic ties, political. institutional. and cultural relations were 
also linked closer together and last but not least mass tourism emerged 
on a scale never seen before . Generally there was a feeling that the world 
was becoming smaller and smaller. All these developments could obvi-
ously have not taken place if oil and energy prices were as high as they 
are today Oil and consequently kerosene were cheap and the trade-off of 
civil aviation-- which could link continents in only a few hours, instead of 
the days and weeks that ships used to take--outweighed its relatively high 
energy demand and cost per passenger or unit of freight. Now, at the 
beginning of the eighties, the situation has changed dramatically . The 
increasing costs of energy and the general economic rece s sion have 
meant that this mammoth aviation industry is also facing serious 
economic difficulties. The ma1n slogan nowadays is to keep the "status 
quo"--to make airlines as economical as possible despite increasing costs. 
Aviation and information industry, in broad terms, have always had a 
particularly close association. On the one hand aviation has been one of 
the main consumers of data. such as on weather, navigation, passenger 
or freight. On the other hand it has itself been a carrier of information in 
both a narrow and broad sense : in addition to the usual airmail baggages, 
one can also regard passengers as performing "information carrier and 
transfer" functions. In what follows we do not deal with this latter 
category; we only look at the civil aviation industry as a consumer of 
information with particular emphasis on the international transfer of 
relevant data. 
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From the very beginning, the aviation industry has been largely 
dependent on a vast amount of precis e and readily available information. 
To satisfy this demand, the emerging aviation industry had to develop 
and built up its information and telecommunication infr astructure. In the 
early days of aviation this infrastructure was rather r·udimentary and 
remained so for a long time. It is well known that pilots used rivers, 
lakes, mountains and towns as navig a tion aid s--in fact in the early days of 
aviation t hese were almost th e only aids available. Navigation aid from 
the ground was also rather limit ed landing on an airfield was tracked by 
some kind of s ign such as fire . .'.'Jew communication technologies such as 
radio have:· been invaluable from their inlroduclion. In fact for a very long 
time radio has been the only effective means of communication between 
ground and air. As the voltime of air traffic grew and the need for com-
munication among airports, other ground facilities and planes increased, 
communication between ground units also increased--s uch as between 
town booking offices and airline reservation computers, or between one 
airport ard another, e.g., when baggage gets lost--and also communica-
tion between the airplanes themselve s. 
This increase in the amount of information is required to keep civil 
aviation safe and to keep the rise in operational costs (caused by 
increasing fuel prices and labor) as low as possible with better informa-
tion and management technologies . Fortunately, as we will explain in 
what follows, new information and telecommunication technologies will 
greatly promote this process. Since the end of the forties much has 
already been done in this field . For example, since the beginning of the 
seventies a huge international worldwide information and 
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telecommunication network called S .I.T.A. has been built up to become 
one of the fir s t interna tional packet switched computer ne tworks . The 
development of the aviation information and telecommunication network 
has not ceased; it is being upgraded day by day, incorporating the latest 
technologie s and satisfying the increasing demand for aviation related 
information. 
Although the demand for such information is still rising, it seems 
that for many applications the present infrastructure for handling the 
growing amount of more sensitive type of data is just not sufficient any 
more. Over the North Atlantic route between New York and Europe the 
heavy traffic and thus the overburden on the air traffic c ontrollers was so 
heavy during the summer of 198 1, that the entire traffic controller com-
munity of the US East coast went on strike for about two weeks in order 
to improve their working conditions. 
The present navigation methods currently in practice seem to be 
rather primitive if we consider the opportunities offered by new telecom-
munication and information technologies . The majority of the communi-
cation between ground and airplanes is still by radio . This is basically 
real-time voice communication, meaning that the utilization of 
bandwidth is rather low, in addition to other difficulties caused by the 
speakers' ability to speak and pronounce English--i.e .. communication is 
different from speaker to speaker. Improvements, such as the possibility 
of "store and forward" type of communication (mailbox principle) for cer-
tain purposes seems to be advisable and useful too. Also different types 
ot computer supported applications could be initiated if other ways of 
communication existed . 
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With the emergence of new information and telecommunic ation tech-
nologies this b eco mes mor e and more feasible and S .I. T.A. is planning to 
introduce such services in the future . 
H ith r egard to East-West computer comm unication the exchange of 
aviation data is one of the most natural of the present transborder data 
flow applications . Although it could have created some issues of concern 
for some countries, it did not, and in fact it provides same examples of 
how nations should work together when satisfying their special 
"transborder data flow needs". 
1 A DES::;RIPTION OF S.I.T.A.'S SERYJCES 
Most major airlines use reservation systems in which terminals over 
a wide geographic area are connected to a central computer. Several 
major airlines have worldwide tele and data communication networks of 
their own. Many booking requests, however, cannot be fulfilled com-
pletely by only one airline. The airli ri.e might have no seats available, or 
the journey may necessitate flights on more than one carrier . Booking 
messages · ~ herefore have to be passed from the computer of one airline to 
the computer of another, and often the response is passed back swiftly 
enough to inform the booking agent who initiated the request at his ter-
minal. In order to achieve this linking of separate systems, all participat-
ing airlines had to agree to a rigorously defined format for the messages 
passing between them. This format was standardized internationally by 
an industry association, called IATA. To operate the interlinking informa-
tion data network, the airlines set up in 194 7 an independent non-profit 
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organi za tion, ca lled SITA (Societe International de Telecommunications 
Aeronautique) . Through the SITA network separate airlines send IATA-
format messages using SITA protocols. 
1.1 SITA in Brief [1] 
SITA is a non-profit making cooperative organization created by the 
airline community to meet its needs for telecommunication services . It 
was founded in 1949 by eleven airlines : Air France; three British com-
panies, which form the present-day British Airways; KLM; SABENA; three 
Scaq.dinavian companies, which today are merged in SAS; Swissair, and 
TWA. They pooled their existing telecommunications resources, which in 
those days consisted of radio-telegraph circuits and networks, with mes-
sages transmitted by Morse code or teleprinters . 
From very modest beginnings SITA has today grown into a truly inter-
national enterprise, serving 241 member airlines in 154 countries of the 
world, and operates the largest private telecommunications network in 
existence. 
The SITA network permits the worldwide exchange or commercial, 
technical, and administrative information for air transport and associated 
activities. By providing the airlines with a specialized, dedicated network , 
SITA ensures the rapid transmission of information relating particularly 
to aircraft movements and flight security. In this context, SITA holds a 
prominent position as a public service . Without the availability of the 
SITA network, member airlines would be greatly handicapped in their 
ability to communicate satisfactorily. 
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As of the end of 1980, there were over 18000 teleprinters and com-
puter terminals in some 12000 airline offices loca ted in 800 cities con-
nected t o the SITA network. Included are approximately 7000 terminals 
for 45 difrerent computer based seat reservation systems, utilized by 10~"3 
member iiirlines. 
In addition to its telecommunication network. SITA operates a large 
reservation system, called GABRIEL, in Atlanta, USA, which is shared by 
30 airlines. 
In 1980 SITA 's total turnover re< ched l : 4- million US dollars. 
SITA's worldwide operations are performed by a staff of 1750, most of 
them nat ives of the countries in which they work. 
SITA's operation is truly international, with its 24 1 member airlines 
being represented at the General Assembly and on the Board of Directors, 
and by the various nationalities at the Headquarters and in Regional 
Managem ent. 
Since its creation in 1949, SITA has developed into a unique tool for 
worldwid t~ air tran sportation, which, although based on the leasing of 
transmis s ion circuits from the PTT administrations and "common car-
rier" organizations, is a "private" entity dedicated and restricted to the 
specific requirements of its users. 
Services provided by SITA fall into one of two broad categories: 
• Telecommunications services, the mainstay of SITA activi.ties 
since its creation. 
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Information handling and supplementary services, which SITA 
has offered since 1973 11974, and will be becoming more and 
mor e important in S1TA's futw·e services. 
1.2 SITA's Telecommunication Services 
1.2.1 SITA Worldwide Telecommunications Network 
The SITA worldwide network today consists essentially of switching 
centers and teletype and data circuits, the circuits being meshed so as to 
provide a "fail-safe" alternative in case of outages on a partic u lar route. 
The 174 switching centers, which are maintained and operated by SITA, 
perform a me ssage and data switching function under the store-and-
forward transmission principle. 
The backbone of t .e network is the packet-switched (actually the 
first international packet-switched network in operation) . meshed "High 
Level Network" currently composed of ten large switching nodes in 
Amsterdam, Beirut, Frankfurt, Hong Kong, London, Madrid, New York, 
Paris, Rome and Tokyo, linked by medium speed circuits operated in 
most cases at 9600 bits per second (Figure 1) . It controls a second level 
of computerized nodes consisting of "Medium Level" centers, located in 
Bangkok, Manila and Sydney, and of 50 "Satellite Processors" (pro-
grammed data concentrators) scattered over the world and serving as 
interface devices for the connection of data terminals and teleprinters . A 
third level of the network is formed by Time Division Multiplexers serving 
as circuit concentrators, and by other types of data concentrators and 
manual telegraph switching centers . 
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In 1980 the SITA network included over 500 medi um speed and 5000 
low speed circuits. 
The SITA network provide s at present two types of communications 
services corresponding to two different types of trafflc. Type "A" traffic 
refers to the conversational exchange of messages in real-time mode as 
used for instance for remote interrogation of airline s eat reservation sys-
tems . For these relatively short (approximately 80 characters) 
enquiry /response type communication messages betw e en usually a Visual 
Display Unit (VDU) t erminal and a central computer, SITA offers a 
response time of about 3 seconds. Type "B" traffic re fers to conventional 
telegraphic messages of about 200 characters whose functional informa-
tion relates to flight operations and safety, aircraft movements, adminis-
trative matters such as lost luggage, flight services and status, and com-
mercial activities such as sales and reservation. For this type of non-
conversational traffic, SITA provides almost 100% security against mes-
sage loss or mutilation. 
In 1980, SITA transmitted approximately, 3.1 billion type "A" and 432 
million type "B" messages . 
The foreseen sustained increase in conversational type "A" traffic 
demand, together with the need to introduce new telecommunications 
services, have led SITA to study and define a new network architecture, 
the so-called Advanced Network, which is at present under development 
and implementation. 
The Advanced Network intended to meet the airlines' future require-
ments in terms of evolving functional characteristics of communications 
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services and of expanding traffic volumes, is recognized as being the 
largest c ivilian network project yet undertaken in view of the major 
development effort involved . There is a profound need to achieve a 
smooth transition from the current to the new archit"cture without dis-
rupting the 24-hour-a-day service. 
The definition of the Advanced Network architecture is the result of 
an in-depth analysis of the functions required for the provision of the 
present and future communications services. This analysis led to the 
identification of four major classes of functions, to which are associated 
four specific families of systems: 
• User Interface System (UIS) 
for the support of user interface connections, concentration of 
data and translation of these data into internal network format. 
• Data Transport Network (DTN) 
For the transport of data in transparent mode between two 
points. 
• Message Storage and Handling System (MSS) 
For the storage and processing of messages requiring high pro-
tection (e .g., type "B" traffic). 
• Network Control System (NCS) 
For the provision of control facilities required to operate the 
network. 
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l .2.2 Uala Transmission Principles and Access Protocols 
The present and future SITA automatic network may be accessed by 
its users through a variety of data transmission facilities and access pro-
tocols in line with the requirements expressed by the airlines . 
Table 1 gives a summary of the transmission facilities and protocols 
presently available for accessing the SITA network. 
Table 1. Access to the SITA network 
Data 
Airline Transmission Access protocol SITA 
System Facilities to SITA network service available 
Point-to-point 
teleprinter Type B service 
Telegraph procedure 
Teleprinter leased 
circuit 
Multi-station 
line procedure Type B service 
Telex Public Teleprinter Type B service 
procedure Type B service 
P1024 procedure Type A service 
Reservation Synchronous 
Agent Set leased P1024 B procedures Type A service 
(CRT) circuit 
P1024 C procedure Type A service 
P1024 (1) 
synchronous link Type A service 
Application Synchronous control procedure Type B service 
Computer leased 
System circuit 
SIRCCO procedure Type A service 
(1) in compliance with ATA/IATA Synchronous Link Control Procedures 
At present, SITA offers access through: 
• Telegraph leased circuits of various types, according to local 
conditions in each country 
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• telex network, in which case t 1e SJTA C ! nnection complies with 
the regulations in force in each particuL:i r country 
• voice grade circuits, of normal quality l r complying with CCITT 
M1020 recommendations. 
a) Interconnection Principles 
For teletype traffic, airline offi ·' es are c innected to the nearest 
SJTA center via telegraph circu t s lease d by the airline from the 
local Post and Te lec ommunic .Li ons ad :i inistration (speeds of 
50 , 75 and 100 bauds) 
If available, and for smaller vcLimes of raffle, the public telex 
service is quite convenient for 11 elivering and re ceiving lraffic to 
an d rrom the network. 
For conversational data trafric , moc em-equipped medium-
speed circuits operated at 2.4 , 8, or 9. 1 kbitl sec are leased by 
the airline between its offices a n d the ne lrest SITA center. 
For this type of traffic, the SJT:\ netwo u:: can support different 
Cll ITTmunications procedures a n d protoc )ls as outlined in Table 
1. according to the user's requ reme nts The access facility, as 
de scribed, can connect either a termi 1 al device in an airline 
office (teleprinter . VDU) or a nore corr plex airline application 
system (Reservation, Check-in, · ~ tc ) 
b) Access Protocols 
Acce ss protocols , such as the s )-called '. lTA P 1024 Synchronous 
Link Control Procedure, have b (·en devel lped in compliance with 
ATA/JATA recommendations . T' e use of mch standards permits 
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the airlines to acce ss the SITA network through the s ame proto-
col. irre spective of the c omputer e quipme nt used at e ither end 
of the connection . 
SITA has d e veloped pro tocols for specific purpose s to connect 
terminals or other equipment of a particular manufacturer, as 
for example, the P l 024B procedure for terminal equipment 
responding to the IB~r Airline Control Procedure known as IBM 
1006 Line Control. the P 1024C procedure for terminal equip-
ment responding to the procedure defined in the UNIVAC docu-
ment "UNISCOPE 100 Display Termina l Communic a li on Control 
Procedure", and lhe IB M based :::J ITA-lBM Hese rva tion Computer 
Connection Protocol (SIRCCO) . 
Within the fr< nework of the new Advanc ed Network develop-
ment, SITA plans to support an even wider range of communica-
tions protocols, such as : 
The ATA-IATA based Airline Network Architecture (Ai'\lA) family of 
protocols 
the IBM based Synchronous Data Link Control protocol (SDLC) . 
1.3 SITA's lnform.ation Handling and Supplementary Services 
SITA offers the following Information Handling and Supplementary 
Services on a cooperative, nonprofit making basis. 
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1.3.1 GABRIE:L Reservation System 
GABRJEL is a SITA owned and operated airlines reservation system 
based on a triple l'NIVAC configuration loc .1ted in Atlanta, Georgia; it pro-
vides a most comprehensive reservation and management information 
se rvice to tho se airlines tha t for one reason or another, do not choose a 
privately owned or leased system . 
The number of revenue passeng ers aboarded by the system in 1980 
amounted to 1 7 million. 
Currently more than 1 700 te r minal::; are connected to GABRIEL, 
which offers a system availability of 99. 5% and an average response time 
of 3 seconds, worldwide. 
There are currently thtrty carriers using this system : 
Aeroperu 
Air Panama Internacional 
Alia Royal Jordanian Airlines 
Aviate ca 
Balkan Bulgari a n Airlines 
CAAC 
Capitol International 
Ceskoslovenske Aerolinie (CSA) 
Cruzeiro do Sul 
Ecuatoriana d e Aviation 
Ethiopian Airlines 
Evergreen Int'l Airlines 
Faucett 
Flugleidir-Icelandair 
Int'l Air Bahamas 
Lade co 
Lan Chile 
Lanica 
Lineas Areas Paraguayas 
Lloyd Aero Boliviano 
LOT-Polish Airlines 
Lux air 
Malev Hungarian Airlines 
Pakistan Int ' l Airlines 
SAHSA 
Surinam Airways 
Syrian Arab Airlines 
TAN 
Transamerica 
Varig 
As can be seen from the above list the carriers utilizing GABRIEL's 
services are smaller airlines. which would usually find it difficult to set 
up and operate their own computer reservation service linked to SITA. 
Other, bigger airlines operate usually their own reservation systems : 
thus, for example, AIR FRANCE operates it s ALPHA III system located in 
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Valbonne (France) with 360 lerminals, British Airways + Air India its 
BABS+ RTB systems in London with 839 terminals, KLM its CORDA system 
in Amsterdam with 528 terminals . For tradition and resource sharing pur-
poses it is also usual practice for some smaller airlines to join these sys-
tems rather than GABRIEL. For example, the British Airways system is 
also "host" for eight other small airlines. The same is true for the GDR 
airlines' INTERFLUG, which utilizes the AURORA system of Aeroflot located 
in Moscow, and serves 53 agent sets via SITA. It is interesting to note that 
the physical connection between East Berlin and Moscow goes through the 
FrankfurL/M node of SITA. Swissair and Austrian Airlines operate jointly 
the RESCO system in Zurich, JAT--the Yugoslavian airlines--has its reser-
vation file under the KLM system in Amsterdam; Malev the Hungarian, CSA 
the Czechoslovak, LOT the Polish, and Balkan Bulgaria Airlines use 
GABRIEL in the USA . 
Thus it can be seen that with this mixture of system usage there are 
no political fears in this category of transborder data flows-- not even 
because of vulnerability reasons. There is, however, some concern espe-
cially by some Western European countries about potential privacy prob-
lems [2] . Some Frencb sources, for example, expressed their view with 
regard to SITA, that the most dangerous aspect of this network is the 
communication about the actual movement of people. For example, Air 
France puts on microfiche all its reservation transactions. It is feared 
that at some stage this information could be misused--although it would 
be against the French law. 
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GABRIEL is a shared real-time reservations and information process-
ing system, a true multi-host system with participants sharing the central 
site hard ware and programs, but with their data residing in each airline's 
discrete tiles. All airlines are treated by GABRIEL equally, with the same 
priority, and with full security. 
The current GABRIEL system is based on 12 years of development, 
usage, and refinement by the user airlin e s and operating staff. It has 
been con tinuously updated and kept curre nt in CJ.ccordance with ATA/IATA 
standard> 
The system also enhances service to the air traveler by providing 
immedial e confirmation of interline space for both GABRIEL users and 
other airlines . 
By utilizing the SITA high level data n e twork, GABRIEL is available to 
all SITA members for online or interline services. SITA's offices 
throughout the world provide representation and liaison for all aspects 
regarding GABRIEL and associated telecommunications services. 
The central site processors in Atlanta, purchased with the original 
system, consisted of two UNN AC 494' s. A third 494 was added to ace om-
modate new users . More recently, UNNAC 1100-83's were purchased to 
replace tbe 494's and to facilitate the addition of new applications and 
users. 
Conversion of the programs from the current system (GABRIEL I) to 
GABRIEL II is underway. The first version of GABRIEL II is scheduled for 
early 1983. 
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GABRIEL 11 was developed from the basic UNIVAC Standard Airlines 
System (USAS), from s elected features' from the original GABRIEL Ser-
vices (GAJ3RIF.L 1), and with new features emanating from GABRIEL user 
requireme nts. 
Basically the current system provides: 
• All the requirements of an airline reservations system. 
I 
• A hotel accommodation availability and inventory system. 
• Interface with car rental systems for availability and direct 
sales. 
• Interface with credit card systems for modifications and author-
ization. 
• The IATA/SJTA Baggage Tracing System (BAGTRAC). 
• METEO - A worldwide weather data disseminating system. 
Developments underway, or being considered at the request of SITA 
members, include centralized departure control, fare quotation, tour 
control and sales, and automated ticketing. 
The New GABRIEL II Passenger Name Record Reservations System 
The upcoming GABRIEL II Passenger Name Record (PNR) System pro-
vides stale-of-the-art processing for all areas of reservations require-
ments. The following highlights some of the key features. 
Reservations Sales 
• Comprehensive displays of schedule and availability information. 
• Logical transactions for creating, retrieving, modifying, and can-
celing PNR's . 
• Provisions for up to five agents using a single CRT, or for one 
agent processing up to five transactions concurrently on a sin-
gle CRT terminal. 
• Control of transactions allowed for travel agencies equipped with 
user CRT's; e .g., one agency may not retrieve a PNR created by 
another agency, an important facility to secure privacy of 
passengers. 
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Reservations Control 
• An extensive and sophisticated range of transactions and pro-
cessing for parameters such as availability status (AVS) levels, 
group limits, combined classes of service, and payload control. 
• Automated processing for waitlist confirmation. Confirmation 
priorities are ordered so as to realize maximum revenue while 
providing good passenger service. 
Flight Schedules Management 
• Provisions for loading and changing host flight schedules by CRT 
from each user's central reservations office . Processing is 
online and includes all necessary features such as passenger 
protection and advise-schedule-change notifications. 
• Provisions for loading and changing other airline schedules by 
magnetic tape supplied by a third party. Content of the tape is 
dictated by user-supplied parameters. 
Management Reports 
• Reports containing data regarding reservations agent and office 
activity. For example, a report may be requested containing the 
following information for one or more agents: number of host 
seats booked, PNR's created, total transactions, and error 
responses. 
• Reports containing data regarding inventory flight activity. 
Examples of these reports are ( 1) load factor for the preceding 
day's flights; (2) seats booked, open, and waitlisted over a city 
pair for a specified date or date range; and (3) flights with less 
than a specified number of seats open for a date or date range . 
Given the numerous report parameters contained in the system, the 
user controls the content and scope of each report. 
1.3.2 BAGTRAC - The IATA/SITA Baggage Tracing System 
BAGTRAC is a worldwide automated haggage tracing service, jointly 
developed by IATA and SITA and has been offered to the air transport 
industry since March 1980. 
This service facilitates the speedy recovery of misrouted passenger 
baggage for all participating airlines . It allows information exchange both 
within a given airline as well as between airlines througho:ut the world. 
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IATA is responsible for the overall adminis tration of the service, while 
SITA provides lhc technical s upp ort using [l s GABRIEL data processing 
center loc a led in Allanta. By the end of 1980, 54 airlines were connected 
to BAGTRAC. 
This is how BAGTRAC works: Suppose a tourist is traveling from New York 
to Amsterdam, with a connecting flight via London. Arriving in Amster-
dam, he cannot find his luggage, because in New York, through a conveyer 
belt mishap, the destination tag was ripped off and his bag ended up on 
another airline's baggage cart for a flight to Paris. He at once reports the 
loss. This is how "BAGTRAC" will work to return his bag: 
Amsterdam enters the missing baggage report in "BAGTRAC" 
Paris enters the unclaimed baggage information in "BAGTRAC" 
Amsterdam receives a computer match based on name, bag 
type and color . 
Amsterdam contacts Paris, verifies contents. etc., and deter-
mines that it is the tourist's bag 
Paris forwards the bag to Amsterdam on the next available 
flight--and Amsterdam delivers it to the tourist within 24 hours . 
In a manual tracing environment, Amsterdam would receive nega-
tive replies from both New York and London, and would have no idea 
where to continue the search, resulting in interim passenger expenses 
and a lost claim processed after 5 days, another lost claim paid if the bag 
is not recovered in 21 days, plus a very dissatisfied customer' 
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BAGTRAC benefits are clear: 
• Improved customer service with a fas ter return of mishandled 
bagg age to the passenger. 
• Reduction in lost baggage claims and "out of pocket" pa,, senger 
expenses, through a more efficient baggage tracing system, at a 
reasonable cost. 
• Increase in the mishandled baggage recovery rate and 
improvement of staff productivity: less workload and paper to 
handle for local baggage tracing off ices at every network sta-
tion; less workload for Headquarters' Lost & Found Office, with 
fewer missing baggage reports and unclaimed bags to process in 
the race against time to avoid the payment of a claim. 
• Provides useful management inlormation: A monthly statistical 
report generated for each carrier, by station, on the first day of 
each month for the previous month's tracing activity. 
• BAGTRAC reduces lost baggage claims on average by 25%: 
BAGTRAC represents a typical transborder data flow application 
that could not be solved otherwise and that has clearly only 
positive aspects . 
1.3.3 SITA's Meteorological Service 
The Meteorological Services , currently provided to several airlines , 
consist of the selection of global meteorologic a l data obtained from the 
US National Meteorological Center (NMC) in Suitland, USA. 
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SITA's Meteorological Service provides worldwide meteorological 
forec a sts of wind speed and dire ction plus t emperature for three upper 
air le ve ls and al so gives the s o-called tropopause height . 
The se rvice dispatches information using SITA TYPE B telegrams or 
short delay TYPE A messages either automatically or on specific request . 
According to specific user requirements, data are transmitted twic e 
daily to the servic e participants for flight planning purposes. 
The for ecas t s are generated by the NMC approximately 5-6 hours 
subse quent to the observation periods of 0000 GMT (midnight) and ~ 200 
GMT (noon) . Each forecast is sub-divided into so-called bulletins, which 
consist of all the data for one altitude category, such as high level. for one 
major geographical area such as South Pacific , and for one time pe riod 
( 12, 18, 24 or 30 hours lfter observation time). Each bulletin is further 
sub-divided into s o-called blockettes, each consisting of one ten-degree 
square area within the major geographical area. (A blockette can .contain 
up to eight sub-s quares.) 
It allows participants to select the specific information they wish to 
receive, based on observation period, altitude level, geographical area, 
and time period . 
Each METEO participant will be allowed to identify the specific infor-
mation to be received, as follows : 
• Observation Period 
• Altitude Level 
• Geographical Area 
• Time Period 
(0000 and/or 1200 GMT) 
(Low /Mediwn /High) 
(Forecasts for 12, 18, 24 or 30 
hours after observations) 
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• Blockette Area ( 10-degree square area) 
Forecast structure 
Each forecast can be structured according to the following specifica-
tions : 
Benefits 
Observation Time 
Altitude Category (mb = millibar) 
(Low, middle and high level data--winds and temperatures). 
Geographical Area 
The forecasts for the entire globe are broken down into geo-
graphical regions, such as countrie s of the Northern Hemi-
sphere (North America, North Atlantic, Arctic, North Pacific, 
Japan, Caribbean, Philippines, Pac ific, Asia, Arabian Sea) and of 
the Southern Hemisphere (South America, South Pacific, Africa, 
Indi~n Ocean, Antarctic) . 
METED Provides accurate and up-to-date worldwide meteorological 
information essential for optimum flight planning, thus saving fuel, time, 
and opera ting expenses . 
It permits selective choice of data thereby reducing transmission 
and processing costs, transmits via reliabl e channels the information as 
soon as it is received from NMC and provides a 24-hour service, 7 days a 
week. 
1.3.4 SITA Departure Control Services 
The SITA Departure Control Services (DEPCON) are based on a stand-
alone system aimed at catering for the requirements of a group of air-
lines or individual carriers whose passenger volumes do not exceed 1000 
per peak hour . The system provides for three basic functions, namely 
check-in, weight-and-balance, and boarding pass printing. 
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At present there are installations in Budapes t ( 1978), Sofia ( 1979) 
and Abidjan (198 1) . 
The Budape s t installation will be expanded to include a flight infor-
mation displ ay system that will provide the airport and airline s with 
automate d flight arrival and departure information . 
2. 4-. Planned SITA Services 
As mentioned above the services provided by the SITA network are 
being extended gradually with new facilities and services . By their 
nature, these tend to be more and more digitalized, being b~sed on new 
information and telecommunication technologies . 
The following telecommunications and data processing services are 
being evaluated technically and economically or are under development 
by SlTA: 
Digital Air-Ground Communication Service (AIRCOM) 
Shared Air Cargo Service 
Shared Aeronautical Database (AERODAT) 
Tariff Reference System 
Data Processing Fallback (Disaster or Contingency Planning) 
Flight Planning 
1.4.1 Digital Air-Ground Communication Service (AIRCOM) 
In October 1981 S1TA completed the implementation of an AIRCOM 
lest facility consisting of a computerized central site and two remote 
ground stations. Service implementation is planned for the first half of 
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1984. This service will be an interesting new transborder data flow appli-
cation in the sense that it will provide flow of digital data between fixed 
ground stations and mobile stations on the planes. 
Background 
Efficient and reliable air /ground communications facilities are a 
major requirement of the air transport industry 
As mentioned earlier. until recently the internal operational com-
munications requirements of an airline were satisfied by and restricted to 
voice communication only, using VHF (Very High Frequency) or HF (High 
Frequency) radio transmission between aircraft and ground stations . 
In 1977, the first operational air/ground digital service was intro-
duced in North America by Aeronautical Radio Inc. (ARINC). This system, 
referred to as ACARS (ARINC Communications Addressing and Reporting 
System) has been successfully adopted by a large segment of the North 
American airline ind us try. 
The requirements for the provision of a similar facility in other parts 
of the world remain to be fulfilled . At the request of its member airlines, 
SITA has initiat ed a digital air I ground communications study for those 
regions that are not covered by ACARS. This has resu lted in the definition 
of a new SITA service called AIRCOM, which is proposed to be put into 
operation in the forlhcoming years and which will be fully compatible with 
ACARS as provided in North America. 
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Service Overview 
The basic function of the AIRCOM service is to allow the exchange of 
data in digital form between an aircraft and the airline ground based 
flight operation personnel and facilities. 
The current voice communications system requires human interven-
tion at several levels, and as a result suffers from multiple limitations, 
among which are: 
• High overhead of redundant procedures required for reliable 
communication. 
• Impossibility of transmitting automatically acquired data. 
• No real-time data exchange capability 
• Limited efficiency in the utilization of the frequency spectrum. 
The development of AIRCOM will introduce a 2400 bps air I ground 
data link capability for automatic, accurate, real-time data exchanges 
between an aircraft and a ground-based communication network. This 
link will take advantage of error detection and recovery features provided 
by modern communications protocols. It is intended lo complement the 
existing air /ground voice communication and will provide a communica-
tion capability between the advanced avionics of current and future air-
craft and ground-based airline data processing facilities . 
AIRCOM is intended to support a wide range of data exchanges to ful-
fill a large spectrum of airline applications. 
The availability of the AIRCOM Service to exchange digital data will 
facilitate the progressive automation of key airline operation applications 
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in the fields of flight operations (flight movement supervision and flight 
management applications). aircraft maintenance and engineering, logis-
tics support, etc . 
AIRCOM: System Architecture 
From a technical standpoint, the AIRCOM service will be provided by 
a net'York of dedicated VHF ground stations (referred to as remote 
ground stations) supporting downlink and uplink data exchanges con-
nected to the nearest SITA Network Interface System (i.e .. Satellite Pro-
cessor or any other type "A" access facility) . 
All A lRCOM traffic received by the remot e ground stations will be 
routed as type "A" data blocks via the SITA Network to a so-called SITA 
"AIRCOM Service Processor" central computer system in charge of so-
called AIRCOM Service supervision and AIRCOM message processing 
(addressing and routing, format and code conve rsions, end-to-end com-
munications control. etc ... ) . From the Servic e Processor, messages are 
then sent to the airline ground destination faci lity (terminal or computer 
system) via the Network. 
This system architecture makes extensive use or the existing SITA 
Network L1frastructure and facilities, thus minimizing system deployment 
investments and circuit costs. 
Furthermore, the AIRCOM Service will benefit from the high perfor-
mance (message delivery in a few seconds) and reliability of the SITA Net-
work. 
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Applications 
Company applications of digital air /ground communications enc om-
pass a very wide spectrum of activities and will depend upon each 
airline' s procedures, organization, and general policy for computer 
assisted operations. For the above reasons, the "application profile" of 
air-ground data link technology will remain specific to each airline, while 
being related to general application fields that can be recognized and 
identified as being common to most airlines . The following are given for 
illustration purposes . 
a) Fiight Operations 
• The automatic generation and transmission of flight events, and 
the transmission of additional information from or to the crew 
should provide the means to achieve accurate and efficient air-
craft movement control. 
• Cockpit delivery of Preflight Information/Documentation (Flight 
Plans, Weight c. id Balance. etc ... ) . 
• Transmission of flight operation parameters such as fuel status, 
engine thrust levels, etc ... 
• Transmission to the aircraft of weather updates and route diver-
sion information. 
• Flight Management Computer data exchanges for FMC database 
updates. etc ... 
• Transmission of Meteorological Data (Up and Down). 
• Crew Registration. 
b) Aircraft Maintenance and Engineering 
Initially, so-called aids acquired engine operation data using short 
delay transmission can be used for urgent and fast computer aided 
analysis of incidents occurring at locations far remote from the 
home base. To reduce the number of such events there will be a con-
tinuous monitoring of flight times as extracted from flight events. 
The crew, at its own initiative, will provide direct transmission of 
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main l enance related information from the cockpit to further shorter 
intervention delays on the ground. 
This applic a tion will be extended to a more general trend of analysis 
of engine behavior involving very short "turnaround" delays . This 
approach will be very useful for preventive 
verifi ::! ations /interventions and for more accurate management of 
engine performance data . 
c) Logistic Support 
• Transmission of flight events, 
• Transmission of fuel status, 
• Route diversion reporting, 
• Seating arrangements, 
• Miscellaneous information as needed by each particular airline 
procedure. 
AIRCOM: Development Plan 
SITA plans a phased deployment of AIRC OM. At the end of 1981 a 
pilot AIRCOM unit including two remote ground stations and a basic AIR-
COM Service Processor was available for service evaluation by the airlines 
(KLM was the first airline considering participation in the experiment). 
The operational deployment will start with the installation of 50 VHF 
ground stations offering coverage of major international airports and air 
routes in Western Europe and the Mediterranean Basin. 
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From the initial phase and according to airline needs, it is planned to 
extend the service coverage to other parts of the world, such as Asia, 
Africa and the Middle East, by adding ground stations connected to exist-
ing SITA type "A" access facilitie s. 
The worldwide coverage of the SITA telecommunications network, 
and the already existing large number of ground station connection 
points, will permit SITA to provide AIRCOM coverage over very large con-
tinental areas at very moderate cost. For these reasons, SITA believes 
that VHF and HF data link technologies should not be considered redun-
dant, but complementary, and that they should be combined so as to pro-
vide an optimum global coverage in terms of costs and performance . 
AlRCOM is a typical example of how new information and telecom-
munication technology n specific applications help personnel (crew and 
land) cope with the growing amount of information, rather than just "kill" 
jobs. 
1.4.2 Shared Air Cargo Service 
This service is of interest to airlines that have not yet automated 
their cargo functions. The service is designed to monitor and control the 
entire cargo operation of an airline and includes reservation functions, 
warehouse control, flight load preparation, etc . 
With the growth of the Air Cargo business and the pressure on air-
lines to reduce costs and to increase revenue, more and more airlines are 
placing emphasis on the profitability and marketability of their freight 
operations . This coupled with the increasing need for detailed, accurate 
and timely information about the cargo operation, has led many airlines 
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to automate cargo functions, or to investig a te the possibility of doing so. 
Therefore , SITA decided to offer a Share d Cargo Service to the airline 
industry in 198 1. Thi ;; SITA service will be the first shared computerized 
airline cargo servic e in the world . It will offer to carriers a real time sys-
tern featuring data capture and control functions for Airline Cargo Ser-
vice and Cargo Revenue Accounting . 
The Alitalia FAST III system, together with the Swi.ssair online 
schedule change, has been selected for this n ew SITA service . 
System Aspects 
In early 1983 the SITA Shared Cargo Service will be operated on 1BM 
equipme n t (IBM 4341 ) and located a t the P aris Head Office premises . The 
configuration chosen is fully duplicated, whic h will ensure continuity and 
smooth operation of the system. 
Like other services , the SITA Cargo se rvice will be a continuous ser-
vice operating 24 hours a day, 7 days a week . 
Functional Aspects 
A brief list of the major system functions is as follows : 
• Capacity Control 
• Reservations 
A reservation agent may display cargo availability either for a 
specific flight or c ity pair on a specific date / time . 
• Warehouse Control and Inventory 
The system includes every aspect of warehouse management. 
• Air Waybill Data Input/Printing 
The SITA system provides for the complete capture of all air waybill 
data, including total quantitative and charges information. 
• Flight Preparation 
Prior to flight departure, the system will be requested to produce a 
pre-list of shipments based on a certain priority of selection esta-
blished in the system. 
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The se lists will b e use d in the terminal to assemble the flight, the 
agent having the abll ity to override the system selection by 
adding / del eting shipme nt r ecords from a di splayed list. 
• Flight Manif es ting and Disp a tch 
At the conclus ion of the pre-list preparation a reque st will be made 
for m a nifes t prod uct . 
Al the lime of actu a l flight departure a c onfirmation m essage will b e 
ente r e d in the sy s tem, whi c h will update the s tatus of a ll ass ociat e d 
air waybill re cords. 
• Flight Arri val 
Due t o th e early acce ss ibility of information concerning flight load 
detail s , a r ece iving s tation has greater flexibility to preplan work-
loads and spe c ial shipment handling . 
• Flight Delivery / Tr ansfer 
The final air waybill record entry, will be to inform the syst e m of 
shipment delivery, or transfer to another airline. 
• Cargo Revenue Ac counting Functions 
A major design fe ature of the SITA sys t e m is the data captu re of all 
finalized a ir waybill re c ord transactions , providing total information 
for the airlines accounting and billing needs . 
System Be"l.efi ts 
Taking advantage of the fa c ilitie s described above , a SITA Shared Cargo 
Service user will benef;t from improvements in 
• Customer service - Immediate ability to provide customer with 
current shipment status and information . 
• Flight capacity - Improved utilization of flight capacity and allo-
cation procedures . 
• Freight claims - Reductions in shipment loss claims. 
• Personnel Productivity - Improved accuracy of terminal control 
information. 
• Accounting - Reduction in air waybill billing cycle times -
Improved cash flow - Audit security. 
The Shared Air Cargo Service will also be a typical transborder data flow 
application that could not otherwise be done . 
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1."1.3 Shared Acronaulical Database (AI~lWDAT) 
This new servic e plan covers the implementation of an aeronautical 
database containing information relevant to air navigation, flight prepara-
tion and operation. It is being defined in close cooperation with several 
airlines and should be of interest to the whole airline community. Work 
on the service is still being carried out; definite date for service intro-
duction will be defined later. 
1.4.4 Tariff Reference System 
The purpose of this planned new service is to provide airlln es with an 
efficient tool to perform fare calculations This service a lso includes the 
maintenance and distribution of fare information. 
As very few airlines are currently equipped with this type of facility, 
the proposed service would be of interest to a majority of SITA members . 
1.4.5 Data Processing Fallback (also referred to as Disaster or Con-
tingency Planning) 
This service would make available real-time computer facilities to 
airlines with their data processing centers temporarily disabled by 
unforeseen events . Such a capability is of interest to a number of airlines 
and is being evaluated for implementation in 1983 . 
1 A.6 Flight Planning 
This service provides for the automatic preparation of flight plans for 
those airlines not equipped with the necessary facilities, and is of interest 
to a large number of airlines . 
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The deve loprnenl of th e SITA Flight Planning Service start e d early 
1982 . Jt is planned that the implementation of the se rvic e will take plac e 
in l 9El3 . 
Objectives 
The objective of the system is to provide improvements in the accu-
racy and accessibility of Flight Planning Services through utilization of 
the SITA Network and State-of-the-Art data processing equipment. Basi-
cally, the system entails the execution of a number of software modules 
to find the optimum route from origin to de s tination for an airlines flight 
segments. The effects of weather and aircraft performance are con-
sidered over the authorized navigational routes to find the route that 
yields lh e minim um cost. minimum fuel, or minimum time as requested 
by the user . Starting L1 1983 an airline may access this system lhrough 
either CRT or leletype terminal for rapid delivery of tailor-made flight 
plans for any or all of its flight segments . 
Obviously, the first priority in all flight operations activities is safety. 
Governmental and industry standards for proper fuel loads and naviga-
tional procedures must be strictly adhered to . Therefore, the system will 
be designed for use by licensed airline personnel (dispatchers and pilots) 
as a means of making an extensive analysis of all relevant parameters for 
the dual purpose of ensuring safety and generating the optimum route. 
The speed and accuracy of high speed computers will be used to aid the 
decision-maker in selecting the best route available under the prevailing 
circumstances. 
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Flight pla nning fits very well with other flight operations applications 
that are e ither already available or under review for possible future offer-
ing by SJTA-MF:TEO, AJRCOM, and AERODAT. 
AIRC OM--as mentioned earlier--is a SITA project to provide an air to 
ground t omm unications facility fr om the cockpit to flight operations. 
Flight pl -3.nning will feature a direct utilization of this application for 
onboard delivery of flight plans either before departure or while actually 
en route ln the event that a pilot desires t o re-evaluate the data affecting 
the fligh l. . An additional feature that m any leading aviation authorities 
are dis cc ssing is the possibility of directly loading a flight plan generated 
at the gr mnd based central site computer facility into the onboard Flight 
Managerr. ent Computer (FMC) that will be present in many of the new gen-
eration cf aircraft, such as the Boeing 757, Boeing 767, and Airbus 310. 
AlRCOM nay provide the necessary communications link between the 
large database and very fast ground processors and the new intellig~nce 
of the microprocessor based onboard systems. The result could be 
another t: tep forward in the technological advance toward more accurate 
and up to date flight plans. 
AERODAT also fits very well into the group of Flight Operations Appli-
cations under discussion by supplying a n e w level of precision and 
comprehensive coverage in navigational data . This project is the result of 
a movement within the international airline community to improve upon 
and enhance existing sources of navigational data . SITA Flight Planning 
will benefit from this service by having a direct interface to this world-
wide database to provide expanded geographical coverage and a new pre-
cision in the accuracy of the data elements themselves . An additional 
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bene fit for the u se r who chooses to use bolh AERODAT as the basis of 
onboard F'\ilC data and SITA flight Planning for optimum route selection is 
the added confid ence to be gained in the knowledge that total compatibil-
ity is guaranteed since both the systems depend on the same source of 
data . 
Features 
While SITA Flight Planning will be offe re d on the same basis as other 
SITA Data Proces s ing services a nd therefore will continuously evolve over 
time to reflect changing user requirements it is appropriate to describe 
those features that will be available to the first users when the service is 
initially h anded over in 1983 . 
Typic a lly, a user of the SITA Flight Planning Service will access the 
system through a CRT (Type A) or Teletype Terminal (Type B) located 
within the Airline Flight Operations Department. 
By executing the appropriate transaction he may either display or 
update elements within the Data Base or direct that a Flight Plan be cal-
culated for a specific flight. As mentioned above, the meteorological data 
and navigational data will be made available to the user by direct inter-
face to SITA services such as METEO and AERODAT. In addition, the user 
will be provided with user friendly transactions for the entry of aircraft 
performance data and preferred company routes. Naturally all data will 
be edited for accuracy and reasonability. At the user's direction a 
number of mathematical algorithms will be executed to generate the 
optimum flight plan. A printed copy of the Operational Flight Plan and 
the ICAO F'light Plan will then be automatically delivered to the user. The 
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Operational Flight Plan will be tailored to reflect each individual user's 
format r e quirements. The JCAO Flight Plan will be automatically calcu-
lated. 
A number of additional functional feature s will be available. Among 
these an : 
• The availability of Organized Track System ( OTS) fixed tracks in 
areas such as the North Atlantic and Pacific through an inter-
face to the JCAO sponsored AFTN . 
• The automatic mathematical formation of overwater route net-
works for three-dimensional selection of the optimum route. 
• Variable speed and altitude changes during cruise phase 
• Special Flight Plans will be available to minimize reserve fuel 
requirements for those carriers who select this option. 
• Reanalysis will be available to generate revised flight plans in 
the event that new forecasts become available or any other 
parameter can be modified while actually in flight. 
Equitime and point of no return will be available. 
• Both Jet and turboprop Aircraft will be considered. 
Benefits 
Finally, through the shared services concept all participating car-
riers will benefit from lower costs. This will be true in direct benefits 
from reduced flight operations costs (fuel, aircraft, and pilot time) and 
also through lower administrative activity in the preparation of each 
flight plan. Also, a very important benefit is in the enhanced features 
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that will resull from shared ideas and concepts emerging as more users 
participate in the service and also from periodic user meetings . 
Suggestions for improvements and cost saving measures will benefit 
not only the a irline who originates the suggestion but also all other users . 
Last but not least this transborder data flow application will give an excel-
lent example of how new information and telecommunication technologies 
can help to save energy and materials. It also provides services that help 
aviation slaff to digest the vast flow of information, which would not be 
possible otherwise. 
2. AERONAUTICAL FIXED TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORK (A.Fi'N) [3] 
Let us now have a look at the less known network that supports at 
present the Air Navigat;rm Services system. Compared to the SITA net-
work the so-called Aeronautical Fixed Telecommunication Network (AFTN) 
is not so advanced. This government operated network, which came into 
existence before the SITA network started to operate, is a dedicated 
telecommunication network for air traffic control purposes . It also 
allowed busine ss information of airlines to be transmitted but only on a 
low degree of priority. This actually led some airlines as early as 1948 to 
pool their telecommunication resources and as we know in 1949 SITA was 
founded . 
As mentioned above, AFTN is less advanced from the technical point 
of view. It is first of all considerably slower, is not suited for interactive 
traffic and does not support the distribution of large portions of informa-
tion. Due to these deficiencies it only carries a small part of the total 
amount of information exchange within the Air Navigation Services 
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System (ANS) . ln [3] it has been found that about 175 different data 
types are distributed over six so-called Aeronatural Data Categories 
(Table 2) Many of these data typ es are pre sently exchanged by mail. 
standard telephone, or if speed is req_uired, on dedicated lines . ln fact 
only 35 of these are distributed through AFTN. 
Table 2. Aeronautical data categories 
Notam information 
Class I 
Snowtam 
Airac 
• 
• 
• 
AFrN messages 
distres s message 
Accident message 
Flight plan 
Departure message 
• 
• 
• 
AIP information 
Regulat10ns 
Routes 
Reporting points 
Zones 
Areas 
• 
• 
• 
ANS system internal information 
Emergency procedures 
Letters of agreement 
Hi-jack procedures 
Fuel jettison areas 
• 
• 
Meteorological messages 
Metar 
Sig met 
Current air pressure (QNH/QFE) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Technical Status message 
Nav-aid status data 
• 
• 
• 
• 
There is a strong feeling by many experts that this system is hardly 
able to meet today's requirements . Apart from growing air traffic, mean-
ing growing quantities of information, there is an increasing demand 
within the ANS system for more efficient methods of access to Aeronauti-
cal Information data . And modern information and telecommunication 
technologies favor the satisfaction of such demands . 
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The above demand is also reflected in the work of the UN organiza-
lion for civil avialton (!CAO), which created already in 1967 a sp ecial panel 
working on the definition of a better ANS communications system, the 
common ICAO, Data Interchange Network (CID IN). In Figure 2 a projected 
implementation plan for the European part of AFTN (CIDIN) is presented . 
As can be seen from its topology it is different and separate from the 
telecommunication network used by SITA. 
Salt Lake 
City 
Reykjavik Oslo Stockholm Helsinki 
(Tunis) (Malta) 
SEA 
(Istanbul) 
(Ben Gurion) 
(Cairo) 
Figure 2 . Typical example of AFTN development in the Eighties (CIDIN) 
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According to [3] up to the end of 1981 no concrete decision has been 
taken how CIDIN should actually be implemented. 
It is, however, worthwhile to note that SITA, seemingly independently 
of AFTN, plans to introduce its AIRCOM system in 1984 to cover most 
aeronautical data categories anyway. In this respect we might see a con-
vergence of these two network activities in the future. 
3. CONCLUSIONS 
It has been shown that dat.a communication for aviation purposes is 
currently one of the most important transborder data flow applications. 
There are at present two networks, SITA and AFTN, which provide the 
telecommu,nication, data communication, and partly the data processing 
basis for such types of applications worldwide . Their importance is con-
stantly growing and new services are continually being added . Major 
developments are expected in the field of digital air-ground communica-
tion services, which would provide better means for flight operations, for 
aircraft maintenance and engineering, and for logistics support. 
With regard to transborder data flow problems the flow of aviation 
related information, be it for passenger reservation or for flight control, 
seems to be less sensitive; it is , however, not without any issues of worry. 
One problem, for example, is that data for passenger reservation systems 
crossing borders fall into the sensitive category of flow of personal infor-
mation into foreign countries. Although this type of information is pri-
marily serving "transactional" purposes, such as booking a seat for Mr. X 
on flight Y, or checking whether Mr. Xis already a passenger of flight Y, a 
theoretical long term archiving of such information at the reservation 
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compute r's site or at one of the SITA switching nodes could bring major 
concerns in some countries with privacy legis lations. A general legal 
problem is, for example, when reservation data (which are private data 
thus "'Ubject to privacy protection) have to be transferred from a country 
with strong privacy legislation to the reserva tion computer system of a 
carrier in another country, which is not protected that much or at all by 
local privacy laws . Usually, national privacy legislations or guidelines call 
for an equivalent privacy protection when such data is transferred, pro-
cessed and stored abroad. 1f s uch regulations, however, were strictly fol-
lowed then, for example, no one could fly from Sweden to the GDR by 
Interflug . The number of similar relations between other countries is 
vast . 
In Hungary , for example, according to the Hungarian data regula-
tions transmission of personal data over borders is is in principle possi-
ble, but all personal data are regarded as so-called "office secrets", which 
only can be transmitted over the border if crypted [ 4]. It is known, how-
ever, that the SITA transmission protocols do not entail cryptography of 
data, thus strictly speaking no single reservation request to GABRIEL 
could be made from any Hungarian terminal. 
In other countries, such as Austria, any transmission of data from 
and to abroad requires export and import licenses, which would also 
make any booking reservation transaction impossible . 
There are also other transactions of concern to many information 
policy making bodies, that are daily practice on SITA to everyone's 
greatest satisfaction. Database services containing personal data are 
operated in foreign countries, personal data flow between two countries is 
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routed through a third, where the information for networking purposes is 
stored--and all these between countries with all possible political colors . 
The fact that in spite of these no-no' s the whole system works to the full 
satisfaction of its users, and this for more than a decade, suggest that 
regulation of transborder dat a flow--if it has to be introduced--should also 
be approached from the different major application categories, rather 
than from a universal point of view. 
There is, however, a tendency to drive towards a convergence and 
rapid change of the different application categories, which makes the 
regulatory process even more difficult. As we have shown the SITA net-
work of yesterday, which carried primarily passenger bookings, air cargo 
and airlines information, in addition is carrying today and tomorrow, 
meteorological air navigation data and new types of data . 
Another well known problem is that with the growing u tilization of 
new tele ~ommunication and information technologies we witness a grow-
ing dependence of d 8veloping nations on the developed nations. Prob-
lems of export and import embargoes and other trade restrictions are 
familiar in this field too. 
All in all, data communication for aviation purposes is an essential 
field of transborder data flow applications, which could not be done 
without cooperation and mutual understanding between nations . 
Many of the applications looked at prove that when new information 
and telecommunication technologies are rightly applied they do not have 
to kill jobs, they can also enable new services to be implemented (which 
could not be done otherwise) and lead to savings in energy and materials. 
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FLOW OF INTERNATIONAL NEWS OVER DATA NETWORKS 
I. Sebestyen 
0. INTRODUCTION 
The history of ne ws agencies goes back well into the las t century. 
The first French news agency Havas--a predecessor of AFP, the present 
French News Agency-- was founded as early as 1835 ; Reuters--a news 
agency owned by the newspapers of the UK, Australia, and New Zealand--
was created in 185 1 by the German-born Paul Julius Reuter; and Associ-
ated Press (AP.), the olde s t and largest US agency, started its activities 
in May of 1848 when six New York City dailies joined to finance a tele-
graphic relay of foreign news brought by ships to Boston, the first US port 
tor westbound transatlantic ships. 
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According to Encyclopedia Brittanica [ J J 
a news agency is an organization that supplies news reports to 
newspapers , magazine s , radio and television stations, and other 
users . It does not publish news itself but supplies news to its 
subscribers who, by sharing costs, obtain services they could 
not otherwise afford. All of the mass media depend upon the 
agencies for the bulk of the news, even including those few that 
have extensive news-gathering resources of their own . 
The news agency has a variety of forms. In some cities, newspa-
pers, and radio and Lelevision stations have joined forces to 
obtain routine coverage of news about the police, courts, 
government offices, and the like. National agencies have 
extended the area of such coverage by gathering and distribut-
ing stock-market information, sports results, and election 
reports. A few agencies have extended their service to include 
news interpretation, special columns, news photographs, and 
motion-picture film for television news reports. 
Many agencies are co-operatives and the trend has been in that 
direction s ince World War II. Under this form of organization, 
individual members provide news from their own circulation 
areas to an agency pool for general use. In major news centers 
the national and worldwide agencies have their own reporters to 
cover important r 'rents, and they maintain offices to facilitate 
distribution of their service. 
1. NEWS OVER DATA NETWORKS 
Thus, the business with news is a most traditional one with well esta-
blished business rules and practices. From the technical point of view of 
the early days of news agencies, the dissemination and exchange of infor-
mation was carried by telegraph channels. These were slowly taken over 
by telex networks, which started in the 1930s. With the advance of new 
information and telecommunication technologies, the nature of how news 
agencies work is just about to change. It was soon recognized in the 
1960s that computers were extremely suitable for collecting, editing, 
archiving, retrieving, and disseminating news information. With the 
advance of modern telecommunication technologies, in particular of 
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computer n etworks, it became technically feasible to build information 
network s based on comp uter mediated communication. Such networks 
obviously by their nature, represent a special category of transborder 
dala flow of computerized information. 
East and West were interlinked by news networks naturally, long 
before special computerized news networks started to emerge. The 
development in thi s field obviously does not stop on the border between 
countries, and we are witnessing, also in East-West relations, the 
increased computerization of the news agencies' networks . 
One of the first news agencies that started to use computer networks 
for their news services was Reuters, who, in 1973 in London, launched 
their Reuter Monitor Service, enabling foreign exchange dealers, banks , 
commodity lraders, and brokers. to receive up-to-the-minute, market-
related news on terminals. According to [2] the Reuter Money Rates Ser-
vice had only 14 sub scribers on its launch date in 1973 but by 1981 had 
nearly 5000 located in 350 centers in 58 countries. 
Reuter News Services include up-to-date minute news on traditional 
news and money rate news on the major international monetary "stages" 
of the world including 
foreign exchange 
a money news service 
economical data services on trade, balance of payments, consu-
mer prices, money supply, official reserves, and discount rates, 
etc. 
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rate quotation of domestic and international markets , etc. 
Also offered are commodity and oil market news, securities news service, 
and s hippi,ng news service . 
In the Reuter News Services two types of information are provided: 
that generated by Reuters itself, and the so-called contributed data pro-
vided by subscribers to the service. In the Monitor Oil Service, for exam-
ple, sub sc ribers receive data directly from the d ealing rooms of major oil 
brokers, merchants, and traders . Any subscriber to the Oil Service may 
contribute prices, observations, and other information to the system 
using his standard terminal. Such information is then stored in comput-
ers and is available for retrieval by all subscribers, provided they are per-
mitted by the contributor to see it. This facility to grant selective per-
mission or inhibit acct: ·s to contributed data ensures that any particular 
competitors are barred from access to the contributor 's data . Informa-
tion contributed by subscribers complements the news and prices con-
tent of the service. 
The Reuter Monitor Commodity Service operates in a similar fashion . 
Information contributed by subscribers complements the news and prices 
content of the service and is in the following categories: Softs, 
Grains/Oilseeds, Non-Ferrous Metals, and Precious Metals. 
The Reuter Monitor Shipping Service is designed for international 
shipping markets . It enables essential market data such as Enquiries, 
Fixtures, and Market Reports to be channelled rapidly and accurately to 
the required destination. The service enhances and reinforces existing 
systems between shipbrokers. owners, and charterers . By subscribing to 
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the service, shipbrokers, owners, and charterers can use their terminal 
to receive fast-moving market information vital to their business . They 
can use the sys tem either as contributors or recipients . Contributors 
inset item s of information into their terminal and this information, under 
their own name, becomes available to the shipping market worldwide. 
Market data may be directed to recipients at the discretion and under 
the control of the contributor . 
The philosophy adopted by Reuters, i.e., that both Reuters and its 
subscribers may put up information, is somewhat similar to the philoso-
phy applied in PTT videotex services, where the PTTs, although often 
information providers themselves, primarily collect and distribute infor-
mation provided by so-called information providers who are often the 
users of the system themselves . One of the main functions of such a ser-
vice is not only the distribution of information by the news agency, but 
also to provide a broad, active information forum for the entire business 
community The broad online user community in this se nse is an essence 
of such services. International applications of this philosophy--such as in 
the case of Reuters--create a typical example of transborder data flow, 
which could not be done otherwise. 
Reuters is, however, not the only news agency providing computer-
ized information services. AP and UPI have also been providing news data 
services for a couple · of years. AFP--the French News Agency--has 
recently introduced its Agora Service with three databases allowing selec-
tive and retrospective search of information. The database AGORA GEN-
ERAL stores all the information generated by the general AFP Service for 
the last 12 months . AGORA DOCUMENTATION stores the total AFP-
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Documentation, such as biographies of politicians, 'Nith no time limit. 
Acc ording lo [3], the computerization of national news agencies has 
been developed so far that about 90% of the news agencies today already 
have starshaped computer networks for their domestic services . In this 
fashion, collecting , editing, and storing of their own messages are done on 
small, medium sized computer configurations. The distribution of mes-
sages to the domestic network is naturally supported by computer too . 
The Austrian Press Agency (APA) runs for its domestic purposes on an IBM 
S/7 "store and forward" system linked to a Thompson-CSF computer used 
for text preparation purposes . Similar computerized systems are applied 
at other nalional news agencies and the agencies of the Eastern European 
countrie s are no exception from this practice . However, according to [3], 
the computerized systems used for domestic services in East-West rela-
tions do not yet provide news internationally, but there is good reason to 
assume that this will be the direction of development. 
2. INTERNATIONAL TRADE OF NEWS INFORMATION 
Regardless of whether normal telex or computer supported distribut-
ing systems are used, the trade of news information between news agen-
cies is not new but daily practice. With the growing interest in interna-
tional trade for computerized information it is worthwhile for other 
categories of the information industry to learn from the experiences of 
the news agencies in this respect. 
As an example, according to [3], APA, which is a consortium of its 
subscribers, buys and sells information from and to the news agencies in 
the West and exchanges information with the agencies of the Socialist 
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countries. Business with, say, Reuters , is also partly done on a compensa-
tive basis . For example, if APA, buys information for 100 units and 
Reuters buys back APA news for 30 units, then APA will transfer in cash 
the difference from the total. With Socialist countries the deal is on an 
exchange basis, for example, APA services MTI the Hungarian News 
Agency, and in return MTI provides APA with its export service free of 
charge. The export services of the news agencies of the Socialist coun-
tries are in English, French, or German. Although the domestic services 
are already computerized as mentioned earlier, the export services are 
not yet . 
APA in total receives about one million words per day in three 
languages from all agencies around the world. From this they filter out 
and condense 50,000 words per day for domestic distribution in German. 
The philosophy of mutual dependence is the guiding one for the work 
of news agencies and this is certainly the notion that should be taken over 
by other transborder data flow applications wherever possible. 
3. NETWORK TOPOLOGY OF NEWS AGENCIES 
Each news agency is practically the source and destination of infor-
mation. The physical networks that connect the agencies are very com-
plicated and often the result of a long historical development. Figure 1, 
for example, shows the European section of Reuters' worldwide communi-
cation network, the computer data centers being located in London, 
Paris, Amsterdam, and Frankfurt . In East-West relations, access from the 
Socialist countries is made through the Frankfurt center. As an example, 
according to [3], the dedicated channels to Budapest from Frankfurt go 
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via the direct link APA (Vienna) - Reuters (Frankfurt) in a multiplexed 
mode . Thj s line is r ented by APA and is also us ed for their own purposes. 
In addition, the line has dedicated channels for carrying traffic between 
DPA--the West German News Agency--and ?v'. TI. As a rule, APA will establish 
such conne ctions provided appropriate agreement and willingness 
between the two destination news agencies exists. With this policy, APA 
and Austria are playing an important role in exchanging news information 
between East and We s t . 
The multiplexed high speed connection between MTI in Budapest and 
APA in Vienna is provided by MT1. Through this arrangement there is no 
need for MTI to establish a direct channel to Frankfurt or for APA to main-
tain direct links to news agencies in Socialist countries, whlch are 
brought to Vienna over the dedicated channels multiplexed by MTI. This 
fine example of cooperation demonstrates how effectively news agencies 
support each other's work and how dependent they are on each other. 
Figure 2 [ 3] shows the communication network used by APA. It can 
be seen that this complicated network is built upon different technolo-
gies, depending on the partner news agency concerned . According to [3], 
their present main connection to the CMEA countries goes through the 
multiplexed high speed line to Budapest, whlch, however, is only used for 
sending text and data. The multiplexed connections to Prague, Warsaw, 
and Belgrade carry both facsimile pictures and text. MTI Budapest, which 
has its own extensive network and is itself linked to other news agencies, 
qet c~acsimile services through its other channels. In practice, thls very 
dense and sophisticated mesh of networks ensures that all information, 
be it text, data, or pictures, gets to the news agencies in some form or 
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anolhcr in s t,rnLancot1 s ly, even if some hardware problems should occur. 
4-. FUTURE TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS 
New, more "unorthodox" developments in the field of news agencies 
network di s tribution are already visible at this point. John Ison [ 4] 
reports that the Reuter Monitor Shipping Service is increasingly used by 
ships sailing on oceans through the data communication channels pro-
vided by the communication satellite services of INMARSAT. 
Another satellite communication technology is used for terrestrial 
communication of networks news services in the USA and Canada by 1DR 
Inc., a subsidiary of Reuters [5]. Their information system, called the IDR 
Row-Grabbing System, is the result of the marriage between Reuters 
information services and their television and satellite technologies (Fig-
ure 3). Row-Grabbing is actually a sophisticated full-channel teletext sys-
tem allowing a one way information stream of 30 million characters a 
minute in a cyclical fashion, from which users with the appropriate termi-
nals can select information for display, printout, or processing. Terminal 
types range from highly sophisticated multi-function, professional units 
to very low-cost display-only terminals using standard television sets . 
The system has, among others, two interesting aspects from the 
information policy point of view. First, it shows an increasing tendency 
for major "news monopolies" to try to reach end users, even residential 
users, directly without utilizing the services of an intermediary such as 
local newspapers. Second, the system is already linked to Canadian cable 
television network, which brings these services over the border to domes-
tic and business users in Canada. 
Reuters 
New York 
Database 
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5. SUMMARY 
To swn up, most of the present transport of news information 
between East and West is done on telex channels, but there can be no 
doubt that with the further development of computerized systems, 
exchange of news will be the internal affair of computers. 
There are early signs that in the future major news agencies will ser-
vice and users--business, and public--directly without the involvement of 
intermediaries such as national news agencies or local papers. This might 
not only impose some problems domestically but also internationally in 
many countries, also in the sense that the public at large will be con-
fronted with transborder data flow problems. 
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SUMJ.~ARY Al\D CONCLUDING P.EM:J.RKS 
The la s L ch i.tplcr of any sludy has to be lhe s ummary. How can o;-ie 
sum up all th e: infonr.alion lhal was given throughou: the p:evi.ous 
chapters ':> Hov: can one sum up a study \\·hose main aim was to collect 
information and map the slate of the art in daLacommun1.cation between 
East and West and the appropriate administrative p rocedure s through 
which it is governed':> Well. with regard to the completeness of informa-
tion we hav e tried to collect and structure the information that we could 
get as well as possible . This did not succeed in every respect - there are 
still many "information gaps" to be filled. We hope, however, that even 
with its incompleteness we were able to provide a correct general picture 
and that some of the information will be useful to those groups who want 
to understand and promote transborder data flow applications between 
Easl and West, both in theoretical and in practical terms. l am confident 
that our information will help users in as much as early - not too 
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accurate - ge:::igraphic:al maps helped venluresome travelers in the mid-
dle ages .. 
What conclusions can be drawn from this study" Well, many conclu-
sions. depending on how the read.er interprets the vast amount of ciata 
galher ed by th e sludy What are my own main conclusions" 
(1) The datacornmunication infrastructure for East-West computer 
connections is still in its infancy. The telecommunication net-
work carrying data will in tbJs decade still primarily be that of 
the analog t elephone . The situation, however, is beginning to 
change slowly. In the regions studied, Austria and Hungary 
already provide digital services, while in other countries the 
introduction of digital services is knov.-n. Taking into account 
the speed of penetration of the digi tal services in all the coun-
tries in question, the ana log services wLll still play an important 
role in this decac e. 
(2) The administrative procedures for datacommunication are, in 
principle, rather similar in every country; they ail basically fol-
low the respective CCITT recommendations . There is a law in 
force in Austria with regard to privacy in transborder data flows 
and we know the governmental regulations in Hungary and in 
other countries but, in general. not much has been done yet. All 
these rules and regulations are of the first generation, and in my 
opinion not all the related aspects of this phenomenon are fully 
understood yet . At the moment technology is changing too fast 
for legislation to be able to respond to it . 
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(3) The do::nestic telee::::im:nunicat;on equ\?r:!2nt prod.uced. by the 
CMEA countrie s arid Yugoslavia re:'lect tw::i im?or~ant facts . At 
prese n~ almos~ al! datacommunication equipment is focuse::l 
towarG. s the analog telecommunication networks - telephone, 
telegra1)h, and telex -".hi ch will continue to be used during the 
1980s for datacommunication. Only a limited amount of data 
terminal equipment with digital interfaces are just about to 
appear . This is here obviously also a chicken-egg proble m Y{hy 
should a PTT provide digital services if users cannot be easily 
connec ted to it? V{hy sho:ild a firm produce equipment with 
digital interfaces if there are no digital data ser-vices to be 
linked to" In addition, some of the PTTs think that due to the 
relatively low number o~ network terminating points, they vvill be 
able t o carry the upcoming data traffic during the rest of the 
1980s with leas e d or sv.-itched analog servie:es. The other impor-
tant fac l, which is characteristic for most datacommunication 
equipmenl produced in Clv:E:\ countries, is that they are part of 
well defined series (i.e., Ryad ES and s1n. thus there is less 
focus on general purpose telecommunication hardware. Private 
switched computer networks are in operation in many CMEA 
countries . To introduce such systems as public services (and at 
the beginning of the service they could be rather small) is in my 
view not a technical problem but only a question of PTT policy. 
( 4) There are a lready a few successful transborder data flow appli-
cations that have been operational for a couple of years. The 
usefulness of these applications is beyond doubt . J expect that 
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furth er applications v:i:l be in'.:roduc c d soon, such as for banking 
and computerized. mess age sending (teletex) It lie::: within the 
nature of communications that, as soon as there are any PTT 
s ervices to be interc onnected (similar to the telephone, tele-
graph and telex networks), they will be. The first sign of this can 
already be seen. 
(5) Surprising a s it may sound, I expect less problems in Eas t-West 
transborder data fl.01Ys than in 'fost-West or l\orth-South. The 
majority of Ec: .. st-'i'i'est transborder data fl.ow applicat ions will be 
linked lo "geographical' ' distances, such as message sending, 
banking transactions, observing and exchanging meteorological 
data, exchanging ne·ws, etc . There are basically no serious con-
cerns about these and they cannot be performed otherwise . 
Data exchanges linked to the operation of transnational cor-
porations - sincio they do not operate in the Socialist countries 
to such an extent - will be minimal and of very little concern, 
unlike in the Western world and in the developing countries. The 
problem expressed by many nations is not transborder data fl.ow 
per se, but the existence and practice of transnational corpora-
tions and the fear that the different transborder data flow appli-
cations can be used as an even more powerful tool for manage-
ment and many other purposes . This issue is, however, not an 
East-West problem. In East-West relations, concerns such as 
negative impact of transborder data flows on the labor market 
or on the vulnerability of society - I would guess - are not likely 
to come up . Those transborder data flow applications that will 
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domina~ e 1·-Jl ro.ther create jobs , e g. ire da t abc..se p:-od u ::-ti c· :-1 
and sen·:cing, sendin g c.nd p r ocess !ng Lransac ti ons , but l C:o n~·· l 
cxp c.: C'L lhd~ U.1s movc mcilt of labor markel will be l\e igh'. 
sig ni fJc;.nL . As to t he \' ulncrabili ty of s oc ie ty - in sp ite of t h e 
long awe;. ileC: p eace ful coexis t enc e bet¥.-e en Ea st a n d '.'!'est, which 
I hop e v.-m come - I do not exp ect that ei ther p a r ty will allow t he 
build u p o~ any tr a ns bord er dat a fl ow applications tha t cou!d 
seri ously make t heir 01·.·n co untry vulne r a'Jle (e .g., i t is certain 
that all dc.Labc.ses \'i t &l t o & gi\·en country will b e sto:-ed on a 
computer in that count ry) . 
(6) The presen~ transbor de r d at a fl ow applic at ions b et, .. ·een East 
and West are ove r shad owe d_ by t he fears of cert a in groups in t he 
We s t that they promote the und es i:-able transf e r of suc h t e chn o-
logies tc. the Eas t. I p e:·son ally be lieve that in the long ruI1 t hese 
fear s will diminish an d will be of much less sig nificance. Why " 
Fir s t of all the bas ic hardware te chnology is availa ble on both 
sides . ]t might well be that the ave r age level of technology and. 
technical characteris tic s of We ste rn datacommunic ation 
hardwa r e is a fe w years ahead of the East; however, the latest 
techno logy in the East is already powerful enough to satisfy 
mos l of the present transborder data flow needs . The very rapid 
pace of development on both sides will even improve this situa-
tion, although as pointed out in [1 ] I do not expect that the 
"time lag" - which is not e qual to a technology gap - between 
the different major world economic regions in the field of com-
pute r s and datacommunication v.i ll s oon disappear . This , 
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hovrever, ''--ill not be a blocking fact or in transborder da'_a fiow 
applications, since the statement "Only the latest technology 
counts" for the fas~ developing supporting hardware and 
software elements for TDF is in my view not true . A few exam-
ples of this are pro\Tide d in this study: the TPA/70-X.25 gateway 
network of llASA is built on "outdated" Hungarian made com-
puter hard.,1·are i\ontheless it can be used without any difEculty 
in linkage with the lato;:st packet switching technologies and ser-
vic es - such as DATE>:-P of lhe Austrian PTT Another example 
is the database service center of CISTI, equippe:i with a small 
hardware configuration by Western standards . Nonetheless with 
clever organization and scheduling of database operations it 
provides sa~isfactory services to its users (ask them!) . 
On the other and, the gap between East and West in the quality 
of customer serv; e, in my view, leave s a lot to be desired and a 
lot has to be done by the East to catch up . The difference is 
already felt when buying a piece of hardware . Often, and for no 
apparent good reason, the installation will take much longer 
than it should . Maintenance and trouble-shooting services are 
also often not as prompt as they could be. However, I believe 
that this is not so much a technology as a service problem. In 
my view one of the keys to the success of the Western data 
industry is their high quality customer services . While this is a 
very labor intensive and not very attractive task it can be meas-
ured in the ratio of satisfied customers. As surprising as it may 
sound, in my view the present practice in the restrictive 
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tech::10lo6y trans~er p olicy of some \'1-es ':.errl cou,_"1tr'.es s e r~::>:is ly 
harms th e service q uality and the good reputation of t hetr 01~-;: 
industry a nd this ::: ou ld a'.'fect their trad e Ln this field badly. 
(7) Last but no: least, the role of transborder data flows in East-
Wes t relations will continue to grow. !\ot a surprising statement 
after all. . 
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